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Abstract 

Divine Presence in the Yahad

The Identity of the Qumran Community in Relation to God according to lQS and IQH 

as revealed in their Interpretation of Biblical Texts. 

Stephan Ahrnke 

This dissertation presents a study of the idea of Divine presence as represented in two of the 

Dead Sea Scrolls, 1 QS and 1 QH. It will attempt to demonstrate that it is a particular and dis

tinctive idea of that presence that provides the Yahad's identity. To show how this might be 

so, the thesis will examine words and phrases used in 1 QS/H to describe God's presence in 

comparison with those same words and phrases in the Hebrew Bible. At times, it will be nec

essary to adduce collaborating evidence, drawn from other Qumran documents (lQSa, lQM), 

the LXX, the Vulgate, and Rabbinic literature. The thesis will note how scholarly literature 

on the Qumran documents studied here display a comparative neglect of the fundamental 

theme of Divine presence. 

After setting out the problem, the aim, and the method of this thesis in the introduction, I out

line in what way the question of Divine presence influences our understanding of the identity 

of the Qumran Community by reviewing scholarly literature on this question. 

The study falls into four parts. In the first part, I analyse how 1 QS and I QH describe the na

ture and dwelling place of God. This part forms the basis for the following investigations. In 

the second part, I ask the question whether or not 1 QS and 1 QH describe a way in which the 

Yahad can experience God. In the third part, I investigate the relationship between God and 

the Qumran Community as described by 1 QS/H in two ways. First, I analyse how 1 QS/H pic

ture God as the one who approaches the Community; secondly, I identify the means by which 

God approaches the Yahad as the principles on which the special relationship between the 

Community and God- a unique understanding of Divine presence- rests. In the fourth part of 

this thesis, I investigate how 1 QS/H picture life in the Community that is based on these prin

ciples. I focus on aspects oflife in the Yahad that describe the special relationship between 

God and the Yahad most clearly. 

Finally, before concluding, I analyse the significance of the 4QS-Fragments asking the ques

tion whether the recently published fragments alter the idea of Divine presence as described 

in IQS. 
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Introduction 

1. The Problem and the Aim 

The Hebrew Bible (HB) as well as IQS and lQH are witnesses to the relationship between 

God and human beings. The HB is traditionally understood as a gift from God; and 1 QS and 

1 QH offer human accounts of God's actions in the world. Both sets of texts describe the 

relationship between God and certain groups (~l people. It is this relationship between 

humans and God that will be the centre of this study, because Divine presence is about this 

relationship, especially according to 1 QS and I QH. 

Divine presence is (about), primarily, where God is with human beings. But although Divine 

presence always refers to a special relationship between God and humans, it can have 

different intensities. Examination of Divine presence entails describing and defining these 

ditTerent intensities between certain people and God. To do the idea of Divine presence in 

1 QS/H in comparison with the HB justice, however, we need at this point to introduce two 

different categories of Divine presence, the borderlines between being somewhat fluid. Thus 

Divine presence can mean God~\· actual and immediate "being there" with an individual or a 

group of people at a certain location. In this case, Divine presence is as intense as it can be 

for humans. But there is also another sense of Divine presence which represents a more 

general, and at the same time also less immediate and personal, link between God and 

humans. This sense of Divine presence is the nearness of God. It refers to God as the Divine 

power who is with a certain group of people by creating them, leading them, helping, 

punishing them, etc .. This nearness of God does not refer to a direct and immanent presence 

of God at one location amongst certain people. It refers generally to the relation between 



Divinity and humans; the latter depends on the fonner; and both are separated by nature and 

location. 

This study will show that lQS and lQH represent a new understanding of the idea of the 

relationship between God and humans, and of the Divine presence. This new understanding 

ditTers significantly from that found in the HB, and represents a Qumran specific idea of the 

matter. 

According to the HB, the relationship between God and Israel is intimate. God acting in the 

history of Israel is what establishes this special link between God and His chosen people. 

Although this relationship is special, God and Israel, according to the HB, are always 

separated by nature and location. God is the Divine power who leads Israel. He is the 

Almighty God of Israel on whom Israel depends, but he does not approach Israel directly by 

Himself and Israel catmot approach Him directly. God's sphere, and the sphere of Israel, are 

separated. That means that God has to use certain means by which He can overcome this 

separation to a certain degree and establish special links with Israel. Amongst these means 

are the Covenant, the cloud, the Law, the tent of meeting, the Prophets, the Jerusalem 

Temple, etc .. Israel, on the other hand, also desires to overcome this separation and 

consequently utilises her own means by which she intends to approach God as far as that is 

possible for human beings. For example, they do His w111, they worship Him, offer Him 

sacrifices, they build the tent of meeting and the Temple to give Him a place to dwell, etc .. 

But Divine presence amongst Israel in the sense of God's actual and immediate "being there" 

with Israel, is no mundane, everyday fact of life. Only on a very few occasions within the 

history of Israel, as it is described in the HB, does such a Divine presence seem to be 
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realised. Especially in the Temple, but also in God's appearances to Abraham (Gen. 15; 17), 

or on Mount Sinai (Ex. 19; 24; 33f), humans are described as exceptionally close to God. 

Consequently, according to the HB, there are three degrees of relationship between God and 

Israel: a) a broken relationship caused by the unfaithfulness oflsrael, b) the nearness of God 

as Israel can experience it throughout its history, whereby the degree of this nearness can 

vary according to the faithfulness of Israel, and c) a Divine presence which can be 

experienced directly by special chosen individuals at sacred locations. 

lQS and lQH, as this study will show in detail, change this idea of the relationship between 

God and human beings significantly. They redefine God~,. relationship with humankind, and 

therefore His presence in this world. These \VTitings appear to represent the basic thinking of 

Qumran Community on this matter, thinking which is influenced by the peculiar concern of 

this group to identify itself over against the rest of Israel on the one hand, and against the 

Gentile world on the other. Even so, there is one aspect of the HB's teachings about God 

which 1QS/1QH do not change, and that is their perception ofthe nature of the Almighty. We 

will see below that the description of the nature of God in 1 QS and 1 QH is almost identical 

with the one in the HB. The reason for this is most likely that the Community did not seek to 

found a "new" religion, but to establish a new link between the God of Israel and humankind 

through the Community, but within the general limits of the teachings of the HB as they 

themselves understood it. The changes in the understanding of the relationship between God 

and the Community lie in another area; for according to I QS and I QH, the role of Israel, as 

now understood by the Community, has been changed and redefined considerably. 
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As far as Israel is concerned, the two scrolls adopt the idea that God and Israel are separated 

by nature and location. Not only according to the HB, but also according to the teachings of 

the Community, the spheres of God and Israel are separated and become only gradually 

closer where God approaches fsrael, or Israel approaches God. But 1 QS and l QH go beyond 

this idea. According to these scrolls, the distinction between God and Israel is even greater 

than the Judaism of the time would have understood it on the basis of the HB material. 

According to 1 QS and 1 QH, Israel has moved away from God; thus the relationship linking 

God and Israel has weakened considerably. Consequently, according to these two scrolls, the 

special relationship between God and Israel no longer exists in full. Israel has lost the Divine 

presence, and for the most part also God's nearness in history. Neither can Israel, according to 

1 QS and l QH, any longer interpret God's revelations correctly (especially the Law); nor does 

she have the ability to "accommodate" her own God. The most striking point in this respect is 

the Jerusalem Temple, which according to the teachings of the Community no longer 

qualifies as a divine dwelling. 

The Community, on the other hand, claims to have precisely what Israel has lost: the ability 

to live in nearness to God, and even the potential to "accommodate" His presence amongst 

them. In fact - and this is probably the most significant claim made in 1 QS and I QH - the 

relationship between God and the Community is understood to be even more intimate than 

the one between God and His people Israel (i.e., Israel before it moved away from Him) had 

ever been. The reason for this is that the Community claims to possess Divine presence a) 

permanently in the Community; and b) to a degree that was impossible for Israel. This 

special status in relation to God also qualifies the Community to "accommodate" His 

permanent presence. 



But this does not mean that the Community replaces Israel, and for two reasons, as this study 

will show. First, the function of the Community indicates that it has a role in the world that 

differs from the one of Israel. This study will show that part of the self-understanding of the 

Community is the notion that the Community itself is the only means by which Israel can 

approach God. This leads to two consequences: a) Because Israel has lost (according to the 

teachings of the Community) its ability to approach God in the ways that the HB describes, it 

can only do so now by joining the Commu11ity; for it is only this Community that can 

approach God by the proper means and even by ways beyond those (for example, through 

interpreting the Law and the Prophets pelfectly; or through life as permanent sacrifice to 

God). b) This ability to approach God leads to a special .fimction and quality for the 

Community itself Because every aspect of life in the Community and the nature of the 

Community itself represents the only means by which God can be approached by human 

beings, the Community takes over the qualities that other means of approach such as worship 

and sacrifices to God, the Temple as the dwelling place of God, etc. have in relation to God. 

Thus joining the Community not only enables humans to use these means to approach God, 

but changes both the means of approach and the members of the Community in relation to 

God. The result of all this is a Community which has a unique status allowing the permanent 

nearness of" God in the C.'ommunity and qualifies the very same to "accommodate" the Divine 

presence. 

I QS and I QH develop another point. In the HB, the means of approach to God were 

understood as "isolated" human actions within the Jewish religious cult. The Community, on 

the other hand, replaces these means permanently by giving them a status in relation to God 

that allows the Community to live in His neamess and presence pennanently. Even so, 

according to 1 QS and 1 QH, there are limits to this pem1anence. The Community imagines 
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itself in a process of becoming perfect. This means that they are presently improving their 

status in relation to God. This study will show that because of this process of improvement, 

statements about the status of the Community are ambiguous. The Community is driven by 

its claim and desire to possess and to improve its relationship with God. Hence, the idea of 

Divine presence in the Community by no means describes only one stage of Divine presence 

in the Community. On some occasions, as will be shown in detail below, the scrolls indicate 

a nearness of God in the Community that reflects the special status which the Community 

claims to have in relation to God. On other occasions, however, the scrolls seem to refer to an 

immediate and permanent presence of God amongst them, in the here and now. 

That this claim t0 have and to be able to develop a special status in relation to God is central 

in the teachings ofthe scrolls and, in fact, the driving momentum of the Community, can also 

be seen in another fundamental change. The two most striking aspects of this world-view of 

the Community are that a) the Community only exists within this close relationship, and b) 

that it is the Yahad which claims to bring this relationship into existence: hence their claim 

that they can prepare their Community for God's nearness and presence by themselves. 

According to the HB, the special relationship with God and Israel is based on God's actions; 

it is He who makes both degrees of Divine presence possible: He is with Israel and He reveals 

Himself to Israel. Of course, He also expects Israel to act in a certain way; but these actions 

always remain actions that still depend on God's reaction. According to the scrolls, on the 

other hand, it is largely the Community's actions that directly result in an improvement in 

their status in relation to God. They make His nearness and presence come about in the 

Community. God's revelations, such as the Law and the Prophets, are no longer only the 
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means by which God can approach humans and vice-versa, but witnesses to the effect that the 

Community is achieving, or has already achieved, this special status in relation to God! 

All this means that the desire to improve their relationship with God and the knowledge that 

they already have a very special and unique status in relation to God motivates, drives, and 

defines the Community. It is the decisive aspect of the self-understanding of the Community. 

According to I QS and I QH, this status leads to a neamess of God which is direct, to a high 

degree immediate, permanent, and on~v possible in the Community. This status gives the 

Community a nature that brings them very close to the sphere of God. As such the 

Community can serve as the closest possible link between God and humankind. 

But this study will not only define the idea of Divine presence as we find it in I QS/H, hence 

the special relationship between the Community and God. This study will also contribute to a 

(re-)definition of the Community's (self-)identity. 

Both 1 QS and 1 QH bear witness not only to the Yahad's relationship with God, but also to 

the Community's (self-)identity. This study will show that the Community defines itself only 

in relation to God. Its claim and desire to possess and to develop a special and close 

relationship with God, hence Divine presence, motivates the Community and provides it with 

a purpose and goal. This Divine presence gives the Community its right to exist, and, 

therefore, represents what gives the Community its identity towards God and the world. 

Divine presence represents the underlying idea of the Community's existence and provides 

the basis on which all aspects of the teachings of l QSIH are based. 

As we will see below, various aspects of Qumran teaching (such as the Law, holiness, future 

expectations) have been understood by scholars to be the central theological concepts of the 

scrolls. This study will seek to show that they are all important and have their function within 



Dead Sea Scroll teaching, but they can explain the identity of the Community only in 

combination and only when they are understood as assuming a prior notion of Divine 

presence - hence the Community's claim and desire to possess a special relationship with 

God. 

There are two reasons presented in this study for holding this to be the case: 

1. Although the idea of Divine presence, the special relationship between the Community and 

God, is so significant, I QS/H take it for granted and do not explicitly discuss it. This is not 

because it is unimportant; rather, it is the underlying idea which the writers of the scrolls 

assume as the basis of their entire thinking. 

2. Most of the theologically significant ideas of 1 QS/H describe the Community's relationship 

with God. Although not mentioned specifically, we find that in all these ideas the desire to 

get closer to God, to improve this relationship and to make Divine presence possible, is the 

driving momentum. 

This study will seek to demonstrate this, by analysing lQS and 1 QH in comparison with the 

HB. 
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2. The Method 

Since Divine presence manifests itself in the relationship between the Community and God, 

this study will seek to describe this relationship as it is outlined in 1 QS/H in great detail. We 

will analyse all those aspects which the authors' of 1 QS/H use to describe this relationship. 

Since we are dealing with two parties, God and the Community, we will look at ways in 

which God approaches the Community and vice-versa. God's plan with and actions towards 

the Community, as described in 1 QS/H, explain to a great extent how God was perceived by 

the Community and the way in which it relates to Him. On the other hand, the Community's 

nature and its actions towards God also tells us how the relationship between the Community 

and God was understood. Consequently, we will investigate all those aspects that describe 

this relationship. We will investigate God's activity as it is understood by the Community 

which changes the Community and affects the Community's reception of God (cf. Part III). 

And on the other hand, we will focus on the Community examining how lQS/H describe its 

nature and life in the Community in its relation to God (cf Part IV). But in order to draw a 

precise picture of this relationship, we will have to analyse first the nature of God as 1 QS/H 

describe it (cf. Part I), and ask also the question whether or not 1 QS/H know of ways for the 

Community to experience God directly (cf. Part II). Only these investigations will allow us to 

define Divine presence in the Community as 1 QS/H understand it. 

There are, however, aspects that are part of this relationship which are not going to be 

discussed in detail in this study. Amongst these aspects are elements such as the Law, the 

covenant, purity, holiness, worship, and future expectations. The major reason for not 

For the sake of convenience 1 have used the general word "authors" to refer to those responsible for the 
production of 1 QS/H. As will be clear to anyone who has worked with documents from the Qumran library, the 
texts in our hands represent the work of scribes, editors, and copyists whose work may represent different stages 
of composition of these documents as they now appear. Our concern in this thesis is with the overall significance 
of the completed written materials as they are presented to us in their final state of reduction and composition. 
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investigating these important aspects of the teachings of 1 QS/H in separate chapters in this 

study is that they are based on those aspects which we will discuss especially in Part III, but 

also in Part IV. p~i, t,:Jrv, the idea of knowledge, and :n~ (Part IIl) are in 1 QS/H 

understood in a unique way. They form the basis of the Community's special relationship 

with God and consequently with the world They are, in fact, the principles which make the 

special relationship between the Community and God possible. Because it is God who gives 

the Community its special status in relation to Himself through these aspects, they are the 

basis on which the Community can claim to have its special relationship with God. They 

make the desire to improve this relationship possible and motivate the Community. They 

form the basis of the Community's right to exist. 

Only on the basis of this special relationship the unique understanding of the Law, the 

covenant, purity, holiness, worship, and future expectations, as scholarly literature has 

already described, make sense: in the light of this, the law and the covenant describe God's 

revelation and His promise to the Community within this special relationship; purity and 

holiness, as we will see below, describe the special status of the Community in relation to 

God; worship becomes an aspect of life in a special relation to God and a means to develop 

this relation; and the future expectation reflects the Community's claim to have a special 

relationship with God inasmuch as the future age has in the Community already began. All 

these aspects, therefore, describe the Community's claim to be much closer to God than the 

rest of Israel has ever been. p~i, t,::~rv, the idea of knowledge, and ::11~, according to 

1 QS/H, are the principles that make this neamess to God possible. They show what the 

Community is in relation to God. Aspects which we will discuss in Part IV, on the other 

hand, i.e. words and ideas that describe life in the Community in relation to God, 

demonstrate the effects of these principles on the Community and life in the Community 
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itself They are based on these principles and will identify the Community in its special 

relationship with God. 

The second reason for not investigating the ideas of the Law, the covenant, purity, holiness, 

worship, and future expectations in separate chapters in this study is that they have been dealt 

with in the scholarly literature in great detail. 2 To include sutlicient investigations of them 

would simply be beyond the scope of this thesis. 

But although the scholarly literature clearly demonstrates the significance of these concepts, 

it does not link them appropriately with the question of Divine presence. As we will see 

below, scholarly literature often takes one of them as the central theological idea of the 

scrolls which represents or outlines the identity of the Community. But they have not been 

discussed on the basis of Divine presence and its centrality for determining the identity of the 

Community. But because Law, covenant, etc. are important aspects of the teachings of 

lQS/H, and because they are related to aspects which this study will focus on, I will discuss 

them when necessary and appropriate, and will show how they relate to Divine presence and 

the Community's identity. Through this study, we will see that they are understood within the 

relationship between the Community and God, and that they are indeed based on the idea of 

Divine presence as I QS/H represent it. They all play a significant role in the attempt of the 

authors of 1 QS/H to express the Community's claim and desire to possess and to develop a 

special relationship with God of a kind which has not been seen before. 

So, for example, the Law is understood in 1 QS/H, as in the HB, as reve)ation of God to 

humans. But it is now only the Community that can understand this revelation correctly. The 

Yahad also claims to possess additional laws that the rest of Israel cannot have ( cf. for 

example the rules about nakedness in 1 QS VII 12 which go beyond later Rabbinic Halakah in 

their demands and set out clear forms of punishment for infringement). Doing justice 

Cf pp. XVIII3_4 ;, XXVl-XXVIll, 5052, 72f, 85 19 
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becomes a quality of life in the Community in relation to God (cf for example 1 QS I 5), 

which gives the Community a special status before Him 3 

Another example is the idea of future expectations in the Community. The authors of 1 QS/H 

also use this concept to demonstrate the Yahad's special relationship with God by claiming 

that the Commtmity is much more advanced within the "salvation-process" than the rest of 

Israel, and that only the Community will reach a state where absolute Divine presence 

amongst them will be possible (cf. 1 QS IV 6-8; 1 QH XI 25-36 ). 4 

The final example may be the question of purity. Purity is no longer understood as a 

temporary quality of an individual, but, according to 1 QS/H, as part of the nature of the entire 

Community in relation to God. The members of the Community have a state of purity that 

allows them to live according to God's will which gives them a special status in relation to 

Him (cf. 1 QS rrr 9) and which even allows them to accommodate Divine presence5 

Cf on Law in the DSS P.R. Davies, The Torah at Qumran, in: Al Avery-Peck/ J Neusner/ B.D. Chil
ton, Judaism in Late Antiquity Pari Five. The Judaism c!f Qumran: A Systematic Reading 1?( the Dead Sea 
Scrolls. Volume 2: World View, Comparing Judaisms [Handbook of Oriental Studies vi 57; Leiden! Boston/ 
Koln: Brill, 200 I] 23-44; LH. Schiffman, Jewish Lmr at Qumran, in A.J. Avery-Peck/ l Neusner/ B.D. Chilton, 
Judaism in Late Antiquity. Part Five. The Judaism of Qumran: A 5Ystematic Reading (?f the Dead Sea Scrolls. 
Volume 1: Theory of Israel [Handbook of Oriental Studies vi 56; Lei den! Boston/ Koln Brill, 200 I] 75-90; on 
the Halakah see LH. Schiffinan, The Halakah at Qumran [Leiden E.J. Brill, 1975] 
4 Cf on "eschatology" as represented in the DSS for example LH. Schiffman, The Eschatological Com-
munity lif the Dead Sea Scrolls. A Study of the Rule of the Congregation [SBL Monograph Series 38; Atlanta, 
Georgia: Scholars Press, 1989]; T.S. Beall, Histmy and Eschatology at Qumran, in: Al Avery-Peck/ J Neus
ner/ B.D. Chilton, Judaism in Late Antiquity. Part Five. The Judaism <if Qumran: A Systematic Reading of the 
Dead Sea Scro/ls. Volume 2: World View, Comparing Judai.~ms [Handbook of Oriental Studies vi. 57; Leiden/ 
Boston! Koln: Brill, 200 I] 125-146; l Collins, Apocalyptic ism in the Dea Sea Scrolls [London: Routledge, 
1997]; P.R. Davies, Sects and Scrolls. Essays on Qumran Related Topics [University of South Florida, I 996] es
pecially 61-78; G. Vermes, An Introduction to the Complete Dead Sea ,')'crol/s [London: SCM Press, 1999] 
163-169. 

On purity see, for example, l Maier, Purity at Qumran: Cultic and Domestic, in AJ. Avery-Peck/ J. 
Neusner/ BD. Chilton, Judaism in Late Amiquity. Pan five. The Judaism 1ifQumraw A Systematic Reading of 
1he Dead Sea Scrolls. Volume 1: Themy of Israel [Handbook of Oriental Studies vi. 56; Leiden/ Boston/ Koln: 
Brill, 200 I] 92-124; M. Newton, lJ1e Concept 1if Purify at Qumran and in the Letters (if Paul [Society for New 
Testament Studies Monograph Series 53; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985]. See on purity laws F. 
Avemarie, "Toharot ha-Rahbim" and "Mashqeh ha-Rahhim- Jacob Lic/11 Reconsidered", in: M.J. Bernstein/ F. 
Garcia-Martinez/ l Kampen, Legal Texis and Legal issues [Leiden: E.l Brill, 1997] 215-229. 
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The authors of the two scrolls often use certain key Hebrew words when they mention 

aspects ofthe relationship between the Community and God. Consequently, to determine the 

precise meaning, and hence the relevance of these terms for the idea of the Divine presence 

or nearness of God, this study will analyse these relevant Hebrew words or phrases in detail. 

The following words turned out to be the essential ones regarding the understanding of this 

relationship between the Community and God: l7~'\ n',J, tJ::JJ, i1~~. IZ7ii, p~i, CJ.,7.:ln, 

',:lrv, l7i.,, ::ntJ, 11!77.:1, i7.:ll77.:l, ::J~", nirv, :lip, i~:V, .,J~',, and 1',n_ This study claims 

to take into account all occurrences of these and related words/phrase in I QS and 1 QH. Jt is 

not sufficient to focus only on those occurrences that seem to be interesting in one or another 

respect and to set them into relation with some few parallels. An unbalanced picture of the 

meaning of these words/phrases would be the result. This study will draw full pictures of the 

usage and meaning of these words in 1 QS and I QH, and where relevant also in 1 QSa and 

1 QM, in order to define the relationship between God and the Community as precisely as 

possible. 

It also will compare the meanings of these relevant words and phrases with the HB's usage, 

and also on occasions with that of LXX. Especially the comparison with the HB will enable 

us to define their meaning in the scrolls more precisely, since the usage of the Hebrew 

language in the scrolls depends in the first instance on its HB-usage. The authors of lQS and 

1 QH, as we will see in detail below, a) are very familiar with the HB-material, as their 

continual use of it clearly shows; and b) use the HE-material purposefully employing 

particular methods of interpretation which it will be this study's task to analyse. Using these 

methods, the authors of 1 QS and 1 QH elaborate ideas from the HB which are mostly linked 

with the relationship between God and human beings. They use HB words or phrases that do 

not often, or very rarely, occur in the HB, but in contexts that are suitable for the purposes of 
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the authors of the scrolls: and they develop them according to their own ideas. By doing so 

they give their ideas "HE-authority", and at the same time are able to introduce significant, 

occasionally fundamental, changes. Comparison with the HB will, therefore, play a 

significant role in this study. 

From all this, it should be clear that modem scholarly methods, in particular the 

historical-critical methods, may be of very limited assistance in our task. We must attempt to 

view the HB as the authors of 1 QS/l QH viewed it, as a coherent, historically accurate, and 

authoritative body of material whose meaning it is of supreme importance to establish. It is 

this meaning which the authors of I QS/l QH claim to possess. 

For important reasons, this study focuses primarily on lQS and 1 QH and, in separate 

chapters, the fragments of the Community Rule and the Thanksgiving Hymns from the caves 

4 and 5, and not on the entire text corpus found in the caves of Qumran. 

The first reason for this is, that most of the material found in the manuscripts of the 

Community Rule and the Thanksgiving Hymns reflects in., material. 6 Investigating Divine 

Presence in these two texts will, therefore, result primarily in an understanding of the 

Qumranian idea of Divine presence as very central documents of the Community present it. 7 

Secondly, since this study claims to take into account each of the occurrences of the analysed 

Cf for example J. Maier, Die Qumran-Essener: Die Texte vom Toren !vfeer, Band III [MUnchen I Basel: 
Ernst Reinhardt Verlag, 1996] 4,47; G. Vem1es, lntroductionw the Complete Dead Sea Scrolls [London SCM 
Press, 1999] 46f; A Lange I H. Lichtenberger, Art. Qumran [TRE XXVIII, 1997] 55ff. Stegemann, however, 
argues that the material found in the Rules of the Community refers to the Essenes in general and not necessarily 
to the Qumran Community (H Stegemann, Die Essener, Qumran, Johannes der Taufer unci Jesus [Freiburg I 
Basel I Wien: Herder, 9 1999] l52f). 
7 Generally, although scholars argue that 1 QS contains several rules and that some of these rules may not 
be originally from Qumran (cf for literature 235ff. and also pp. XXII), this study will treat IQS as a coherent 
document in the attempt to establish how this document understands Divine Presence at the stage of the redac
tion process which it represents. Since the 415Q material does not alter the idea of Divine Presence as it is re
vealed in IQS and IQH (see pp. 235-244), I will, therefore, in the following study focus primarily on these two 
versions of the Rule of the Community and the Thanksgiving Hymns (1 QS and l QH). 
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words, the consideration of more scrolls is beyond the scope of this study in two ways. Thus, 

if this study were to include other scrolls, we would have to establish first in what relation 

these stand to 1 QSIH (4QS/H) to gain a precise picture of the idea of Divine presence. Thus 

we would have to establish the date and place of origin of these scrolls at least relative to 

1 QS/H and the 4QS/H material. This would certainly be a major task beyond the scope of this 

study. In fact, the results of this study might well serve precisely the other way around, as it 

were. Once we have established how Divine presence was defined in these central texts from 

the caves, how the relationship between God and the in., was understood, and what the in., 

saw as its raison d'C!re, then we may have a yardstick by which to measure the "nearness" or 

"distance" of other documents found in the Caves with respect to an idea on which the 

"theology" of the Rule of the Community and the Thanksgiving Hymns is based. It would 

indeed represent a major misconception of the nature of the scrolls and fragments found in 

the caves, if we were to postulate that "the writings not only portray each its own picture but 

all together a coherent account of Judaism: a world view, a way of life, and a theory of who 

and what is 'Israel'"8
. 

Thirdly, the Rule of the Community and the Thanksgiving Hymns represent documents of 

very different types. The forn1er detennines life in the Community in relation to God by 

defining the Community and by providing a divine legal system according to which life in the 

Community according to the will of God becomes possible. Because the Rule defines the 

relationship between God and the Community, it also elaborates major theological ideas. The 

Thanksgiving Hymns, on the other hand, contain songs which are uttered to God to praise 

Him. This scroll is probably designed to involve members of the Community in the worship 

J. Neusner, What is "a Judaism"?: Seeing the Dead Sea Lihrmy as the Statement of a Coherent Judaic 
Religious System, in: A.J. Avery-peck! J. Neusner/ B.D. Chilton, Judaism in Late Antiquity. Part Five. The Ju
daism of Qumran: A Systematic Reading of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Volume I: Themy of Israel [Handbook of 
Oriental Studies vL56; Leidenl Boston/ Koln: Brill, 2001] 7. 
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of God. By doing so, it describes the relationship between the members of the Community 

and God in a way different from, but nevertheless complementary to, that found in the 

Community Rule. Analysing words and phrases that are linked with the idea of Divine 

presence and, hence, the relationship between the Community and God, in both of these 

documents means that the problem can be observed from two different perspectives. 

Consequently, if these analyses come to the same or similar conclusions de.spite the ditlerent 

nature of the two texts, this conclusion is likely to be strong and reliable and will reflect the 

Qumranian understanding of Divine presence at least at a certain period of the history of the 

Community. 

Finally, the method this study will use can only be applied to texts of a certain lenf,rth. I QS 

and 1 QH are both comparatively complete texts that allow the development of theories 

concerning the meaning of words or phrases that relate to the Divine presence. It does not 

make too much sense to include in such a project fragments where the context of the words 

or phrases being analysed is not secured and where the relationship to the Community Rule 

and the Thanksgiving Hymns is doubtful. 

However, this study will take into account in separate chapters the fragments of I QS and 

1 QH found in caves 4 and 5 ( cf. pp .. 235ff. and 242ff.). Especially regarding 1 QS, scholars 

have established9 that a) the text of I QS itself is incoherent to a degree that might suggest 

that it contains material from different periods and/or sources, and that b) the 4QS-material 

indicates that there were different versions of the Rule, which may either represent the Rule's 

development over a period of time, and/or indicate a continuing process within the in., of 

refinement, redefinition, and re-application of the Rule. In all this, however, 1 QS stands out 

as a fonn of the Rule which makes sense especially, as we shall see, in its perceptions of 

Cf especially 23\ 
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Divine presence. Indeed, the 4QS material does not alter in any way the results we arrive at 

in this thesis (and neither does the 4QH material), a matter which we shall presently show in 

detail. 

Finally, this study does not claim to base its analyses on the ultimate version of the Rule of 

the Community or the Thanksgiving Hymns, but on the versions l QS and 1 QI-1 present Since 

both have been found as they are, they probably had a significant function in the Community 

at a certain time. It cannot be the aim of this study to establish a history of the Rule of 

Community or the Hymns within the entire history of the Community, but to detennine what 

I QS and 1 QH at a certain point of their development have to say about the Divine presence. 

It will be the task of others to apply the methods of narrative criticism to the Rule of the 

Community (IQS and others) and the Thanksgiving Hymns seeking to determine the form of 

the texts at their original stage of its history. 
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3. The Self-Identity of the Qumran Community according to the Scholarly Literature 

fn this study we will see that the idea of Divine presence is inevitably linked with the ques

tion of the (self-)identity of the Yahad, because Divine presence represents the key for our 

understanding of the (self-)identity of the Community. 

We have already defined the Divine presence as either God's nearness or His actual being in 

the Community. Divine presence is where God and humans/Community are as close together 

as possible. Divine presence is where God can be "located" in relation to the Community, and 

vice-versa. This makes the question of Divine presence into probably the most significant 

and pressing question of Qumran theology as represented in 1 QS and I QH, because it defines 

the relationship between the Yahad and God. And the Yahad is about this relationship. But 

the question ofDivine presence does not reflect the central ideological component ofthe the

olob'Y of Qumran; rather, it represents what stands behind every theological idea or concept 

which we find in these scrolls. Divine presence is, as this study will show, what gives the 

Community, at least according to lQS and lQH, its right to exist. The relationship between 

the Community and God, on the other hand, defines and describes this right to exist and, 

hence, is about the (self-)identity of the Community. This study will show that having a spe

cial status in relation to God is what the Community claims to be about in 1 QS and 1 QH. 

This special relationship with God is all that matters. It defines the Community's identity to

wards God and the rest of the world. This is why the idea ofDivine presence, which we will 

discuss in this study in detail, represents the key to a proper understanding of this relationship 

and, hence, the (self-)identity of the Community. 

I will now, before going into details, discuss in short a number of opinions in the scholarly 

literature on the (self-)identity of the Community, to demonstrate in what ways they differ 

from the observations of this study. Although several scholars discuss the question of the 
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Community's (self-)identity from various angles, they do not take into account the idea ofDi-

vine presence; neither do they focus sufticiently on the issue of the relationship between the 

Community and God. In fact, most do not notice the importance of these two ideas for the 

understanding of the (self-)identity of the Community, neither do they acknowledge Divine 

presence and the special relationship as the fundamental theological and existential idea of 

the Community that gives the Community its right to exist, its purpose, and its motivation to 

improve ( cf. pp. XXVIf. ). 

There is something else in the scholarly literature on the DSS that does not seem to be com-

patible with the findings of this study. Often in this literature, scholars discuss certain theo-

logical ideas which occur in the scrolls, claiming that one or the other of these ideas 

represents the central ideological concept of the Community on which the entire theology of 

the Community and its (self-)identity rests. They claim that once we understand this particu-

Jar idea we know what the Community is about. Amongst ideas that attract the attention of 

scholars are the covenant; the observance of the Law; purity holiness; future expectations; 

priesthood; worship etc .. These ideas are indeed all very important in Qumran theology. In 

fact, they represent the theological and ideological structure of Qumran identity. But, this 

study will show, they describe the (self- )identity of the Community only in combination. 

None of these ideas can be used separately to explain what the Community is about. The Ya-

had can only exist successfully by respecting all of them. But they all are embedded and 

based on the idea of Divine presence. They all serve to maintain and develop the special rela-

tionship that the Community claims to have with God. As such, Divine presence gives the 

Community its right to exist, its motivation, and its goal. 



To explain these findings more precisely, 1 will now, before investigating the idea of Divine 

presence and the relationship between the Community and God in 1 QS and 1 QH in detail, 

turn to consider a few recent scholarly opinions on the question of the (self-)identity to dem-

onstrate how the question of the (self-)identity has been approached in the scholarly literature 

and how this study will contribute to answering this question more precisely. 

Geza Vermes in particular presents the question of the Community's (self-)identity under one 

theological concept. In his Introduction to the Complete Dead Sea Scrolls', he adduces the 

idea of the covenant as the basic idea of the self-understanding of the Community. 2 Election 

and holy life, worship, and future expectations are mentioned as further important religious 

ideas of the Community; but they are understood as subordinate to the idea of the covenant? 

Covenant is a significant aspect of the theology of 1 QS and 1 QH. It is probably the aspect of 

the teachings of these scrolls that describes and defines the relationship between God and the 

Community most directly. But this study will show that it is not the ultimate foundational 

idea of these scrolls, because it does not define the Community and does not give it its pur-

pose. Rather, the idea of the covenant can only explain the Yahad's identity in combination 

with the other theological components. The undeilying idea of 1 QS/H, however, must be 

seen in Divine presence and the Community's special relationship with God, which Vennes 

does not specifically discuss. 

Concern about the self-identity of the Community is marked in the work of Hannah K. 

Harrington. Her article Holiness and Law in the Dead Sea Scrolls4 explicitly disagrees with 

G. Vermes, An Introduction to the Complete Dead Sea Scrolls [London: SCM Press, 1999]. 
Ibid. 145-169 
Ibid .. 
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theories claiming that "purity", "the Community's apocalyptic bent", or "the fear of violating 

the Scripture"5 are the central ideological components of the scrolls. Adding more theological 

ideas to this list, Harrington claims that holiness and the Law are the central aspects of the 

teachings of the Yahad: 

"Holiness was that divine energy that could protect, sustain and enhance the commu-· 

nity. The Torah pointed the way to holiness and the ritual purity necessary to activate it. 

( ... ) The laws of the Torah were the link to divine holiness. Laws restricting the holi-

ness of priests were often applied to the community at large since observance of them 

could channel in greater holiness. Other laws regarding holiness and purity were inter-

preted stringently and even augmented at times in order to intensify the level of holi-

ness within the community, and ultimately, establish a closer connection with God. "6 

This study will show that Law and holiness are most significant aspects of the theology of, 

and consequently life in, the Community. They are essential for the (self-)identity of the 

Community. But they are theological aspects amongst others that only in combination define 

the Community. The only idea that provides a basis for the other "ideological components" is 

Divine presence, and the idea of the special status of the Community in relation to God. 

These latter aspects are not two amongst the others; rather they give the others their purpose. 

Although Harrington sees that the idea of a "close connection with God"7 is an issue for the 

observation of the Law that leads to holiness, she does not enhance the significance of this 

idea in the scrolls, and does not notice that the desire of the Community to engage in this spe-

cia! relationship with God is what first motivates it to elaborate a theology as found in 1 QS 

and lQH, and then to fulfill the will ofGod perfectly. 

H.K. Harrington, Holiness and Lml' in the Dead Sea Scrolls [DSD 8/2, 2001] 124-135. 
See for extended list ofliterature on these ideological components ibid, 1243 and 12\_,. It is beyond the 

scope of this study to discuss them aiL But a few of them do what Harrington has done: they claim that the 
component that they discuss is the central theological idea of the scrolls. 
" Ibid 135. 

Ibid. 135. 



At this point, a further matter relating to the Community's (self-)identification arises which 

has been treated in scholarly literature occasionally as the central theological idea of the Ya-

had: the question of its relationship to the Jerusalem Temple. As we know, the Jerusalem 

Temple is one of the places where, according to the HB, Divine presence may be found. The 

DSS clearly use Temple language, and because the authors of the genuine Qumranian scrolls, 

like l QS and 1 QH, have adopted so many aspects of the Temple cult, scholars have claimed 

that the Qumran Community substitutes fiJr or replaces the Temple o(Jerusalem. If this were 

so, we would expect that the nature of Divine presence in the Temple and the Community 

would be identical. The members ofthe Community would actually live as if they were in the 
' -

inner sanctum, the holy place where God dwells. 

We shall show that 1 QS and 1 QH adopted many aspects of Temple cult and life; but we will 

also demonstrate that the Community by no means understood itself simply as a substitute for 

or a replacement of the Jerusalem Temple. This observation will have consequences for our 

understanding of Divine presence in Qumran, of the relationship between the Community 

and God, and of the (self-)identity of the Community. Three studies which have investigated 

this question must therefore be surveyed here. 

Schiffman's study Community without Temple8 is one of those to claim that the Community 

substitutes for or replaces the Jerusalem Temple. He is one of the very few to notice that the 

major purpose of the Yahad is nearness to God: "life in the sect, following its principles and 

its laws, would best bring humans into close contact with God"9 Schiffman has seen two rna-

jor aspects of the Community's identity here: a) The Community is about bringing humans, 

L.H. Schiffman, Community without Temple: 11w Qumran Community's Withdrawal from the 
.!emsa/em Temple, in: B.Ego/ A. Lange/ P. Pilhofer (ed.J, Gemeinde ohne Tempel. Community without Temple. 
Zur ,\'ubstituienmg und Tran.~(urmation des .lemsalemer Tempel.\· und seines Kulws im A/ten Testament, anti ken 
Jude mum undfnihen Christentum [Tubingen 1999) 267-284. 
9 Ibid. 272. 
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i.e. itself, closer to God; and b) this desire to get close to God affects and involves the entire 

lives of the members of the Community. But, first, Schiffman does not notice that this desire 

of "close contact" is the motivation behind the Community's existence, and, second, he makes 

this statement claiming that the Community itself substitutes for the Temple. He claims that 

after refraining from the Jerusalem Temple two strategies were adopted in the Community: 

"seeing the sect as a substitute for the Temple, and using prayer as substitute for sacrifice" 10
. 

This study will show that the Community's identity is indeed about a close contact with God, 

but also that this definition of the identity ofthe Community and the idea ofDivine presence 

as represented in 1 QS/H makes it very unlikely that the Community understood itself at the 

same time as substitute for the Temple. In short, we may consider the following reasons: 

a) The Community simply did not need to substitute an institution which, according to its 

own ideas, was impure and no longer a place of Divine presence. 

b) The reason why there was no need for the Community to substitute for the Jerusalem Tem-

pie lies in their (self-)identity as the only group with a special relationship with God. The 

Community needs to improve its special relationship with God. In fact, this study w111 show 

that the special relationship which the Community claims to have with God, which qualifies 

it to be in His nearness, is already (at the stage that 1 QS/H describe) well beyond the intensity 

of any relationship between human beings and God as described in the HB. It is this special 

relationship that distinguishes the Community clearly from the rest of Israel. This means that 

even the Temple as the place where, according to the HB, Divine presence may be possible 

and where, according to the HB, human beings can be as near to God as possible, cannot pro-

vide the sort of Divine presence that the Qumran Community, according to 1 QS/H, claims 

J(O Ibid 272. 
On another occasion Schiffman suggests that "the sect is seen as a virtual temple, itself bringing sanctity 

to its members" (L.H Schiffman, Jewish Lmr at Qumran, in: AJ. Avery-peck/ J Neusner/ B.D. Chilton, 
Judaism in Late Antiquity. Part Fil'e. The Judaism of Qumran: A Systematic Reading of the Dead Sea Scrolls. 
Volume 1: Theory of Israel [Handbook of Oriental Studies vi. 56; Leiden/ Boston/ Koln Brill, 2001] 75-90) 
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and desires. The relationship between God and the Yahad is even more intense than between 

God and the rest of Israel in the Jerusalem Temple, even if the Temple was pure in the Qum

ranian sense. The usage of Temple language in IQS/H, the adoption of aspects ofthe Temple 

cult (such as the Temple worship, the hierarchy of the Temple personnel, sacrifices, etc.), is, 

therefore, not a result of an attempt to substitute the Jerusalem Temple, but is a means util

ized by the authors of l QS/H to express that the Community has a unique and special rela

tionship with God which involves elements of the Temple cult, but which goes beyond the 

Temple idea as far as the idea of Divine presence and the relationship between God and 1m

man beings is concerned. Aspects of the Temple cult which we find in 1 QS/H are, therefore, 

only elements of the identity of the Community and do not provide its central concept They 

define the identity of the Community only in combination with the other ideas, but they are 

based on the idea of the special relationship between the Community and God and serve the 

desire to show that the Community is uniquely near to God. Hence, to claim that the Yahad 

substitutes the Jerusalem Temple would a) underestimate the independence and uniqueness 

of the Community, and b) would lead to a misunderstanding of the idea of the Divine pres

ence, of the Community's relationship with God, and, consequently, of the (self-)identity of 

the Community. 

c) Another argument that contradicts the thesis of Schiffman is the lack of Temple building. 

A Temple building in Qumran has not been found, because the Community does not aim at 

achieving the status of Temple personnel alone; rather, it aims at a status of perfection which 

can accomodate God's presence, hence His ultimate nearness. But this aim cannot be 

achieved through a Temple, such as the one in Jerusalem. Other conditions, according to 

1 QS/H, must be met (such as perfection, purity, holiness), which lie, according to 1 QSIH, be

yond the concept of the (pure) Jerusalem Temple, as this study will show. 
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Gartner also strongly argues that the Community substitutes for the Temple. 11 We will dis-

cuss his theory here, because he introduces the term "spiritualization" in referring to the proc-

ess ofthe adoption of Temple ideas in the Yahad. 

Gartner proposes that the Community claimed to be able to restore the Divine presence by re-

placing the Temple: "they themselves were the 'new temple'"12
. As in the case of Schiffman, 

the evidence which this study will bring forth, will indicate that it is indeed the aim of the 

Community to restore Divine presence, i.e. to improve and to intensify its relationship with 

God, and Gartner is one of the few scholars who notice this. But this aim can neither be 

achieved by substituting for the Jerusalem Temple, nor by adopting Temple ideas alone, be-

cause on the one hand, the Divine presence, which the Community is aiming for, goes be-

yond the one described in the Temple, and, on the other, the observance of elements of the 

Temple cult is only one means leading to the Commw1ity's aim along with all the other as-

pects mentioned in 1 QS/H. 

When discussing the problem of the relationship between "temple and its cultus" and "Law 

and its fulfilment" 13
, Gartner suggests that the concentration on the Law as we find it in the 

scrolls does not mean that the concept of temple and cultus is less important. He proposes 

that the Community has not 

"broken with the temple and its cultus in its forms; instead they transferred the whole 

complex of ideas from the Jerusalem Temple to the community. This undoubtedly 

meant that some measure of 'spiritualization' had taken place, since the idea of the tem-

ple was now linked with the community ( ... )." 14 

This word "spiritualization", as Gartner explains, 

·' 11 B. Gartner, Tlte Temple and the Community in Qumran and the New Testament. A Comparative S'tudy 
in the Temple S)'lllholism of the Qumran Texts and the New Testament [Society for New Testament Studies, 
Cambridge 1965) 
" Ibid 16.; cf also 20. 
13 Ibid. l7f 
14 Ibid. 18. 
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"is used to indicate the transference of the concrete entity, the temple building, to a 

more 'spiritual' realm in the living community, and of the sacrifices to deeds in the life 

lived according to the Law'115 

This study will show that the authors of I QS/H indeed transferred ideas from the Temple to 

the Community. But this process is unlikely to represent a "spiritualization" in Gartner's 

sense. It is right that the ideas from the Temple are in I QS/H no longer linked with the Tem

ple building, nor with Jerusalem. But the reason for this is not a transference of the Temple 

ideas onto a new and spiritual level in the Community. Rather, as I suggested above and will 

show in detail in this study, the reason for the adoption is that the authors of 1 QS/H needed a 

language and elements of life in the Community to make their claim that the Community is 

special in relation to God. This means that the authors ofthe scrolls use the Temple language 

to express one aspect why the Community has a special relationship with God: the obser

vance of the Laws concerning the Temple. But this does not reflect a "spiritualization", since 

the absence of a Temple building in the Community does not matter. Rather, the adopted 

ideas serve to describe the special relationship between the Community and God which does 

not aim at substituting for or replacing the Temple, but emphasises a) the unique status of the 

Yahad in relation to God and b) its unique status in the world. The adoption of the Temple 

ideas is only one means which leads the Community closer to God along with the other theo

logical concepts of the Community (for example the perfection, the purity, and the obser

vance of the Law). 

In this context, Gartner also claims regarding the function of the Law and the Temple ideas 

that 

15 

"the reason why the community, though isolated from Jerusalem, did not wholly aban

don the temple ideal seems to have been that the entire fulfilment of the Law ( ... ) 

Ibid 19. 
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demanded the fulfilment ofthe Law in respect ofthe Temple as we11." 16 

I will show in this study that the emphasis on the observance of the Law which we find in 

lQS/H results primarily from the same motivation as the adoption of the Temple ideas: the 

claim and desire of the Community to develop a special relationship with God which allows 

them to be closer to Him than any other group of people, in fact than any other human being 

mentioned in the HB. The fact that the fulfilment of the Law involves in the HB the Temple 

ideas as well as in 1 QS/H reflects the method of the authors of these scrolls: as long as they 

can base their own ideas on HB material they do so, to authorise their teachings; but they al-

ways develop the HB material and make it a servant of to their claim and desire to have this 

special relationship with God. 

Like Gartner, Klinzing in his detailed study Die Umdeutung des Kultus in der Qumrange-

meinde und im NT17 suggests that "die Gemeinde selbst ist der wahre Tempel ( ... ), und der 

vollkommene Wandel in der Gemeinde ist das Opfer, das Gott wohlgefallt" 18 Klinzing 

reaches his conclusion on the basis of his detailed analysis of the text where he finds that 

"der ubertragene Gebrauch der Tempelbegriffe ist in den Qumrantexten ganz ein-

heitlich. An allen Stellen, an denen nicht das Jerusalemer oder das eschatologische 

Heiligtum gemeint ist, bezeichnen die Begriffe die Gemeinde. "19 

According to Klinzing, the reason why the Community claims to replace the Jerusalem Tem-

pie lies in the historical situation: because the Temple is impure, atonement for the members 

of the Community is only possible if the Community operates as the Temple.20 And this, ac-

cording to Klinzing, is the reason why the transferrence of Temple ideas to the Community 

16 Ibid. 21. 
17 G. Klinzing, Die Umdeutung des Kultus in der Qumrcmgemeinde und im NT [StUNT 7; Goppingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1971 ). 
18 Ibid. 37. 
19 Ibid. 50. 
2(1 Cf ibid. 89. 
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cannot be called "spiritualization" in the sense that the verbal elements of the cult completely 

replace the rituals, as H.-J. Hennisson suggests regarding phenomena in the HB 21 Klinzing 

proposes, and this study will confirm his proposal, that the transferrence ofthe Temple ideas 

to the Community leads to the Yahad being part of these ideas, and not to a purely spiritual 

understanding of them: 

"Der Kultus [in the Community] wird nicht durch eine selbstevidente Moral ersetzt, 

sondern das ganze Leben der Gemeinde mit in den Kultus hineingenommen. Die Urn-

deutungen beruhen ebenfalls nicht darauf, daB man eine gesetzliche Leistung 

gleichwertig an die Stelle einer anderen setzt wie bei den Rabbinen."22 

This means that the Community claims that it gains a special quality by adopting and living 

the Temple ideas as part of daily life in the Community. But Klinzing does not state clearly 

that the adoption of the Temple ideas has not been undertaken to replace an impure Jerusa-

lem Temple, but that it represents another means by which the Community claims to get 

closer to God. Being part of the Temple cult means, for the Community, gaining a qualitiy 

that allows its members to be at least as near to God as the Temple personnel in the pure 

Temple once was. 

The Community, according to Klinzing, justifies its claim to replace the Temple through two 

theological ideas: first, the divine "Geschichtsplan"23
, and, second, the eschatological proc-

ess24
. It is interesting to see that Klinzing does not mention the observance of the Law as an-

other aspect that either justifies the Community's claim or, as a theological idea, even 

replaces the actions of the Temple cult.25 He suggests correctly that the observance of the 

21 Cf. especially H-l Hermisson, Sprache und Rilus im altisraelitischen Kult. Zur "Spiritualisienmg'' der 
Kultbegriffe im A /ten Testamen/ [Wissenschaftliche Monographien zum AI ten und Neuen Testament 19; 
Neukirchen: Neukirchener Verlag, 1965] 24-28 
"li Ibid. 146. 
23 Ibid. 
24 Ibid. 
25 Cf ibid 152f 
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Law is a central aspect of the religious life in the Community, but "schliel3t (. .. ) ein lebendi-

ges Interesse am Kultus nicht aus"26 But these justifications -the predestination and the "es-

chatological" concept of the Community - as well as the observance of the Law and the 

Temple ideas represent equally means which the authors of 1 QS/H use to describe the claim 

and desire of Community to have a special relationship with God that allows them to ac-

comodate His presence. 

Before investigating the idea of Divine presence in 1 QS and 1 QH in detail the work of one 

more scholar, R. Kugler,27 must be mentioned. He, too, does not propose that the Community 

replaces the Temple as such, but "understood itself as entirely priestly and as a replacement 

for the Temple cult"28
. The reason for this is, according to Kugler, the Community's "atoning 

function", "its self-designation as holy( ... ), as priestly", its destination "to be like the heav-

enly angels", its "adoption of priestly rules for purity ( ... ) and age of service"29 All these as-

pects are again means that equally serve the purpose of demonstrating the Community's 

special status in relation to God and consequently to the rest of Israel. Even the adopted as-

pects of the Temple cult are used for this purpose, and cannot be understood as an idea that 

represents the (self-)identity of the Community, as the following analysis will demonstrate. 

Ibid. 153. 
21 R. Kugler, Priesthood at Qumran, in P W. Flint/ J.C. VanderKam, The Dead Sea Scrolls after Fif~y 
Years. A Comprehensive Assessment, vo/.2 [Leiden., Boston, Koln: Brill, 1999) 93-1!6. 
,. Ibid. 112. 
29 Ibid. 112. 
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1. The nature of God 

Because Divine presence is about the relationship between human beings and God, the tirst 

step of this study will be a short investigation of the description of the nature of God as we 

find it 1 QS/H. This description will be the basis for our understanding of the relationship be-

tween this God and the Qumran Community. 1 As we will see later, it is this God who influ-

ences, according to 1 QS/H, the Community by changing the nature of the Community in a 

way that allows them to improve their status in relation to Him. But first, it is important to 

know how lQS/H describe the nature of God with whom they have a special relationship. 

We may begin by noting that the God of J QS and 1 QH is the God of the Hebrew Bible.2 AI-

though, as we will see below, some of the aspects of the nature of God referring to means by 

which God approaches members of the Community have been changed in the two scrolls in-

dicating a closer relationship between God and humans in lQS and lQH than in the HB,3 

most of the classical characteristics of the God of Israel familiar to us from the J-IB are to be 

found also in lQS and IQH.-~ 

Thus, according to the two documents lQS and lQH, God is an "eternal" being (IQS X 12). 

In His eternity He has "merciful favour for ever and ever" ( 1 QS II 1 ). God is the "establisher 

This investigation only aims at providing the basis of the following detailed examination of the relation
ship between God and the Community. A full analysis of each feature of the nature of God in I QS and I QH in 
comparison with the H8 is beyond the scope of this study 
2 Cf. also G. Molin, Die Sbhne des Lichles. Zeit und Stefhmg der Hand~chriften vom Tolen Meer [Wien/ 
Mi.inchen 1954] 120; 1. A Fitzmyer, Qumran: die Antworl: I 01 Fragen zu den 5'chrifien vom Tolen Meer [Stutt
gart 1993] 113. 
3 B. Dombrowski sees that I QS indicates a "close contact" between God and the Community but does 
not elaborate this crucial finding (cf B. Dombrowski, Erscheimmg, Wesenund /deologie der Assozialion von 
Hirbel Qumran nach dem "Manual of Discipline" (JQS) [Paris/ Halifax 1971] 515-531, especially 528) 
4 This is why the specific idea of God represented in I QS and I QH can be analysed best by a comparison 
with the HB. B. Dombrowski (ibid.) does not offer such a comparison and consequently does not see in what 
way the idea of God according to 1 QS is so unique 
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ofmy well-being" (IQS X 12). He is the merciful God (lQS IV 4; XI 12,13), although read-

ers are warned: "God may not be merciful when you entreat him." (1QS II 8). God is often 

mentioned in lQH as the helping God. 5 He helps the psalmist of 1 QH. This idea is closely re-

lated to the idea of God helping the righteous according to the Psalms in the HB. 

But God is not only a caring God. He is also the God of anger ( 1 QS II 9, 15) and wrath ( 1 QS 

IV 1 2); and God may not forgive (I QS II 8). But despite God's anger, He is the "compassion-

ate" God (1 QS X 16) whose thoughts are holy ( 1 QS XI 19). This holiness seems to be the ba-

sic and probably most decisive aspect of the nature of God in the scrolls. God is called the 

"spring of Holiness" ( 1 QS X 12), and the scrolls talk about "his plentiful goodness" (1 QS XI 

14 ); and He is the loving God ( 1 QS III 26). 

But there is also the idea of the powerful God (1QS X 12,16), His might (lQS XI20) and His 

majesty ( 1 QS X 16 ). Linked with the might and the majesty of God is a feature of the nature 

of God that occurs in 1 QS and 1 QH and forms the basic idea of the relationship between God 

and humankind: God is the creator (cf. for example I QS III 16, 17f,25; XI 11, l7f.; IQH V 8; 

Vli 14f.; Vlll 8; IX 7,9; XVllJ 12; XIX 3)6 And as the creator He is the one who leads the 

VII I 6; X 7f,21 ,23,3 I; XI 5,37-38; XII 22,24f; XIII 6, I 2, 16-19a,22; XVI I 1, !Sf; XVII 12,27-28,33. 
In 1 QH IX 7, where ilrDl7 is used as the technical term for the creating act, the textual situation makes it 

difficult to decide what the object of the creating act is. According to E. Lohse, Die Qumran Texte, I I2 the ob
jects created by God are the "Geschlechter der Ewigkeit" (I:I',117 [n1i1i iln1:l.,::l]il (" ... hast Du gegrilndet 

Geschlechter der Ewigkeit")). G. Vermes, Dead Sea Scrolls, I 66 translates: "all things exist from eternity ... This 
interpretation suggests that God is understood here as the creator of everything and seems to be the more likely 
one because of the line's context and the understanding of God as the creator elsewhere in the scroll (cf B. Dom
browski, Erscheinung, Wesen und ldeologie der Assoziation von Hirbet Qumran nach dem "Manual of Disci
pline" (JQS) [Paris/ Halifax 1971] 5I8f on God as the "opifex machinae mundi"). 1 Maier, Die 
Qumran-Essener Bd.l, 60 leaves a gap at this point! 

Two lines later, 1 QH lX 9, the heaven is mentioned as something that God created (i!.t"1.,~:l il.t"1~1 

1:1.,7JI'D) In I QH XVIII 12, God is described as the creator of everything (il',~ ',,;:, iln.,I'Dl7 il::li1:1::l',). In 

I QH XIX 3, the author does not use explicitly the term ili'Dl7 for a creating act of God, but here as well God is 

described as the creator, and, in addition, the author mentions that God created "for his glory ... I QH V 8 defines 
God clearly as the creator using ~i:J as verb for "to create" and .,I'Dl77J for the created objects (',1;:, n~ 
I:I.t"1~i:l I:Ii~:J TrDl77J) JQH VII I4f refer explicitly to God as the creator ofthe "righteous people" (pi 

p.,.,~ (IS) iln~i:l i!n~ ("only you created the righteous")). In I QH VIII 8, it is most obvious that the idea 

of God the creator is present in 1 QH: here the author points out that God is the one "whose work is all" (I I'D~ 

',,':)il TrDl7~:~) 
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world ( 1 QS I 10, cf. also II 23; IV 20) and who directs everything that happens ( 1 QH IV 21; 

Vff 22; XII 3f.;7 XV 14-15; XVIII 2, 5). 

Mentioned several times in 1 QH is the "righteousness" of God, another aspect of the Biblical 

God (cf. 1QH IV 10a,20b; IV 17; V 19; VI 15,6; VIII 9,11; XII 31,40; XV 19; XVI 2; XIX 

18; XX 31 ). The Hebrew term employed for this attribute of God is npi:s (1/ir:;npi:S in 

lQH IV 10a,20b; VIII 9; XV 19; XVI 2; XX 31; XXI top 2)). Consequently, deeds of God are 

also "righteous" (i1pi~ .,fli'!i'O (1QH XU 31; V 19; VI 16)). 

Connected with righteousness is the description of God as the "just judge" (l QS I 26; X 

16f.,18,20 XI 2,11,14,15,16) whose justice is forever (lQS XI 12). God's deeds and actions 

are just (lQS I 20; X 23; XI 3), and "all His deeds are truth" (lQS X 17). 

Finally, there are features ofthe divine nature in lQS and lQH that not only describe the na

ture of God, but are understood to influence the members of the Community directly. 

Amongst them are the "glory" of God ( 1 QS X 9; XI 20): God is called the "peak of glory". 

Note also "His truth" (IQS III 24; IV 20; XI 4f.), which is often mentioned in IQH as an at

tribute of God ( 1 QH VII 25; VJll 7; XI 34; XII 40; XIX 26f) and as something that the psalm

ist can learn from God (lQH XV 26; XIX 4,16) so that he knows it (lQH XVII 9f.; XVIII 

20,29; XIX 7) and may act accordingly (lQH VI 20; VII 23; XIV 25; XVIII 30). Hence, the 

truth of. God is a feature of the nature of God that defines a certain relationship between God 

and man, in as much as God passes it on to the members of the Community. We will see in 

the course of this study that this becomes a major characteristic of the relationship between 

God and the Community as described in 1 QS/H. 

The same function have the "wonders of God". (lQHVI 23; IX 33; XI 23; XV 27,32; XVIII 

14,21; XIX 10, 17,24-25,28). They are divine in origin, but they can only be understood by 

Text damaged. 
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people whom He has chosen also for that purpose. Through His wonders God shows human-

ity His greatness and power. The person who understands His wonders (in 1 QH the psalmist) 

will tell other people and nations about them;8 and his nature in relation to God will change. 

Other features of the nature of God that influence human beings directly '"ill be discussed in 

detail below: God's "will"9
, His "knowledge" 10

, His "understanding" 11
, and His "goodness" 12

. 

These aspects of the divinity, as they feature in 1 QS and 1 QH, constitute what the authors of 

the scrolls generally thought about God. They outline in general who this God of 1 QS and 

I QH is and form the basis of the understanding of the Divine presence since they describe to 

whom the Community stands in relation. This is the God the Community attempts to under-

stand and to get closer to. 

But 1QS/H are using and developing, as we will see below, especially aspects of the nature of 

God that describe means by which God influences the Community. Most of these aspects de-

scribe God's nature also according to the HB. But it is the authors of lQS/H who developed 

these ideas indicating a special status of the Community in relation to Godu 

The author expresses this thought mainly through the phrase il':i.,n1~'-,!:l:J i!:lO'-, (IX 33; XI 23; 
xvrn 21; XIX 24-25). 
" Seepp.31-63~ 
1
(' See pp. 80-117 

11 See PP~ 64-79 
12 Seepp. 118-133~ 
1
" Molin suggests as the difference between the idea of God in the HB and IQS/H precisely the opposite. 
He claims that in the DSS the relationship between God and world becomes "less im1nediate" ("weniger unmittel
bar", G. Molin, Die SDhne des Lichte.\·. Zeit und Stellung der Handschriften vom Toten Meer [Wien/ Miinchen 
1954] 124) This study will show that it is the immediate nearness and presence of God that the Community de
sires. The idea of the nature of God represented in I QS/H reflect this 
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2. The Dwelling Place of God 

But before engaging in the investigation of those means with which God influences the Com-

munity directly according to 1 QS/H, we will have to look at one particular aspect of the na-

ture of God first. Because depending on the understanding of the dwelling place of God, the 

description ofthis place by the authors of lQS/H might well describe a way in which God in-

fluences humans. That is to say: depending on where God is understood to dwell, he is closer 

to or further away from human beings, he is distant or approachable; if 1 QS!H mention a 

dwelling of God which pictures God as approachable for the Community, this might reflect a 

special relationship between the Community and God. The idea of God's dwelling-place 

might indicate in which way the Community is understood to relate to Him. 

The word that comes to mind regarding a dwelling place of God is ~i:JT in 1 QH XI 34. 1 Ac-

cording to I QH XI 34, God has a "holy habitation" (ii'Diip ~i:JT) which is full of the "truth 

of His glory": 

(34) ( ) for God will thunder with His mighty roar, and his holy habitation echoes in/with/through the truth of 

(35) His glory, and the host of the heavens adds to their noise( ... ) 

Here the dwelling place of God is called ~i::::IT, and in both, lQH and lQS, the ~i:::lT is asso-

ciated with faiip and ii:::l:>. The "holy habitation", mentioned in lQH Xl 34, where God 

dwells, is understood as a place of holiness and glory which is full of light.2 The closer 

t,1:lT occurs in 1 QH and I QS only twice, in I QH XI 34 and in 1 QS X 3, where it is used referring to a 

place which is rz71ip and linked with i1:l:i, and from which "lights shine". 
2 Passages which also associate the nature of God with "light" are I QH XXIII top I ,2 (i1:ii1~) and 
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context of the word combination ,toi,p ?,:lT suggests this too: the ttii,p ?l:Ji of God 

"glory", both being attributes of God, are mentioned in that function many times in 1 QH and 

1 QS,4 and are understood here as phenomena filling the dwelling place of God. 

But '?1:JT in the HB is not only a holy and glorious place of the truth of God, which is full of 

light, where God dwells, but is identified with heaven, which might well be a notion adopted 

by the author of 1 QH XI 34.5 The phrase o?,p:l ,:In"' t:l"'OtoiT ~:1::!1:, ( 1 QH XI 35), which 

1 QH XXHI top 3: "for to you [God] is tight" ([ ]" 11~ n:m~ ~.,:::> (3)) These lines suggest that the 

dwelling of God might well be understood as a place of tight 
' The form l:li1"~1 occurs in the HB only three times (Ex. 14 24; Judg. 4: 15; 2.S. 22: 15). In all these cases 

it derives from l:lr.li1 meaning "to break", "to consume", "to destroy" lt seems to be unlikely that this is the root 

tram which l:Ji1"~1 in 1 QH XI 34 derives. More likely seems to be l:Ji1:J meaning "to groan" and "to growl" as verb 

and "roar" as noun. The verb does not occur in the HB in connection with heaven or similar phenomena, in fact, 
it only occurs as an action of a lion (lsa. 5:29; Prov. 28: 1 5), as a sound of the sea (I sa 5:30), and as a sound of 
suffering people (Ez. 24:25; Prov 5:1 1 ). The noun refers in the HB only to the "roar" of a lion (Koh 19:12; 
20:2; cf also 4QShir). Neither root occurs elsewhere in 1 QH or l QS. Hence, there are no indications about the 
background ofl:li1"~1 and its precise meaning in lQH XI 34. 
4 Seep.3. 

In the HB, "~Tis used only five times (t.K. 8: 13; lsa. 63:1 5; Hab 3 1 I; Ps. 49: 15; 2 C. 6:2) in the 

sense of "dwelling" or "habitation" Three times ( t.K 8 13; lsa. 63: 15; 2.C. 6 2) it refers to the dwelling of God. 
1.K 8 and 2.C 6:2 deal with the dedication ofthe Temple to JHWH as an eternal dwelling place ("~T) This 

usage of"~T in the HB is most interesting regarding 1 QH, for the Temple in Jerusalem is according to the 

teachings of the Qumran group no longer the place of God's dwelling, since it is impure. Yet, they use a word to 
refer to the dwelling of God which in the HE is used to refer to the Temple as God's dwelling. Hence, the authors 
of the scrolls transfer qualities of the Temple onto the place that they ascribed to God as His dwelling. We will 
see later that they also transfer qualities of the Temple on the Community which consequently results in a similar 
nature of the dwelling of God and the Community itself This strongly suggests that it is the aim of the authors of 
the scrolls to emphasis that the Community qualifies as Divine dwelling, as we will see later in detaiL 

!sa. 63:15 indicates a similar situation. There, "~Tis called as in 1 QH XI 34 "holy" and "glorious", but 

in addition is located in, or even identified with, "heaven". Tllis seems to be the place where the author of 1 QS XI 
34 understands God's dwelling to be, a holy and glorious place full oflight Such development of the 
understanding of the dwelling place of God in IQH and lQS is quite plausible. It again suggests a similar quality 
of God's dwelling and the Community itself, because, according to the teachings of the Community, only two 
places remain in the urliverse which are suitable for God's dwelling after the Jerusalem Temple became impure: 
heaven or the Community itself We will see in this study on some occasions that the Community is described 
also as heavenly Community which shows that the authors of 1 QS and 1 QH intend to qualify the Community for 
God's presence 

Difficult in this context are two verses: a) l.K. 8: 13 where the dwelling place of JHWH, the Jerusalem 
Temple, is associated with "darkness" ("tlili~ pro" ir.l~ i!1i1"~ ( t.K. 8 1 2b )); and b) Ex. 20:21 where 

"tlili is actually used to describe the place where God is and where Moses meets Him: rDJ:J i1rDr.l1 

l:l"~i1"~i1 cro--,ro~ "tlilii1-"~ This means that the Qumranian idea of God's dwelling place as a place of 

heaven and light either constitutes a rejection of the HB's view of God's dwelling as "darkness" by the authors of 
1 QS and 1 QH, or a different interpretation of the word "tlili in these scrolls. The LXX translates in both cases 
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follows directly the description of the dwelling place of God and which is part of this de-

scription, also points in this direction: the place where God dwells is linked (is filled) with 

the "host of heavens". According to 1 QH XI 34, God's holy habitation is a heavenly place full 

of holiness and glory and His truth where there is light.6 

· The idea formulated in 1 QH XI 34 indicates that as far as the composer of this text is con-

cerned the Jerusalem Temple is no longer mentioned as God's dwelling place. The Temple is 

impure, and lacks the quality of a place where God can dwell. Likewise, the author of 1 QH 

III 34, regards a heavenly place as constituting the dwelling place of God. It is there, defi-

nite(v, where God is known to be present. 

Another word that in the HB is used for "dwelling", "habitation", etc., but also for "gathering" 

(Ps. 1:1; I 07:32) is ::Jrzno. It refers only once to the dwelling of God (Ps. 132: 13) which is the 

Temple. This word is not used in 1 QH, but occurs eight times in l QS. In the latter scroll, 

::JI'li10 is used as technical tenn for the "gathering" of the many (tv"~ t:l"::lii1 ::Jtv1?:l ( 1 QS 

VI 8,11; VII 10 (2x),li,I3; VIII 26)) which occurs in key passages ofthe scroll. As above in 

case of ~:JT this usage of ::Jtv,O indicates as well that it is the aim of the authors of I QS to 

transfer qualities of the Jerusalem Temple as the dwelling of God onto the Community. They 

are dwelling in the Community, the Community is a dwelling, and hence also qualifies as the 

dwelling of God. 

with 6 yv6<pos-. The Vulgate translates ',!:lili in Ex. 20:21 literally with "caligo" meaning "darkness", but also 

"fog"; in l.K. 8:12 it translates with "nebula" meaning "fog" which means that the Vulgate seems to associate the 
dwelling place of God rather as a place where it is not possible to see Him, than as a place that is of darkness by 
nature. This interpretation still allows the idea of God and His actual dwelling place to be of a different nature 
than of darkness 

The usage of the phrase I:I"~OrDi1 ~::1::: in I QH XI 34 also indicates that God's dwelling is identified with 

heaven. In the HB, this word combination is used to refer to "angels" of heaven ( l.K. 22: 19; 2.Chr 18: 18 ). 
Interesting is here especially lQH XIV 13 according to which angels (I:I"~J!:I "~::J~',o) will join the 

("eschatological") Community 
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The same observation can be made by analysing the usage of the word o,pb in the HB and 

1 QH/S. In the HB, o,pb is a common word meaning "place" or "location", etc. It is also of-

ten used referring to the place that JHWH has chosen for Himself as place to dwell (Dtn. 

12:5; lsa. 60:13; .fer. 17: 12; Ez. 43:7; Ps. 24:3; Esr. 9:8). It is in a way a teclmical tem1 for the 

dwelling place of JHWH. Especially significant at this point is Ez. 43:7. Here the o,pb of 

JHWH is located in the heavenly temple, a notion which is significant in light of I QH XI 34, 

because it constitutes a Vorlage for lQH XI 34 that locates God's dwelling in heaven having 

the qualities of the Temple. But despite the links which seem to connect Ez. 43:7 and 1 QH 

XI 34, o,pb does not occur in IQH. In lQS, o,p7:l is only used to refer to functions and 

ranks of members of the Community. As in case of :Jta,b, the usage of o,po in 1 QS sug-

gests that the Community is understood as a dwelling that qualifies as dwelling of God, be-

cause it inherits the qualities of the dwelling of JHWH. 

Although the usage of these words in IQS and IQH does not directly indicate whether God 

was understood as being present in the Community, it is significant for the understanding of 

the Divine presence with the Community for three reasons. First, it shows that the Jerusalem 

Temple does no longer qualify as God's dwelling, according to the teachings of the scrolls. 

Second, by transferring qualities of the Temple onto the Community, the authors of 1QH and 

IQS qualify the Community as a place where God can dwell and offer the Community as 

dwelling place for God. 7 Finally, the authors of the scrolls mention heaven as the second 

place that qualifies as God's dwelling. Through the transformation of the qualities of God's 

dwelling, the Temple or heaven, onto the Community, they intend to demonstrate that the 

This does not mean, as we will see in detail below, that the authors of I QS and I QH understood the 
Community as a "substitute" for the Temple. lt is their only aim to qualifY the Community as His dwelling place, 
and not to found a new Temple 
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Community has the same nature as the dwelling of God. This indicates strongly that it is the 

author's intention to show that the Community has the quality to accommodate God's pres

ence and imagines itself to be close to God in His sphere. 
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H. Experiencing God? 

1. Revelations 

Revelations are means by which God turns directly towards humans. Depending on how 

revelation is understood in 1 QS/H, we might be able to establish how an important aspect of 

the relationship between the Community and God was understood. In what way does, accord

ing to the two scrolls, God approach the Community? Where are the differences between 

revelations as understood in the HB and 1 QS/H? What do these revelations say about Divine 

presence in relation to the Community? Is God present in His revelations? 

Generally we can say that the Law, the prophets, and the documents of the Qumran Commu

nity such as 1 QS and 1 QH themselves are seen as revelations of God through which God in

fluences life in the Community, because the observance of God's will (see below) is one of 

the most important directives of the Community. But this does not indicate God's immediate 

presence. The Law, the prophets, and especially the regulations in 1 QS have to be observed 

perfectly to qualifY for His presence, not to make His presence occur. They, therefore, only 

account for a nearness of God that results from this relationship between God the demander 

and the Community the observer. 

But there are - especially in the HB - particularly four Hebrew verbs denoting "to reveal" 

(i1'?:l, i:\J (Hif.), and l7i., (Nif.Y, and ~!:j.,) that refer to God's revelation(s). An investiga

tion of these verbs in 1 QS and I QH in comparison with the HB may shed more light on the 

question of Divine presence. 

See for lii" pp. 80-117. 
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1 . 1. :sJ!:J., 

Especially in lQH, the verb :sJ!:l., seems to be used to describe ways in which God can reveal 

Himselfto the Community. :sJ!:l., means "to shine", or in the Hif. "to let shine". This denota-

tion, and the fact that this verb occurs nine times in l QH/ but only once in I QS,3 indicates 

that it probably has a primarily poetic meaning. This affects its meaning as "revelation". 

:sJ!:l., does not seem to describe an actual physical revelation of God to the Community, but a 

manner in which God stands in relation to the individual psalmist who is praising Him. Reve-

lation in this sense seems to be understood as a light-phenomenon that represents a nearness 

of God that the helpless individual experiences from the helping God. 

This particular mode of revelation in its poetical context is expressed five times (in 1 QH) 

through li'!:l., and represents, therefore, the major sense of the word in that scroll. 

Strikingly, only once, in lQH XXIII top 6, God Himself is mentioned as the one who "shines" 

directly to the members of the Community: 

"( ) [ .. ] your wonderful [pro ]nouncements to shine (t''~!:nn';l) (7) to the eyes 

of all those who listen (.,t'01tli ',1::1 .,:J.,t'r.,) [ ... ] ( )"" 

This line indeed seems to refer to a physical revelation of God. But the meaning of :sJ!:l., 

·elsewhere in the scroll and one particular occurrence of the verb in the HB (Dtn. 33:2) where 

God is said to "shine" to Israel through the Mosaic Law do not allow us to understand :sJ!:l., in 

this line as a physical revelation5 

XII 6,23; XIII 32; XV 3,24; XVII 26,31; XIX 26; XXUI top 6. 
IQS X2 
The preceding and following text of this passage is damaged. 
According to Dtn. 33:2, God "shines forth from Mount Paran" (p~!:l iiiO t'.,!:l1il) to Israel through 

the !vlosaic Lmv: 
p~!:l ii10 t''~!:l1il 10r., i'~t'tliO nin ~::l '~:J'~CO il1il'~ iO~.,, 
10', Mitzi~ 1:J'~O.,O rtiip ri::J::liO ilr1~1 

The Verse is textually and theologically difficult and ofters consequently room for various interpreta-
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In the remaining four occurrences of l7!:l., the main meaning of !7!:l., occurs. Here it is never 

God Himself who is said to "shine" to humans, but certain phenomena closely linked with 

God. So, in 1 QH XIX 26, it is God's truth that shines: 6 

"(. ) and your [God's] truth will shine (27) for endless glory and peace eternaL" 

In I QH XII 6 and 23 it is light through which God shines. This is the most prominent mean-

ing of l7!:l., regarding a revelation of God: 

"[ ] I have looked for you; and like perfect dawn you have let yourself shine to me("'', i1n3.7::ni1) with 

per[fect] light(..)" (lQH Xll 6) 

"(22) ( .. ) for (23) they do not esteem me, even though you exhibit your power on/through me and shine 

(3.7!:l,n1) to me in your strength as perfect light ( .. )" ( l QH XII 23) 

According to these lines l7!:l., means, first, that God approaches only individuals, I.e. the 

psalmist, through l7:::l.,_ Second, He does not do so in persona, but through or in the phe-

nomenon of (perfect) light. l'!:l., refers here to a nearness of God that occurs when a faithful 

individual knows that he stands in relation to his God. This relation is also indirect because it 

occurs through attributes of God7 

In XVII 31, for example, it is the psalmist's understanding of God's JUdgement that deter-

mines the approach: 

"( .. ) [ .. ] from my youth you let yourself shine (Hi f. I) to me in the understanding8 of your judgement," 

tions of its contents which is why this verse might well have been developed by the authors of I QS!H according 
to their own ideas. The importance of the observation of the Law as revelation from God according to the scrolls 
makes it likely that this notion of3.7!:l"' is referred to in l QJ-1 XXlll top 6. 

In contrast to the author of I QH, the LXX avoids such an understanding of 3.7!!:l"' and translates MiT 

with £n£<pavEv ("to shine"), but 3.7"!!:l,i1 with Ka1:£crnEucrEv which means "to press", "to urge", or "to hasten on": 

Kat cfnEV KUptrn;- EK ~tva ~KEl Kat E1tE<paVEV £x LT)tp ~jllV Kal Ka1:E01tEUOEV £~ opouc;- <Papav. 
6 Barth suggests that it "is clearly God's salvation and truth that constitute the 'light'" (C. Barth, an. ll!J' 

[TOOT VI, 1990] 222) in this line "Salvation" seems to be an interpretation of the line. 
7 This is the reason why in JQH Xll 6 a translation as to "come", "appear", or "be present" as Barth sug-
gests (ibid. 222) does not seem to be appropriate. 
8 Cf. on "understanding" pp. 64-79. 
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This l7::l~ describes God as present not through physical appearance, but near to the individ-

ual person who praises God. Hence, l7::l~ constitutes a personal nearness of God for the indi-

vidual member of the Community, but not an immediate presence of God at the same 

location as the member9 

This sense of l7!:l"' is confirn1ed by two occurrences of l7::l"' (Xlll 32; XV 3) where evil men 

who threaten the psalmist, "shine" to him, hence stand in relation to him in a threatening 

manner. When God "shines" to the psalmist, this threat is nihilated: hence l7::l~ refers to an 

act of God through which He helps the individual. l7::l~ refers to that nearness of God which 

occurs through the belief that God helps. So strong is this belief that it not only results in the 

experience of God's nearness, but also in the psalmist "shining" himself, according to XV 24 

and XVII 26: 

"( .) And I let shine myself(''n:s.7!:l1i11) in sevenfold li[ght,] in the li[ght that] you prepared for your glory." (XV 

24) 

"For... [ .. ]and through your glory, my light shines, for darkness you make light (27) shine for [me .. (.) ... (XVII 

26) 

The glory of God allows the psalmist to "shine" too: a member of the Community now has a 

quality that God has too. God's being with the individual through l7!:l~ changes the nature of 

the individual, inasmuch as he is closer to God; and the Community is filled with individual 

members of like quality. God, therefore, prepares the Community for His presence by giving 

its members the privilege of "shining". 

Translating :sJ!:l., with "appearing" or "becoming visible", therefore implying a physical presence of God 

through :sJ!:l.,, as Martinez/Tigchelaar, DSS I, do throughout their translation of IQH, also seems to be mislead

ing :sJ!:l., cannot be disconnected from the phenomenon oflight which is an attribute of God. :sJ!:l., means in 

I QH "to shine", and refers to this attribute of God that stands in relation to individuals. 
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This understanding of l':J., represents a major break with the tradition found in the HB. l'!:J., 

occurs in the HB eight times. 10 Here God is always the subject of l':J.,, humans never. 11 The 

first change is that according to 1 QH it is no longer God directly who shines, but divine at-

tributes. The second change is that according to XV 24 and XVll 26 members of the Com-

munity have the divine quality of "shining" which, according to the HB only God can have. 

This shows again that it is the aim of the authors of lQH to bring God and the Community 

closer together. The action of God becomes an action of divine attributes, hence approach-

able for the Community, and the members themselves gain a divine quality, hence come 

closer to God in nature. God Himself seems to be understood as the one in distance; He does 

not "shine" and He is not mentioned by His name. But the new "divine" nature of the mem-

bers of the Community, the light and glory in the Community, and the direct approach of di-

vine attributes towards the Community, give them a status that is very near to God and 

qualifies them to accommodate the Divine Presence. 12 

1.2. ii~:\ 

1.2.1. 1 QS 

Like l':J.,, ii~:\ in 1 QS is not used to refer to a revelation of God to the Community in per-

sona. 13 ln fact, the verb refers rather to directives for life in the Community in relation to God 

and, hence, life according to His will. According to l QS, revelation (iT~:l) is limited to guide 

lines for life in the Community that God gives the Community through the revelation. But 

l(l Dtn. 33 :2~ Ps. 50:2~ 80:2b; 94: 1; Job 3 :4~ l 0:3,22~ 37:15. 
11 In Job I 0:3 this is expressed negatively: nothing can shine that is not linked with God. Hence, in the 
Sheollight is like darkness (Job I 0 22). 
1
' Hence, one can state that the central point ofl7!:l., is according to the scrolls the "experience of God's 

presence" (C. Barth, art. .li.!'"[TDOT VI, 1990) 222), but only in the above sense, and certainly not in a "physi

cal" or direct sense. 
13 jj',;t occurs in I QS eight times: I 9; V 9, 12; Vlll I, 15, 16; IX 13, 19. 
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through the revelation of these guide lines the Community receives also a special insight 

about the nature of God. 

These directives are the Law (V 9; VIII 1, 15) and the Prophets (VIII 16) and a special insight 

that only the Community can have (I 9; 14 V 12; IX 13, 19). The relation between the revel a-

tion of the Law and the prophets and the additional insight of the Community is difficult to 

determine. The special insight revealed to the Community is on the one hand an addition to 

the Law and the Prophets, and, on the other hand, it seems to include them also (in light of 

some occurrences of i1t,:\). 15 This means that the revelation of the Law and the prophets to 

the Community is somewhat different from the revelation of these things to Israel as a whole. 

God gives the Community better understanding of the Law, and the Community possesses 

greater insight than its fellow religionists. n',), according to 1 QS refers rather to a gift of 

understanding than to revelation as such. 16 

This "more" that the Community receives through revelation can be seen in instances where 

i1t,) is linked with distinctive Qumranian ideas. Such "revelation" closely relates to the idea 

of mysteries, as can be seen in V 12 and on other occasions in 1 QH, for example in lQH I 21 

("He [God] opened my ears to wondrous mysteries" (~',!:l .,rit, .,:Jr1~ nn.,',)))n In Vlll 

1
" According to Leaney, this line "is part of the doctrine of the sect that important interpretations of the 
Scriptures are revealed at certain divinely appointed times" (AR.C. Leaney, The Rule of Qumran and its Mean
ing. Introduction. Translation and Commentary [London: SCM Press LTD, 1966] 120). 
" Schiffinan suggests that "the Dead Sea Sect assimilated extra-biblical teachings through the concept of 
the nigleh ('revealed') and nistar ('hidden'). That which was revealed (nigleh) was the simple meaning of Scrip
ture and the commandments that were readily apparent from it. These were known to all Jews. Only the sect pos
sessed hidden knowledge (nistar), discovered through what the sectarians regarded as inspired biblical exegesis, 
regularly conducted by members of the sect" (LH. Schiffman, Jewish Law at Qumran, in AJ. Avery-peck/ J. 
Neusner/ B.D. Chilton, Judaism in Late Antiquity. Part Five. The Judaism of Qumran: A Systematic Reading of 
the Dead Sea Scrolls. Volume 1: Theory (!{Israel [Handbook of Oriental Studies vL56; Leidenl Boston/ Koln 
Brill, 200 I] 81; cf also LH. Schiffman, The Halakah at Qumran [Lei den Brill, 1975] 22f) Disagreeing with 
Schiffman on this issue is P.R Davies, The Torah at Qumran, in: A.J. Avery-peck/ J. Neusner/ B.D Chilton, Ju
daism in Late Antiquity. Part Five. The Judaism of Qumran: A S)'stematic Reading of the Dead Sea Scrolls. 
Volume 2: World View, ComparingJudaisms [Handbook of Oriental Studies vL57; Leiden/ Boston/ Koln Brill, 
2001] 30 
16 For the idea of"understanding" as gift of God see pp. 66tf. 
17 Zobel notes that here the Community regards foremost their own understanding as revelation and de-
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16, all that the prophets revealed was achieved through the "holy spirit". And finally, "revela-

tions" of this sort seem to be dependent on a certain time period which gives n',) an "es-

chatological" sense (I 9; VIII 1 5, IX 13)18 There is only one occurrence of n',) where the 

authors of 1 QS describe in detail the affects of the "revelations" on the lives of the members 

in the Community. It refers to all that has been revealed from the Law "to implement truth, 

justice, judgement, compassionate love, and unassuming behaviour of one to another" (VIII 

I f.). This means that the revelations of special insight to the Community of the Law, the 

prophets, and beyond are tools for a perfect life in the Community according to the will of 

God ( cf. also VIII 15). 

But, because the revelations in this sense include the Law and the Prophets, n',) is not sim-

ply limited to the giving of directives for life in the Community; it produces also through spe-

cial understanding of the Law and the Prophets a better understanding of God Himself. Only 

in this sense does n',) refer to a "revelation" of God. 

Thus "revelation" as expressed by the verb n',) in lQS establishes a close relationship be-

tween God and the Community because a) revelation is granted exclusively to the Commu-

nity, b) it gives the Community special insight that includes all that is said in the Law and the 

Prophets about God, and c) it gives the Community the tools (directives) to live a perfect life 

in the Community according to the will of God. This perfect life in the Community might 

then prepare the Community for a Divine presence as we shall see below. 

fines n'-,::t as "the disclosure of particular secrets mediated to the apocalypticist in nocturnal vision" (H.-J Zobel, 

art. Ji~.7 [TDOT II, 1975] 487). 
Is Cf on "eschatology" pp XXX!Yf, 72f. 
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1.2.2. 1QH 

The usage of n',:t in I QH confirms what was said about the meaning of the word in 1 QS. 

il~:t does not refer to a revelation of God to the Community in persona, but to God who 

grants members of the Community the ability to comprehend aspects of the special relation-

ship between the Community and Himself. 19 This is a special Qumranian insight that the rest 

of Israel does not have. Thus, n',:t is used in I QH most often in the sense of "to show" or "to 

make to understand". The objects of this "understanding" are not primarily understanding of 

the Law or the Prophets, but certain aspects that are mentioned in both scrolls as determining 

the relationship between God and the Community. For example, God made the psalmist un-

derstand by "opening (il',:t) his eyes" (VI 16), "opening his ears" (IX 21; XIV 4 ), and by 

"opening his heart" (XX 34) to understand certain things. 

First among these are attributes of God. It is said in VI 16 that "your [God's] justice is re-

vealed to the eyes of all your creatures". According to XIII 12, God is asked to hide the 

psalmist from the "sons of Adam" (XIII 11) "t~n]til the moment of(12) revealing your [God's] 

salvation to me [psalmist]". And finally God is said to have "revealed [yo]ur [wonders]" to 

the psalmist. These statements are reminiscent of similar material in 1 QS. 

A second group of items that God reveals to the Community are not directly linked with God. 

They are "the paths of [truth] and the deeds of evil" (V 3), "wondrous mysteries" (IX 21), and 

"the instruc]tion ofthose who rebuke with justice" (XIV 4). 

Given all this, we conclude that n',:t in 1 QH indicates God's gift to the members of the Com-

munity of special insight atTording them the ability to understand more clearly the relation-

ship between themselves and God. n',:t establishes, therefore, a close relationship between 

19 ii'-,:.1 occurs in l QH eleven times: IV 2; V 3; VI 16; IX 21; Xlll 12; XIV 4; XIX 17; X.~ 34; XXlii top 

4. IV 2 and XXIII top are damaged to an extent that makes comments about the meaning ofi1',) impossible. 
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God and the Community20 

l.3. i:lJ 

The verb i:l:J used in the HB to mean "to reveal" is used neither in 1 QS nor in 1 QH. It is, 

therefore, unlikely that the authors of these scrolls connected an idea of a revelation, possibly 

even in persona, or an immediate presence of God in the Community with this verb. But it is 

used three times in 1 QM (X 1; XI 5,8). In XI 5, i:l:J is used in a manner similar to nL;,:l in 

I QS. God reveals, i.e. gives understanding, to the people of Qumran through the Torah. In XI 

8, certain "times of the wars" are revealed, i.e. told by a mediator. But interesting is X 1, 

where somebody "reveals" to the members that God will be/is in their midst. But since the 

context of this occurrence are "the times of war" one has to treat this occurrence with caution 

because religious people in battle tend to claim that their God is "with them", which refers to 

a very specific aspect of the helping God, but not really to an idea of God's immediate pres-

ence, and might well go beyond statements on this subject which occur in different contexts. 

In any case it does primarily not refer to Divine presence in the Community. 

20 i1~:\ occurs only once in I QM (X II), in the phrase 1n~ ..,~1:\r.l. As in I QH, it reters to God giving hu-

mans the ability to understand some special insight. 
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2. Seeing God 

God's revelations, as seen in the preceding chapter, are means by which God approaches hu-

mans. They change the nature of the individual members of the Community and qualify the 

Yahad for the Divine presence. As such they prepare the Community for His immediate pres-

ence in its midst. But, we must now look at the other side of this relationship between God 

and the Community. Once we have established that God approaches the Community directly 

through revelations, we will now have to analyse whether or not 1 QS/H mention means by 

which members of the Community approach God directly. An idea that has also been adopted 

from the HB and which might describe such an action of the Community is the idea of "see-

ing" God (tJ:JJ, ii::J3, rDii). But does this in 1 QSIH refer to a direct human approach to 

God? 

2.1. tJ:Jj 

A verb that may refer to members of the Community experiencing God or attributes of God 

by "seeing" them is tJ:JJ, used in 1 QH XVUI 20 with the glory of God as object: 

Throughout 1 QH and 1 QS tJ:JJ seems to indicate a special ability for understanding aspects 

of the relationship between God and the Community. tJ:JJ, according to 1 QH and 1 QS, 

describes a special insight that only the Community has. 1 

t:).:J~ in the HB is often used in a completely secular sense, meaning the human action of "seeing" The 

objects vary, but are always earthly things or people ( cf 2 K 3 14; !sa. 22:8; 51: I; Hab t: t 3; etc.), or religious 
objects such as the serpent of bronze in Num. 21:6 or the "holy temple" in Jon. 2:5. Occasionally, God is the 
subject oft:).:J~. In these cases, God is described as looking at the earth from heaven (cf Ps. 102:20), or as 

looking on the heart of somebody, whereas humans only look on the outward appearance ( cf t. S. t 6: 7) 
Twice in the HB, ~.:::1~ seems to refer to a human action with God as object: Ex. 3:6 and Ps. 34:6. But, 

in Ex. 3:6, 0.:::1~ is used negatively. In this verse we are told that Moses hid his face, "for he was afraid to look at 
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This meaning of tJ::JJ can be seen in 1 QH, where tl::JJ occurs (apart from 1 QH XVIII 20) five 

times (IV 27; XII 11; XVIII 3; XIX 17; XXI top 4)2. In XII 11, tJ:JJ is used in contrast to 

knowledge of the members of the Community and refers to the ungodly "seeing their mis-

takes"- In IV 27, the meaning of tl::JJ is uncertain, because the text is damaged. The object of 

tJ::JJ might be a "covenant of man" (CliN n.,i:J) (?).XXI top 4 adds an interesting notion to 

the meaning of tJ:JJ that is significant especially for the next part of this study. According to 

this line, it is God who gives the members of the Community the ability to "see": 

Here, according to 1 QH, t):JJ means "to understand" those aspects that are significant for the 

relationship between the poet and God. It refers to special insight that God gave the members 

of the Commtmity; but it does not refer to a "physical" experience of God. This usage of tJ:lJ 

further confirms that for these scrolls it is not the nature of God per se, but the relationship 

between God and the Community that is paramount as most of the analyses in this study will 

show. 

In LQS, tJ:JJ is used in the same manner. It occurs in this scroll five times (fii 3,7; XI 3,6,19). 

In each case, t.J:JJ refers to a special understanding of aspects of the relationship between 

God and the Community, based on special insight. In none of these cases does it refer to a 

"physical" experience of God. In contrast to 1 QH, the usages of tl::JJ in 1 QS are more spe-

cific as to the objects of sight: these are listed in XI 6 as wisdom, knowledge, insight, justice, 

and glory: 

God". In Ps. 34 6, CJ~.:J is in a highly poetical text part of an enumeration of blessings, praising, magnifying, and 

exaltations. Hence, CJ~.:J in this case means rather "to turn towards God", than literally "to see" Him. 

X 3 and XI 17 are badly damaged; a comment on the precise usage ofCJ~.:J is not possible. 
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In other passages, we find as objects ofO:l:J (UI 3) "paths oflight"3
; (lll 7) "light oflife"; (Xl 

3) "His [God's] wonders"; and (Xf 19) the "depth of your [God's] mysteries".~ 

We conclude that O::l:J does not refer to a "physical" experience of God. A presence of God in 

persona in the Community in this sense is, hence, unlikely to be in the minds of the authors 

of the scrolls. "Seeing" means to understand certain aspects of the relationship between God 

and the Community. This is significant, and we keep referring to it. The question of the Di-

vine presence according to the scrolls, is a question of the relationship between God and the 

Community, i.e. the nature of the Community in relation to God. Hence, in this study we will 

have to focus on those statements and words that describe this relationship, since it is they 

that carry the information about Divine presence. 

2.2. if!:)~ 

Another verb that may refer to an experience of God by "watching" is ir!:l~. This verb occurs 

only twice in 1 QS and 1 QH. 1 QH XX 21 reads: 

(21) like your reproach and for your [God's] goodness they watch, for in your kin[dness. f 

According to Ringgren tJ:l~ has here the character "eines sicheren Erwarten" (H Ringgren, art. O:JJ 

[ThWAT V, 1986] 140). 
" Ringgren suggestion that tJ:J~ refers in I QS A.'l 19 to an "existentielles Ausschauen des Glaubigen auf 

Gottes Werke" (H. Ringgren, art. O:JJ[ThWAT V, 1986] 140) which does not picture the meaning ofthe word 

precisely. Here too it refers to a special understanding of the relationship between God and the Community, 
based on special insight 
' The end of this and the preceding line is damaged. 
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il!:l~ is found also in 1 QS IX 25: 

"[and] all the words of His mouth he will relish and he will wish tor nothing that He has not commanded 

[and] the precepts of God he will watch permanently" 

In both cases, the objects of il!:i~ are attributes of God. In 1 QH XX 21, it is God's goodness .. 

Here, i1:::l~ means "to expect'' or "to look out for". In I QS IX 25, it is the judgement of God. 

il:::l~ in the latter line is used in the sense of "keeping in mind" or "remembering" the judge-

ment of God. 6 Hence, in both cases, il:::l~ does not refer to a physical experience of God. 

il:::l~ occurs in the HB only about two dozen times, and its spectrum of denotations is lim-

ited. It is often used in the sense of the simple human action of "watching",7 but also as 

meaning "to sentinel". 8 Twice il!:l~ means "to keep watching" in the sense of "to take care" 

(Prov. 15:3; Ps. 66:7). In these two cases, God is the subject. 

But significant for the meaning of il:::l~ in the scrolls is the fact that the HB often used il:::l~ 

in a prophetical context,9 and occasionally in an "eschatological" sense.[() This might throw 

light on the two occurrences of the verb here, since 1 QH XX 21 especially seems to refer to a 

future time ( cf. ,L;,.,,.., il:li,:J:l fP:l,). 

Steins renders "bestandig achthaben auf Gottes Rechtsentscheide" (G. Steins, art. ti£1..:!: [ThW AT VI, 

1989] 1092) which does not reflect the meaning ofi1!:1::: precisely because it does not have the notion ofthe 

promise to learn permanently what the "precepts of God" are. 
7 Cf IS 1416;2K.9:17,20;Jer.48l9. 

Cf Jer. 6 17; Ez. 3 17; 33 2,6, 7 
As in some ofthose cases where i1!:1::: denotes "sentinel", this can be found inEz. 3: 17 and 33:7, where 

the author talks about the "sentinel tor the house oflsrael". Mi. 7:4 mentions also the "sentinels" in a prophetical 
context. According to lsa. 21:6, lliWH says to the author of the text: "go, post an outlook, let him announce 
what he sees"- The context of this verse is prophetical, so the verb i1!:1::: receives the meaning of a prophetical 

expectation. 
H• Apart from this, m~::: occurs only twice in the HB with God as object, in Mi. 7:7 and in I sa. 52 8 In 

both cases, the word has an "eschatological" notion and does not refer to a physical experience (cf also Hab. 
2: I) 
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2.3. tVii 

Another verb that may refer to a "physical" experience of God, because it means "to search 

for", "to seek", "to ask", or to "look for", 11 is tVii. Humans "looking for" God might seek to 

experience Him. This verb is especially interesting, because it is used differently in I QH and 

1QS. 

In lQH, tl7ii is used as meaning "looking for" with God as object in 1 QH XII 6: 

"I have looked for you. ( )" 

But this occurrence of tVii does not refer to the desire for a "physical" experience of God, 

as the use of it might suggest: the sense of the word both in the HB and throughout 1 QH and 

1 QS suggests something rather different. 

In the HB, the root rDii has the basic denotation is "to search" or "to look for". But in a cui-

tic context it gains the meaning of "to ask for advice" or "to ask for help". The subject asks 

either a sanctuary, a prophet (asking for an oracle), a god in general, the Law, 12 or means to 

"consult the will of God". 13 Hence, given this background, rDii in 1 QH XJI 6 refers more 

likely to the desire for "advice from God" than a desire to experience Him directly. 

1 QH Xll 6 is the only line in 1 QH where tl7ii has God as object. It occurs 10 times in 

1 QH, 14 and is used in two different ways. Most often the subject of the verb is not the psalm-

ist "looking for" God, but an tmgodly or evil man is described as "looking for" "smoothness" 

11 Cf S Wagner, art. ~ii[TDOT lll, 1978] 294. 
12 Ps. 119:45, 94, I 55; Esr. 7 I 0; I.Chr.28 8. 
13 Dtn. 4:29; lsa. 9: 12; 31: I; 55:6; 58:2; Jer. I 0:21; 29: 13; Hos. 10: 12; Am 54,6; Zeph. 16; Ps. 14:2; 
345;773. 
1 ~ IV 6 is damaged. 
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(iip',n), "deception" (ii.,7:li), or God (X 15,32,34; XU 14,15,16 ). In those cases where God 

is the object of the search, the whole action is not a positive one: the ungodly men are de

scribed as looking for God "with a double heart" (:l',1 :l',:l (XII 14)), or they are looking 

for Him amongst the idols (XII 15), or in the mouth of the "prophets of deception" (.,N.,:lJ 

:lT:l (XII 16)). So in these cases the psaln:ist uses the tenn rDii explicitly not fhr a chosen 

person looking for his God, but in respect of destructive action of ungodly people. In two 

lines (XU 24; Xlll 9) the verb rDii is used as in XII 6. In XII 24 the subjects are those who 

let themselves be looked for by the psalmist to be included in the covenant of God. In XIII 9, 

the covenant is described as something which exists for those who are looking for it. God 

Himself is not, therefore, the object of searching in these lines. 

Neither tJ:lJ and ii!:J~ in 1 QH and 1 QS, nor rllii in 1 QH refer in any sense to a "physical" 

experience of God. "Seeing" or "watching" or "looking for" is not an action that indicates or 

leads to a personal experience of God. Nor do words referring to a revelation of God, as we 

have seen above, indicate such a personal experience. 

The usage of rDii in 1 QS, however, might shed more light on the matter because it indicates 

what Divine presence is really about in Qwnran. The meaning of O:lJ in 1 QS and 1 QH has 

already pointed at the notion where Divine presence becomes relevant. taii in 1 QS con

firms this strongly: Divine presence is about life in the Community in relation to God. Al

though it is God who gives the Community the tools and quality to engage in Divine 

presence, from the human point of view, represented in 1 QS and 1 QH, life in the Community 

itself is the way to Divine presence. rDii in 1 QS indicates where, in what context, and in 
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combination of which theological ideas this Divine presence becomes significant \\rithin the 

relationship between God and the Community. 15 

The usage of u:i'ii in 1 QS is very interesting, because it represents an entirely Qumranian 

meaning that differs also from 1QH and from the meanings of~:Jj or i1:::J~ in lQH and lQS. 

In the latter cases, looking or seeking for God means to relate to attributes of God. In the case 

of fVii in 1 QS, looking or seeking for God is primarily concerned with the self 

understanding of the Community in relation to GodHi Once in 1 QS, tvii is used with God 

as its direct object In one of the most significant lines elaborating the self-understanding of 

the Community (I QS I I), a line that will be the focus of attention in this study several times, 

"looking for/seeking God" (',N u:i'1ii',) is mentioned as a major duty, possibly even the 

purpose of life in the Community:17 

Taking into account the meaning of tvii in the HB and in 1 QH, and acknowledging that 

tvii never refers in 1 QS to a desire to experience God directly either, I QS I 1 sets the tone 

for what follows. "Looking for/seeking God'' refers to the purpose of the Community, and 

involves living in the Community in relation to Gpd. 18 

!5 Wagner sees tllis sig1lificance ofrDii only in the legal context. rDii is used "to express strict legal 

piety, its investigation and exposition of the law, and the relationship manifested thereby both to God and also to 
the covenant and the true community" (S. Wagner, art. IZ"ii[TDOT III, 1978] 307). 
16 On the noun rDii~ see S Metso, The Textual Developmellf of the Qumran Community Rule [Studies 

on the Texts of the Desert ofJudah XXI; Leiden/ New York/ Koln Brill, 1997] 76f. 
17 According to Martinez/Tigchelaar's edition of the text it might be the purpose of the Maskil's life in the 
Community. But this means that it reflects at the same time the purpose of life of every other member of the 
Community 
18 "The Rule of Community( .. ) accomplishes its purpose when it motivates a man to seek God" (S 
Wagner, art. eii[ThDOT IJJ] 306) 

I will translate rDii with "to look for/seek", because it reflects best what rDii is about: "looking for" 

emphasises the incompleteness of the status of the Community and the fact that they have actively to change; 
"seeking" emphasises that this active change is a forward movement (towards God) that gives the purpose of the 
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The remaining nine occurrences of tail (V 9,11,20; VI 6,7, 14, 17; VIII 12,24) confirm this 

idea, because they show what "looking for God", hence living in the Community, is about. 

Remarkably, those aspects of hfe in the Community that are mentioned in lQS in connection 

with !Vii are all notions found in the Shema'. By using tail, I QS expounds the Shema'. 

According to V 9, the "sons of Zadok", the priests of the Community, "look for" or "seek" the 

will of God. Acting according to the will of God is one ofthe most fundamental aims ofthe 

Community: 

"in compliance with all that has been revealed of it to the sons of Zadok, the priests who keep the covenant and 

look for/seek'" His will21
'" 

V 11 is talking about men who are not members of the Community. Hence, they have not 

"looked for" or "sought" God's decrees (.,ii,p,n:l), they do not know the hidden matters. 

Knowledge, as further analyses will show, is a decisive element in the relationship between 

God and the Community:21 

"( .. ) For they are not included in His covenant for they have neither looked for (!'Dii) nor have they 

sought/looked for (I'Diif" His decrees to know the hidden matters in which they err." 

In V 20, the spirits in the Community are mentioned as object of rl.'ii. They have to be 

looked for/sought by the novices in the Community to become full members, to get closer to 

God: 

Community its direction. 
1
'' Martinez/Tigchelaar, DSS !, 71 emphasise with their translation ("to interpret") a legal aspect of life in 

the Community They imply that the observance of the will of God, hence a passive reaction, is the major issue of 
life in the Community. But the usage ofi'Dii and numerous other aspects which I will describe in the course of 

this study show that it is the active movement toward~ God, hence getting closer to God, that detlnes the nature 
and purpose ofthe Community. I'Dii, therefore must mean "to look for" or "to seek" the will of God, not to 

interpret it. 
'<l On p~i in I QS V 9 see p.44. 
21 Cf on "knowledge" pp. 80- I 17. 
'" Martinez/Tigchelaar, DSS I, 81 emphasise again through their translation ("to examine") a static and 
reactive stance of the members of the Community, instead of an active motion towards God (cf also V 20). 
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"( . ) And when someone enters the covenant to act in compliance with all these decrees, enrolling in the assem-

bly of holiness, they shall look for/seek (rDii) (21) their spirits in the Community ( . ) " 2~ 

According to VI 6, it is the duty of the Ten to look for/seek the Law. The observance of the 

Law is another very significant aspect of life in the Community, which also constitutes the 

purpose ofthe Community:24 

"( .. ) And in the place in which the ten assemble there should not be missing a man 

to look for/seek (rDii) the Law day and night, (7) always/permanently, 

concerning the right conduct amongst them.(.)" 

The following line, VI 7, orders the Many to read the book, to look for/seek the mles 

(rJ!:lrl77:)), and to bless. All these actions are major aspects of life in the Community in rela-

tion to God and reflect its purpose: 

"(.)And the Many shall be on watch together/ in (the) community for a third of each night ofthe year 

to read the book and to look for/seek (rDii)25 the rules (8) and to bless together/ in (the) community" 

In VI 14 and 17, toil is used in a slightly different manner. According to VI 14, rl.'ii has 

again understanding (t,~ra) as object. But it is an important member of the Community that 

looks for (rDii) the understanding and the deeds of the new member. Here, rDii is under-

stood not only as an action towards God, but also appears within the Community as an activ-

ity of those more senior in their dealing with the new members. This suggests that certain 

aspects of the relationship between God and the Community can be transferred in some way 

23 Wagner suggests that rDii in this line is a "technical term" tor the examination of "the unstable, the 

deviant, and those ready for admission" "administered by specially ordained oftlcers" (S Wagner, art. li:7ii 

[ThDOT III] 307). 
~-+ Against J Maier, Qutnran-Essener 1, 182YM who suggests that ro-,, in this line refers rather to a 
"Torahkundigen zur Anleitung und Entscheidung in laufenden Vorgangen" (ibid.) than to a general purpose of 
the Community. In the latter case, toii refers to a duty of all members to all times. 
25 On this occasion MartinezJTigchelaar, DS5T I, 83 translate with "to explain", again failing to see that 
rDii refers here to an action of the members of the Community towards God: by seeking the rules, i.e. finding 

them, understanding them (the latter in the Qumranian sense, cf. pp. 65, 691f), and teaching them, they come 
closer to God who has given them the rules and the ability to understand them. 
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onto the relationship between different members of the Community. The Community re-

ceives, therefore, a special quality and status: 

"(13) ( .. )And all who freely volunteer from Israel (14) to enrol in the council of the Community, the man who 

has been appointed as the head of the Many, will look for/seek his understanding and his deeds (. )" 

Similar notions of rDii occur in VI 17, where the Community council looks for/seeks the 

spirit and deeds of a new member during his first year: 

"( 16) ( ) And he will not touch the purity ( 17) of the Many 

until they will look for/seek his spirit and his deeds until he has completed a full year. ( .. )" 

VTII 12 is a line in which the usage ofrl.'ii is special, but confirms its meaning elaborated 

above. In this line, it refers to a title of" an oj{lcer of the Community: the "man looking 

for/seeking" (fViiiiT rv.,~): 

"( 11) ( .. ) And every matter hidden from Israel but which has been found out by the man ( 12) looking 

for/seeking26
, he should not hide (it?) from them from fear of a spirit of desertion " 

This means that rl.'ii, being explicitly the function or even a post of a man in the Commu-

nity, is a major activity of members of the Community. Hence, it is likely that it defines the 

purpose ofthe Community and refers to a significant aspect of life in the Community that can 

only be fulfilled in relation to God27 

This analysis of words or phrases that describe members of the Community as "seeing" God 

have shown a) that Divine presence is not primarily determined through personal experience, 

and b) that Divine presence is a matter of God preparing the Community for His presence and 

2(~ Martinez/Tigche1aar.~ JJSS !, 89 indicate through their translation C'Interpreter") that a post is referred 
to, but emphasise the wrong notion ofrDii (see above). 
:J In VIII 24, rDii is used to refer to the action of passing a rule/law. The usage of rDii here indicates 

that actions in the Community in general are tied in with the forward movement towards God Passing a law, 
however, is definitely part of this movement, because it shows that the Conununity "uses" God's revelation to 
lead its own live according to God's will by passing laws and rules that are based on God's Law. 
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a matter of life in the Community preparing the very same for His presence. In other words, 

the relationship between the Community and God is not as much about experiencing Him, 

but about a change of the Community's nature that allows it to be near to God, or even to ac

commodate His presence. The emphasis in I QS/H does not lie on the description of members 

of the Community experiencing God directly, but on the attempt to demonstrate why and huw 

the Community has a special status in relation to God that allows them also to bear His 

presence. 
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HI. God gives the Community a Special Status 

In this part of this study, I will focus on aspects of the relationship between God and the 

Qumran Community which describe God as the one who takes actions in order to change the 

Community's nature, or, respectively, to give the Community the ability to change its nature 

in relation to God by itself so that it can prepare for His presence. This already is a significant 

characteristic of the aspects that I will discuss in detail in this part of the study: the actions 

that God undertakes not only change fundamental aspects of the Community's nature in rela

tion to Himself, but at the same time, are understood to give the Community the ability to im

prove its status in relation to God. This is why they are the principles of the relationship 

between the Community and God as 1 QSIH picture it: they make this special relationship be

tween the Yahad and God possible in the first place, but also give the Community a certain 

ability - the certain freedom of action - which they need to develop this relationship. This re

flects the motivation and drive that seems to stand behind 1 QS/H which is to demonstrate to 

the world and the Community itself that it has a special relationship with God that qualifies it 

for Divine presence. It also shows the determination ofthe Community to engage active~y in 

such a special relationship by taking the initiative away from God and transferring it onto the 

Community. p~i, ',~ra, the idea of knowledge, and :::110, as understood in IQS/H, make 

the Community's (self-)identity possible. And they determine why the idea of Divine pres

ence is the basis of this (self-)identity. 
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The first aspect of this relationship between God and the Community by which God turns to

wards the Community is the idea of 1,~1. Not only is this idea a central idea in 1 QS/H, it is 

also closely related to the presence of God. It is an essential aspect of God's nature which de

fines to a great extent the relationship between God and the people of Qumran. 1,~., is the 

first feature of God's nature that will be analysed in this study that shows God as one who 

changes the quality of the Community through His gifts. 

In the HB, as well as in 1 QS and 1 QH, it is difficult to determine precisely what p~i means. 

One ofthe reasons for this is that p~i can stand for various notions such as "will", "pleas

ure", "that which is pleasuring/pleasing", "favour", and "desire"- These notions can be linked 

with either God or humans, describing p~i as either an attribute of God or of humans. An 

analysis of 1,~i in the HB, 1 QS, 1 QH, and 1 QM will determine its precise meaning and sig

nificance in these texts. And it will demonstrate how and why p3i is so important for the 

relationship between the Community and God and the question of Divine presence. 

1.1. HB 

In the HB, the word 1,:lti occurs sixty five times. 1 It is used in three different senses: 1. as 

"pleasure" or "favour", 2. as "that which is of pleasure" or "which is pleasing", 3. as "will" or 

"desire". In most ofthese senses, 1,:lti occurs as an attribute of God as well as an attribute of 

Cf G. Lisowsky, Konkordanz, !354[ 
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persons.2 As regards the presence of God, the former usage of p:!tl, i.e. its connection with 

God, is the more significant. And this seems to be dominant in the HB, and certainly (as will 

be shown below) in the scrolls. In the HB, 11~1 occurs very often in connection with JHWH, 

or even grammatically in combination with ii1il.,? p~1, in this sense, is an attribute of 

JHWH and seems to bear this connotation even when it is used in a secular sense. 

Used in connection with JHWH, 11~1 describes not only an aspect of the nature of God, but 

also the relationship between JHWH and Israel. The usage and meaning of 11:;J:i, in the HB, 

is based on three foundations: 1. 11~1 is first of all an attribute of God, it is divine; 2. hu-

mans can receive this p:;J:I from God; 3. this reception is based on a twofold motion: (a) hu-

mans need to undertake certain actions towards God, to do the "will" of God which (b) will 

then cause God to give them p~1. 

p~l, therefore, not only describes the relationship between JHWH and Israel, but defines it. 

I. I. 1. p~1 as an Attribute of God. 

In the HB, 11~1 "finds greatest usage in theological language: to indicate divine pleasure"". 

Dtn. 33:16 mentions "the favour of the one who dwells in the bush" (i!JO .,J::ll'l7 p~11). In 

lsa. 49:8, JHWH's "time of favour" is mentioned linking p~1 with JHWH. 5 Isa. 58:5 

Occurrences not referring to God are Lev 13; 1 9 5; 22 19,29 ( cf Lev. 13 ); 23:11; lsa. 60: I 0 (difficult 
verse; according toW. Gesenius, HandwDrterhuch, 772, 1,~-, refers here to a man); Ps. 145: 19; Prov. 10:35; 

I 1:27; 14 35; 16:13, 15; 19: 12; Esth. I :8; 9:5; Neh. 9 24,37 (cf Sirach 8 14); 2.Chr. 15 15. 
3 It is significant to note that, in the HB, the idea of11~i is mainly linked with the T etragram, not with 

',~, c::J"'if',~, 11.,',li, or .,~1iK p~i is an attribute ofiT1iT.,_ The authors of IQH and lQS use p~i as attrib

ute of God, but do not link it with the Tetragram. 
·I G. Gerleman, art. ti~i, [TLOT IU, 1997] 1260. 

"Thus says JHWH, in a time offavour (p~i nli~) I have answered you ( .. )". 



mentions a "day of favour of .n-IWH" (iT1ii" p~i 0.1"1). 6 ln lsa. 60:10, p~i is again an at-

tribute of JHWH 7 In Isa. 61:2, T1~i is as in Isa. 58:5 used in the context of a period oftime 

that JHWH determines. Here the "year of favour for God" is proclaimed.8 According to Ps. 

30:8, God has established the righteous psalmist "as a strong mountain" by His, i.e. God's, 

"favour" Cl:l1~i~). And in Ps. 51:20, it is the psalmist who asks God to "do good to Zion in 

your pleasure (l:l1~i~), rebuild the walls of Jerusalem." 

Especially in the Psalms (Ps 40:9; 103:21; 143: I 0), but also in Ezra (Ezr. 10:11 ), p~i oc-

curs in the sense of"will". In these cases, the "will" q1~i) is always the "will ofGod".9 The 

psalmist is delighted to do the "will of God". 10 A number of verses where T1~i is understood 

as an attribute of JHWH occur in Proverbs (Prov. 11 :1,20; 12:22; 15:8). Here, T1~i always 

carries a personal suffix referring directly to iT1ii". Being righteous redounds to JHWH's 

"pleasure" q1~i). Finally, T1~i is used in the context of otTerings undertaken by people 

which lead to the p~i of God (Ex. 28:38; Isa. 56:7; 60:7; or negatively in Jer. 6:20). 11 

p~i is not only, as will be discussed below, the result of actions towards God, but also the condition of 

those actions, bringing those who do the will of God (i.e. here those who fast at a time that JHWH determines) 
closer to God. 

"(. .. )for in my wrath I [JHWH (?)] struck you [Zion] down, but in my favour I have had mercy on 
you." (!sa 60 10) 
x "to proclaim the year of JHWH's favour, and the day of vengeance of our God; ( . )" 

,:l"i1~~6 cp:l c,.,, mn.,~ 11~1-M:lrD ~~P~ 
Cf also Isa. 49:8. 
As far as I can see there is only one exception, Ps. 14519 (cf also Sir. 1127; 3212), where j1~i is 

used referring to the will of humans 
w "I delight to do your will, my God; your Law is within my heart." (Ps 40 9) 

"Bless JHWH, all His hosts; His ministers who do all His will." (Ps I 03 21) 
"Teach me (":li~~) to do (M,I'Dl?~) your will (l:l,~i), for you are my God ('~m~~); let your good 

spirit lead me on a level path." (Ps. 143 1 0) 
"Now make confession to JHWH, the God of your ancestors, and do his will;( .. )." (Ezr. 10: II) 

11 p~iinthiscontextalsorelatestotheonewhoolfers(Lev 13; 19:5;2219,29(cfLev. 13);2311) 

. For further details see below. 
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1.1.2. p~i from God 

In the HB, God also gives p~i to certain people. 1,~i is something that righteous people 

can receive from God. A few verses show this clearly. Four times 1,~i occurs in connection 

with blessings (Dtn. 33:16,23; Ps. 5:13; 103:21). In three of these cases, God gives 1,~i to 

somebody through His blessing. The HB uses in all these cases the verb li:J. In Dtn. 33:16, 

God is said to be the one to give p~i to the land by blessing. In Ps. 5:13, He gives p~i to 

the righteous, 12 and in Dtn. 33:23 the reader is told that Naphtali "is sated with what is 

pleasing/favour". 13 The fact that it is God who gives p~i becomes indirectly evident also in 

Ps. 143:10: "Teach me (',Ji7:!',) 14 to do (n,rol7',) your will (lJ,~i), for you are my God 

(',n,',N); let your good spirit lead me on a level path." It is God who is teaching the righteous 

to do His 1,~i. 

1.1.3. The Reciprocal Notion 

This notion of the usage and meaning of 1,~i in the HB is probably the most significant for 

our purposes. Inasmuch as p~i is understood as an attribute of God, as a divine phenome-

non, it is also something that God can brive to humans. p~i represents a reciprocal notion of 

divine action and human response. Often God does not give p~i to people without expect-

ing something in return: in general, that means that God expects humans to do His "will" 

q,~i), to live according to His "will". This notion is expressed literally four times through 

12 

13 

14 

1jitJl7M j1~i m~:J i11iT., p.,i~ li:IM iTMIIC,:J (Ps 5 • 13) 

"0 Naphtali, sated (l7:JI'D) with what is pleasing/favour ( )" 

ir.l~ is used often in connection with God (cf W. Gesenius, Handwiirterbuch, 387). 
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the word p~l: Ps. 40:915
; I03:21 16

; 143:1017
; and Esr. 10:11 18 In all these verses, a human 

being acts according to the will of God. 

Where 11~1 occurs in this sense, the texts often also indicate what sort of human action is 

required to do the will of God to receive 11~1 from God. Interestingly, the HB mentions 

deeds in this context which are all highly significant features of the teachings of 1 QH and 

1 QS. In fact they are all significant, as will be shown below, for the understanding of the Di-

vme presence. 

The first deed which comes to mind in connection with doing the will of God in the HB is 

obedience of the Law. Three times out of the four where p~1 occurs referring to the "will of 

God" in the HB, observance of the Law is understood as a means by which righteous people 

do the p~1 of God. And although obtaining 11~1 from God is not directly the motivation 

for the observance of the Law, it is mentioned as a possible result of it. Very clearly this is 

the will of God have His Law (1n11n) in their hearts. The context of Ps. 103:20-21 indi-

cates the same: the angels are "obedient to His spoken word" (11~1 ~1p~)19 and do the will 

of God. Also in Ezr. l 0: II, doing the will of God refers to Laws of God, in this case marriage 

15 Translation above. 
16 See for details on Ps. 103:21 below. 
17 Translation above. 
1
g Translation above. 

19 Above reading follows BHS. Different readings mentioned in apparatus do not influence the point dis-
cussed above. 
20 p~i as "desire" misleading the righteous and leading them into temptation to break the Law occurs in 

Esth. 18. 
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Another means by which people can tum towards God in connection with ji~i are blessings. 

Ps. I 03:21 suggests strongly that blessing JHWH is doing JHWH's will (ji~i)21 Similar are 

prayers and praises, basic actions through which Israel turns towards its God. Sometimes, in 

the HB, these are also linked with ji~i. They represent the most common actions towards 

God which lead either to God's ji~i, or to the ji:li of those who are praising God. The first 

group of such verses occurs in texts of the HB which are praises or prayers themselves. ji~i 

is often used in prayers, praises, and Psalms uttered to God, especially in the book of Psalms 

(Ps. 19:5; 30:5f.; 40:9; 69:14; 103:21; 106:4; 143:10), and in Isaiah (Isa. 49:8). In a few verses 

of Proverbs which are praises uttered to God, those deeds of the righteous are praised which 

lead to the ji~i of God (Prov. 11:1,20; 12:22; 15:8). 

Secondly, ji~i is often used in the context of offerings to God.22 There are two different 

ways in which ji~i is used in this context. Either it is the ji~i of the one who offers, in 

which case the person can have ji~i because his offering pleases God; or it is the ji~i of 

God who receives the offerings and is pleased about them. 

To the former group belong occurrences ofji~i like Lev. 1:3: 

"If the offering is a burnt-offering from the herd, you shall offer a male without blemish; 

you shall bring it to the entrance of the tent of meeting, 

to his pleasure/ tlwour before illWH (i11i1., .,.J!:l', ,.J~-6)." 

21 "Bless (li:J) JHWH, all his hosts; His ministers who do all his will." (Ps. l 03 :2I) 

~~ Gerleman even calls it a "technical term" in the "priestly cultic theology" (G. Gerleman, art. i7Si 

[TLOT III, I997] I261 ). 
Regarding I QS and I QH it is striking here that the offerings which in the HB are mentioned in connec

tion with 1,~.,, are those which are not accepted in the Qumran Conmmnity (burnt-offering, first-fruit-offerings, 

etc.); yet the authors ofthe scroll adopted and developed the idea of the j,~i in connection with offerings (see 

for details especially pp. 46-SI ). 
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Here, p~i occurs in the context of a burnt-offering. Whoever celebrates these offerings ac-

cording to the Law of JHWH will have T,~i. The place where the offering takes place is the 

"entrance of the tent of meeting" and this is where those offerings can have 1,~., "before 

JHWH".n 

Also in this context belongs Lev. 19:5: 

"When you offer a sacrit1ce of well-being to JHWH, 

to your pleasure (C~::r:~~-6) you will sacrifice it" 

"Well-being offerings" to JHWH lead to 1,~i. 1,~., becomes an attribute of a person that 

pleased God with his offerings. 1,~., is a sign of God that He accepted the offering24 Hence, 

this occurrence of 1,~., shows that 1,~., of humans can depend on an action towards God, a 

life according to His will. The sacrifice and its acceptance by God gives those who offer 

1,~i, which elsewhere the HB understands as a divine attribute?5 

The remaining occurrences are Lev. 22:19.29; and 23:11 where those have 1,~., who cele-

brate "burnt-offerings" (Lev. 22: 19), "thanksgiving-offerings" (Lev. 22:29), or "first fruit-

offerings" Lev. 23:11. 

On four occasions 1,~., refers to the "pleasure" which God has on receiving an offering. In 

this context Ex. 28:38 is significant: 

"(. .) it [rosette of pure gold] shall always be on his [Aaron's] forehead, 

in order that there be favour/pleasure for them before JHWH " 

23 For details on .,J!:lt, pp. 192-215. 
24 Tllis interpretation of11~i in this verse is more likely, because of the other occurrences of p~i in the 
context of offerings, than the one the NRSV favours. NRSV translates: "When you offer a sacrit1ce of well-being 
to the LORD, offer it in such a way that it is acceptable in your behalf' which means that p~i is understood in 

the sense of offering when and as one pleast;s. 
25 Tllis verse also becomes significant with respect to the usage of11~i in I QS (especially IX 4,5) where 

the celebration of offerings results in the Community being closer to God See for details below, pp48-51. 
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Here, 11~i involves the vestments for the priesthood: when Aaron offers on behalf of the 

whole nation, he must wear a "rosette of pure gold",26 so that there will be "favour/pleasure" 

for the whole nation "before God". This latter statement is very significant: offerings and the 

obedience of the laws for the priesthood not only lead to Israel's pleasing God, but permit the 

Israelites to be "before JHWH". Sacrifice in the Tent of Meeting (cf. Temple) and in accor-

dance with the Law leads to a life in favour pleasure before God. 11~i in the HB might, 

therefore, have communicated this notion to the authors of 1 QH and 1 QS: doing the will of 

God, i.e. observing the Law, praising God, blessing Him, etc. will lead to 11~i. And this 

p~i stands not only for a satisfied life in a community, but for a life in close relation to 

God. That the authors of the scrolls might have emphasised this occurrence of 11~i is quite 

likely, considering their method of dealing with HE-material: as I have stated above already, 

one senses that the authors of lQH and lQS often use ideas ofthe HB which occur only oc-

casionally, and develop them according to their own teachings. 27 

According to Isa. 56:7 offerings are also to the pleasure of God. In this verse, 11~i is used in 

the context of the Temple (.,rv-rp ii1; .,n',~n M.,:J:::l), and in the Temple it is used in con-

nection with offerings and sacrifices (l:li1.,n:Jn on.,n',1l7; .,n:m;:)). 

"these I will b1ing to my holy mountain, and make them joyful in my house of prayer; 

their burnt-offerings and their sacrifices are to my pleasure on my altar; 

for my house shall be called a house of prayer for all peoples." 

1
("' It is also interesting to note that it is the priest Aaron who is celebrating the offerings. This n1ight be re-

flected in the DSS by the idea that the members are a Community of priests living before God. 
27 See also in "Introduction ... 
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Similar is the usage of 1,~1 in Isa. 60:7, but a textual difficulty makes the determination of 

the precise meaning of the word difficult: 

"All the flocks of Kedar shall be gathered to you, the rams ofNebaioth shall minister to you; 

they shall ascend fi·om/to the pleasure of my altar, and the house of my honour I shall glorifY" 

Following the reading above, p~i occurs in a construct combination with .,n::m~ meaning 

the "pleasure" of God's altar. Hence, p~i would be an attribute of the altar of God, and only 

indirectly be connected with God. The context, of course, are offerings and sacrifices for 

God. 29 

Put negatively, 1,~i occurs in a similar sense in Jer. 6:20, according to which some sacri-

fices are not pleasing God: 

"Of what use to me is frankincense that comes from Sheba, or sweet cane from a distant land? 

Your burnt-offerings are not to my pleasure, nor are your sacrifices pleasing me." 

1.2. 1 QS 

The usage of p~i in I QS represents one of the most striking cases in which the authors of a 

scroll adopt an idea which they find in the HB and develop it according to their own teach-

ings. The result is a very Qumran specific usage and meaning of p~i, which sheds light 

2 ~ As /eclior dijficilior this reading has to be preferred. But 1 Qls", 1Vlss, LXX, Syriac, and Targum secun-
dum read .,n:m~ ',:s.;r p~~~', 1',:s.;r., (they shall ascend "for pleasure from my altar"). In this case the j1~i 
would refer to something that results in divine pleasure when offerings ascend from the altar of God Although 
11~1 does not have a suffix refen·ing to God, and it is grammatically not an attribute of God, one can assume be

cause ofthe context that the p~i of God is meant. 

The question, however, why p~i does not have a I.sg suffix (.,.:J,~i ("my pleasure")), referring to 

God, as one would expect here must remain unanswered. 
29 One observation which might be worth mentioning is that the word j1~i occurs here in the context of 

the description of Zion'sfuture glmy. 
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upon the new understanding of the relationship between God and the Community and conse-

quently on Divine presence. We should recall that Ji~i in the HB occurs in three different 

ways: as an attribute of God, as something that people receive from God, and as a reciprocal 

notion of divine action and human response. These represent also the basis of the meaning of 

1,~-, in 1 QS. 

In lQS, Ji~i occurs 12 times,30 only in the senses "will" and "pleasure". The wide range of 

usages of the word in the HB has been narrowed down in 1 QS considerably. 11~i is used 

mainly as the Ji~i of God (V 1,9,10; VIII 6,10; IX 13,15,23,24; XI 17,18). Only where it 

means "pleasure" it is used also as an attribute of man. Generally, Ji~i determines the rela-

tionship between God and the Community and also the rest oflsrael. It is used to demonstrate 

that the Community has a unique and close relationship with God. 11~i is 

"Community-centred". 

1.2.1. The Reciprocal Notion in I QS 

In 1 QS, 1,~-, is understood as a reciprocal notion, but it is defined differently than in the HB. 

As an attribute of God, 11~i in 1 QS is used in two senses: "will of God" and "God's pleas-

ure". But these two meanings are, according to this scroll, related differently than in the HB. 

11~i as "will of God" is what dictates life in the Community. Its members are obliged to live 

according to this "will of God"- This means to observe the Law, the prophets, and the entire 

catalogue of Community rules perfectly. Ji~i in the sense of "God's pleasure", on the other 

hand, is what the Community can provoke by observing the "will of God". They do so by 

3° K.G. Kuhn, Konkordanz, 208; cf. also J.H. Charlesworth, Graphic Concordance to the Dead Sea 
Scrolls [Tiibingen: J.C.B. Mohr, 1991] 93,491 and elsewhere. 
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living a perfect life in the Community. 1,~-, as a phenomenon that defines the relationship 

between God and the Community depends, therefore, according to lQS, on both God as the 

one who enables the Community to do His will, and on the Community as the observers. This 

means that one of the major changes of the meaning of 1,~-, in I QS is that it has been en-

tirely legalized This has consequences for the relationship between God and the Community, 

hence the question of the Divine presence. 31 

p~i as an attribute of man has also been changed. It is in this sense still understood within 

the reciprocal notion, as shown above, but is now entirely Communty-centred in two senses. 

First, 1,~-, is initially only an attribute of members of the Community. As such it refers to a 

special relationship between only the Community and God. Second, since the idea of 1,~-, 

has been legalized; to provoke God's and/or the Community's p~i depends, according to 

1 QS, far more on actions of the Community itself than on God's own actions. God gives the 

tools that enable the Community to provoke 1,~-,, but the Community has to live according 

to His will to reach p~i. Consequently the observance of the Law, the prophets, and Com-

munity rules become very important in the Community, because it is they through which the 

Community can improve its relationship with God. 

31 Amongst those occurrences ofji~i in the HB which represent this facet of its meaning, only three 

might have served as Vorlage for this "legal" usage ofji~i in I QS, namely Ps. 40:9; I 03:21; and Esr. I 0: II 

where p~i occurs as the "will ofGodn But even the meaning ofp~i represented in these verses has been 

changed in 1 QS The trustful relationship between the individual Israelite and his God which these verses are de
scribing by using p~i has been replaced according to 1 QS by the observance of the laws and the conviction that 

the Community has a special relationship with God. A consequence of this change is that the whole H8 notion of 
God giving 1i~i to people through blessings no longer occurs in 1 QS 

Gerleman correctly states that 1i~i as "will of God" becomes dominant in the scrolls as a development 

of a few usages in the HB (G. Gerleman, art. ,i1fi[TLOT Ill, 1997] 1260) This is a consequence of the "legali

zation" ofthe idea ofp~i Yet the idea ofii~i in 1QS cannot be understood without its meaning of"pleasure 

of God/Community", because only by carrying both senses can p~i determine the relationship between God and 

the Conununity in the I QS sense. 
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These changes can be obse1ved especially in 1 QS V: 

V1 

"This is the rule for the men of the Community who freely volunteer to convert from all evil 

and to be steadfast in all he commanded to his pleasure ( . ). " 

p~i is used here in a central line of the scroll which introduces a new section of the rules of 

the Community. The line identifies tirst those to whom the following rules apply: "the men of 

the Community who freely volunteer", then tells the purposes of the rule. The first purpose is 

"to convert from all evil", the second "to keep themselves steadfast in all he commanded to 

his p~i". 

The second purpose, ,J,~i? i1,~ il'VN ',,~~ p.,rnn?1, includes T,~i with a sut1ix re-

ferring to God and the prefixed ?. "To be steadfast in all He commanded" redow1ds to the 

T,~i of God. But what exactly does i1,~ il'VN ',,~~ p.,TniT? require from the men of the 

Community? 

prn means in lQS either to "be strong", to "be steadfast" within the Community in all that 

the Community, theologically etc., requires; or to "make strong" members of the Community 

so that they can be perfect members with all its implications32 In V 1, prn occurs in the 

32 P™ is used in the DSS in two different ways. First, pin refers to the strength it takes to turn away 

from evil (III I), to the strength that is required to live a life in the Community according to rules (V 1 ), and to 
. the faithfl!lness of members of the Community to the covenant (V 3; cf also l QH II 25) Secondly, prn is used 

as a transitive verb in the sense of strengthening members of the Community so that they can be strong within the 
Community with all its implications. prn is used meaning "to keep hold" (IX 14) or "to strengthen somebody" 

(X 26) referring to actions within the Community. In 1 QH, it is also used when God strengthens people (cf I QH 
II 7). In I QM, prn is mainly used in the sense of "to strengthen" (trans.) men participating in the war (cf I QM 

X 5,6; XV 7; XVI 13). 
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fom1er meaning. The Community has to be strong "in all that He commanded" (itvN L;,1~:1 

ii1~). 

Although n1~ refers in the HB mainly to the Torah, in 1 QS it refers to the Torah, the Proph-

ets, and the rules of the Community. n1~ includes every Law, r~le, or statute of the HB 

along with the texts of the Community, all of which are considered to be what God com-

manded.33 Consequently, what n1~ ii'VN L;,,~::J p.,TnnL;, refers to is the fulfilment of the 

will (~lGodby observing the Law, prophets, and Community rules. 34 

Therefore, only fulfilling the will of God by living a perfect life in the Community leads to 

God's p~i.35 And consequently, since j1~i describes the relationship between God and the 

Community, it is not only God Himself who defines this relationship, but the Cotnmunity 

through its own behaviour. The perfect life in the Community receives a dominant function, 

because it is this life that intensifies this relationship. 

33 In the HB, i1,:!t (Pi.) is used seven times in the phrase i1,:!t irD~ ~':)(Ex. 3510; 38:22; Num. 15 23; 

Jos. 22:2; 2. S. 21: 14; 2.K. 1812; Jer. 26:8). Four times the phrase is referring to the Mosaic Law (Ex. 38:22; 
Num. 15:23; Jos. 22:2; 2.K. 18:12), twice to commands of God in general (Ex. 35 10; Jer. 26 8), and only once it 
refers to the commands of a king (2.S. 21:14). 

Although i1,:!t refers in I QS in three instances explicitly to the Torah (V 8; VIII 15) or the Torah and 

the Prophets (I 3), it includes in this scroll clearly also the rules of the Community (I 17; III 10; V 22; Vlii 21; IX 
15,24,25). i1,:!t, therefore, becomes a verb that is very much concerned with the daily life in the Community as a 

religious life following every command of God. Tllis interpretation ofi1,:!t is strengthened through its usage in 

combination with ,.,p,n in V 22. "All that God commanded" is called here ,.,p,n, "His decrees", a term which, 

in the HB, often refers to basic statutes concerning daily matters (such as legal cases (Ex. 18: 16), statutes for life 
in the pronlised land (Dtn. 4 5,8, 14; 11:32), etc.). 
34 The difference between God's p:!ti and the Law, the prophets, the Community rules, hence God's reve

lations, is that the latter are the means by which God conununicates the former to the Community. God's will be
came manifest in His revelation. But, because God's p:!ti is the penultimate power of God, it stands at the same 

time above everything. This means that as revelation to the Community it is open to obedience or disobedience, 
but as God's ultimate power it is imperative. 
35 The examinations ofi11:!t irD~ ~,':)::! P"'Tni1~ and the fact that ,:J,:!ti carries the prefix ~ show that 

it describes the aim and purpose of pin, and has, therefore, to be translated with "his pleasure" and not "his will" 

(against Martinez/Tigchelaar, DSS /, 79), although 1,:!ti is used in the sense of "will" elsewhere in I QS ( cf IX 

5,13,15,23,24; Xll7,18). 
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v 9.10 

"(8) ( .. .)He shall swear with a binding oath to revert to the Law of Moses, according to all that He commanded, 

with whole (9) heart and with whole soul to all that has been revealed ofit to the sons of Zadok, the priests who 

keep the covenant and seek/search for his will o:n::::i 'lrz'ij,,, rl'~i:li1 'ljr.l,tD t:l"~Ji11:li1 p,i::\: 'IJ:b) and 

to the multitude of the men of their covenant (I 0) who freely volunteer together for his truth and to walk in his 

wi!Vpleasure (.m::l:i:J ). ( ... ) " 

Both occurrences of j1:!ti in this passage refer to the special relationship between God and 

the Community that j1:!ti defines. In both cases, the relationship described by j1:!ti clearly 

depends on the Law. But j1:!ti refers to different aspects of this legalized relationship. 

In the first instance, line 9, p~i means the ultimate directing power of God. Novices in the 

Community have to subscribe to this power which is described in two different ways. Ac-

cording to this line it is clearly the Law ("Law of Moses, according to all that He com-

manded"), but also everything else that reaches the Community by revelation ("all that has 

been revealed of it to the sons of Zadok" (p1i~ "J:tt, ifJ7:)7:) if~:IJif ~,~',))1(,. The above 

analysis of if', :I has shown that this revelation includes Law, prophets, and documents of the 

Community, but also means a special insight that only the Community receives from God 

which allows the Community to understand their relationship with God better. This is the 

special insight that the "Sons of Zadok, the priests" have. And they are the ones who " inter-

pret" God's will (1J1:!ti). This means that j1~i in this line detem1ines, as the ultimate power 

of God, the relationship between Community and God in two ways. First, God leads the 

36 Translation against Martinez/Tigchelaar, DSS I, 81, who translate the particle', which introduces the 

phrase with "in compliance with" and, therefore, fail to indicate that this phrase as well depends on cp.,, and, 

consequently, has the same quality as i11Zi,r.l rli,rl. Men of the Community have to swear to the Law of Moses 

and to all that has been revealed 
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Community according to His will through His revelations. Second, through the revelation of 

His will God enables the Community to act and live according to His will. Both ways lead to 

a special relationship between the Community and God that brings them closer together.37 

In the second instance, line 10, p:li is again used as an attribute of God, but it can mean 

here either "His will" or "His pleasure". 38 In any case, this occurrence of p:li shows that 

God's 1,:li influences the whole life of the members of the Community. Their perfect life in 

the Communitl9 stands always in close relationship with God through His p~i in two dif-

ferent ways. First, God's l,:li is the ultimate directive of life in the Community. Second, 

through living according to "God's will", the Community can provoke "God's pleasure". This 

reciprocal relationship shows again that the authors of I QS claim that the Community has an 

exceptionally close relationship with God. 

1.2.2. Israel can Participate in 1,:li through the Community 

Especially in columns VIII and IX, we learn that actions of the Community on behalf of Is-

rael q"i~i1) lead to 1,:li of three groups of people: God, the Community, and Israel. In all 

these three cases, p::!!:i depends on actions of the Community: if they live a perfect life 

l7 This close relationship is also indicated through the use oftaii in line 9. As seen above, "consulting the 

will of God" can mean consulting the Law, as it often does in the HB, but it also means turning to God directly. 
ln the HB, ways of approaching God are described in many places, but they do not claim to "interpret" this will 
of God: consulting the will of God is a human action which represents human helplessness. The situation accord
ing to 1 QS V 8f. seems to be different The Community, at least the priests, claim to know this will, a knowledge 
that according to the HB humans cannot claim to have, it seems. Hence, 1 QS reflects an attempt to legislate tor a 
very special relationship with God. The ability to interpret the "will of God" brings the Community much closer 
to God than the rest ofisrael. 
38 Grammatically both translations are possible. And although Martinez/Tigchelaar, DSS I, 8 I and J. 
Maier, Qumran-Essener I, 179 decide to translate with "His will", 11:::l:i carries here clearly both meanings, since 

it can only determine the relationship between God and the Community referring to both "His will" and "His 
pleasure". 
39 Cf. on l~i1 in JQS V 10 p. 229. 
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according to the "will of God", it redounds to God's, their own, and Israel's p~i. The rest of 

Israel can participate in 11~1 as the element determining the relationship between God and 

human beings only through the Community. This means that the Community is understood to 

function on behalf of Israel serving as a "bridge" between Israel and God. The most striking 

idea in 1 QS in this respect is that life in the Community is understood as a permanent offer-

ing to God on behalf of the rest of Israel that leads to p~i of all, hence improves the rela-

tionship between God and the world, but especially between God and the Community.40 

This can be seen in the following lines: 

vnr 4ff. 

" ( 4) (. .. ) When these things exist in Israel ( 5) the Community council shall be founded on truth, [ ] to be an 

everlasting plantation, a holy house for Israel (~~irD"'~) and the foundation of the holy of(6) holies tor Aaron, 

true witness tor the judgement and by the chosen ones of pleasure q,~., .,.,.,n {"'} :J,) to atone 

on behalf of(i!7::l) the land cr~~il) and to render (7) the wicked their retribution. ( ) II 

Here 11~1 is a fundamental aspect of the nature of the Community. It represents one of the 

aims of life in the Community in relation to God. This aim is to provoke "pleasure" of God, 

the Community, and Israel 41 In Vlii 6, "pleasure" is used as a major attribute of the members 

of the Community (.,i'n (.,} :11) achieved through a perfect life in the Community according 

to God's will. This status of having p~i enables the Community to atone on behalf (il":l) 

4l• It is, therefore, not very likely that sacrifices were performed in the Community as some scholars argue 
(for example D. Bowman, Did the Qumran Sect Bum the Red He(fer? [RQ1, 1958/9] 73-84; F.M. Cross, The 
Ancient Library of Qumran and Modem Biblical Studies [Sheffield Sheffield Academic Press, 3 1995] 65; R. de 
Vaux, Archaeology and the Dead Sea Scrolls [The Schweich Lectures 1959; London: Oxford University Press, 
1973] 14) 
41 Agreeing with 1. Maier, Qumran-Es.sener I, 187 ("wahrhafte Zeugen fur das Gericht und Erwahlte (des) 
Wohlgefallens"), but against Martinez/ Tigchelaar, DS.')' /, 89 who suggest "will"- The translation ofp~i in this 

instance must be "pleasure", because it is not mentioned as an attribute of God; it is used similarly in I QS VIII 
10; IX 4,5 (see below) where it represents a crucial meaning referring to the "pleasure" of God, and the Commu
nity, and Israel, hence cannot mean "will". Its link with sacrifices in these instances suggests this translation too. 
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oflsrael CY'iNi1)42 This link between atonement for Israel and p~i is a major aspect of the 

meaning of the word in 1 QS: actions of the Community lead to 11~i of God and Israel (see 

below). "Atoning for Israel", "being a true witness of the judgement", and to "render the 

wicked their retribution" are major aims of the Community which show that it is understood 

a) to have a special relationship with God, and b) to function as a "bridge" between Israel and 

God.43 

" ( .. ) And they shall be "to pleasure" to atone on behalf of the earth 

and to decide the judgement of the wickedness and there will be no more iniquity. ( ... )"45 

VTil 10 offers the same meaning of p~i as Vlll 6, and emphasises the idea that atoning on 

behalf of Israel leads to "pleasure"· of both the Community and Israel,46 which in tum leads to 

the p~i of God. Being a "bridge" between God and Israel, here by atoning for and judging 

the wickedness, is again understood as a major aim of the Community. 

42 fi~il, canying an article, refers here to Israel, rather than "the world" (cf A.R.C Leaney, The Rule of 

Qumran and its A1eaning Introduction, translation and commentary [London: SCM Press LTD, 1966] 217) 
The Community's function as "bridge" between God and Israel as a major purpose of the Community suggests 
this too. 
43 Apart from il7:l, the statement that the Community is "a holy house.for Israel (',~irD., ~"suggests 
this function as "bridge" as welL 
44 According to Martinez/Tigchelaar the text of this line is difficult (some parts of the text are erased) 
j1~i occurs in this line in a passage which has been written above the line secondarily Hence, it is either the 

context in which p~i occurs, or the usage of11~i itself, which the authors of the scroll are not certain about 

The meaning of11~i here is either undergoing some kind of development; or it has become a matter for debate 

at the time the text was copied; it occurs also 4QSJ, but not in 4Q259=4QS". 
The following analysis is based on Martinez/ Tigchelaar's transcript. 

4
' Martinez/Tigchelaar translate: "( ... )And these will be accepted in order to atone for the land and to de-

cide the judgement of the wickedness {in perfect behaviour} and there will be no iniquity. ( ... )." 
J. Maier has: "Und sie werden zum Wohlgefallen, zu stihnen fur das Land und um (des) Frevels Urteil zu 

fallen, und es gibt kein Unrecht mehr." 
.j;j This is indicated here clearly by the double use of the particle" (i!:l:l ~ 11~1 ~ ,.,il1) 
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JX 4,5 

"(3) [ ] when these exist in Israel in accordance with all these rules 

to found47 the spirit of holiness for truth ( 4) eternal, 

to atone for the guilt of iniquity and for the apostasy of sin, and for the pleasure 4R for the earth 

without the flesh of burnt offerings and without the fats of sacrifice -

the offering of (5) the lips in compliance with the decree will be like the pleasant aroma of justice, 

and the perfect path (will be) like a freewill offering ofpleasure49 
(.)" 

Here, p:!:l:i occurs twice and means "pleasure" as in column VIII. These occurrences of the 

word emphasise on Israel's pleasure. lQS claims that Israel's pleasure depends entirely on the 

Community. This passage mentions three aspects that establish this link: 

1. Israel can only have Ti~i if the Community observes its rules, hence fulfils the will of 

God (1.3). 

2. Only when, as in column VIII, the Community atones for "the guilt of iniquity and for the 

apostasy of sin", i.e. for Israel's betrayal of God and His wil1,50 Israel can have "pleasure" 

(1.4 ). 

47 Strikingly, although 10'\ in the HB, is used in the sense of"to found" buildings (Ezr. 3:12; 2.Chr. 

24 27) or cities (!sa. 54: 11), it is mainly used in the sense of"founding" the earth (Isa. 48:13, 16; Zech. 12: I; Ps. 
24:2; 78 69; 89: 12; 102:26; 104:5; Prov. 3 19; Job 38:4) or heaven (Am. 9:6) (cf W. Gesenius, HandwDrter
buch, 304) Taking this HE-meaning of the word into account, it is most likely that the authors of lQS IX 3ff. in
tended to indicate that the foundation mentioned in 1.3 is important and universal too. 
48 "For approval" (Martinez/Tigchelaar, DSS /, 91) is misleading because it does not establish the link be-
tween life in the Community and the sacrifices. 
49 Again against Martinez/Tigchelaar, DSS I, 91, who translates j1~i here "to be acceptable", missing the 

connection of p~i with sacrifices and introducing a rendering which does not occur in the HB and so far not in 

lQS either. 
"

0 The other condition is that the Community exists "for the establishment of the spirit of holiness" (14). 
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3. The aspect that IX 4,5 adds to the meaning ofl,~i is that Israel can only gain p~i, when 

the Comrntmity replaces the biblical offerings. 

As in the HB (cf. Lev. l:3; 19:5; 22:19,29; 23: 11), j,~i serves here as terminus technicus for 

the consequence of sacrifices to God. God and the one who offers have p~i after the offer-

ings. But in IX 4,5, the authors of 1 QS interpret this HB-usage of p~i by changing in par-

ticular four aspects: a) Offerings can only result in p~i if they are offerings of the lips and 

not the biblical burnt offerings. b) Offerings of the lips are regarded to be undertaken on(y by 

the Community. c) As in VIII 6,1 0, the Community undertakes these offerings on behalj~ of 

Israel. This means that not only God and the otierer, but a third person benefits from the of-

fers and obtains j,~i. The Community functions here as the "bridge" between God and Is-

rael. d) Especially the second occurrence of 1,~i (1.5) demonstrates that according to 1 QS, 

not only specific offerings lead to the 1,~i of Israel, the Community and God, but l?fe in the 

Community as such. Ex. 28:38; Isa. 56:7; and 60:7 appear in a completely ditierent light. Life 

in the Community is generally understood according to this line and others as a permanent 

offering effecting p~i.51 

51 This idea occurs throughout l QS 
Schiffman, describing Qumran as an "Community without Temple", also sees that in these passages 

(I QS Vlll 5-6,8-10 and IX 3-5) life in the Community is meant. But then he continues by stating the tollowing 
"ln these passages and others the sacrifices appear only figuratively." (L.H. Schiffinan, Community without Tem
ple: The Qumran Communi~y's Withdrawal from the Jemsa/em Temple, in: B. Ego/ A Lange/ P Pilhofer (ed.), 
Gemeinde ohne Tempel. Community without Temple. Zur Substituierung tmd Transformation des .Jemsa/emer 
Tempe Is tmd seines Kults im A/ten Testamelll, anti ken .Judentum undfnihen Christentum [Tlibingen: Mohr, 
1999] 2 73 ). On another occasion Schiffman suggests that the Temple sacrifices have been replaced in the Com
munity through prayer before the Temple itself has even been destroyed (L.H. Schiffinan, .fe>.l'ish Law at Qumran, 
in: A.l Avery-peck/ l Neusner/ B.D. Chilton, Judaism in Late Antiquity. Part Five. The Judaism of Qumran: A 
Systematic Reading (~f the Dead Sea Scrolls. Volume I: The01y of Israel [Handbook of Oriental Studies vl56; 
Leiden/ Boston/ Koln: Brill, 2001] 86f) Schiffman in both cases notices that the Temple sacrifices have been re
placed by something in the Community But he does not mention that it is life in the Community itself which is 
understood as permanent sacrifice in these passages. The Community is the only sacrifice that leads to p~i of 

the Community, God, and Israel 
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Two aspects mentioned in this passage point to the significance of the offerings of the lips for 

life in the Community: (I) The passage defines the aim and purpose of the Community in re-

lation to God and Israel. (2) The offers are concerned with the question of purity in the Com-

munity in two ways: they no more involve blood being shed; and they are concerned about 

the obedience to the Law.52 And clearly the comparison of the "free will offering" with the 

1ii !:l.,~n confirms this idea: lii t:l.,~n refers to, even detines, life in the Community. 

Especially the meaning of t:l.,nn in I QS/H indicates that life in the Community was under-

stood as permanent sacrifice to God and has a special nature: the purity of the offering. This 

special nature allows the members of the Community to be near to God. t:l.,nn is used as an-

other means of defining the Community as the only place where Divine presence is possible 

( cf. the Excursus on t:l.,?:)n below). 

Consequently, the understanding of p~i in these lines sheds a new light upon the relation-

ship between God and humankind. T,~i is still the element that detennines this relationship, 

but according to these lines it depends to a !,Tfeat deal on the behaviour and the nature of the 

Community. Only if life in the Community qualifies as a permanent sacrifice to God, God, 

the Community itself, and Israel can engage in the relationship that T,~i stands for. Within 

this relationship described by T,~i the Community has a special nature and, hence, status in 

relation to God that allows them to accomodate God's presence. But this definition of the re-

lationship with God includes something else. lQS also claims that Israel can only reclaim its 

52 The latter is expressed by "like the pleasant aroma of justice" 
See for details and more literature on "purity" J. Maier, Purity at Qumran: Cultic and Domestic, in AJ. 

Avery-peck/ J. Neusner/ B.D. Chilton, Judaism in Late Antiquity. Part Five. l77e Judaism of Qumran: A System
atic Reading of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Volume 1: Themy of Israel [Handbook of Oriental Studies vi. 56; Leiden/ 
Boston/ Koln: Brill, 2001) 92-124, especially 108-112 and 120-124; LI-1. Schiffinan, Jewish Law at Qumran, in: 
A.J. Avery-peck/ J. Neusner/ B.D. Chilton, Judaism in Late Antiquity. Part Five. The Judaism l!fQumran: A 
.s:vstematic Reading of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Volume 1: Theory of Israel [Handbook of Oriental Studies vi 56; 
Leiden/ Boston/ Koln: Brill, 200 I] 88-90. 
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special relationship with God through the Community. The Community claims to be the only 

means for the rest oflsrael by which Israel can regain what she lost through impurity (accord-

ing to 1 QS) and by which she can establish a new relationship with God that is even more in-

tense and allows greater nearness to God than the one described in the HB. Israelites can gain 

all this by joining the Yahad. 

Excursus: t:l"l':)n 

Because l:l"On is not only relevant in 1 QS IX 4f. and in connections with F~~i, but repre-

sents an important aspect of the Community's self-understanding in relation to God, a short 

analysis of the word in I QS and 1 QH will help us to understand this aspect of the Yahad's 

identity. 

t:l"On occurs twenty times (I 8; II 2; ru 3,9; IV 22; VI 17; VIIl 1,9,10,18,20,21; IX 

2,5,6,8,9,19), mostly in cots. VIII and IX which are central for the (self-)understanding ofthe 

Community. CI"On means "blameless" or "perfect" in those instances and, used as an attrib-

ute of the Community, describes the nature of the very same and implies that their quality is 

more advanced in relation to God than the rest of Israel; quality referring here to the nature of 

the Community as well as a certain behaviour or conduct of life. 53 

Throughout l QS, the authors of 1 QS describe with l:l"Dn especially two aspects in which the 

Community is more advanced than other groups of people: one of them refers to a notion of 

the Community's nature: life in the Community as sacrifice to God ( 1. ); the other to the most 

53 I:O,ip and Mr.l~, on the other hand, also refer to aspects of the nature of the Community in relation to 

God, but emphasise only particular notions of the teachings of I QS/ I QH C"~r.lM involves every action of the 

Community. 
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essential idea regarding behaviour in the Community in relation to God: the obedience to the 

Law and the Community rules (2.). 

l. In the HB, t:l.,r.m is employed referring to humans and God, but foremost as a technical 

term referring to an attribute ofthe sacrificial animals (cf. Ex. 12:5; 29:1; Lev. l:3,l0; 3:1:6; 

4:3,23,28,32; 5:15,18,25; 9:2,3; Num. 6:14; 29:2,8,13,17,20,23,26,29,32,36 and on many 

other occasions)54 Only "perfect" or blameless" animals can be used as sacrifices. Only the 

quality of l:l"l':ln allows animals to have the privileged position in relation to God in serving 

as sacrifice to Him. The fact that El"l':ln in 1 QS is used as technical term to define the nature 

of the Community seems to indicate that the authors of I QS wanted to give the Community 

and life in the Community the same nature than these sacrifices, hence a privileged nature in 

relation to God.55 Life in the Community was understood as permanent sacrifice to God. This 

notion of l:l"On can be seen especially in IX 5, but the other occurrences of the word carry 

the same notion: 

"( .. .)and the perfect path (lii C'~r.ln1) will be like a free-will sacritice (nnJr.l) of favour (j,~i) ( .)" 

2. The second fundamental aspect of the meaning of l:l.,l':ln in 1 QS, which can be seen 

throughout the text, is that living "perfectly" in the Community means to observe the Law and 

the Community rules "perfectly". This does not only mean that the members ofthe Commu-

nity observe the Law and the rules as accurately as the rest of Israel can, but it indicates that 

the Community, because of its special status in relation to God, can go even beyond this. 

Cl"l':l.l'i refers to a special aspect of the nature and a special ability of the Community in 

54 Cf L. Koehler/ W. Baumgartner, Hebriiisches und Aramiiisches Lexikun zum A/ten Testament. 
Lieferung JV[Leiden/ New York! Kobenhaven/ Koln: EJ. Brill, 1990] 1610. 
55 Cf. especially !QS I 8 and Gen. 17: I, pp. 217-228. 
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relation to God that is much more advanced than Israel's; and this brings the Community by 

nature closer to God than the rest ofisrael. 

A key text where t:l.,~n is used as an attribute of the Yahad is VIII 9: 

"( .) and it will be a house of perfection and truth in Israel" 

t:l.,~n is also used with this function in UI 3, where the Community is called a "source of the 

perfect" (t:l.,~.,~n 1.,17::1) distinguishing it from others: 

is also"(. ) In the source of the perfect he shaU not be counted. ( .. )"57 

Also in VIU 1 we find O.,~n used as an attribute of the Community, but only of a certain 

group of men within it, the "council of the Community", which indicates that the quality of 

t:l.,~n is subject to development within the Community as a whole and within the Yahad. Be-

ing "perfect" means here acting according to the Law, which affects every aspect of life in the 

Community: 

"In the council of the Community shall be twelve men and three priests, who are perfect in all that has been re-

vealed (i1~:1)58 from all (2) the Law ( )" 

But l:l.,~n is not only used as an attribute of the Community as such. It is commonly used to 

define the nature of life in the Community. The authors of 1 QS use it here in combination 

with l',i1 and lii. 

56 

57 rl7 also indicates that the Community in its privileged relationship with God is also understood as 

"bridge" between God and the rest oflsrael. In the HB, 1.,l7 is not often used describing groups of people. In 

Dtn. 33:28, however, it is used to refer to Israel (:1pl7., rl7) The Community understood as rl7. as "source" of 

or for Israel, may refer to the idea of the Community being a link between Israel and God. 
5 ~ On ii~Jsee pp 14-18. 
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Since lt,i1 describes life in the Community in relation to God,59 t:l.,7:ln is used to define the 

nature of this life. t:l.,7:ln in combination with 1Sn occurs in I 8; III 9f.; VIII 20,21; IX 

6,8,9,19. 

IX 6 makes absolutely clear that t:l.,7:ln::l t:l.,:lS,nn defines life in the Community. This life 

has a special quality in relation to God, because those leading this life are t:l.,nn: 

c.,l':ln.:l L:J'l:l',,nn ',~irD.,', in., n.,.:l, o.,rD.,,P rDi1p .,n.,n', pin~', rDi1p n.,:J -,n.,n (6) .,rD:J~ 

"( 5) ( . .) men of ( 6) the Community shall set apart a holy house of Aaron, to form a most holy Community, and a 

house of the Community ofisrael, those who walk in perfection-" 

"Walking t:l.,7:ln" means living according to the will of God and, therefore, in a special rela

tionship with God (cf. I 8). The fulfilment of the Law and the rules is essential part of this 

live and can be effected or hoped for an~y in the Community (III 9f.). 

According to VIII 20 and 21, "being t:l.,7:ln and t!:li,p" involves the observation of the rules 

of the Community (t:l.,~!:ltv7:li1 (20)) but also of what God commanded (if,~ itv~:l (21 )). 

Three more features ofthis Community are mentioned in this line: a) The usage ofthe word 

n.,::l may signify that not only the nature of the sacrificial animals, but b) also the nature of 

the place of the sacrifices have been transferred onto the Community, and c) the Community 

having this nature is still serving as "bridge" between lsrael and God: 

"(20) And these are the rules (L:I.,~!:li'D7:li1) by which the men of the perfect holiness will walk (1:l',.,) by them

selves, one with another. (21) All who enter the council of holiness of those 

walking in perfect path/behaviour (lii L:l.,l':ln.:l L:l.,:l',1i1i1) as he commanded (i11~ ii'D~:l), ( .. ). " 

In IX 8, "walking in perfection" is meant to be the privilege of a certain group of men within 

the Community: 

59 See details on l',il also in combination with L:J'll':ln p. 230. 
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"and the goods of the men of holiness who walk in perfection (CJ.,~n:l 0.,~',1i1i1) ( .. )" 

And the following line, IX 9, describes "walking perfectly" also as a privilege, and defines it 

as the anti-thesis of injustice. 60 "Perfectness", therefore, is understood mainly as the perfect 

observance of the Law and the rules. 

And finally, according to IX 19, perfect social behaviour by observing the Law and the Com-

munity rules is also part of perfect life in the Community: 

"(18) (...)lead [Maskil] them with/in knowledge and in this way to teach them the mysteries of wonder and of 

truth in the midst of(l9) the men ofthe Community, to wa{ }lk perfectly, one with another, in all that has been 

revealed to them." 

o.,r.m and lii are combined eight times in lQS (II 2; III 9; IV 22; VIIII8,21; IX 2,5,9r. 

1iii1 refers to the "path" of God. Men walking on this path per(ectly are those who live 

completely according to God's will (in the Community).62 This is most clear in l QS II 2: 

"the men of the lot of God who walk perfectly on all His paths ( .)" 

In III 9, the authors define that living "on the paths of God perfectly" is about obedience to 

the Law and cleanliness. Both give the members of the Community a special status in rela-

tion to God: 

"(..) And may he steady his steps 

to walk (n~',n',) perfectly (t:I.,~M)(IO) on all paths of God(',~ .,~ii ',,~:l), 

''' "(8) (. .. )Their goods must not be mixed with the goods of the men of deceit who (9) have not cleansed 
their path to separate from injustice and walk on a perfect path (lii CJ.,~n:l n~',',,) (. )" 
61 Cf also IV 9 
62 CJ.,~n in combination with 111 occurs in the HB too, but not very often (2.S. 22:31,33; Ez. 28: 15; Ps. 

18:31,33; 1012,6; 119 l; Prov. 115,20; (2818)). Interesting are Ps 1016 (CJ.,~n 111:1 1',i1) and Ps. 119 l. 

The latter might have served as Vorlage tor I QS, because here the observance of the Law is mentioned as the 
major task of walking on a "perfect path": "Happy are those whose path is perfect, who walk in the Law of 
JHWH". Also worth mentioning is Prov. II :20, according to which "those of perfect paths are His [JHWH's] de
light" This verse already indicates a special relationship between those walking on perfect paths and God which 
is an idea that the authors of l QS exploited and developed according to their own teachings. 
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as He has decreed concerning the appointed times of His assemblies not to turn aside, C ) "63 

Although lii is not always used in combination with ?~, "walking lii:J" always hap-

pens in a positive relation to God. This can be seen best in VIII 21: 

"All who enter the council of holiness (rDi1pi1 n~l7::J) 

of those who walk on pe1fect paths (lii C"~l:)n::J C"~:h1i1i1) as he commanded (i11:l1: irD~:J}, ( .. )" 

In IV 22, members of the Community are called "perfect" (lii .,~.,~n). 64 In this line, as-

pects of the perfect life of the members are mentioned: 

"(21) (. .. )and he will sprinkle over him the spirit oftruth like water cleaning from all the abominations of false-

hood. And he will be immersed (22) in the spirit of cleansing to instruct the upright ones in the knowledge of the 

Most High and to teach the wisdom of the sons of heaven to those of perfect path/behaviour.( ... )" 

IX 2 refers to a specific notion of "walking on the paths of God perfectly". It reflects a "dis-

tinct use of lii, especially for the life history of an individual, whose perfection (tom) is 

the supreme goal of human activity"65
. Here, it is an individual action by which a member can 

be judged. If he has not succeeded in doing so, he can lose his membership. "Walking on the 

paths of God perfectly" means, therefore, to do one's personal best to live according to the 

will ofGod: 

" ( 1) ( . ) Only someone who sins through oversight (2) shall be tested qn::J "~) two years with respect to the per-

fectness of his path (1~11 C"~l:)n',) and of his counsel according to the authority of the many, and shall then be 

enrolled according to/in the rank in the Community of holiness" 

"
3 This also means that the perfect observation of the calendar by the Community is part of "walking per-

fectly on God's paths" ( cf H. Stegemann, Die Essener, Qumran, Johannes der hiufer und Jesus 
[Freiburg/BaseVWien: Herder, 9 1993) 231-241, especially 239f.) It gives them a nature that becomes more and 
more "divine", hence brings them closer to God. 
64 According to Schiffman, lii "'l:)"~l:)n is used in l QSa I 28 in the same sense and in general in the 

scrolls "to refer to the sect" (L.H Schiffman, The Eschatological Community r?fthe Dead Sea Scrolls. A Study of 
the Rule ofCongregation [SBL Monograph Series 38; Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press, 1989) 34) 
65 J. Bergman/ A Haldar-Ringgrenl K. Koch, art. 7ii [TDOT Ill; Grand Rapids, Michigan William B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1978) 292. 
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The same idea stands behind Vlll 18, according to which a member who transgressed the 

Law or rules of the Community, can regain his status of"walking on a perfect path":66 

"and must not know anything of their counsels until his deeds have been cleansed from all depravity to walk on a 

perfect path. ( )" 

In 1 QH, l:l"'7.::!n occurs only once, in IX 36. The usage of the word is similar than in 1 QS. The 

"pe1fect path" is a quality, a way of acting or living, of the just men. It describes the just men 

in relation to God. 

Concluding, we can say that 0.,7.:ln in lQS is an attribute of the Community and life in the 

Community. It relates the Community and its members to God. But it does so in two different 

ways: a) It determines the nature of the Community in relation to God. This nature is special 

and allows the Community to be much closer to God than the rest of Israel. In this sense the 

special status of the Community in relation to God is a gift of God. b) tJ"l7.:ln detennines the 

actions of the Community in relation to God. Keeping their special status in relation to God, 

therefore, and improving it, depends on the members of the Community. Regarding the rest 

oflsrael the usage of t:l"'7.:ln indicates that the Community plays, according to 1 QS, a signifi-

cant role within the salvation process of the people Israel. 

Regarding the Divine presence, l:l"'7.:ln as a quality of the Community indicates the cause and 

the means by which God can be present in the Community. It shows that the Community has 

the nature already and the ability to develop their Community even further to "accommodate" 

God's presence, i.e. even God's pennanent and immediate "being there". 

66 According to IQS VIII 13-15, studying and fulfilling the Law "prepares the lii of God" (J. Bergman/ 

A Haldar-Ringgren/ K. Koch, art. 7ii[TDOT III; Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing 

Company, 1978] 292. 
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1.2.3. p~i as God's Imperative Power 

Towards the end of lQS, in columns IX and XI, the meaning of 11~i as God's absolute and 

imperative power which stands behind everything that happens dominates completely. The 

lines in which this is expressed most clearly are XI 17, 18, for 11~i refers here in particular 

to the creative power of God: 

"(17) (. .. )For without you no behaviour is perfect, and without your will (i1:l:J1~i 1~:11) nothing comes to be. 

You have taught ( 18) all knowledge, and all that exists is so by your will (i1.,i1 i1:l:J1~i:l i1.,i1:li1 ~1::11)" 

Otherwise 11~i refers to the ultimate power of God, His will, according to which the Maskil 

has to do his duty in the Community. Here, 11~i affects not only the life of the individual 

member, but the organisation pattern of the Community. The power according to which the 

instructor organises the Community is nothing less than the p~i of God. 

IX 13 

"to do the will of God in compliance with all revelation for every period; ( .. ). " 

nli:l nli~ i1~J:Ji1 ~1::1::1 ~~ 11~1 n~ mtoli~ 

According to this line, the Maskil has not only to know the Law and the Prophets, but also all 

that has been revealed to the Community, an insight which distinguishes the Community 

from the world.67 

67 See on i1~:1 above, pp. 14-17. 
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IX 15 

"(14) ( .. )and by keeping hold/to keep hold ofthe chosen ones ofthe period according to (l5) his will, 

as he has commanded;( .. )" 

In this line the "will of God"6
H aims precisely at features which are central in the teachings of 

lQS: the Maskil has to be concerned about the chosen ones (note the idea of election and 

separation from the world) according to the will of God, which manifests itself in the com-

mands of God (requiring the obedience to the Law, because it is God's will). 69 

IX23 

"( ) to do the will with every effort of one's hands (24) and with all ones power, as He commanded. ( )" 

1,::.1:1 in IX 13 (',~ 1,~i), IX 15 (,J,~i), and IX 24 indicate that it is here used as an attrib-

ute of God too, although it does not carry a suffix referring to God, and designates the ulti-

mate power of God. 

IX24 

"( ) And all that happens to him he should welcome treely and he should delight in nothing except God's will." 

The will of God, as the directing power of the world, is the only thing the instructor should be 

concerned about It directs his actions, and it is imperative. 

''~ The suffix attached to p~i refers to God for three reasons. First, p~i in line 13 is used as an attribute 

oft,~ (cf also IX 24, and il~J1~i in XI 17, 18). Secondly, the word combination.,!:) t,l7, preceding p~i, oc

curs especially in Numbers referring to JHWH (Num. 3: 16,39, 5 I; but also Ex. 17: 1) and elsewhere to the Law of 
Moses (Ex. 38:21; 2K 23 25) Finally, God's will manifests itself in commands; the verb il1~ used here refers 

most likely to God's commands; hence, p~i refers most probably to the will of God. 
69 Which seems to indicate that these rules and Laws are possibly identical with the "revelations" men-
tioned in IX 13. 
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1.3. lQH and lQM 

j1~i in 1 QH and I QM displays the same features as in 1 QS, although it shows different as-

pects of its meaning, depending on the different types of texts I QH and I QM are. It prepares 

the ground for and indicates strongly that the divine presence was understood in the Commu-

nity as direct and immanent. 

Amongst its sixteen occurrences in I QH/0 j1~i refers eight times to the ultimate and abso-

lute power of God according to which everything happens on earth and especially in the 

Community. 71 Most often j1~i refers here to the creative power of God ( cf. especially XVIII 

2,9);72 but it is also the power which allows members of the Community to have knowledge, 

which is probably its most frequent meaning in I QH (IX 8; XVIII 9; cf. also VI 13; XJI 32f; 

XIX 9 ("truth" and "mysteries"). This has implications for the poet's relationship with God, 

shown most clearly is VIU20: 

"( .. )to purifY me with your holy spirit and to bring me near in your pleasure according to the extent of your 

kindness [ ] ( . .)." 

According to this line, close relationship between God and the members of the Community 

literally depends on the p~i of God, a point emphasised by the text's use of fVJJ (Hi f.). 73 

70 IV 13,23; VIII 4, 18,20,21 IX 8, I 0, IS; XII 33; XIII 4; XVIII 2,6,9; XIX 9. 
VIII 3f is damaged, making a comment on the meaning ofji~i impossible. 

71 Also note that in contrast to I QS, j1~i only once (VIII I8) is the power standing behind a law (law of 

purification). The usage ofj1~i has not been "legalised" to the same degree as in IQS: IQH is a collection of 

psalms, and this belongs to a genre unlike that of 1 QS. 
72 Also IV 23; IX 8, I 0, IS; XVIII 6. 

In IX I5 ((.. ) [. i1]:l:J1~i', i1n:J:>n ( 15) r::J::J irD~ ',1:li ( .) ( 14 )), 71~1 represents two ideas. It is 

the creative power of God (translated as "will"), but it also refers to the result of the creating act (translation: 
"pleasure") and hence to the relationship between God and His creation. 
73 The verb rD::I:J (Hif) is not common in the HB, but in Genesis it is used in the scene when Ephraim and 

Manasse were brought near to Israel to receive the blessing (Gen. 48: I 0, 13) This scene describes the establish
ment of a special relationship between God and chosen people, an usage surely known to the author of I QH 
rD::I:J (Hif) in the HB also occurs in connection with offerings that have been brought near (l.S. 13:9; 14 34; 

2 Chr. 29:23 (with .,:!!:)',), most significantly with respect to the connection ofji~i and the offerings, which in

dicates that the author of I QH Vlll 20 was thinking about a close relationship between God and the Community, 
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In four other lines, j1~i indicates a special relationship between God and the Community. A 

usage which does not occur in lQS can be found in V113 and V1II 4, where "His pleasure" is 

the means by which God turns towards certain humans to influence their lives 74 The signifi-

cant aspect in these lines is that it is not the "will of God" that is directed towards the hu-

mans, but "his pleasure". Here, p~i presupposes that the members of the Community are 

fulfilling God's will already, so that God can tum towards them with His pleasure. 

The other two lines which represent a unique usage of p~i in lQH referring to the special 

relationship between God and the Community are XII 33 and XIX 9. Here, the members of 

the Community are called 1j1~i ""~j:J. 75 This means that it is only the Community which en-

joys a relationship with God that is characterised by God's p~i The Community lives ac-

cording to God's j1~i ("will") in the atmosphere of the divine J1~i ("pleasure"). 76 

In lQH also this atmosphere is the result of living a life as a permanent offering in the Com-

munity. In VIII 21, p~i is used in combination with i~t'l':l which is linked with the Temple 

and an immanent divine presence in the Yahad. I QH VIIl 20 is further claritled by Ex. 21 6, where I'O).J is used 

when somebody was brought "to God" in the sanctuary: 
i'TnTr.lii-~N 1N n~ii'T-~N 1rzi.,)i'T1 C.,i'T~Ni'T-~N 1.,.JiN 1rli.,)i'T1 (Ex 21 :6*). 

7-1 VI 13: (. .. ) lrlii1p M11 [Cl' 1~11) i'Tnl]~)n rzi[1.J]N~ i'T:l.J1~i::J .,:l ( 13) 

11~1 does not occur in Vlll 4 according to Martinez/Tigchelaar, but according to J. Maier who reads: 

"lch weil3, dal3 Du durch [Dein] Wohlget1allen] am Mann vermehrt hast( ... )" 
75 XII 33 

( .. ) 1.J1~1 (33) .,.J~ ~1:l ~l7 1.,~n1 ::1111 1n11~) n1:l~ 1.,rlil7~ ~1:l 1l7i., 1l1~~ (. ) (32). 

XIX9 
(. .. ) i'T':l.J1~1 .,.J~ ~1:l~ i'T:J.,~nl1 ( .) (9) 

The usage of 1\i'T:l.J1~1 .,.J~ might indicate that Ps. I 03 20-21 might have been used as Vorlage, espe

cially because it also refers to a heavenly world. According to these verses, God's hosts and ministers do His will 
in the heavenly world where angels dwell. The idea of the Community as heavenly place is another means by 
which the authors of 1 QS and 1 QH claim that it has a unique relationship with God (see below). 
76 Hunzinger in the early days of Qumran research argued that the phrase refers to the members of the 
Community (C-H. Hunzinger, Neues Licht auf Lc. 2:1-1 &vOpw!iOI £vlioKias [ZNW 44, 1952/53] 89), but then 
states that it means that the members are "durch Gottes W ohlgefallen in die Gemeinde der Erwahlten hine
ingestellt" (p.90) and because of that they are "Gott angenehm" (ibid.) He fails to see, not analysing the meaning 
of 11~1 elsewhere in the scrolls, that j1~1 does not only refer to a special status of the Community resulting 

from the election of the Community, but from a life before God according to the ultimate power of God. 
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and the sacrifices in both the l-IB and in the DSS. 77 Thus every member has a sacred function 

just as the members ofthe i7:)lJI:l had in respect of their daily sacrifices. 78 

1.4. Conclusion 

The analysis of T,::!l:i has shown that the authors of IQS and lQH claim by using this term 

that the Community has a special relationship with God. The idea of T,::!l:i is used to demon-

strate that the Community has a quality that allows them to be closer to God than any other 

group ofpeople. j1::!l:i links, according to IQS and lQH, God and the Community in recip-

rocal relationship. God's T,~i enables the Community to live perfectly and hence to provoke 

God's, their own, and Israel's p~i in retum. Consequently, T,::!l:i brings God and the Com-

munity together. We have also seen that having T,::!l:i, the Community receives a special in-

sight into their relationship with God, and especially into His revelations, which shows again 

that they have a special status in relation to God that Israel, according to the teachings of 

Qumran, does not have. This special insight even manifests itself in the structure of the Com-

munity that can only be organised according to God's will through this insight. Hence, it is 

only they who can interpret the ultimate will of God. And it is only they who can provoke 

God's and their own T,::!l:i by living perfectly according to this will. The way in which the 

authors of I QS and I QH use T,::!l:i shows that they claim to have an uniquely close 

77 See for more detail on i~l7~ pp 142-165. 
78 In I QM, although it occurs only twice in this scroll, it is once used in the context of ofterings represent
ing almost its usage known from the HB (IQM II 5). The "chiefs ofthe divisions" are supposed to "take their po
sitions" (:l~"' (Hit.)) "to prepare the pleasant incense to God's pleasure"(',~ p~i', M1n"~~ Miop~ 1,13.7', 
(lQM II 5)) This usage proves that the author(s) of the scroll(s) were familiar with this usage of1,~i Hence, 
what happens in I QS and I QH is a deliberate development of this usage according to their particular ideas 

The remaining occurrence ofp~i. IQM XVIII 14, shows that even the events in the war described in 

IQM depend on the "will ofGod" (i1:::::m~i';l) 
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relationship with God. As such, Divine presence in the sense of God's nearness is already a 

fact in the Community. And not only that: especially the idea of p~i as the consequence of 

life in the Community as permanent sacrifice to God shows that, regarding the Divine pres

ence, the authors of lQS and lQH are going even beyond this. Life as sacrifice gives the 

Community the quality of the offerings. As such they gain a vety special status in relation to 

God. Also the qualities of the place where traditionally sacrifices where performed, the Jeru

salem Temple, are being transferred onto the Community where permanent sacrifice in the 

form of perfect life in the Community takes place. This means that the Community qualifies 

for and expects God's immanent presence in its midst. 
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',:Jrv means generally "understanding", and it is used in the l-IB as \veil as in lQS and lQH. It 

represents the second aspect of the relationship between God and the Community that we in-

vestigate in this part of this study. ',:>ra refers to an action of God towards the Community. 

According to l QS!H, this action changes the relationship between the Yahad and God signifi-

cantly. In fact, the significance of ":>rv in the scrolls lies in its usage as something that de-

scribes the Community in relation to God. Elaborating usages of ',:>rv in the HB, the authors 

of the scrolls set the Community into relation to God and, hence, define notions of the Divine 

presence as it was understood in the Community. 

2.1. Hebrew Bible 

',:>ra is used in the HB only sixteen times. 1 Its usage and meaning there is significant for un-

derstanding the importance of changes made to its tenns of reference in 1 QS and 1 QH. Three 

aspects of ',:>rv in the HB are worth mentioning in detail. 

2.1.1. Human Understanding ofEarthly Matters: 

In the HB, ',:>to is most often used in the sense of human "understanding", meaning an intel-

lectual act or intellectual abilities. Ezr. 8:18 is a verse where this usage is most obvious: it re-

K. Lisowsky, Konkordanz, 1374. 
Cf also tor example in I. S. 25 3; Job 17:4; Prov. 12:8; 13 15; 19: ll; Dan. 8 25; l.Chr. 26:14 etc. 
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2.1.2. Understanding of Wisdom: 

In this second category, ~:no is the general "tmderstanding" of the .function of the righteous 

in the world in relation to God, as the wisdom literature describes it ( cf. for example Ps. 

Ill: 1 0; Prov. 3:4; 23:9). It gives the guidelines for righteous behaviour that pleases God. This 

is a notion that 1 QS will develop (see below). 

2.1.3. Understanding and the Law 

The HB shows a link between '?:no and the Law. 1 QS elaborates this in a distinctive way 

(see below). Neh. 8:8 seems to be the only occurrence of?:>ro where "understanding" has the 

Law as object (t:l"'ii?Nii ni1n:l i~O:J): people reading the Law need instruction in order 

to have ability to understand (~:ltv) it. ~:ltD is therefore a means oftmderstanding the Law. 

l.Chr. 22:12 should be noted here, since what it has to say about ?:;:,tv and the Torah is 

closely related to material in 1 QS which we shall presently examine. Here, ~:JrD is a gift of 

God to a man who is expected to observe the Law on the basis of the same ?:Jtv: 

"Only, may the LORD grant you discretion and understanding, so that when he gives you charge over Israel you 

may keep the law of the LORD your God." (NRSV) 

2.2. lQS 

While in the whole HB ?:;:,tv is found only 16 times, in the comparatively brief scroll lQS it 

appears 10 times, and with meaning not found at all in the HB. ~:>tv in 1 QS refers exclu-

sively to the relationship between God and the Community.3 

t,:::HD no longer carries a secular denotation as it does in the HB ( cf J. Hempel, Die Ste/lung der Laien 

in Qumran, in: H. Bardke, Qumran- Probleme. Vortrage des Leipziger S'ymposions iiber Qumran- Probleme 
vom 9. his 14. Oktober 1961 [Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1963) !97) 
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2.2.1. The '?:ltv of God 

Immediately the reader of l QS is struck by the use of '?:ltv in IV 18 to indicate a divine pos-

session or attribute: 

"( .. ) and God (',~1) in the mysteries of His understanding (,',:~ro "~Ti::J) and in the wisdom of His glory 

(,i,::J::l n7.:1::li1::J,), has determined an end of the existence of injustice ( . .)". 

'?:ltv is an instrument of God to achieve what He considers to be necessary to be done. 

2.2.2. God Passes ',:Jtv on to the Community 

As in the case of l'i"' ( et deriv. ), '?:ltv according to 1 QS not only is a divine attribute, but it 

is God who passes '?:ltv on to the Commtmity 4 Decisively, it is only the Community that re-

ceives '?:ltv; no one else is given this gift by God, not even Israel. Hence the very quality of 

the Community is affected through this gift, in a manner which is suggested in the HB only in 

l.Chr. 22:12, as seen above.5 

According to lQS II 3, God is asked to grant l:l"'"'n '?:ltv to the members of the Community: 

"( .. )May He illuminate (1~"~1) your heart with/in the understanding of life (0.,.,11 ',::li:O::J) and grace you with 

eternal knowledge (l:l"~r.:!',,l' nl7i::J) ... 

Treating ',::li:O together with other Hebrew words that have denotations such as "knowledge" or "under

standing" etc , and looking at all scrolls at the same time, Cook sees that ',::lro is a gift from God in which the 

Community can participate (E.M. Cook, What Did the Jews of Qumran Know about God and How Did They 
Know ;(I Revelation and God inrhe Dead Sea Scrolls, in: A.J. Avery-peck/ J. Neusner/ B.D. Chilton, Judaism in 
Late Antiquity. Part Five. l11e Judaism of Qumran: A Systematic Reading <?f the Dead Sea Scrolls. Volume 2: 
World View, Comparing Judaisms [Handbook of Oriental Studies vi. 57; Leiden/ Boston/ Koln Brill, 2001] 3 ), 
but otherwise simply states that it is "generally referred to as a human endowment" (ibid. 6). 
' Since the meaning of',::lro as something that God passes on to certain humans is the most significant as-

pect ofthe word in IQS, it is interesting that according to l.Chr. 2212 God gives ',::li:O to the king so that the 

king can keep the Law. This connection of "understanding" from God and the observance of the Law is a major 
aspect of',::lro in I QS. 
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But it is not only the fact that ~~rv is given by God to the Community that is striking here. 

The usage of ~:;:)IV in combination with Cl.,.,n reveals two aspects of the meaning of the 

word. First, ~:11Z7 is an instrument given to the Community to tackle life as such in the Com-

munity, and thus to live perfectly according to the will of God. ',:1rv influences every aspect 

of life in the Community, as will be shown in detail later. But secondly, ~:11Z7 is not just an 

understanding that makes practical life and being righteous in the Community, i.e. observing 

the Law and rules, easier, as we have seen it in the wisdom literature of the HB (see above). 

~:1rv in lQS is a fundamental "understanding" of life, because it is an understanding of life 

in relation to God (whereby this relation is defined by the authors of the scrolls), hence an 

"understanding" of the nature and function of life in the Community,6 and therefore not sim-

ply a "Lebensweisheit"7
. This "understanding" is unique, because it is divine and it has only 

be given to the members of this Community. 8 

Weise's and Lichtenberger's definition ofC.,.,n ',:::lrli' as "die von Gott und seiner Torah geschenkte 

Weisheit, die zum rechten Leben vor und fur Gott im Verband der Gruppe befahihrt" (H. Lichtenberger, Studien 
::um Menschenbild in Texten der Qumrangemeinde [StUNT 15, Gottingen Vandenhoek & Ruprecht, 1980] II 0; 
M. Weise, Kultzeitenund kultischer BundesschlujJ in der "Ordensregel" vom Tolen Meer [StPB 3; Leiden: Brill, 
1961] 88) is correct because it notes that ',;:,rz7 is God's gift and that it is a means by which the Community can 

live perfectly before and for God. But it does not encounter the notion of',:::lrli' according to which it is the "Wei

sheit" which covers the ultimate understanding of life in relation to God. Only this ',:::lrli' enables the Community 

to reach a special and close status before God. 
In the HB, "understanding" and "life" are linked in Prov. 16:22: "Understanding b:::lto) is a source of 

life (C.,.,n i1pr.l) to one who has it, but the punishment of the fools is foolishness." The basic idea of "under

standing" as an essential possession and ability for life has been adopted in I QS, but the emphasis on the relation
ship between the Community and God, established through the gift ~:::lrli', is new in the scrolL 

F. Notscher, Zur theologischen Terminologie der Qumran-Texte [Bonn Peter Hanstein Verlag 
G MB.H.,I956] 57. 

This interpretation is also strengthened by the fact that in II 3 ',:::lrli' is used in connection with nl7i 

Q"!7::)',1l7. God gives both ',:::lro and c.,r.;,',117 nl7i to the members. The latter, as we will see, strongly suggests 

this interpretation ( cf Gen. 3:5 and the usage of l7i., ( et deriv.) pp. 98-112. 
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The same sense of the the word ~:ltD occurs similarly in IV 3: 

"( ) it is a spirit of meekness, ofpatience, generous compassion, eternal goodness, intelligence, understanding, 

potent wisdom which trusts in all (4) the deeds of God and depends on his abundant mercy.(. )" 

ln this line, ~:lit' is a gift from God. 9 It is one of the "Lebenseinstellungen" 10 that defines the 

spirit of the Community and therefore the nature of life in the Community. These "Leben-

seinstellungen" are given by God and are the guide lines for life in the Community. This 

means that through giving ~:ltD God again influences directly life in the Community. 

In II 3 and IV 3, ~:ltD is thus both a means by which God lets the members of the Commu-

nity understand their life in the Community in relation to God; and also it is regarded as an 

instrument for the members of the Community to use, so as to live and act perfectly accord-

ing to God's will in this Community which brings them closer to God than any other human 

being, including the rest of IsraeL As we have seen, the HB offers only quite restricted mean-

ings of the word ~:ltD, and ordinary Jews living outside the Community are therefore limited 

in their appreciation of it. By contrast, 1 QS reveals a whole new dynamic sense of this word, 

knowledge of which brings the reader closer to God while at the same time separating him 

from the common mass of the Jewish people. 

Once more, the purpose and method of the authors of lQS in developing usages of words or 

phrases of the HB according to their own ideas, seems to have two aims: first, to define life in 

the Community and, hence, the special relationship between the Community and God. Sec-

ondly, to specify the separation of the Community from the rest of Israel, demonstrating that 

the rest of Israel is separated from God, and that it is only through the Community that Israel 

can enter a special relationship with God again. 

Also F. Notscher, Zur theologischen Termino/ogie der Qumran-Texte [Bonn: Peter Hanstein Verlag 
G.M BH, 1956) 57. 
J(' On nil in this sense see also pp. 70 (lQS V 20f), 91 and 94. 
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As such ~~It? in 1 QS indicates the following about the Divine presence: First, God enters a 

special relationship with the Community by giving them ~::HD. Secondly, He gives the Com-

munity the instrument to a) understand this special relationship, hence, to be aware of its 

unique function in the world (as the scrolls persistently emphasise), and b) to act and live ac

cording to the will of God. Through this special understanding the Community gains a unique 

status and prepares the ground for an immediate presence of God. 

2.2.3. Life in the Community with ~~It? 

Most of the remaining occurrences of ~:;:)It? define its meaning as ability to live according to 

the will of God by having a proper understanding of the Community in relation to God. They 

demonstrate in what sense ~:;:)It? serves the Community in relation to God, and how ~'drD is 

significant for the hierarchical structure of the Community. These nuances of ~:;:)tv differ 

from the use of the word in connection with wisdom in the HB as described above, in so far 

as the primary function of ~:;:)It? in 1 QS is to demonstrate that the Community has a special 

and close relationship with God. In the wisdom literature of the HB by contrast, ~:;:)It? is the 

instrument for good behaviour in respect of other people which does not depend on a divine 

gift. In this latter case, such behaviour is part of a view of the world in which the relationship 

between helpless righteous ones and the mighty God is a matter of universal concern. In 1 QS, 

the special relationship between the Community and God is all that counts. 
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V 20f. demands from the members of the Community that 

"( .. ) they shall examine (21) their spirits in the Community, each another, in respect of his understanding (1":lrD) 

and of his deeds in Law (i1i1M:l 1'lrz7l7r.l1), ( )" 

"Understanding" and "deeds in Law", therefore, are standards of the members by which they 

get measured. t,:lrv is that insight which allows the members to understand life in the Com-

munity in relation to God, and it influences all their actions. Observing the Law complements 

life in the Community according to this "understanding". That is not to say that ?:;:,tV refers to 

the intellectual side of life in the Community, and the observance of the Law the "practical" 

one; rather ?:;:,rv refers to life in the Community in relation to God as such, whereas the ob-

servance of the Law and the rules refer to correct behaviour in individual cases. 11 

Vl 18 

In VI 18, ?:;:,rv is used in a similar manner: 

"When he has completed a year in the Community, the many will be questioned about his aftairs, concerning-his 

understanding and his deeds in connection with the law 

?~tV again refers to this insight about life in the Community, and yet another notion of this 

"understanding" is added: ?~tV can be developed and improved by the members of the Com-

munity. A member can be judged by the level of ?:ltV he has at the time. Hence, ?:;:,rv is a 

11 This is clearly illustrated in HB by Neh. 8:8 (see above) and l.Chr. 22:12, when "understanding" is used 
to interpret the Law. In I QS, "understanding" primarily signifies the divine gift of understanding the Community 
in relation to God, and only secondarily eftects action that are based on the Law. 

This is the reason why ":lit' is here not simply understood as the "understanding of the Law's require

ments" (ARC. Leru1ey, The Rule of Qumran and its Meaning. Introduction, translation and commentary [Lon
don: SCM Press LTD, 1966] 177), neither do studying of the Law and acting accordingly lead to the "Fordemng 
dieses Wissens [i e. ":li'D]" (F. Notscher, Zur theologischen Terminologie der Qumran- Texle [Bonn: Peter Han

stein Verlag G.M BH, 1956] 56); but ":lrD makes this studying and acting possible in the first place. 
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significant measure for the authorities within the Community, which the hierarchical struc-

ture ofthe Community reflects-' 2 To receive ',:no from God to "understand" the Community 

and to live perfectly does not mean, however, that the Community necessarily is perfect. 

"::;,ro is only perceived as an ability to understand what the Community is about (which is its 

relation to God) and to learn what this means for life in the Community by studying the Law, 

by observing the daily structure of life, by observing the daily liturgy, by observing the Law 

and the rules, etc. ',::;ro is thus an offer from God that makes life in the Community possible 

in the first instance. The group still depends on the reactions of its individual members (a 

point where ',::;ro differs from l7i.,); thus a member can be judged by his "::Jtli as well as his 

deeds according to the Law. In sum, ',::;ro has both an "intellectual" ("metaphysical") side 

and a "practical" one. The latter is concerned about ways of action in individual cases, the 

former is concerned about the vital aspect of the nature of the Community: its relation to 

God. 13 

',::;ro occurs m the same sense also in V 23,24; VI 14(, 18), where it is linked with the 

position/function of the individual member within the hierarchy of the Community (V 21 ,24; 

VI 18; lX 15 14
), which depends on his ',:;,ro and his deeds: has he improved in understanding 

the Community in relation to God and hence its function for the world?15 Second, ',::;ro is 

12 Verses like 2.Chr. 2: II; 30:22 would have encouraged this Community to conceive of',:lro in the ways 

described above. 
13 This again contrasts with the HB, where the Law is rarely understood as the object of',:lro such as in 

Neh. 8:8 (cf also Prov. 34; I.Chr. 2212). In IQS, the Law is mentioned as the complement of understanding. 
14 As in IX 13, it is here the Maskil who deals with the members according to their "understanding:"(. .. ) 
he [Maskil] should include each man according to the purity of his hands and according to his understanding ( 16) 
promote him. ( ... )" 

· 
1
' F. Notscher sees in IQSa I 17 and lQS V 24 the essential meaning of',:lro on which he bases his inves

tigation. According to this ',:lro is "vorwiegend das theoretische Wissen oder Verstandnis ( .. ), das fur ein Amt 

in der Gemeinde (neben einem vollkommenen Wandel) erfordert wird" (F. Notscher, Zur theologischen Jermi
nologie der Qumran-Texte [Bonn: Peter Hanstein Verlag G.M.B.H., 1956] 56). He does not encounter the sig
nificance of';J:lro for the relationship between the Community and God and the fact that ',:lro is much more than 
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linked with the admission process, inasmuch as the ~~to of potential members has to be 

evaluated before they can enter the Community (VI 14Y6
: do they have already sufficient "un-

derstanding" to allow them to join?17 

2.2.4. ~:JIV depending on an "Eschatological" Process? 

In LX 13, ~:Jtv is used in connection with the "eschatology" of the scroll: 

"to do the will (j1:l:i) of God in compliance with all revelation for every period; to measure (i17:)'-,1) all of the 

understanding ('-,:>I'Di1 '-,1:J n~) that has been gained/found according to the times (C.,nl7il) and ( 14) the de-

cree of the period; (. .. ). " 

The subject of ~:Jto in this line is the Maskil. It is the Maskil's duty to measure "all of the 

understanding". ~:Jtv is the advanced understanding of an officer of the Community. Hence, 

"understanding" is part of a process of learning whereby there are men that understand more 

than others and have, therefore, the duty to teach the rest of the members. 18 ~:lrt7 is the 

an "intellectual" or "practical" knowledge. '-,:>ro as the understanding of life in the Community in relation to God 

is the conditio sine qua non for a "vollkonunenen Wandel" (ibid.) in the Community 
16 "(13) ( .. )And anyone from Israel who freely volunteers (14) to enrol in the council ofthe Community, 
the man appointed at the head of the many shall test him with regard to his understanding ('-,:li'D) and his deeds 

(,.,1'017~.,,). (. .. )" 
17 It is very difficult to determine to what extent an Israelite can have '-,:Jro if he is not yet a member of the 

Community. It seems that the potential for '-,:>ro is still embedded in every Israelite, according to the scrolls. 

Weinfeld states about '-,:Jro in VI 14 that "it does not connote intellectual capacity but the ability to dis

tinguish between good and evil and to acquire 'knowledge of God"' (M Weinfeld, The Organizational Pattern 
and the Penal Code of the Qumran Sect. A Comparison with Guild~ and Religious Associations of the 
Hellenistic-Roman Period [NTOA 2; Gottingen, Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1986] 22 81 ). This definition of'-,:>ro 

is only partly correct. '-,:Jro has a "practical" side as the ability to judge what perfect (social) behaviour is (and 

this includes the knowledge of the difference between good and evil). But we have also seen ',:>ro refers to an in

tellectual ability which distinguishes the Community from the rest oflsrael: '-,:>ro is the divine ability to under

stand the nature ofthe Community in relation to God. Furthermore, '-,:Jro is not the ability to "know of God" 

God Himself makes this knowledge possible, and I QS refers to this knowledge using nl.7i (see on "knowledge" 

pp. 80-117) 
18 It is worth noting that '-,:>ro occurs only here with the article indicating that this "understanding" of the 

Maskil represents an advanced, special, one. 
Discussing IQS £II 13ff., Hempel calls the teachings ofthe Maskil "pradestinatianisch- dualistische Ge

heimlehre " (J Hempel, Die Stellung der Laien in Qumran, in H. Bardke, Qumran - Probleme. Vorff·age des 
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subject of development and improvement. This development and improvement depends on 

the "eschatological" process in which the Community participates (see below). The degree of 

understanding in the Community depends on the period oftime (t:l"'nl7i1). 

As regards the Divine presence, this suggests that the fact that the Community has this ad-

vanced "understanding" means that they have a status close to God and are able to accommo-

date the Divine presence. But, looking at the "eschatological" notion of ',:aa, this status is 

the subject of development. Hence, an ultimate and immediate presence of God might be un-

derstood as a future event. 

2.2.5. Summary 

In sum, the meaning of ',:ltv in l QS has been developed beyond the semantic range it dis-

plays in the HB. Because 1 QS presents a coherent usage of ',::lra that emphasises throughout 

the same notions, and because ',::lra occurs comparatively often in the scroll, it is most likely 

that the authors of 1 QS undertook the changes deliberately, or adopted senses of the tenn al-

ready current in the Community. Consequently statements or implications about the Divine 

presence that are connected with ',::lra have their purpose too. 

The usage of ',:ltv in l QS expounds especially one nuance that so many words that are sig-

nificant for the question of the Divine presence have in the scrolls in contrast to the HB: the 

meaning of ',:Jra is absolutely Community-centred and describes this Community in relation 

Leipziger Symposions ilber Qumran - Probleme vom 9. his 1-1. Oktober 1961 [Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, J 963] 
206) and emphasises the fact that it includes past, present, and "eschatologische Vollendung" (ibid.). The teach
ings ofthe Maskil are part of a process of development in which the Community according to lQS and IQH 
stands, but its primary purpose is to teach the members of the Community the insight they need to get closer to 
God These teachings are "geheim" insofar as they apply only for the Community by nature, but they are open to 
others insofar as people can join the Community. 
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to God. As such, t,::;,rv has a divine origin, and is given to the Comtmmity by God. In the 

Community, t,::;,rv serves the Community and the individual member to understand the Com-

munity in its real sense, that is in relation to God, and helps the members to act accordingly. 

The special status of the Community that results from this is embedded in the "eschatologi-

cal" concept of the Co1111nw1ity and includes being the "bridge" between God and Israel 

whereby the Yahad acts as deputy for Israel, and qualifies the Community for God's presence. 

Especially in IQS IX 13, the "revelatory" character of',::>rv within this "eschatological" con-

cept becomes evident. The authors of 1 QH develop this usage of t,:::)IV. For them, as I will 

show below, ~:JIV is a gift of God to the Yahad that enables the members to understand the 

"mysteries" since God's t,::;,tv itself is a ii (cf. above lQS IV 1 8). This as well gives the 

Community a special status in relation to God. 

2.3. lQH 

T n an interesting and very decisive way, the occurrences of ',:;rv in I QH complete and con-

firm the meaning of '?::>ro found in 1 QS. t,::;,rv occurs in 1 QH I 0 times. 19 Although the text 

has been damaged on three occasions/0 the remaining occurrences of '?::;,rv show very clearly 

that it concerns the relationship between God and the Qumran Community. 

Especially two aspects of the meaning of '?::;,ro become prominent in 1 QH: first, its usage in 

connection with the idea of knowledge, and second its usage as means to understand 

mysteries. 

19 

~() 

I QH IV 21; V 13; Vf 19,27; IX 31; XVII 31; XIX 25,28; XX 13,22. 
1QH IV 21; V 13; VI 27. 
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Three times in 1 QH, IX 31; XIX 28; and XX 13, S:;,ro is used in connection with nl'i or 

!71.,. This usage of '?':lro has possible "eschatological" overtones. In these lines, the members 

of the Community are pictured as constantly improving their knowledge under the influence 

of'?':lrv. The level ofthis knowledge depends on the one hand on the individual member, but 

on the other on the process of development of the Community. Only in the "new age", it 

seems, knowledge and '?':lro will be absolute. 

XIX 28 clearly illustrates this:21 

"(27) ( ) Blessed are yo[u Lord w]ho has given to your servant (28) understanding 

of knowledge (i1l7i ',:,ro) ( .. )." 

According to these two lines, '?':lra is the means which makes "knowledge" (iT!7i) possible. 

But, in contrast to the meaning of '?:>ra in 1 QS, S:;,rv refers here not simply to the "under

standing" of the will of God or the Law, but articulates yet another decisive aspect of '?':lra: 

'?':lra is the "understanding" of God Himself God is accessible to the one who has '?':lro. 

Having '?':lra gives thus the Community a very special status in relation to God. IX 31 ex

presses this thought as well: 

"( ... )And they will know (l'i.,) you according to(''!:!',) their understanding (l:l.,:lrD)" 

In this line the "eschatological" aspect of '?':lrv becomes evident. The knowledge as well as 

'?:ltv underlies an "eschatological" concept. This ability to access God through knowledge 

and S:>rv is, as in I QS, subject of development and improvement. It is not a fixed or perfect 

status given to the Community by God. God only gives the Community the ability to reach 

21 Cf also XVII 3 l. 
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this status, but it is they who actively have to establish and to improve this special and close 

relationship between God and the Community. And, this relationship is to be brought to per-

fection in the future. This status which the Community gains through ~:>tO, although only 

perfect in future time, gives them a quality in relation to God that nobody before has pos-

sessed in relation to Divine presence. This allows them to claim the ability to "accommodate" 

Divine presence in their midst, even if the absolute "being-together-with-God" seems to be 

reserved for the future age22 

The second notion of ',:;,rv that I QH especially develops is its revelatory character. Being an 

essential aspect of the "eschatological" process in which the Community stands, ',:>rv is ac-

cording to I QH also the means to understand the "mysteries" of God. This means that ',:Jta is 

a means of access to the revelations of God. 

This idea can be seen especially in XVII 31:23 

"( ... ) [ .. ] from my youth you let yourself shine to me("'', i1rll'!:l1i1) in the understanding 

of your judgement (i1:1~!:lrDI:l ';J::JrD::l)" 

I QH XX 13 on the other hand adds yet another notion to the meaning of ',:Jrv that pictures 

the Community in an even more privileged relation to God: 

"You have opened within me knowledge of the mystery 

of your understanding (i1:h:!rD Ti::l rll'i), ( ... )" 

•• I QH ·IX 31 is the only occurrence of';J:IrD where Notscher sees that i.;l:~rD is "entscheidend fur die Got-

tesnahe" (F Notscher, Zur theologischen Terminofogie der Qumran-Texte [Bonn Peter Hanstein Verlag 
GM B.H, 1956] 58). But he suggests that it is only the "himrnlischen Geister" this "Gottesnahe" applies to 
(ibid.), and not the Community itself 
2

] On l'!:l" see pp l J-14. 
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In this line, '?:irv is not a means of access to God's revelations, but it is used as an attribute of 

God Himself. Through their knowledge (nl'i) the Community can comprehend the "mystery 

of God's understanding" (n~'?~rv Ti). Through knowledge the Community does not simply 

receive the means from God to access His revelations and His will, but it receives an instru

ment that is divine in origin. This instrument enables the Yahad to understand God better 

than any other person or group. And it also transfers its divine quality onto the Commnunity 

which allows it to accommodate Divine presence. 

Finally, ?~rain IQH describes, as in lQS, aspects of the life in the Community (VI 19; XLX 

25; XX 22). It is here where lQH offers more infom1ation than 1 QS. 

In VI 19 occurs a feature of ?~rv that is well known from I QS. The "understanding" of the 

individual member detennines his place within the hierarchy in the Community: 

"(18) (. .. )According to (19) his [un]derstanding I bring him near,(. .. )." 

But XIX 25 and especially XX 22 show additional notions. According to XIX 25, ?~rv en-

ables the members of the Community to praise God, hence, to access Him in the particular 

lQH manner: 

"(24) ( .. ) [ .. )? In the mouth of all of them your name is praised (25) for ever and ever they praise you in the 

mouth of their understanding (t:J]',::llt') (. .. )." 

XX 22 literally tells what ?~ra as a gift from God is about: God "brings them [members] 

near" to Himself ?~rv, therefore, not only enables the members of the Community to under

stand God and His will, and, therefore to hold a special relationship with Him, but effectively 

to live in His nearness by serving Him: 
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"[ .. ] and according to their understanding (O',~ro~,) (23) you bring them near and in accordance with their 

judgement they will serve you,(.)" 

This is the point where t,:>rv as a gift from God and a special possession of the Community 

indicates both a special status before God that allows them to be close to God, and experi

ence of Divine presence at a certain level of understanding. 

2.4. Conclusion 

Concluding we can say that this survey of t,:>rv in 1 QS and I QH reveals a quite different 

meaning of the word than most scholars suggest. As we have seen, t,:>rv is not altematively 

about a theoretical (Notscher) or practical knowledge (Weinfeld); it is neither simply identi

cal with knowledge of the Law (Leaney) or even dependent on the study of the Law (Not-

scher). We would do the meaning of t,~rv no justice by understanding it, as most scholars do 

(cf Notscher, Lichtenberger, Weinfeld, Weise), as some sort of "wisdom of life" that is re

quired to make life in a community such as Qumran possible. 

The meaning of t,:>rv in 1 QS and I QH goes far beyond this. S:>ro defines the relationship 

between the Community and God. It is used to emphasise that this relationship is unique and 

more intense than any other relationship between a human being and God. ~:>ro is the Com

munity's fundamental understanding of life in the Community in relation to God, an under

standing that the rest of Israel does not have; only in this sense t,:>ro can be described as 

"wisdom oflife". S:>ro is the understanding ofthe nature and function of the Community in 

relation to God. The divine gift ~~rv is the means for the Community to establish and to 
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develop this special relationship with God within its "eschatological" process. ',:;,rv gives the 

Yahad divine quality and makes Divine presence in the Community possible and likely. 
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3. Knowledge 

The idea of knowledge will be the third aspect that we will discuss in this part of the study 

which refers to God as the one who gives the Community a special status in relation to Him-

self But like j1~i and ',~ra, the knowledge of the Community not only changes the status 

of it in relation to God, but enables it to improve this status by itself In fact, the interpreta-

tion of the idea of knowledge as we find it in the HB by the authors of 1 QS/H represents one 

of the major differences between the understanding of the relationship between Israel and 

God on the one hand, and God and the Y a had on the other. 

Although the idea of knowledge in the scrolls has been discussed by numerous scholars, it is 

worth investigating its meaning in 1 QSIH again on this background. Knowledge means a spe-

cial quality which, in case ofthe Community, results in a special relationship with God. 

3. 1. Introduction 

The idea of knowledge in lQS and lQH is central' and unique. The scrolls "emphasise their 

own kind ofknowledge".2 And although lQS and IQH reflect the same understanding of the 

idea of the knowledge, their interpretations of the idea differs also in a few respects. This 

study will begin with and emphasise the idea of knowledge in 1 QS, because it is there where 

the uniqueness of the idea becomes most transparent, and the understanding of the idea in 

1 QH can be explained on the basis of 1 QS. This study focuses on the usage and meaning of 

i1l7i, rilJi, and !7i.,. 3 

According to Ringgren, knowledge is an "extremely central concept in Qumran" (H. Ringgren, The 
Faith (!/"Qumran Theology (!fthe Dead Sea 5'crolls [New York Crossroad, 1995] 115). 
2 W.O. Davies, Christian Origins and Judaism [London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1962] 138. 

To analyse the idea of knowledge in 1 QS and 1 QH this study will only focus on derivatives ofl7i.,_ 

There are other Hebrew words which refer to similar phenomena (such as ~::li'D (see above), ii:J.,.:J, ill:l::ln, etc.), 

and which will have to be discussed separately. But they are not "synonyms" ofl7i., as Ringgren claims (H. 

Ringgren, The Faith(!!" Qumran Theology(!!" the Dead Sea Scrolls [New York Crossroad, 1995] 115); c.f for 
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3.2. 1 QS 

Knowledge, according to 1 QS, involves a certain aspect of the relationship between God and 

humans. 4 When the HB mentions knowledge in connection with God, it often describes a per-

son who is said to know certain aspects of God. Knowledge in this sense refers to a human 

who has a comprehensive understanding of certain aspects of the nature of God. 

In I QS, this understanding of knowledge occurs only once, in X 16: 

"I shall bless him for great wonders and to his power I shall bow and shall rely on his compassion the whole day 

And shall know (i1l7iNV that in his hand lies the judgements of ( 17) every living thing, and all his deeds are 

truth. ( )" 

The fact that this understanding of knowledge occurs only here is certainly due to some ex-

tent to the fact that 1 QS is a collection of rules, whereas the verb l',., in this line occurs in a 

psalm. But it definitely retlects another, more dominant understanding of knowledge in 1 QS, 

which is unique and so elaborated as to imply a certain understanding of the presence of God. 

3.2. I. The Knowledge of God 

In 1 QS, it is not primarily the knowledge of humans which stands in the centre of attention, 

but the knowledge of God. Knowledge is understood in 1 QS as a divine attribute: it has a di-

vme ongm. 

This aspect can be seen best in III 15: 

"(..) From the God of knowledge stems all there is and all there shall be. ( . )" 

example, the meaning of ',:>It'. W .D. Davies, in his study of knowledge in 1 QS, also includes other Hebrew 

terms than the derivatives ofl7i., (W.D. Davies, Christian Origins and .Judaism [London: Darton, Longman & 

Todd, 1962] l24ff). His findings differ from this study. 
4 ln this sense, as an aspect of the relationship between God and the Community, knowledge "should be 
understood in a religious sense" (M. Weinfeld, The Organizational Pattern and the Penal Code of the Qumran 
Sect. A Comparison with Gui/dy and Religious Associations~~ the Hellenistic-Roman Period [NTOA 2; Gottin
gen, Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1986] 22B 1). 

5 Martinez/Tigchelaar, DSS I, 95 translate l7i., not with "to know", but with "to realize". We will see in 

this chapter that 1 QS refers with l7i., to a special knowledge, not to an act of "realizing". 
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Here, knowledge is an attribute of God. It is the knowledge of the creator and leader of the 

world6 In IV 22,7 rn.7, is linked with P.,"~ ("the knowledge of the Most High") clearly in-

dicating that it is an attribute of God. And in X 12, God is called the "source of knowledge" 

An additional significant aspect of this attribute of God is that it often occurs as an attribute 

of the creator of the world, as already has been shown in Ill 15: "all there is and all there shall 

be" is from the God of knowledge.9 nl'i is the knowledge of the creator which is the instru-

ment to create but also to lead the world (omnipotence and omnipresence of the creator). 10 

The "Qumran community was accustomed to associate this expression ["~ n1l',iT] not 

merely with the concept of divine knowledge per se but specifically with the concept of a 

preordaining knowledge"u. In this sense, there is a pem1anent nearness of God in the world, 

and hence in the Community, through His knowledge. 

This notion of nl', can also be observed in XI 11: 

"( .) By/in His knowledge (,rll7i~,) everything shall come into being, 

and all that does exist He establishes with His plans and nothing is done outside of Him ( ... )" 

In this context Osten-Sacken talks about the "Pradikat des Schopfergottes" (P.v.d. Osten-Sacken, Gott 
and Belial. Traditiomgeschichtliche Unter.!>ltchungen zum Dualismus in den Texten aus Qumran [StUNT 6; 
Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1969) 124). 
7 See below. 

See below. 
The word combination n,l7iil ',~ occurs also in I QH IX 26 and XX I 0 where the text is corrupt. 

w Also H. Lichtenberger, Studien zum Menschenbild in Texten der Qumrangemeinde [StUNT IS; Gottin-
gen: Vandenhoek& Ruprecht, 1980] 124. 
11 W. Wegner, Studies in Qumran Creation Terminology on the Basis (?f JQS 3:13-18 and Parallel Texts 
[Madison, Wisconsin 1974] (facsimile by University Microfilms International [Ann Arbor, Michigan/ London, 
England: Facsimile by University Microfilms International, 1981] 40. 

Wegner states correctly against the background of l.S. 2 that "in the thought sequence of the Song [I S 
2] the fact that God has knowledge of the final outcomes of human activities would be less meaningful than the 
tact that God detennines such outcomes" (ibid, 34). The divine knowledge is an aspect of the ultimate divine 
power. But, according to I QS, the divine knowledge itself is not alone what determines the events on earth. Ac
cording to the scroll, only the combination of divine knowledge and divine will describe God as the ultimate 
power. 
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3.2.2. God the Source ofKnowledge 

But according to I QS God is not only present through his knowledge as creator. According to 

this scroll, God passes His knowledge on to the Community, which leads to a far more in-

tense presence than the nearness of the creator in the world; it does not affect the universe as 

a whole, but exclusively the members of a distinct community. And it means that the mem-

bers of the Community receive divine knowledge to some degree. God is the "source of 

knowledge" (X 12 and XI 312
): 

X 12 

"(11) (.)To God(',~) I shall say 'My justice', ( 12) to the Most High (j,.,'-,l7): 

'Establisher of my well-being', 'source of knowing' (nl7i i,p~ Y:', 

'spring ofholiness', 'peak of glory', 'all-powerful one of eternal majesty'.(..)" 

The Community receives divine knowledge from God. The usage of the word i,pr.l in this 

line suggests this too. 14 

The Community is in a priviliged position to receive its knowledge from God. This aspect of 

the idea of knowledge, i.e. its divine origin, represents the fundamental understanding of 

12 See for details on Xl 3 below. 
13 J.H. Charlesworth, Graphic Concordance to the Dead Sea Scrolls [Tiibingen: J.CB. Mohr (Paul Sie-
beck), 1991] 111 reads the same. KG. Kuhn, Konkordanz, 127 reads rl7~ This is a word that in the MSS occa

sionally gets confused with pl7~ In this case the phrase might even refer to the place of knowledge (see for the 

problem p. 137w-
1~ i,pl:l occurs in the HB only 18 times. Often it refers to the "source oflife" (Ps. 36: I 0; Prov I 0: II; 

13: 14; 1427; 16:22), or the source of wisdom (Prov. 18:4), or it is used in a secular sense referring to a source 
of water (for example Jer. 51 36). In the HB, it is not used in combination with nl7i. In combination with God it 

is only used in Prov. 14:27 where it refers to the "fear of God" as the "source oflite" 
ln 1 QS we find the term five times (Ill 19 (1~71n i,pl:l); X 12 (nl7i i,pl:l); XI 3 (,nl7'i i,pl:l), 5 

(,npi!t i,pl:l), 6 (i1pi!t i,pl:l)) In III 19 and XI 3, i,pl:l is linked with the concept oflight which is un

derstood as being a divine phenomenon. In all cases, the "source" lies in God. 
In 1 QH, i,pl:l occurs far more often than in I QS ( 16 times) The word seems to be a significant theo

logical term. 
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"knowledge" in 1 QS. Apart from II 3; IV 4,22; IX 18 ; X 12; XI 16 where nlJi or irlii are 

used in this manner, and which will be discussed in detail later, it is especially XI 18 where 

this aspect ofthe idea ofknowledge in 1QS becomes evident: 

"( 17) (. .. )You have taught (18) all knowledge (i117i ',1:>) and all that exists is so by your will. ( .. )" 

The irlii comes from God. God is omnipotent in and through the act of creation. God is the 

one who is giving the Community the knowledge. 

According to 1 QS, God also gives His knowledge to mediators who pass it on to the other 

members of the Community. This can be seen in IX 17 and 18: 

IX 17 

"(. .) to dispute (n.,:>1i1'?,Y 5 truthful (n~~} knowledge and just judgement with those who choose ( 18) the path, 

each one according to his spirit, (. .. ). " 

nl7i is used here similarly to illJi in IX 18 (see below) and also 11~1 in 1QS. The knowl-

edge is passed on to the Maskil who acts according to this knowledge. He uses this knowl-

edge to lead the Community and passes this knowledge on to the other members. By doing so 

the Maskil as a leading person in the Community not only gives the members the knowledge 

that comes from God, but also infiltrates the organisation pattern of the Community with this 

knowledge. 16 The organisation of the Community is based on this knowledge. ln contrast to 

11~i, knowledge is not the ultimate power of God that stands behind the Law and the rules, 

but it is the divine instrument that the Maskil as a leading person in the Community possesses 

15 The translation of Martinez/Tigchelaar, DSS I, 93 ("to reproach") is misleading. A more appropriate 
translation which reflects the sense in which n;:,., and n17i are used in this line is "to dispute" or "to argue" 

within a matter ofjustice. 
16 See for details of this feature below. 
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so as to interpret the Law and the rules, and hence to make the Community function accord-

ing to the will of God. What has been discovered here is supported by IX 18: 

IX 18 

"( ) he should lead them in knowledge and in this way make them understand 17 the mysteries of wonder and 

truth in the midst of(l,n::J) (19) the men ofthe Community.(..)" 

The Maskil is supposed to pass on the knowledge that he received from God to the other 

members of the Community. Knowledge, therefore, is something that only the Qumran Com-

munity is holding (in.,il .,IV::J~ 11n:t), and separates the Community from the rest of 

Israel. 18 

This aspect of knowledge in lQS also influences the idea of the divine presence. First, the 

knowledge the Community receives from God separates them from the rest of Israel; conse-

quently, it seems that the scroll favours a special divine presence in the Community. Sec-

ondly, by giving the Community His knowledge, God grants the Community a status which is 

much closer, more immediate, to Himself than the rest of Israel possesses. This makes a pos-

tulation of a direct presence of God for the Community very likely. 19 

17 Cf on the significance of "understanding" (',:Jro) in the Community pp. 64-79. 
18 Discussing the meaning of n7::l~ in this line, Kosmala states correctly that knowledge is concerned with 

a "truth" that is not "etwas theoretisch Wahres ( ... ) sondern eine praktische und zu praktizierende Wirklichkeit: 
man muss sie tun" (H. Kosmala, Die "Erkenntnis der Wahrheit", Hehrder- Essener- Christen [StPB I, 1959] 
141 ), but does not see that knowledge has also a "practical" side. He also does not determine the function and na
ture of knowledge as a link between God and the Community that gives the Community a status close to God. 
19 W.D. Davies sees the mediator (especially in IX I Of) from a messianic perspective which lets him asso-
ciate the idea of knowledge with the "eschatology" of the scrolls (W.D. Davies, Christian Origins and Judaism 
[London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1962] 132-134). As will be shown in detail below, knowledge is, as any 
other aspect of the theology of the scrolls, described as an aspect of a process towards perfection. It seems that 
this perfection is meant to be the means by which the Community intends to become close to God, or even to 
prepare the ground to accommodate His presence in their midst. Only in this sense the idea of knowledge is part 
of an "eschatology" whereby the latter differs significantly from the one tound in the NT (see below) 
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3.2.3. The Special Knowledge/Insight of the Community 

According to lQS, there are two different kinds of knowledge in this world: the knowledge 

of men outside the Community, and the knowledge ofthe Community or its members. 

lQS mentions the "outside" knowledge in I 11, 12, where nl7i refers to the knowledge that 

people who just enter the Community possess. 20 This knowledge is either expected to change, 

or to be perfected, once these men are in the Community. In addition, according to If 26 - III 

2, if the knowledge of such people is evil, the people concemed will not enter the Commu-

nity and neither will their wealth21 According to this passage, a person who walks "in stub-

bornness ofhis heart (,::1" n,i.,itv:l)" cannot have the knowledge IQS is talking about22 

But this "outside" knowledge is in lQS of little concem. Theologically, only the knowledge 

of the Community is significant, because it defines the Community in relation to God?3 Ac-

cording to lQS nlii is a) the knowledge of God which b) He passes on to the Community. 

2(1 Leaney does not see this function of Ml7i, but suggests incorrectly "mind" or "interest" as a rendering 

(A.RC. Leaney, The Rule of Qumran and its Meaning. Introduction, translation and commentmy [London: 
SCM Press LTD, 1966] 122). 
21 Ill 2 "His [the one who walks in the stubbornness of his heart] knowledge (Ml7i), his energy and his 

wealth shall not enter the Council of the Community(..)." 
X 24f distinguishes between an outside knowledge and the knowledge of the Community (see below). 
:b M,i.,irD occurs in IQS 8 times (I 6; II 14,26; Ill 3; V 4; VII 19,24; IX 10) and refers to the evil 

and unclean ones. 
The usage of~" i11i"irD in the HB also suggests that know lege in the Community is about the rela

tionship between God and the members of the Community. In the HB, ~', M,i"irD is used five times. In each 

case, it is a characteristic of people who do not live with and before God. In Dtn. 29:18, Jer. 9: 13; 13:20 it is an 
attribute of people committing idolatry; in Jer 23: 17; Ps. 81:13 it refers to those unfaithful to JHWH. i11i"irD 

~', belongs to the sphere without God, knowledge to those who live betore Him. 
23 And this is why it is difficult to see in this knowledge a "dualism" as KG Kuhn does (KG. Kuhn, Die 
Sektenschriften und die iranische Religion [ZThK 49, 1952] 306). K.G. Kuhn at a very early stage of Qumran 
scholarship tried to explain the idea of knowledge with a concept ("dualism") that does not fully apply here. The 

· theological significance of knowledge does not lie, as Kuhn suggests, in the dualism of knowledge inside and out
side the Community, but in its function as to determine the relationship between the Community and God, and 
hence, to define the self-understanding of the Community. According to I QS, the knowledge of the "outside 
world" is theologically oflittle significance (as can be seen also regarding iMO in V II (see below)). 
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Although the knowledge that the Community receives is not identical with the knowledge of 

God, it does not lose its divine nature entirely and, therefore, gives the Community a special 

quality in relation to Him. 

This new quality is significant with respect to the understanding of the presence of God. The 

new status of the Community allows it to be much closer to God than anybody can be and it 

gives the Community the "divinity" which is the condition for any divine presence. This di-

vine quality prepares the ground for the idea of an immanent presence of God in the 

Community. 

In 1 QS, the words nli'i, i1l7i, and li'i"' are used to refer to this specifically Qumranian 

knowledge. On some occasions the usages of these words show in what way this knowledge 

is special. As the special understanding of the relationship between God and the Qumran 

Community, it is the complete understanding of the will of God that allows the niembers of 

the Community to live a perfect life in relation to God24 

This can be seen especially in two lines:25 

Illl 

"his [the one who walks in the stubbornness of his heart] soul deviates from 

the disciplines of knowledge (Ml7i) of just judgement. ( ... )" 

Here, the specific Community-knowledge is the basis for the use of the Law according to the 

will of God. Only this knowledge enables the Community to make just judgement. Thus 

those outside are at a profound disadvantage, as is clear from V I l: 

24 See on p;:i pp. 30-63. 
25 XI 6 a1so refers to the special knowledge of the Community, but negatively by n1entioning the knowl-
edge which is hidden from the "sons of man": "(5) ( .. )My eyes have observed what always is, (6) wisdom that 
has been hidden from man~ind, knowledge (i1l7i) and prudent understanding (hidden) from the sons of man, 

fount of justice and well of (7) strength and spring of glory (hidden) from the assembly of flesh ( ... )" 
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"( .. ) For they are not included in his covenant for they have neither sought nor looked for/sought (1i!I'Dii) his 

decrees (',i!1p1n::J) to know (l7i.,~) the hidden matters (r11iMO:li1) in which they err (1l7M irD~)" 

l7i" here refers to the knowledge that results from the study of the "decrees". In this sense 

l7i" represents a "practical" knowledge that can be learned, so enabling the members of the 

Community to live according to the will of God. One practical side of this knowledge is fa-

miliarity with n1inO:JiT. This word might indicate that such knowledge has a mysterious na-

ture, since it refers to matters hidden from the outside world. But the HB and the scrolls 

suggest that it refers to knowledge of the correct interpretation of the Law2
(i This special in-

sight especially separates the Community from the rest of Israel. 

v 19 

"( 18) ( .. ) No holy man should support himself on any deed of ( 19) nothingness b::Ji! .,I'Dl7~ ~1:l)27, for 

nothing (~::Ji!) are all those who do not know (l7i.,) his covenant (1M.,i::J)2~ ( .. )" 

The striking word which leads to this understanding ofl7i., in this line is M1iMO:li1. The participle 

niph. ofiMO might refer to things which are hidden from God or God hiding things from humans. Already in the 

HB this usage ofino is known Job 3 23 (the path of life); Isa. 40:27 (Jacob and Israel's path is hidden from 

God); Ps. 3810 (the psalmist's sighing is not hidden from God); etc .. In lQS, iMO occurs six times. In all these 

cases iMO is linked with the Qumranian concept of separation from Israel. The Community has knowledge or 

wisdom which is hidden from the outside world, i.e. IsraeL Tllis hiding-process is not, as one would expect look
ing at the usage ofiMO in the HB, a matter of God, but the Conunuruty seems to be very active in divine matters 

again The usage ofiMO in VIII 11,12 clearly indicates what I said about the "knowledge" of the members of the 

Commuruty: the knowledge separates the Community from Israel through matters which are "hidden from Israel" 
(~~ii'D.,l:l iMO:l). In IX 17, iMO is used to express the same concept The "instructor " is supposed to "hide 

the counsel of the law in the midst of the men ofjustice" from the "man of the pit" ( 16) who is the man outside 
the Community. According to this line, not only are some matters hidden from Israel, but, according to IX l6f, 
the authorities in the Community are asked to hide actively the inside knowledge from the outside world Tllis lat
ter idea seems also to be expressed in X 24 (see above). But the text is corrupt where iMO is used, hence a com

ment is not possible. In XI 6, inC is used again to indicate this separation between the world (i.e. especially 

Israel) and the Community. According to this line, the Community has "wisdom" and "knowledge" which is "hid
den from mankind" (I'D1:l~l:l i!iMO:l). 

"
7 ~:Ji! in the HB refers either to a "breath/ breeze", a "nothing", a "vanity", or a "deception" often refer-

ring to the human life or human deeds. This seems to be the denotation Martinez/Tigchelaar suggest Or it is used 
in the context of offerings and sacrifices (see for references G. Lisowsky, KonkDrdanz, 378). In lQS, ~::Ji! oc

curs only twice in V 19 (J.H. Charlesworth, Graphic Concordance, 122; K.G. Kuhn, Konkordanz, 54) Hence, it 
is most likely that the author of lQS had the HB-usage of~:Ji! in mind. According to this a member of the Com-
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l7i., refers here to the understanding of the covenant with God, and reflects the special un-

derstanding of the relationship between God and the Community which enables the Commu-

nity to act accordingly. 

X9 

"l will sing with/in knowledge (nl'i::J) and my music shall be for the glory of God , (. ) " 

In this case it is the psalmist who has nl7i. His knowledge enables the psalmist to praise 

God. Hence, the divine nl7i, received from God, puts him in a position to approach God by 

singing. nl7i in this sense brings the psalmist closer to the glory (i,::l~) of God. 

X 24,25 

"(24) I shall remove from my lips worthless words, unclean things and plotting from the knowledge of my heart 

With prudent counsel (iT.,rD1n n~l'::J) l I shall hide} /I shall recount/ knowledge, (25) and \\lith discretion of 

knowledge I shall enclose him with a solid fence to maintain faithfulness and staunch judgement according to the 

justice of God.( ... )" 

These two lines are part of a prayer to God. Line 24 describes two different sorts of knowl-

edge. The first is the knowledge which is not really complete, the knowledge of a person who 

is not in the Community. The second instance in 1.24 is difficult to interpret, because the text 

is problematic29 We might assume that knowledge is the effect of a "prudent counsel" 

(i1"'flnn n~l7::l), hence a "practical" knowledge allowing a perfect life in the Community. 

munity would not do or be anything that is "nothing" before God. Therefore, even the use of this rare word im
plies that it is especially and first of all the separation of the Community from the outside world, especially Israel, 
which the concept of knowledge in 1 QS is concerned about 
'" Martinez/Tigchelaar translate "the covenant" ignoring the suffix. Either the translation or the transcript 
is wrong. The suffix however makes sense. 
29 Cf Martinez/Tigchelaar, DSS I, 96f. 
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In 1.25, the effects of knowledge are described. "Faithfulness" and "staunch judgement" be-

long to the person who has the knowledge. In this line, it is also made clear again that nl'i 

is linked with the "justice of God" (t,N llpi~). These etTects and the link with the Law 

demonstrate again that nl'i is not only divine knowledge given to the Community by God, 

but this knowledge makes the existence of a perfect Community before God possible through 

its special insight. It affects every aspect of the Community's life. Knowledge is what makes 

a perfect life before God in the Community possible. 

By giving the Community knowledge, God enables them to prepare the ground for His pres-

ence in the Community through living a perfect life according to His will. Hence, the Com-

munity functioning according to the rules set out in 1 QS is essential for divine presence in 

the world. 

Occasionally, nt~i and l7i., refer to a special insight of the Community that has a 

mysticrnysterious quality indicating that it is not only a knowledge divine in origin, but that 

it includes knowledge of phenomena that people without divine knowledge cannot under-

stand. It covers phenomena such as the "mysteries and wonders of God", "hidden matters", 

etc .. 

Because the Community's knowledge explicitly includes such things, scholars often describe 

it as "esoteric" knowledge.30 But the mere fact that the Community's knowledge includes phe-

nomena beyond the comprehension of humanity is not sufficient reason for defining such 

knowledge ~s "esoteric". Knowledge in IQS serves different purposes: it changes the nature 

of the members ofthe Community and the Community itself; and it allows the Community to 

J(• KG. Kuhn, Die Sektenschr~ften unddie iranische Religion [ZThK 49, 1952] 306. 
W.D. Davies, Christian Origins and Judaism [London: Darton, Longman & Todd, I 962], 140. 
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enjoy a special status in relation to God. We have seen that it is knowledge given to the Com-

munity by God, which in turn conveys special status. In this sense, knowledge according to 

I QS is a "practical" knowledge, enabling the Community to live a perfect life in relation to 

God (cf. the occurrences above). This "practical" knowledge also includes understanding of 

phenomena beyond the experience of outsiders. Only in this sense might one say that knowl-

edge in lQS bears an "esoteric" significance. 31 

This insight separates the Community even further from the rest of Israel and transfers it to a 

sphere above this world and closer to God than the rest of the world. Regarding the divine 

presence, such knowledge prepares the ground for an understanding of God's presence with 

the Community in such a sphere. 

This aspect of knowledge can be seen in: 

IV 6 

" ()[a spirit] of concealment concerning the truth ofthe mysteries ofknowledge (nl7,). ( .. )" 

This phrase depends on the word n,i in 1.4. According to 1.6, "mysteries of knowledge" 

(nlii "'ti) are part of the n,i. "Mysteries" in 1 QS are most often called phenomena which 

have a divine origin and which are passed on by God exclusively to the Community. This re-

suits in special insight for the Community. As part of the n,i, this special insight is also de-

fined as part of the Community as well as the Lebenseinste/lung32 of every member. The 

Community and its members are permeated by it and, hence, function accordingly. 

31 lQS speaks ofthe knowledge of another world, heaven or paradise (see below), which is "esoteric" 
from the point of view of outsiders. 
32 On n1i in this sense see also pp. 68, 70 ( 1 QS V 20f ), and 94 
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XI 3 

"( .. )For from the source (i1pr.lr.l) of his knowledge (1nl7i) he has disclosed my light (.,i,~f3, and in/ through 

his wonders (1.,n1~',!:l:i::l1) my eye (.,:l.,l7) observed (i1~.,:Ji1), and the light of my heart (is(?)) the mystery of 

( 4) existence (i1.,i1:1 Ti:J) ( )'' 34 

This line mentions again God as the i1p7:! of knowledge as in X 12?5 Here it is the knowl-

edge, or understanding of the "wonders of God" and the "mystery of existence", a usage that 

shows the "esoteric" notion of the idea of knowledge in 1 QS)6 

3.2.4. The Knowledge of the Community and the Law 

The sense in which the knowledge/insight of the Community affects every individual mem-

ber, and the Community as a whole, can be seen in the description in lQS of the interrelation 

of this knowledge and the Law. According to Ill 1 and V 1 1 (see above), the special 

knowledge/insight is the means for understanding and use of the Law of God and the rules of 

the Community37 This means that because of their special knowledge, it is only the Commu-

nity that can interpret the Law perfectly/correctly38 Consequently it is only the Community 

that can live a perfect life according to correct interpretations of the Law, and by doing so 

prepare the Community as the only place where an immanent presence of God is possible. 

Observance of the Law therefore is crucial for the Community, as many aspects of the teach-

ings of lQS indicate39 

33 MartinezlTigchelaar, DSS !, 96f read in their transcription.,_,,~, but translate "his light" whereby "his" 

refers then to God. This translation, given that the transcription of the Hebrew is correct, is wrong. 
3~ Martinez/Tigchelaar, DSS /, 97 translate as follows: "( .) For from the source of his knowledge he has 
disclosed his light (.,11~), and my eyes have observed his wonders, and the light of my heart the mystery of ( 4) 

existence. (. .)" 
'" See for X 12 and details on i1pr.l above. 
36 This nl7i might even be understood as the insight in the cause of all existence: i1.,i1:1 ii:J. 
37 Also H. Ringgren, although he understands the idea of knowledge as a whole differently (H. Ringgren, 
The Faith of Qumran. l11eology ~f the Dead Sea Scrolls [New York Crossroad, 1995] 117). 
38 Regarding the prophets cf also I QpHab H 9f and VII 4f. 
39 See tor example also pp. 59, 65, 69tf, 228. 
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Apart from III 1 and V 11 this can be seen also in VlJI 18:40 

"(16) ( ... )And anyone of the men of the Community, the covenant of (17) the Community, who willingly deviates 

from all that has been commanded, catmot approach the purity ofthe men of holiness, (18) and cannot know 

(l7i.,) anything of their counsels until his deeds have been cleansed from every depravity, walking in perfect be-

haviour. ( )" 

In this case li'i., refers first of all to the simple knowledge of events in a certain institution of 

the Community which a member who breaks Community rules cannot have, because he is 

not allowed to attend them till his case is settled. But it also refers to the specific Qumranian 

knowledge which provides the special status in relation to God and hence enables its mem-

bers to keep the Community going according to the will of God.41 Negligence of a Commu-

nity rule, therefore, immediately excludes a person from that status while he is still a member 

of the Community. li'i., not only refers to knowledge used to interpret the Law, but to divine 

insight, a divine status, which can be taken away from individua1members42 

3.2.5. A Perfect Life according to the Will of God through Knowledge 

As already mentioned on some occasions above ( cf. especially XT 3 and 18), the special 

knowledge of the Community not only gives certain members a special status before God, but 

it is the means ofliving a pe1ject l[(e in the Community according to the will of God with all 

its implications. This can be seen in many lines where the knowledge of the Community is 

mentioned, but on a few occasions it is expressed particularly. 

41
' Also in VI 25, li'i., occurs in a simple legal sense meaning committing a crime knowingly, i.e. "wilfully" 

or "premeditatedly" "(24) (. ) If one is found among them who has lied (25) knowingly (li'i,.,) concerning his 

possessions, he shall be excluded from the pure food of the many for a year(.)" 
-II See for the concept of purity pp. XVI. 
42 W.D. Davies states that the knowledge mentioned in this passage is "secret knowledge" (W.D. Davies, 
Christian Origins and Judai.~m [London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1962] 127) But the emphasis in this pas
sage lies again on the fact that knowledge gives the Conununity a special status before God that can be lost, and 
not on the fact that for the outsiders this knowledge is incomprehensible. 
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This means, as far as the divine presence is concerned, that every member of the Community 

(and the Community as a whole) can claim that God Himself gave them the means of achiev-

ing special status before Him to prepare the Community for His presence. Every aspect of life 

in the Community is evaluated in relation to God, and this emerges very clearly in IV 4: 

"(3) ( .. ) it is a spirit of meekness, of patience, generous compassion, eternal goodness, intelligence, understand-

ing, potent wisdom which tmsts in all ( 4) the deeds of God and depends on his abundant mercy; 

a spirit ofknowledge (nl7i n1i) in all the plans of action (iltt7l7r.l n:Jtvnr.l ',1:l:J), of enthusiasm for the de-

crees of justice " 

The "paths in the world" (t,:Jn::J 1il":>ii) of the members of the Community (IV 2) are 

taken by the Community in a certain spirit (n,i). n,i is the Lehenseinstellung, which the 

members in the Community must have according to 1 QS to live a perfect life in the Commu-

nity according to the will of God. The different attributes of this n,i, which are mentioned 

in the passage above, are qualities which the members of the Community must possess for 

this purpose. Life in the Community is supposed to happen "in the spirit of these qualities".·13 

3.2.6. God is Immanent through Knowledge 

Most aspects of the idea of knowledge mentioned above prepare the ground for a direct and 

immanent divine presence in the midst of the Community. Sometimes in 1 QS, when the 

knowledge of the Community is mentioned, this presence seems to be defined. The authors 

either indicate that there is a "divine presence" in the individual member through God's 

knowledge, the members being full of His knowledge, and hence full of a divine entity; or 

43 Another occasion where this meaning ofn1i can be seen clearly is IV 6 "These are the foundations of 

the spirit of the sons oftmth (in) the world". The text is here talking about the "Lebenseinstellung" of the mem
bers of the Community which distinguishes them from the world (on n1i in this sense see also pp. 68, 70 (I QS 

V 20f), and 91) 
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that the Community and its organisational pattern is permeated by His presence. So we find 

in Il3: 

"(.. ) May he [God] illuminate your heart (il~~?) with the discernment oflife and grace you with eternal knowl-

nl7i comes from God, it is "eternal" and therefore divine. The connection with ::1~ indicates 

that the nl7i is something that affects the whole individual member who has knowledge.-~4 It 

changes the nature of the individual. God might well be understood as being in a certain way 

present in this changed nature ofthe member. 

II 22 

"(21) In trurd place all the people shall enter in order, one after another, in thousands, hundreds, (22) fifties and 

· tens, so that each Israelite may know (ntri?) his standing in God's Community(?~ irl.,:l)" 

This occurrence of nl7i is unique, for it does not refer directly to the knowledge that God 

gives to members of the Community, but to the simple knowledge a member has of his place 

or his function (i0l77:)) in the Community. II 3 talks about the organisational pattern of the 

Community, and the nl7i of the Community cannot be understood without its divine origin. 

i0l77:l represents the post or function of every member of the Community,45 and is subject to 

the special knowledge of the Community. Therefore, the special Qumranian knowledge also 

permeates the very organisation of the Community itself, which enables the Community to 

achieve a sense of nearness to God.46 Perfect organisation, as much as the perfect life of the 

~', is certainly one of the most anthropological terms in the HB. 814 times :l? is used as the~', of a 

human (HW. Wolff, Anthropologie des A/ten Testaments [Giitersloh Chr. Kaiser/ Giitersloher Yerlaghaus, 
6 1994] 68). Amongst these 814 occurrences it is most often used referring to "intellectual" or "rational" functions 
of the "heart" (ibid. 77ff), as well as the "will" of a human (ibid. 84ft). This indicates that knowledge in II 3 is un
derstood to affect every aspect of the individual member. 
45 See for ir.ll?r.l p. 159f. 

Cf IX 17,18 where the Maskil infiltrates the organisation of the Community through his function and 
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individual members, makes an immanent presence of God possible.47 

XI 16 

"( .. ) ( 15) Blessed be you, my God, who opens to knowledge (i1l'it,) (16) the heart of your servant. (. )" 

God makes iTl7i possible. Given to the Community, it distinguishes them from others: note 

how iT~i:ll7 ::J', is used in opposition to :b n,i~irv cf IQS II 26. The place of :::1', 

iT~i:ll7 in this context implies again that the knowledge which the members of the Com-

munity receive makes a presence of God in their changed natures possible. God permeates 

the individual member. Furthennore, the fact that God gives knowledge is reason for the 

members to praise God. iTl7i makes it possible to approach God by praising Him. 

3.2.7. The Knowledge of a Heavenly Place 

So far we have discussed knowledge of the Community defined as the special and mysterious 

insight of the Community, as a special understanding of the relationship between God and the 

Community. Some lines in lQS inform us why the insight of the Community is special and in 

what way it defines the relationship between the Community and God: the knowledge of the 

Community is the knowledge of a heavenly sphere. 

This knowledge enables the Community to understand themselves as being in a heavenly 

sphere, accessible only to themselves. If heaven is the place where God dwells, the Commu-

nity, by being in this sphere, can claim to be surrounded and permeated by His presence48 

knowledge. 
47 The fact that the text here literally talks about the t,~ in., strengthens this observation, because this 

word combination signifies that God has a very special relationship with this Community. It is so close that He 
might well be understood to dwell in it. 
48 This feature of knowledge seems to incorporate the ones discussed above and to represent one of the 
pillars of knowledge in I QS. It explains why knowledge and mystery are so closely related, and it reflects what 
the desire and purpose of the Community is: to be close to God. 
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The line in which this notion is expressed most clearly is VIII 9, but TV 22 also refers to this 

point. 

VTII9 

"(8) ( .. ) (It will be) the most holy dwelling (9) for Aaron (11ii1~? O"~rDi1p rDi1p j1l77:)) with/through 

knowledge of them all ((0',1li) o',1:::l nlii:l) for the covenant of justice (~~rD?:) n"~i:l',) to offer a pleasant 

/aroma/; and (it will be) a house of perfection and truth in Israel ... 

According to this line Ml7i again comes from God and it is "eternal" ((0',1!7) c:h1:J). Also, 

nl7i is a "practical" knowledge concerning the covenant and the Law (tJ!:l!Z77:) n.,i:J.). It is a 

divine instnunent for living perfectly in the Community49 

The nl7i is a quality of the Community: pin~', 0.,1Vi1p 1Vi1p 11l70. This phrase indi-

cates the major point of this occurrence of the idea of knowledge in 1 QS. pl70 in this pas-

sage indicates strongly that the authors understand the Community as a heavenly- and/or 

Temple-like place. 5° They claim to be at a place that belongs to the divine sphere where God 

dwells. This place does not simply belong to the world, and it separates the Community even 

more from the rest of Israel. 

This meaning of nl7i as a quality of such a heavenly- and/or Temple-like place not only sug-

gests that such knowledge is a special, divine insight ofthe Community, permeating each in-

dividual member of the Community and representing the means for the Community to live a 

perfect life before God. It seems also to allow the Community to be pat1 of a divine sphere as 

a consequence of their perfect life. This reveals something further: in lQS, nl7i is the 

knowledge ala heavenly- Temple-like group. 

49 

)1) 

See pp. 86ff; cf also 39-51. 
See on j1l77:) pp. 134-141. 
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By claiming that the knowledge of the Community is the knowledge of a heavenly- and/or 

Temple-like Community, the authors of the scroll have manoeuvred the Community into the 

sphere of the Divine presence and allow the Community to understand God as being present 

with them. 

IV 22 

"( .) to instruct the upright ones in the knowledge of the Most High (j1.,t,l7 nl7i:l), and to teach the wisdom of 

the sons of heaven (C.,r.lrD .,~:l nr.l:ln1) to those of perfect path/behaviour. ( )"51 

The Community (t:l.,iiV.,) receive special divine insight. But they also (the 1ii .,~.,~n) 

will understand the "wisdom ofthe sons ofheaven". Hence, they claim to have heavenly in-

sight, strongly indicating that they understood themselves as being in the heavenly sphere 

where God dwells 52 

3.2.8. Post-Fall Knowledge- Pre-Fall Status 

In one line in I QS, 1 QS IV 26, l7i., occurs in the phrase l7i1 ]:J1~ nl7i~:53 

51 Cf also pp. 51ft~ 
5~ W.D. Davies does not see a link between knowledge and the heavenly world in this passage and does 
not deal with the significance of the quality of knowledge for the actual present time of the Conmtun.ity. He clas
sifies this knowledge as knowledge of the events of the eschaton (W.O. Davies, Christian Origins and Judaism 
[London Darton, Longman & Todd, 1962] 129). Like H. Ringgren (see below) he does not see that the divine 
insight of the Community is significant for the self-understanding of the Community in relation to God at the time 
when it existed. Knowledge is not primarily concerned with the future status of the Community (as W.D. Davies 
ibid., 131 suggests) but the status it has now in relation to God as the true representative of the rest oflsrael and 
as the only means for Israel to (re-)establish her relationship with God. 
53 Line 26, where the verb l7i., occurs, is the bottom line of the colunm. In this line, the text has been 

damaged on three occasions (cf. JC. Trever, Scrolls from Qumran CaFe 1. The Great Isaiah Scroll. The Order 
of the Community. Jhe Pesher to Habakkuk [Jerusalem: The Albright Institute of Archaeological Research and 
The Shrine of the Book, 1972] 132f.). For this investigation the second gap in the text is important. It follows the 
words :l1iJ nl7it,. Most transcriptions or translations reconstruct the text and add l7i11"and evil" after nl7it, 

:l1iJ (cf for example J. Maier, Qumran-Essener I, 177; G. Vermes, lhe Complete Dead Sea Scrolls in English 

[London/New York The Penguin Press, "'1997] I 03) But most of them also suggest that the gap that follows 
:m~ nl7it, is shorter than it actually is according to the photograph ofTrever (ibid.) (cf especially the tran

script ofMartinezJTigchelaar, DSS I, 78). ln any case, the insertion ofl711 seems to be a very likely reconstruc

tion of the text and will be used here as the textual basis. The following translation uses the following 
transcription which is based on the photographs ofT rever (ibid): 
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"(25) ( .. )For God has sorted them into equal parts until the appointed time and the new creation. He knows 

(l7i") the result of their deeds for all times (26) [ everlas ]ting and has given them as a legacy to the sons of man 

so that they know good [and evil ] to [ c ]ast the destiny for every living being 

according to his spirit in [ ] the visitation." 

l'i"~ occurs in this passage twice. In the first instance (1.25), it is understood as an attribute of 

God and refers to the predestination of human life. God "knows" what will happen. This idea 

of predestination is also relevant regarding the second occurrence of l'i"~ (1.26), but here the 

texts talks about the knowledge of man (ta.,~ "~J:l) in a very peculiar way. In fact, the phrase 

l'i1 :l1tJ nl'i', is probably one of the most interesting phrases in 1 QS, because according 

to this scroll the idea of "knowledge of good and evil" defines the nature of the Community 

in a way that, on the one hand, depends on the HB-material, but, on the other, modifies the 

idea of the nature of the Community in a manner unthinkable to the authors of the HB. 

The idea of the "knowledge of good and evil" as mentioned 1 QS IV 26 can only be under-

stood on the basis of the HB, where the phrase l'i1 :l1tJ nl'i is found twice: in Gen. 3:5 

and 3:22. These occurrences served most likely as Vorlage for that in 1 QS IV 26. The under-

standing, interpretation, and moditication of these biblical verses by the authors of lQS are 

crucial for its meaning in 1 QS IV 26. l7i1 ::11~ nl7i in 1 QS IV 26 needs to be understood 

in connection with creation, paradise, Fall, and the relationship of mankind with God in this 

context. l7i1 ::11~ nl'i can, therefore, not simply be the condition for "doing good", prov-

ing the "ethical character" of the Community as Dombrowski claims. 54 The knowledge of 

l7i1] :::11~ Ml7i" rD"~ ":l~" 1""M:l"1 [ 

ili1p~i1[ ].:::1 1n1i 
The investigation below will also show that this reconstruction is likely. 
54 B. Dombrowski, Erscheimmg, Wesen und /deologie der Assoziation von Hirhet Qumran nach dem 
"Manual of Discipline" (JQS) [Paris: Societe Nouvelle des Editions Letouzey et Ane, and Halifax: Atlantic Nova 
Print Ltd, 1971] 521. 
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good and evil, according to 1 QS, is rather about the special nature of the Community that al-

lows its members to be much closer to God than any other human beings. Twill demonstrate 

this first by comparing 1 QS IV 26 with its two Vorlagen in the HB; and second by taking into 

account also the interpretations of Gen. 3:5,22 in the Versions and the Targumim. 

Gen. 3:5 

1:1;:).,~.,17 1np:::m 1~7:ll':l o;:)',;:)~ 1:11.,~ .,;:) c.,il',~ l7i., .,::~ 

1111 :n~ .,l7i" l:l"ib~:> cn.,.,m 

For God is knowing that on the day you eat from them (and) your eyes shall be opened 

and you shall be like God/Gods knowing what is good and eviL 

To compare Gen. 3:5 with 1 QS IV 26, we need to analyse four aspects in Gen. 3:5 in detail: 

the knowledge of God (1.), the way in which human beings can gain knowledge (2.), the 

comparison t:l"'ii',~~ (3.), and the meaning ofthe phrase l7i, :J,to "'l'i"' (4.). 

1. According to Gen. 3:5, knowledge is an attribute of God. As shown above, this feature of 

knowledge is central in 1 QS and 1 QH. 

2. The striking difference between I QS IV 26 and Gen. 3:5 is the way in which knowledge 

can be gained. As shown above, knowledge according to 1 QS/H is a gift from God to the 

Community. The primary decision on whether the Community receives the knowledge that 

makes it special and distinguishes from others lies, therefore, solely in the hand of God. The 

conditio sine qua non for the Community to receive knowledge is twofold. First, according to 

its own self-understanding, the Community is predestined to receive knowledge from God. 

The Community has been elected by God and is, therefore, special per se and distinguishes 

itself by origin and nature from the rest of mankind. Secondly, as the elected group and 
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having received knowledge from God, the Community is asked to act according to this 

knowledge. This means that knowledge from God is a means by which the Community can 

live perfectly according to the will of God improving permanently its status in relation to 

Him. 

Gen. 3:5, on the other hand, tells a different story about how mankind receives the knowledge 

of what is good and evil. According to this verse, knowledge is the consequence of a free-will 

action of the human beings themselves. The Fall changes the nature of mankind and its rela

tion to God permanently. 

To understand how this difference in receiving knowledge results in different understanding 

of the nature of mankind/Community in relation to God, two aspects need to be discussed in 

detail. 

a) According to Gen. 3:5 the human free-will action that leads to knowledge of what is good 

and just is a disobedience of a command of God (Gen. 3:3). This affects the status of human 

beings after "the Fall". From then on, they certainly have new divine knowledge; but their 

new status no longer allows God to be with them. Through "the Fall", human beings lost their 

direct relationship with God, i.e., being with God in paradise for ever. "The Fall" brought 

mankind divine knowledge and made it even god-like; but it also separated humanity from 

God. 

1 QS/H understand the situation of mankind, as far as the Community is concerned, quite dif

ferently. In fact, in a sense the Community claims the very opposite of what the HB asserts. 

Because (according to lQS/H) reception of divine knowledge is entirely dependent on a vol

untary act of God, and not on any human action, and certainly not on any human disobedi

ence of a divine command, the Community can claim that its members have not been tainted 

by the events surrounding Adam's disobedience in such a way that the Divine Presence has 
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left them. The Community receives direct from God its special status without the influence of 

evil or darkness, because God has so predestined this state of affairs. Elected by God, the 

Community is the special group of people that receives divine knowledge and at the same 

time can act perfectly according to this knowledge thus fulfilling the will of God. This means 

that the Community can per definitionem not fail to improve its status in relation to God 

which gives it a very special status in relation to God. Consequently, the Commw1ity is truly 

a in.,, a unique institution never before seen on earth, since it possesses as a in., (union) 

both the knowledge acquired by human beings as a result of Adam and Eve's transgression 

and the status enjoyed by humanity's first parents as creatures living in the presence of their 

creator. The Israel of the HB never enjoyed anything so privileged as this. 55 

b) The reason why this kind of relationship has never been seen on earth before lies in the 

following claim of 1 QS and 1 QH: 

The Community did not disobey a command of God. This not only leads to a special status of 

the Community, but also indicates that the Community thought that it did not lose the status 

which mankind was holding before "the Fall". Because lQS does not understand "the Fall" as 

the cause for humanity's gaining knowledge of what is good and evil, but sees all its know!-

edge as a direct gift from God, and because it tries to picture the Community where- and 

whenever it can as being in spheres closer to God than to earth, it seems very likely that 1 QS 

understood the Community as having a Pre-Fall-Status, but at the same time a 

Post-Fall-Knowledge. 56 

55 That the Community understood itself to have tllis special status can also bee seen in the Eden- and 
Paradise-imagery found especially in I QH XVI 4-36. Although the authors of I QH are clearly using metaphors in 
this column, especially lines 4 and 20 seem to indicate that the members of the Community reading or reciting the 
text were understood as people being at a place that is very sinlilar to paradise (cf also IQH V 13-19; XIV 
14-18) 

56 Although Edmund F. Sutcliffe, SJ, The lv!onk\ of Qumran as depicted in the Dead Sea Scrolls [Lon-
don: Bums & Oates, 1960] 72 sees a link between "the Fall" and the phrase "to do good and to do evil", he does 
not elaborate the idea and expects it to be significant for the question of predestination and the free will of man. 
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And this is why the status that the Community claims to have in relation to God has never 

been held by any other human being before. The members enjoy the company of God, as 

Adam and Eve did in paradise. But they also claim to have divine knowledge of what is good 

and evil which enables them to improve their status even more and to function as a "bridge" 

between the rest ofisrael and God. 

3. Gen. 3:5 identifies the status of mankind after the Fall with "being like God/s (t:l"ii~~':j)". 

This does not necessarily mean that human beings are all God/s, but must be taken to mean 

that they are like God/s inasmuch as they know what is good and evil. As we will see below, 

the versions and the Targumim object to this idea in general. In 1 QS and 1 QH, on the other 

hand, we find the tendency to understand the members of the Community as beings other 

than humans, especially angels. Although one cannot claim that this idea derives from an in-

terpretation of Gen. 3:5, this verse certainly could have given the authors of 1 QS/H the mate-

rial for their claims. 

4. Neither I QS IV 26 nor Gen. 3:5 seem to defines l7i1 :J1tJ "l7i" precisely. In the latter 

case (Gen. 3:5), this knowledge is the knowledge of humankind under the influence of evil. 

l7i and :J1tJ seem to refer to all aspects of human knowledge. It means the universal human 

knowledge. According to 1 QS, as seen above, the knowledge of the Community is 

understood to be more than this, because it is given by God and represents a special insight 

that allows the Community to live perfectly in relation to God.57 The definition of knowledge 

in lQS IV 26 and Gen. 3:5 will be interesting in comparison with the Targumim below. 

He does not encounter the significance of "knowing good and evil" for the self-understanding of the Community 
as an elected group in a divine sphere. 
57 R. Gordis describes the nature of this knowledge. He bases his entire "new" interpretation of the idea of 
"knowledge of good and evil" in Gen. 3 on his interpretation of l QSa I 9-11. He claims that the knowledge men-
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Gen. 3:5 in the Versions and the Targumim 

The interpretation of Gen. 3:5 by 1 QS TV 26 is, as seen above, a Community-centered one 

and reflects a very special way of interpreting the idea of knowledge as it occurs in Gen. 3:5. 

Especially the fact that the authors of 1 QS use this HB-verse to define the Community's rela-

tion to God by distinguishing themselves from the rest of the world is so unique that we must 

now look at the versions and the Rabbinic literature to find out whether or not similar inter-

pretations of Gen. 3:5 might have been circulating in the Jewish world at the time. 

The versions read as follows: 

LXX 

Vulgate 

Onkelos 

i)on yap 6 9£or; on EV tj av TU.lEP<:_L cpayTj"t£ an' a1J-rou, OlavmxS~oov-rat u~ffiv Ol 
6cp8at.voi, Kai. £o£o9£ o)r; Swi yt v<l)OKov-r£r; KaA.ov Ka\. novT]p6v. 

"For God has known (pluperf.) that on whatever day you ate (2 pl.ind Aor act) from 

these, your eyes will be opened (3 pl. ind. fut.pass.) and you will be like gods (no atiicle) 

knowing (part. pres. act. m.pl.) good and eviL" 

Scit enim Deus quod in quocumque die comederitis ex eo aperientur oculi vestri et eritis 

sicut dii scientes bonum et malum. 

"For God knows (pres.) that on whatever day you will eat it your eyes will be opened and 

you will be like gods knowing good and evil 

j1::J.,:J.,l1 1nnt~n., i1.,:J~ p',::J.,ni ~7.:),.,:::1 .,.,~ .,,., c1p .,',) .,.,~ 

1'0.,:1~ ::lt.J r:::l r7.:)::Jn r::li::li::J j1i1m 

For it is revealed before JVJ that on the day you will eat rrom it, your eyes \viii be opened 

and you will be like mighty ones (who are) \vise (to distinguish) good from evil. 

tioned in I QSa, and hence in Gen. 3, refers to "sexual experience, the normal (:::11t.J) manifestations of the impulse 

and the abnormal (l7i)" (R. Gordis, lne Knowledge of Good and l.:vil in the Old Testament and the Qumran 

Scrolls (JBL 76, 195 7)). Knowledge in Gen. 3 according to him, means "sexual consciousness" (ibid. 130). 
Gordis' conclusions cannot endure criticism, because he comes to this conclusion by no/ investigating in detail the 
usages of :::11t.J and l7i in the HB and the Qumran scrolls ( cf ibid 13335.1,). The phrase l7i1 [:::11t.J) 1nl7i::l in 

IQSa I !Of ("(9) ( ... )He shall not [approach] {10) a woman to know her through carnal intercourse until he is 
fully twe[ nt ]y years old, when he knows [good] (I I) and evil. (. )") has to be interpreted in the same way as :::11t.J 

l7i1 in I QS I 5 and IV 26. ln both cases :::11t.J qualifies the deeds of the members of the Community, hence their 

lives in the Community in relation to God. IV 25, preceding the phrase l7i1 ::J1t.J, even mentions that God 

"knows the results of their [man's] deeds (ji1.,1'Dl7~)" which makes it very likely that :::11~ refers in line 26 to these 

deeds (see below). Also the usage of :::l1t.J in I QS I 2 indicates strongly that the word means the positive quality 

ofthe actions ofthe members ofthe Community in relation to God. l7i1 :::l1t.J in IQSa I !Of, therefore, means 

the same, although used in the context of sexual relations being in the Community for twenty years gives the 
member the insight to "know good and evil"- Sexual relations are part of this insight. 
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i1.,J.,o j1',:>.,ni (6) ~01.,:1 c11~ .,.,., c1p .,"J 1:111~ 

tD"~:l', :ltJ r:~ l7iJ"~O', po:Jni p:11:11 r=>~',o:> j1,i1"~n1 

Because it is revealed before JJJ that on the day (6) you will eat from it, 

you will be like great angels who are wise to know good from evil. 

p=>J.,.,l7 jMn!:ln"~1 m.,o p'-,:>~n .,-, ~01.,:1 1:1,1~ .,.,., [CJ-rp l7.,-r.,1 .,',J 1:111~ 

tD.,:l', :ltJ r:~ i1tDI!:lO', p!7i., .,.,., blip jr.l r=>~',r.l:> j1i1n1 

Because it is revealed and known before JJJ that on the day on which you will eat from it 

your eyes will be opened, 

and you will be like angels from before JJJ knowing to distinguish between good and evil. 

Cairo Geniza fragments are very similar to TN. 

For God knows that on the day you ate of it your eyes are opened and you are like gods 

knowing good and evil. 

The Versions and the Targumim, like 1 QS, all modify those aspects in Gen. 3:5 which are 

theologically difficult to understand; but a detailed comparison will show that they do so for 

different reasons, motivations, and goals. 

Three aspects are significant in this comparison: the idea of the Fall as the condition of the 

knowledge (1.), the meaning oft:l"'i1?~~ (2.), and the nature ofthe knowledge (3.). 

l. We have seen that the most significant modification of the Gen. 3:5 in 1 QS is the idea that 

the Community has the knowledge of what is good and evil, not because of the Fall, but be-

cause of their elected and special status. This is why the Community has a Pre-Fall status, 

and at the same time Post-Fall knowledge (see above). 

This particular understanding and development of Gen. 3:5 occurs neither in the versions nor 

in the Targumim. In all these, the Fall is the condition of knowledge of what is good and evil. 

1 QS developed, therefore, its own and independent understanding of the phrase. 
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2. bl"~iT~N::;) as fow1d in Gen. 3:5 is a different matter. The idea of human beings being like 

gods or even God is theologically difficult. All versions and the Targumim object to this idea 

to some degree and see the need for changes. 

Hence, the LXX and the Vulgate, within the limits of translations, render t:l"~iT~N::;) with ei-

ther roc;- 8w1 or "sicut dii" making sure that human beings after the Fall are only understood 

as god-like persons and are not identified with God Himself 

The Targumim take more liberty, change the original text, and claim that man after the Fall 

will neither be like God nor gods, but either like "great angels" (r:Ji:Ji r~N~~::;, (PJ)58
; 

..,..,.., Clip l7;j r::;)N~~::;, (N))59
, or "mighty ones wise (to distinguish) between good and evil" 

The Targumic interpretations of Gen. 3:5 are significant for our purposes here. They are in-

troduced into the Aramaic renderings of this verse to explain a statement in the HB which 

presents theological difficulties, in that it appears to compare Adam and Eve, who have trans-

gressed a divine command, with "gods". The Targumim, resolving this difficulty, indicate 

that the first human pair who now have "knowledge of good and evil" are like "mighty ones", 

"mighty angels", "angels" who are "wise" in distinguishing between good and evil. This Tar-

gumic interpretation indicates that Adam and Eve are a) privileged above others in general 

yet b) remain different in nature from God(s) 61 In IQS, allusion to Gen. 3:5 is used not so 

58 According to Maher, the reading of PJ is a combination of the reading of 0 with "angels" (M. Maher, 
Targum Pseudo-Jonathan: Genesis. lhmslated, with Introduction and Notes [The Aramaic Bible vi IB; Edin
burgh T&T Clark, 1992] 256) 
5

'' McNamara renders "like angels before the Lord" (M. McNamara, Targum Ne£~(iti I: Genesis. Trans-
lated, with Introduction and Notes [The Aramaic Bible vi lA; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1992] 60. 
'~' Grossfeld translates with "like angels perceptive <to know> good from evil" (B. Grossfeld, Targum On
qelos to Genesis. Translated, with a Criticallmroduction, Apparatus, and Notes [The Aramaic Bible vi 6; Edin
burgh T &T Clark, 1988] 46). 
61 Maher notes on the verse that "all the Targums of our present verse avoid suggesting that Eve could be-
come like God" (M. Maher, Targum Pseudo-Jonathan: Genesis. Translated, with Introduction and Notes [The 
Aramaic Bible vi IB; Edinburgh T &T Clark, 1992] 25,). 
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much to distinguish human beings from God after Adam's disobedience, but to demonstrate 

that members of the Community, and only those, are by nature much closer to God than any 

other human being. The Targumic modifications of Gen. 3:5 examined here show that Jews 

in antiquity were quite capable of understanding this verse in terms of persons endued with 

angelic qualities in respect of their wisdom, a line of thought which the author or authors of 

lQS similarly pursued. 62 

While the possibility that individuals may enjoy a "Pre-Fall status" and at the same time 

"Post-Fall knowledge" seems to be uniquely Qumranian, the notion that people may stand as 

angels or angel-like beings in a special relationship with God seems to have been known also 

to the Targumim, and included in their interpretation of the HB. 

3. Another element of Gen. 3:5 that has been changed in the Targumim ts the idea of 

knowledge. 

Rather than use Aramaic l7i., to translate the corresponding cognate Hebrew verb in Gen. 

3:5, the Targumim (with the exception of the Geniza fragment) use the root t:l~n, which can 

indeed mean "to know", but evidently has the strong emphasised aspect of "wisdom", "being 

wise" so as to know, inherent in it. In short, the Targumim emphasise Adam's and Eve's ac-

quisition of wisdom in distinguishing between good and evil, a point not foreign to I QS, with 

its emphasis on exactly the same qualities for the Community's maskil and members. 

62 The phrase ..,..,.., Crp ji:l r=>~"i':l::l in N seems to stren.s>then this observation It states that as angels 

who know good and evil man stands in a special relationship with God. This is precisely what I QS and 1 QH 
claim for the Community and it is often expressed in the scrolls by .,:Jth (see below) 
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Gen. 3:22 

The second Vorlage of lQS IV 26 may be found in Gen. 3:22 where l7i, :n~ rll7i', oc-

curs in the same context and with a similar meaning as in Gen. 3:5. A few aspects of the us

age of the phrase in this verse are noteworthy regarding 1QS IV 26: 

l?l, ~,~ nli'i~ 1:1~~ in~:> i1.,i1 Oi~i1 1i1 o.,i1~~ mi1., ~~~., 

o~li'~ .,m ~:>~1 o.,.,ni1 fli'~ c~ np',, ,,., n~rD.,-1~ i1nl71 

"And JHWH God said, Behold the man was/became like one of us to know what is good and evil, 

and now lest he reaches out his hand and takes also from the tree of lite and eats and live forever" 

Crucial again is the comparison of mankind after the Fall with God/s. In Gen. 3:22, the 

authors use words ditTerent from those in Gen. 3:5 to express this. They picture GodHimse/f 

saying that mankind is ,:107:) in~~- This may imply a) that there is more than one god, b) 

that the nature of mankind after the Fall changes significantly, and c) that the Fall and this 

change of nature are the conditions for l7i, .:m~ rll7i',. The similarities and difference be

tween the meaning of the phrase "knowing what is good and evil" in Gen. 3:22 and 1QS IV 

26 are the same as between Gen. 3:5 and 1 QS IV 26. Knowing what is good and evil is in all 

three texts about humans gaining a similar nature to God(\), in that they know what is good 

and evil. But in Gen. 3:5,22 the condition for this similar nature is the Fall, which results on 

the one hand in humans possessing this knowledge; and on the other hand in a separation 

from God, in that they have to leave paradise. 1 QS adopts the idea of a changed nature of hu

man beings, i.e. the Community, in that it possesses the knowledge of what is good and evil. 

But it claims at the same time that the Yahad keeps the status in relation to God that human

kind possessed before the Fall. By doing so, lQS gives the Community an unique status in 
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relation to God: not only does it have a Divine nature through its Divine knowledge (i.e. the 

members of the Yahad being god-like), but it also qualifies for His presence through its new 

and unique nature and the place where it can dwell. 63 

Interesting in comparison with Gen. 3:22 and 1 QS IV 26 are the interpretations of the HB 

verse in the Versions and the Targumim: 

LXX 

Vulgate 

Onkelos 

Pseudo Jonathan 

Neophiti 

Kai etnev o 9eQs- 'Ioou AOaJl y£yovev ffi~ eT~ £1; llJlOW 1ou yt vmaK£l v KaMv Kai 
1tOVT}pOV, 
1cai vuv ll ~n:o1e iK1£i VTJ 1T1v XEtpa Kai A.Ui3n 1ou l;uA.ou 1~~ ~mTjc;- Kai qJaYTJ Kai 
~~0"£1fX1 El~ 10V fXlWVU ' , 
"And God said: See! Adam became/has become like one ofus to know good and evil 
and now lest he stretch out his hand and take from the tree of life and eat and live 
forever." 

Et ait ecce Adam factus est quasi unus ex nobis sciens bonum et malum nunc ergo ne 
forte mittat manum suam et sumat etiam de ligna vitae et comedat et vivat in aetemum. 
"And he said: See! Adam has become like one of us knowing good and evil, now conse
quently that he do not stretch out his hand and take from the tree of life too and eat and 
live forever." 

10.,:::11 :J~ l7i.,~', i'T.,J~ ~~',17:::1 .,,.,n., iT1iT Ci~ ~iT C.,i'T',~ .,,., i~~1 

:c',l7', .,n.,.,, ',,:l.,.,, ~.,.,n 1',.,~~ ~~ :::10.,, iT.,,., ~.,10,., ~~',, 1l7:l1 

"And JWJ God said: See! Adam was unique in the world of himself to know good and 
evil; 
and now perhaps he will stretch out his hand and take too from the tree of life and will 
eat and live forever." 

.,.,,.,n., iT1iT Ci~ ~iT .,,~1p rro~10~ .,i ~.,.,::;)~',~', c.,p',~ .,.,., i~~1 

~~,i~ .,~10:::1 .,,.,n., ~J~i ~~:l.,i'T ~l7i~:J 

:10.,:::1', :J~ r:::1 ~10i~~', rl7i.,i iT.,J.,~ C1p.,~', ri.,nl71 · 

"And JJJ God said to the angels who serve before Him: See Adam was unique 
on the earth as I am unique in the heavens of the height; 
and there are destined to arise from him those who know how to distinguish between 

good and eviL 

~~',11:::1 .,.,,.,n., i'T.,n., n.,i:Ji i'T.,~,p Ci~ ~iT c.,i'T',~ .,.,., i~~, 

i'TJ~ C1p~" r~.,:lC r~,~ ri.,nl7 ~~,i~ .,~10:::1 .,.,,.,n., ~J~i iT~ TiT 

rD.,:J';J :J~ r:::1 i'T10i~~', i'Tl7i.,i ~in [iT]~1~ c1pn i'TJ~1 
"And JJJ God said: "Behold, the first Adam whom I have created is unique in the world 
as I am alone in the heavens on high. Numerous nations are to arise tram him, and from 
him shall arise one nation who will know to distinguish between good and eviL" 

63 See on the last point also pp. 135-141, 142-165. 
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Generally, Vulgate and LXX seem concerned to follow the Hebrew. 64 But the interpretations 

of Gen. 3:22 in the Targumim are especially interesting in comparison with 1 QS TV 26. AI-

though the Targumim on Gen. 3:22 do not interpret the idea of "knowing what is good and 

evi I" exactly as 1 QS IV 26 does, their interpretations of the verse offer ideas which seem to 

be similar to ideas found in the scroll. 

ln TO especially, knowing what is good and evil is not pictured as the consequence of eating 

the fruit ofthe tree of life. Rather, Adam's status of knowing what is good and evil seems to 

be understood as part of his created nature. That is to say that knowing what is good and evil 

seems to be a character of Adam in paradise: he knows good and evil of himse/f65 In this, the 

interpretation and development of Gen. 3:22 in TO is very similar to the understanding of the 

idea of "knowing what is good and evil" in 1 QS IV 26. According to TO, it is Adam who has 

this special status already in paradise; according to I QS TV 26 it is the Community that 

knows what is good and evil without having lost the status of humankind in paradise. The 

ditTerence, however, is that in TO the disobedience- the eating of the fruit of the tree of life-

is still to come, whereas according to the understanding of 1 QS the relationship between the 

Community and God will not be challenged or even destroyed by such a disobedience to 

God. This means that according to 1 QS IV 26 the Community has even a more special status 

in relation to God than Adam according to TO. It seems that TO and 1 QS IV 26 see the diffi-

culty that HB Gen. 3:22 presents, in that it describes the fallen humanity as possessing Divine 

knowledge and, consequently, as being similar to God or gods66 by nature.67 But, whereas 

TO's interpretation of this difticulty pictures Adam possessing the knowledge hej(Jre the Fall, 

64 Salvesen even suggests that the Targun1s offer the same "traditional interpretation" (A. Salvesen, 5)-'ln-
machus in the Pentateuch [Journal of Semitic Studies Monograph 15, Manchester 1991 ], 17). 
65 Cf Salvesen, ibid .. 
66 PJ seems to attempt to deliver an explanation of the difficult 1.j00 by adding "to the ministers who serve 

before Him" (M. Maher, Targum Pseudo-Jonathan: Genesis. Translated, with Introduction and Notes [Edin
burgh 1992] 2948 ). 

67 Cf. on the other hand Gen. I: 17. 
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1 QS IV 26 exploits this difficulty in that it understands the knowledge of what is good and 

evil as a Divine gift to the Community that is not linked with the Fall: the Community pos-

sesses it per se. This is why the Community can claim, as we will see below, to possess the 

status in relation to God that mankind had in paradise, and, at the same time, to have a "god-

like" quality. This especially qualifies the Yahad for Divine presence. 

Additionally, a few details are worth mentioning here that illustrate similarities between the 

Targumic interpretation and the one in 1 QS. Especially TO and PJ emphasise that Adam is 

"the only" one knowing what is good and evil. He is "unique" in possessing the ability to have 

this knowledge. 68 The word used is "i"M" (0) and ""i"M"/"i"M" (PJ) which is in itself an 

interesting observation.69 According to lQS the uniqueness of the Community in its special 

status in relation to God is one of the major characteristics of the iM" at Qumran. Both inter-

pretations of Gen. 3:22 seem to attempt to emphasise, therefore, the uniqueness of those who 

have the knowledge of what is good and evil. 

But it is also clear from PJ and N that despite the special ability of those knowing what is 

good and evil, God's sphere and the one of these human being(s) is separated. God and this 

human knowing what is good and evil have a similar nature, inasmuch as they both have this 

knowledge, but they do not dwell in the same place. In fact, the Targumim explicitly put God 

in heaven and man on earth. This is clearly a point- a significant point- where the interpreta-

tion of IQS goes beyond the Targumim. According to lQS, knowing what is good and evil 

and having a Pre-Fall-Status is exactly why the Community qualifies to bear God's presence. 

68 .,,.,n., has to be rendered with "unique'' rather than "alone" (M. Maher, Targun1 Pseudo-Jonathan: 

Genesis. Translated, with Introduction and Notes [Edinburgh 1992) 28~9) to indicate that it is the special status 
of Adam in relation to God that is the question here. 
69 Cf, for example, I sa. 42: 14; 52:9 where Symmachus uses o~ou as rendering for ,iM'', and Jer 46:12 

where it uses the same for ,.,.,M., (cf A. Salvesen, Symmachus in the Pentateuch [Journal of Semitic Studies 

Monograph 15, Manchester 1991] 18). 
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Finally, N mentions an aspect of Adam's destiny which almost could be taken as describing 

the Community. N interprets that from Adam there shall arise especially "one nation" that has 

the special knowledge. This means that we find in both N and 1 QS a development according 

to which knowledge of good and evil is not a characteristic of mankind in general, but of a 

privileged group. 

Concluding, we can say that there are a few astonishing similarities between the interpreta-

tions of the idea of knowing what is good and evil (Gen. 3:22) in the Targumim and 1 QS IV 

26. Both texts seek to emphasise that knowing what is good and evil is the privilege of a cho-

sen group of people. Knowing what is good and evil makes humans similar to God, and gives 

those who have this knowledge a unique status in relation to God and the world. 

But there are points in which 1 QS differs from the interpretations of the Targumim. lQS's in-

terpretation is Community-centred and develops an idea of a status of human beings in rela-

tion to God through knowledge, that allows the Community to be much closer to God than 

any other group of people. lQS IV 26 exploits Gen. 3:22 (HB) to demonstrate the Yahad's 

unique and special relationship with God that allows them to be with Divine presence. 

3.3. IQH 

Knowledge in IQH has been the subject ofvarious scholarly studies, and in general terms co-

heres with the picture of nl'i assembled above in respect of 1 QS. 

1 QH mentions knowledge of God and knowledge of humans as I QS does: God knows man 

and man knows (aspects of) God70 As in I QS, the knowledge of God is a divine attribute and 

is qualified as the knowledge of the creator ( cf. 1 QH IX 7, 19f). Knowledge is here again a 

7l< Cf S. Wagner, 1/i" in den Lobliedem von Qumran, in: S. Wagner (ed.), Bibelund Qumran. Beitrlige 

zur Et:forschung der Beziehung z"H·ischen Bibel- und Qumranwissenschaften (Festscluift Hans Bardtke zum 
22. 9.1966) [Berlin: Evangelische Haupt-Bibelgesellschaft, 1968] 232-252, 240. 
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means whereby God creates and governs the universe. Wagner recognises this, but fails tore-

late God's knowledge to His will, which acts as the power, the principle, governing this 

knowledge. 71 The fonner is a means, not a principle of action. 

Regarding knowledge which humans have, the knowledge of a.,pects (~(God's nature is cen-

tral to 1QH (IX 21; XIV 8f.; XVII 9f. (ii:ln~N:J); XlX 7 (i1':1.,!:1 n~N)72,17; XX 11-13; VII 

13, 23 (in:l); Vlii 4, 11)73 This is a point where the idea of knowledge in I QH differs from 

that in 1 QS. We have seen that human knowledge of God is only mentioned once in 1 QS. 

Consequently, 1 QH emphasises different aspects of the special relationship between God and 

the Community than 1QS.74 

Mostly this idea of knowledge is expressed through the verb l7i". Its subject is the psalmist. 

As in IQS, knowledge is understood as a privilege of members of the Community. 75 Through 

the knowledge of aspects of God's nature, the members of the Community claim to be in a 

personal relationship with God. They claim to be in a "Gottesgemeinschaft". 7
G But this rela-

tionship with God has a different quality than that in 1 QS. As a collection of psalms, 1 QH 

foiiows more closely the ideas of the psalms of the HB than 1 QS ( cf. for example Ps. 20:6; 

71 Ibid. 248. 
7

' Kosmala suggests regarding I QH XIX 7 that knowledge is a "Gnadengabe" Gottes (H. Kosmala, Die 
"Erkenntnis der Wahrheit", Hebrder- ~ss(mer- Christen [StPB I, 1959] 142). It is correct that God gives the 
knowledge to the Community, but not primarily because of grace or mercy. One of the major claims of 1 QS and 
IQH is that they are able to "earn" the nearness of God by themselves. Knowledge is a means by which they real
ize this. 
73 Cf also J. de Caevel, La Cunnaissance Religieuse dans /es Hymnes d'Action de Graces de Qumran 
[Ephemerides Theologicae Lovanienses (EpbThLov) 38, 1962] 442. 
74 H. Ringgren does not seem to understand that I QS and 1 QH are emphasising different aspects of 
knowledge (H. Ringgren, The Faith of Qumran. Theology ~f the Dead Sea ,)'cro/ls [New York Crossroad, 1995] 
1I6). According to him, knowing God is a central aspect in both IQS and IQH. 
75 The question whether the psalmist is the "Teacher of Righteousness" is not significant here and beyond 
the limit of this study. Important at this point is that singing the psalms as part of the liturgy of the Community 
every member puts that member into the position of the psalmist. 
76 S Wagner, Jli"in den Lobliedem von Qumran, in Siegfried Wagner (ed.), Bibel und Qumran. Bei-

triige zur Erj(lrschung der Beziehung zwischen Bibel- und Qumranwissenschaften (Festschrift Hans Hardtke zum 
22. 9.I966) [Berlin Evangelische Haupt-Bibelgesellschaft, 1968] 23 7, cf. also 240. S. Wagner does not see that 
this "Gottesgemeinschaft" is not an intellectual desire, but an existential one before and in relation to God, as will 
be clear from our analysis below. 
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41:11; 135:5; Job 19:25). This is why in 1 QH this special relationship is described as the one 

between God and the righteous in the HB, hence a personal one, and not as the particular re-

lationship between God and the Community living according to and for the will of God, aim-

ing at a special status before God. According to 1 QH, the knowledge of aspects of God's 

nature leaves the members of the Community in an entirely earthly sphere. The special rela-

tionship is determined through personal beliet: and is not constituted through the idea that the 

Community is a place where God Himself dwells. 77 

But there is a point that indicates that even in 1 QH knowledge might be a means by which 

the Community defines its status before God: according to 1 QH, God is the source of knowl-

edge. But this notion in 1 QH is not as strong as it is in 1 QS (cf. 1 QH VI 25; VIII 11; IX 26; 

XIX 8; XX 10,11 f.,29). According to 1 QH, God has unlimited knowledge that He can use 

(XIX 8,28; VH 25). 78 He lets the members of the Community take part in this knowledge. 

Five times l7i" (hif.) is used to express this idea (XII 27; XV 27; XVIII 14; XIX 4,16). This 

knowledge which God gives the members ofthe Community is (in lQH, as in lQS) linked 

with the mysteries of God (cf. n~N i10 in XIX 4,16 ). Thus also in 1 QH knowledge is un-

derstood as something special and in its nature close to God. And although in 1 QH the idea 

of knowledge is not elaborated in precisely the same way as in 1 QS (resulting to some extent 

from the different genres of the two texts) it does lead to a separation of the Community from 

the rest oflsrael. Knowledge, according to 1 QH, grants the Community a special insight that 

comes from God. 

77 Another feature of the idea of knowledge as it occurs in I QH, but not in I QS, confirms this. Only in 
1 QH a member of the Community is said to know that "justice is not to man, nor to the son of Adam" (I QH XII 
30) Behind this stands a degree of humility and personal responsibility that does not occur in I QS where the 
Community does everything to become "equals" of God. I QH, on the other hand, is concerned primarily with the 
personal relationship between God and a member of the Community. 
78 Cf S Wagner, lli~ 2349 
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Hence, it is correct but not sufficient to say that knowledge according to 1 QH is a religious 

knowledge: it is religious only in the sense that it leads to a special personal relationship be-

tween a member of the Community and God, and as such, secondarily, effects the whole 

Community in its reception of God. 79 

3.4. Conclusion 

The idea of knowledge in 1 QS and 1 QH is unique, and significant for our understanding of 

the Divine presence as represented in the two scrolls. According to both scrolls knowledge is 

primarily a divine attribute. God is present in the world because He created the world by the 

means ofHis knowledge. Both scrolls distinguish between a knowledge ofthe world and the 

specific knowledge of the Community. The latter is special because its origin lies in God. 

Both scrolls declare that God passes this knowledge on to the members of the Community 

which leads to a special insight for them. So far, the idea of knowledge in 1 QS and 1 QH 

reveals that God was understood to be near not only through His creating act and the fact that 

He governs the world, but also through special insight that the Community receives from 

Him 80 But this is where the differences occur. 1 QH is much concerned about the knowledge 

79 S. Wagner says about the knowledge: "In den Hodajot pragt sich ein streng theologisches Erkenntnis-
prinzip aus: Nichts wird erkannt ohne deinen Willen (X 9[XVIII 9])" (S. Wagner, 1/i~ 242). This statement (es

pecially on the background of the elaboration of the idea in 1QS which seems to be the direction in which the 
idea in 1 QH develops too) misses the point that knowledge according 1 QS and I QH is not an entirely intellectual 
process or action in a platonic sense, but affects the status, the nature of the person receiving and using it, and 
hence is an existential act before and in relation to God According to l QS this existential act affects the whole 
Community: it transfers the Community to the divine sphere where God dwells, and hence defines the status of 
the Community in relation to God. 

Wagner also concludes that the consequences of knowledge must be deeds, i.e the circulation of the 
knowledge ("Verklindigung" (ibid., 248)). This is a misinterpretation. The aim of the knowledge received from 
God is first of all concerned with the Community's acquisition of special status before God. As the "bridge" be
tween God and the rest oflsrael (cf pp. 51-58), the Community relates also to the "outside world", but this rela
tionship is passive, and a "nach-auJ3en-dringen" (ibid., 248) of the knowledge of the Community can only be 
understood within this context 
w W.D. Davies claims that knowledge in the scrolls "is often not so much intellectual as practical: it is not 
so much understanding as obedience" (W D. Davies, Christian Origins and .Judaism [London: Darton, Longman 
& Todd, 1962] 140). Against Davies, knowledge in the scrolls has a practical side It is a means of ensuring that 
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members of the Community possess of aspects of God's nature, which does not primarily in-

dicate that they claim to be in a sphere other than the world. This understanding of knowl-

edge is similar to the HB portraying humans' approach to God, while remaining in their world 

at a distance from God. Knowledge according to l QH does not primarily seem to be a means 

for the Community as a whole to receive/earn a special status before God. According to 1 QH, 

knowledge serves to engage in a special personal relationship with God. In this respect, lQH 

follows the biblical concept of knowledge more closely than 1 QS. Hence, it indicates a 

uniqueness of the members of the Community, but remains within the border of "personal be-

lief'. ln 1 QS, however, the emphasis is different. Here, the authors focus on the divine origin 

of the knowledge which is passed on to the members of the Community by God. And this not 

only affects the personal relationship of each member with God, but the status and the quality 

of the whole Community in relation to God81 According to lQS, the Community qualifies to 

the Community has necessary equipment to acquire and retain its status before God. This includes every aspect of 
the daily life in the Community in relation to God. Knowledge is, therefore, to the same degree intellectual as it is 
practical, or "understanding" as it is obedience, because as gift from God and special insight it makes prefect be
haviour "practically" possible. The divine knowledge enables the individual in the Community to observe God's 
will perfectly. 

Also the :I~ (i e the intellect, see above) language suggests that knowledge has a practical side (cf also 

G. Molin, Die So/me des Lichtes. Zeit wui Stellung der Handschriften vom Tolen Meer [Wienl Mi.inchen: Verlag 
Herold, 1954] 119) 

W.O. Davies also finds an "ethical nuance" (W D Davies, Christian Origins and Judaism [London 
Darton, Longman & Todd, 1962] 140) of knowledge as one of its main characteristics. But according to lQS 
and I QH, knowledge is a means to improve the Community status in relation to God. It is, hence, limited to the 
Community and, therefore, hardly "ethica1 11 Only as much as it is used to structure life amongst the members of 
the Conununity it may be called "ethical". 
~~ Unfortunately not distinguishing between the different understandings of "knowledge" in the different 
scrolls, Cook (E.M. Cook, What Did the Jews of Qumran Know about God and How Did They Know i(? Revela
tion and God in the Dead Sea Scrolls, in: AJ. Avery-Peck/ J. Neusner/ B.D. Chilton, Judaism in Late Antiquity. 
!'art Five. The Judaism r?f Qumran: A Systematic Reading of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Volume 2: World View, 
Comparing Judaisms [Handbook of Oriental Studies vL 57; Lei den/ Boston/ Koln Brill, 200 I] 3-22) notices that 
God passes knowledge on to the Community and that this knowledge becomes an attribute of the Yahad. But he 
does not see that there are three aspects of knowledge that are crucial to understand this concept. Knowledge ac
cording to lQS/H is a) God's knowledge, b) God's gift to the Community, and c) the Yahad's knowledge. Cook 
emphasises the knowledge of the Community as revelation, and comes to the conclusion that the perception of 
God's revelation by the Community is an intellectual act, i.e. knowledge (cf especially ibid. 3,6f). In doing so, he 
is using an understanding of knowledge which is based primarily on Greek philosophy; and he does not see that 
the concept of knowledge as represented in 1 QS/H reflects a completely different understanding of the matter. 
Here, the emphasis lies not on the human act lif knowing (by the members of the Community), but on the being 
with God thrm1gh knowledge knowing as such. Knowledge is a gift from God. It is divine in origin and transfers 
this divine quality to the Community. In doing so, it links the Yahad with God through its nature. The act of 
knowing is only secondarily important. 
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accommodate Divine presence. Twice in I QS this qualification is defined. First, the Commu-

nity is understood in terms of a heavenly and/or Temple-like Community which locates it in a 

divine sphere where God Himself is present. Second, the adoption and development of the 

idea of knowledge related to the paradise and Fall is another attempt of the authors of 1 QS to 

demonstrate that this Community has a special quality in relation to God that allows them to 

accommodate Divine presence in their midst. Hence, although life in the Community under-

lies the process of becoming perfect and, therefore, improving the quality of the Community 

and its relationship with God, the quality received through and as a consequence of divine 

knowledge of the Community already qualifies it to accommodate Divine presence82 

~ 2 Especially at the early stages ofDSS scholarship kno\vJedge, as understood in the scrolls, \Vas seen as a 
condition of the salvation of the Community K.G. Kuhn (KG Kuhn, Die Seklenschrijtenund die iranischt> Re
ligion [ZThK 49, 1952] 306) points out that members ofthe Community can only participate in the "Heil" of the 
Community through this knowledge and defines the knowtedge in the scrolls elsewhere in the sense that it has 
"den Sinn des Besitzes von besonderen Kenntnissen anthropologischer, eventuell auch kosmologischer, jedenfalls 
aber soteriologischer Art, des Besitzes also von Kenntnissen i.iber gottliche Heilstatsachen, die geheim oder doch 
jedenfalls auf den festumrissenen Kreis einer Gemeinde begrenzt sind und die zu besitzen eben das religiose Heil 
gewahrleistet" (KG Kuhn, Die in f'alastina gefundenen hehraischen Texle und das Neue Testamenl [ZThK 47, 
1950] 192-211, 203f} H. Ringgren also, although he sees, discussing I QH XII 23 and XIV 18f, that knowledge 
is a means by which man can come close to God (H. Ringgren, The Faith £?1 Qumran Theology of the Dt>ad Sea 
Scrolls [New York Crossroad, 1995] 114), concludes that "the emphasis lies on( .. ) God's plan for salvation" 
(ibid , 117) and that the knowledge of the Community is "a way of salvation" (ibid , 119) 

But the above analyses have shown that knowledge is a means by which, according to the claims of 
I QS, the Community can get closer to God This desire and claim of the Community to reach this special status is 
a present one. The concept of salvation, on the other hand, always aims at a future achievement. But knowledge 
is an aspect which is, according to I QS, part of a development of the Community towards perfection The differ
ence between this development of which knowledge is a part and a salvation process lies in the following points 
a) The Conununity is already very advanced in getting close to God. b) According to their teachings, getting 
closer to God depends to a much greater extent on their own teachings than on God Himsel( which is what the 
concept of salvation suggested. c) The emphasis in the scrolls lies on the members preparing the Community for 
God's presence through perfectionism, and not on a forgiving act ofjustification of God d) According to the 
scrolls, the aim of the process of perfectionism seems to be a perfect relationship with God that amounts to the 
immanent presence of God in the Community, not in the justification of the individual 

This means that knowledge is part of a process of development of the Community; but this process is 
entirely different from a "salvation" process as we know it, especially from the NT. 
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4.:J1t) 

We now turn to yet another significant word that has to be investigated regarding the Divine 

presence in I QS and 1 QH: :J1t). The difficulty that arises when investigating the meaning of 

:J1t) in lQS!H is that, on the one hand, it represents one of those aspects of the relationship 

between God and the Community that we discuss in this part ofthis study: :J1t) represents an 

action of God towards the Community; as a gift of God it changes the nature of the Yahad in 

relation to God. But, on the other hand, :J1t) represents already an element that also describes 

life in the Community in relation to God. Because :J1t) has these two aspects of meaning, I 

will analyse it here hoping that this investigation will not only describe the meaning of ::J1t) 

in detail, but also explain the interrelation between God's actions towards the Community, 

the Community's changed nature, and life in the Community. Through His gifts, God gives 

the Community a special potential in relation towards Him which manifests itself in a special 

life in the Community. This life reflects and improves the Community's special relationship 

with God. 

The authors of the HB and I QS/H use :J1t) to describe life as led by an Israelite, and life in 

the Community in relation to God. This, in both cases, indicates a certain understanding of 

the Divine presence. But these understandings differ from each other, since the idea of :J1t) 

has been modified in the scrolls. 

The investigation of :J1t) is also significant because it occurs in lQS I 2, in a phrase which is 

crucial for the understanding of the Community in relation to God: 
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Right at the beginning of the scroll (the "programme" of the Community), this phrase occurs 

in the context of the word combination ',N toii", which refers to the purpose of the 

Community and means to live in the Community in relation to God, as analyses above 

showed. 1 And although the text of the Ms. between this word combination and the phrase 

1"Jtl', ifO"iT1 .:l1t-'iT n1tol1', is not certain, the latter defines life in the Community and its 

purpose in relation to God too 2 A significant aspect of this life is "to do good" (n1tvl1" 

:J11:JiT). And, since this "doing good" takes place "before God" (1"Jtl',)3
, it is linked with the 

question of the Divine presence. 

4.1. HB 

Because a detailed analysis of the word in the HB is beyond the scope of this study;~ J will 

confine mention to significant notions of :J1t.J in the HB with respect to the Divine presence 

in comparison with 1 QS and l QH. It is important to note that I will have, therefore, to focus 

on those aspects of the usage of :J1t.J that are important in the eyes of the authors of the 

scrolls. 

::11t.J is a word in the HB that is used very often, 741 times,5 throughout the canon. Hence, 

authors writing throughout the history of Israel used :J1t.J, which means that the occurrences 

Cf pp. 23-29. 
Leaney in his book on IQS does not seethe significance ofthis phrase at all (AR.C. Leaney, lhe Rule 

lif Qumran and its lvfeaning. Introduction, Translation and Commentary [London: SCM Press L TO, 1966] 
63, 120) 
2 The same function of the word combination and the phrase is indicated by the fact that both are intro-
duced by " followed by an infinitive. 

On .,:l!:h in 1QS I 2 see pp. 194-205. 

Cf. alsoDtn. 6:18; 12:28; 2.Chr. 31:20; andEccl 2:26. 
For literature see especially I. Hover-Johag, art. ~?V(TDOT V, 1986), 296f 

738 times in Hebrew, 3 times in Aramaic (I. Hover-Johag, art . ..,j?V(TDOT V, 1986), 303; H.J. Stoebe, 
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of :lit! in the HB must reflect its history. :11tl in the HB occurs with many nuances.6 In 

general :11tl is used as both noun, adjective, and verb (:It!.,). The meaning which is 

significant at this point is "good", "goodness", or "being good". 7 That means that :11tl or :It!., 

qualifies a thing, a person, or an action. :11tl classifies objects in two ways: it gives them the 

quality :11tl, and it usually sets the object into a satisfYing relation to an outside person or 

institution. 8 

As regards the comparison with the scrolls, it is important to note that the usage and meaning 

of :11tl in the HB is tied up with the creation story ( cf. Gen. 1:1 ,4, 10, 12,18,21 ,25,3 1 ). :J1tl 

comes from God and through God into the creation. It qualifies the creation. This is a notion 

that :J1tlloses neither in 1 QS nor in 1QH. 

Although :ntl comes from the creating God into the creation, it is then used in the HB 

qualifying objects in two different contexts: a secular one, and one in connection with God. 

This is a distinction within the usage of :11tl in the HB which remains significant for the use 

of the word in 1 QS and 1 QH. 

In the first context, :11tl is used describing human matters. Things,9 persons, 10 and actions are 

described as being :11tl. This is very frequent, 11 and occurs especially in Proverbs and 

Kohelet (but cf. also Gen. 26:29; Ex. 30:7; l.S. 1 :23; 14:36,40; 2.S. 17:14 and on many more 

occasions). 

art . .:?V [TLOT II, 1997], 487). 

HJ. Stoebe, art. -770[TLOT II, 1997], 487. 

H.J Stoebe calls this meaning "religioethical" (HI. Stoebe, art. .. :no [TLOT II, 1997], 492) which 

seems to be the most significant one with respect to the scrolls. 
8 I. Hover-Johag calls the usage of :I,~ "utilitarian" (I. Hover-Johag, art . .:10 [TDOT V, 1986], 304) 

Cf Gen. 40: 16; Ex. 18: 17; Dtn Il4; l.S. 9: 10; 2.S. 17 7; etc. 

II 

Cf Gen. 24: 16; 26 7; 1. S. 16:22; 2 S. 112; I K 1 :6; Dan. 14.; etc. 
Cf I. Hover-Johag, art. .:?V(TDOT V, 1986), 304ff 
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In connection with God, .:J,tJ is used as an attribute of God (cf. Ps. 16:2; 25:8; 34:9; 86:5; 

119:68, 122; 135:3; 145:9; Lam. 3:25; 2.Chr. 30: 18)-' 2 This attribute effects human beings, but 

only those who do the will of God (cf Ps. 73:1; 145:9; Lam. 3:25f.). Doing the will of God 

means to act and live in humility before God in the hope that His goodness would affect 

people, or in the thankfulness that it has done so. Most of the time, the HB is talking in this 

respect about the individual righteous who experience :J,tJ. "The notion of Yahweh as the 

source of human well-being and prosperity is developed most extensively in the thanksgiving 

and historical psalms, as well as in Jeremiah (Jer. 15:11; 17:6; 33: ll; 44:17; etc.)." 13 Ps. 

118:8,9 expresses this idea too. According to these verses, :J,tJ describes the benefit to those 

who are close to God. 14 It tells in what way the status of people changes when their life can 

be called :J,tJ in relation to God. 

As will be shown below in detail, it is this status, this idea of life of humans doing :J,tJ and 

having .:J,tJ in relation to God, that the authors of 1 QS and 1 QH adopted, but changed 

significantly. 15 

4.2. lQS 

In comparison with the HB, it is interesting to note that in 1 QS the word occurs only nine 

times. 16 But these nine occurrences show that the meaning of :J,tJ in the scrolls is the result 

12 Ibid,314. 
13 Ibid., 314. 
14 Ps. 118:8,9 "it is good to take refuge in JHWH". 
10 A closer investigation of the usage of ::m.J in the HB shows that, where it occurs in connection with 

God, it is often used with the following words i1,il", "~.J!:l~ (''.J.,l'::l), irD.,, ~;:)rD, l'i, p~i, i1rDl7, 171.,, ~.,.,, 
and rD::l.J. Most ofthese turn out to be significant for the understanding of the idea of Divine presence in the 

scrolls. 
16 I 2,5; II 3,24; IV 3,26; X 12,18; XI 14 (cf K.G. Kuhn, Konkordanz, 79 and J.H. Charlesworth, Graphic 
Concordance, 132, 194,260). 
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of a consciOus usage of the word by the authors. Although, from the perspective of the 

authors of the scrolls, :ntJ in the HB has two basic senses - the secular and the one in 

connection with God - it nevertheless provides a wide scope of nuances. 17 In 1 QS, however, 

we find that :J1tJ has one function within the teachings of the scroll and has, therefore, a 

coherent meaning. Hence, it seems likely that the usage and meaning of :J1tJ has been 

constructed purposefully in 1QS by modifying HE-material, and has not been developed by 

chance. 

lQS and IQH do not adopt the usage of :J1tJ in the secular sense at all. :J1tJ in these scrolls 

is only used in connection with God. :J1tJ, according to 1 QS, plays a major role in the 

relationship between God and the members (l the Community. rt describes, or even defines, 

life in the Community in relation to God ( cf. especially 1 QS X 12 below). 18 

In this sense, three aspects of the meaning of :J1tJ can be found in 1 QS: :J1tJ as an attribute 

of God (1.), .J1tJ as a gift from God to the members ofthe Community (2.), and :J1tJ defining 

life in the Commtmity in relation to God; :J1tJ the aim and purpose of the Community (3.). 

17 I. Hover-Johag, art . .=?O(TDOT V, 1986), 303f 

IR This major aspect of ::11~ has not been recognised in the scholarly literature. In the few articles and 

books on the subject, ::11~ is mentioned and defined often in relation to the Dualism of Good and Evil, or Dark

ness and Light (cf I. Hover-Johag, art . .=?O(TDOT V, 1986) 316£; F. Notscher, Zur Theo!ogischen Temti

nologie der Qumran-Texte [BBB 1 0; Bonn: Peter Hanstein Verlag G.M.B.H., 1956]; F. Notscher, Gotteswege 
und Menschenwege in der Bihelund in Qumran [BBB 15; Bonn: Peter Hanstein Verlag G.MBH, 1958]). R 
Gordis narrows it even further down and claims that the phrase "knowing good and evil" means the "natural and 
unnatural" aspects of sexual experiences (R. Gordis, The Knowledge C?f Good and Evil in the Old Testamellf and 
the Qumran Scrolls [JBL 76, 1957] 123-138) It has not been noted that :11~ as a positive quality (cf 1QS I 2 

where the phrase irD.,, ::110 occurs. not l'i1 ::110), depends on God and humans, and defines life in the Com

munity in relation to God. As such ::110 on its own plays a significant role in the teachings of the scrolls which are 

primarily concerned about the unique relationship between the Community and God 
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4.2. 1. :J,~ as an Attribute of God 

In 1 QS, :1,~ occurs only once directly as an attribute of God, in XI 1419 But, as the 

following investigations will show, :1,~ as a divine phenomenon, which belongs to God and 

comes from Him, is the basic idea of its meaning and its occurrence in I QS and I QH. In 

1 QH, this sense of the word is taken over especially from the Psalms: :1,~, used as a noun, is 

always understood as an attribute of God, and often used in combination with the 

Tetragram.20 

Hence, the authors of the scrolls picture :1,~ as a phenomenon that can only be understood in 

relation to God. Doing good or being good is inevitably linked with God. This indicates that 

neither earthly affairs, nor simply ethical or moral behaviour characterising the life of 

humans in relation to other humans, is the centre of concern in the scrolls; but rather the 

relationship between God and the Community. 

4.2.2. :t,~ as a Gift from God to the Community 

The idea of :l,~ as something that God passes on to certain humans is already present in the 

HB. God's goodness influences humans. 21 God gives :l,~ or :1,~ things to the individual 

righteous.22 The humans' well-being depends on God. 

19 XI 14: "(. .. ) He will judge me in the justice of His truth, and in His plentiful goodness (1~1t.:' ~11~1) al-

ways atone for all my sins,( ... )" 
:•J Na. 1:7 ("lliWH is good, a stronghold on a day oftrouble; he protects those who take refuge in Him"); 
Ps. 25 8 (Good and upright (ii'D.,) is JHWH); Ps. 34:9 (JHWH is ~1~); Ps. 53:8 (God's name (l~rD) is ~1t.:'). 

Cf also Ps. 100:5; 106: I; 107: I; 118:1,29; 135:3; 136:1. Note also the phrase "the good hand ofGod" especially 
in Esra and Nehemia (cf Esr. 7:9; Neh 2:8 etc.). 

This use of ~1t.:' in the Psalms seems to be the Vorlage for its employment especially in the Psalms of 

1 QH, although there the Tetragram is not used (cf ~1tJ ~1i~ in 1 QH XV 30 and XIX 6, see below) 
21 Cf Ps. 21 :4 (God's "good blessing" for the king) 
'n Cf Ps. 84: 12~ 85:13; 119:65. 

Cf H.J. Stoebe, art . ..,j70[TLOT II, 1997], 493. 
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Generally, the authors of 1 QS adopted this idea. But they changed certain aspects of it 

according to their own teachings. According to lQS, the recipient changed. It is now not the 

righteous individual who receives ::J1t> from God as it is in the HB, but the members of the 

Community. According to the scrolls, the Community as a whole receives ::J1t>, because it is 

every member to whom it is passed on. Another point where the usage of ::J1t> as a gift from 

God in 1 QS differs from the HB is the way in which the recipient is described as relating to 

God. According to the HB, the righteous one stands before God in humility. He either hopes 

in humility for ::J1t>, or He thanks God in humility that he has received it. Doing the will of 

God is considered as an attempt to please God. The teachings of 1 QS say differently. Here, 

::J1t> is a means by which the authors of IQS demonstrate that the status ofthe Community in 

relation to God is unique. According to the teachings of the Community, receiving and 

having ::J1t> leads consequently to a special relationship with God. The idea of humility as it 

occurs in the HB in connection with :J1t> is no longer important. The emphasis lies now on 

the capabilities of the Community. 

Three occurrences in IQS come into focus where :n~ is used in this sense: II 2f; X 12, and 

18. In U 2f,23 .:nt> is part of a blessing according to which God is the one who blesses a 

member of the Commw1ity with "all good" (:J1t> (3) ',1~::1). :J1t> as a gift from God and as 

part of a blessing fonnula defines the relationship between God and the members of the 

Community and separates them from the rest of Israel. 

In l QS X 1 2, :J1t> is mentioned amongst a number of "names" of God. According to these 

lines, God is "my [psalmist's] justice", "establisher of my well-being", "source of knowing", 

23 In 11 3, :no occurs in a "blessing formula" of the Priestly Blessing: "(2) (. .. )'May He bless you with all 

("1;:::)~) (3) good (~10), and may He protect you fi·om everything bad (l'i "1;:::)0). (. .)". 
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"spring of holiness", "peak of glory", and "all-powerful one of eternal majesty". As a result of 

a perfect life in the Community, God is responsible for the "well-being" of the member of the 

Community. :J1tJ relates God and humans and, as such, refers to aspects of Divine 

presence.24 

4.2.3. :J1tJ Defining Life in the Community in Relation to God. :J1tJ the Aim and Purpose 

ofthe Community 

In both the HB and I QS, :l1tJ is used to describe life amongst certain groups of people, their 

aim and purpose, in relation to God. According to HB, :J1tl comes to those humans who 

faithfully accept God as the only God and as their personal God.25 lQS, on the other hand, 

understands the relationship differently.26 

In I QS, :J1tl represents mainly one meaning: it is used describing the aim and purpose of the 

Community by defining the quality of the Community in relation to God. This can be seen 

especially in the following lines, I 2,5; II 24; IV 3,26: 

Cf also X 18 ("(17) ( .. ) I shall not repay anyone with an evil reward; ( 18) with goodness I shall pursue 
man. ( .. )")where :J,~ characterises as Divine gift actions of the members of the Community. 

Cf. the "central confessional statement" (I Hover-Johag, art. :J70 [TDOT V, 1986], 315) in which ::l1~ 

occurs many times (lChr. 16:34; Ps. 106; 107:1; 118;1 ,29; etc.; cf also Ex. 15), and where it indicates this 
relationship. 

According to I. Hover-Johag the usage of the confession formula also points in the direction of the 
Temple liturgy and is hence linked with the presence of God in the Temple (1. Hover-Johag, art. :J?O[TDOT V, 

J 986], 315). This shows why :J1~ is used especially in I QH as it is and indicates its significant in respect of the 

Divine presence. 
26 It is interesting that H.J. Stoebe, when discussing :n~ in its "religioethical sense" (see above), does not 

note that ::l1~ describes the relationship between humans and God, but discusses :J1~ that is only possible 

"through the order to which the :J1~ declaration simultaneously relates" (HJ Stoebe, art. ::J?O [TLOT II, 1997] 

492) 
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J 2 

The phrase ,.,;,!:)", ii'O"'iT, :J,tJiT n,rolJ', in lQS I 2 is one of the most significant phrases 

in 1 QS regarding the question of the Divine presence. "Doing what is good and just before 

Him" represents the whole aim and purpose of life in the Community and relates the 

Community in its unique way to God, as we will see in detail in the chapter on .,;,5:)',.27 The 

usage of :J,tJ in this line, however, shows that "doing good" characterises life in the 

Community. The members of the Community use the Divine :J,tJ to transfer the quality of 

:J,tJ into the Community itself by "doing :J,tJ". In this sense, they give their Community a 

quality which is in a sense divine and makes Divine presence in the Community possible. 

The usage of two words in this phrase are interesting especially in comparison with the HB. 

a) In the HB as well as 1QS, :J,tJ in combination with the verb iTI'OlJ is used to relate human 

life to God. According to the HB, "doing good" fulfils the will of God. 28 It pleases God and 

allows Him to give good to people. Doing good means to be with God (cf. Ps. 14:3i9 JHWH 

will hear the prayers of people whose conduct is good (2.K. 20:3-5; cf. l.S. 3: 18; 2.S. 

10:12//l.Chr. 19:13).30 This separates the righteous from "the fools" (Ps. 53:2,4 (/IPs. 14:1,3). 

"Doing good" leads to a good relationship between God and the one doing it (Ps. 86: 17). 

In the scrolls, we find the same idea, but the authors of 1 QS ( 1 QH) changed significant 

aspects of it. According to the HB, :J,tJ iTI'OlJ describes people doing good to other people 

(cf. Gen. 26:29 or 1.S. 24: 19). This usage is missing entirely in 1 QS and 1 QH, which 

indicates that in the scrolls the relationship between God and the Community is the centre of 

27 See pp 194-205. 
's The phrase occurs in the HB often and has various nuances: for a discussion of most of these see I. 
Hover-Johag, art . ..:r?V(TDOT V, 1986), 308. 
29 

30 

"They all have gone astray, they are all alike perverse; there is no one who does good, not one." 
I. Hover-Johag, an . ..:7?V(illOT V, 1986), 308. 
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concern. Life of every member of the Community is solely oriented towards God. A direct 

relation to God seems to be, therefore, more important than correct social behaviour in 

humility towards fellow human beings, and consequently towards God. Correct social 

behaviour is part of living a perfect life in the Community, but it seems to be seen as a 

necessary means that enables the Community to reach out for God's nearness and presence. 

And, since the Community claims already to have a special status in relation to God, correct 

social behaviour is simply not as important as it is for the righteous according to the HB. 31 

Another notion missing in the scrolls is the notion of trust. According to Esra 7:9 and Neh. 

2:8, the Israelites put their trust into the hands of God: people trust that God will recognise 

that they are trying to act according to His will and that they wait in humility for His reaction. 

Such can be seen in Ps. 37:3: 

"Trust in JHWH and do good, so you will live in the land, and enjoy security" 

If the notion of trust is omitted, as it were, from verses like these, then "good" becomes a 

quality inherent in a relationship between God and human beings in which both parties are of 

more or less equal status. This, in and of itself, would permit human beings to draw close to 

the divine presence; and something of this kind is what we discover in both I QS and lQH. 

b) Since I will discuss "Jth in detail below I will refer only to one major difference between 

the meaning of "J::h in combination with ~1tJ in the HB and IQS/IQH. In the HB, these 

words are used both in connection with God32 and in a "secular" context.33 The scrolls lack 

the latter notion completely, which again indicates that the moral and ethical pattern of 

31 Against Dombrowski who identifies the Community's "doing what is good" with "proving their ethical 
character" (B. Dombrowski, Erscheimmg, Wesen und Ideologie der A!>:soziation von Hirbet Qumrannach dem 
"Manual qf Discipline" (JQS) [Paris Societe Nouvelle des Editions Letouzey et Ane, and Halifax: Atlantic Nova 
Print Ltd., 1971] 521). 
32 ~10 in combination with .,~.,!7:1 and God occurs in Gen. 19 8; 2.S. 3 19,36; 15:26; 19:38; IS. 3:15 

(i1!'Dli., ,.,~.,li~ ~1~i1); 1913; 2 s 1012 (,.,~.,li~ ~1~i1 i1rDli., i11i1.,1); 14:1. 
33 They are often used in connection with the royal court or a king (cf IS. 1:23; 14:36,40; 21 :23;; 2.S. 
19:19 (some Israelites),28,39; 2.K 10 5; 20:3). 
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behaviour between humans is not of interest anymore, but only the relationship between God 

and the Community. 

I 5 

In I QS I 5, the dualism of good (:111'.J) and evil (l'i) is mentioned: 

"(4) ( .. ) to distance oneselffrom all evil, 

(5) and to become attached to all good works (. )." 

The meinbers of the Community are supposed to desire and to do the fonner. :111'.J is an 

attribute of the Community in its relation to God. The appearance of :111'.J in the phrase 

irD.,iT1 :ntJiT1 rmDl'~ suggests as much 34 Doing l'i is something that separates from the 

Community and hence from the special relationship with God. l'i is an attribute of the 

outside world. 35 

II 24 

1 QS II 24 is the only occasion where :J1tJ is used in the context of a description of the 

Community as an institution itself: 

" For all shall be in a Community of truth, and good humility, 

and love ofloyalty, and a plan of righteousness, ( .. .) ... 

The context is the ranking of the members, hence the organisation pattern of the Community. 

This organisation pattern naturally serves the same purpose as the lives of the members in the 

34 This is the only secure phrase in contrast to 171, :l,t:) in I QS I 5 or IV 26, where the text is damaged. 
35 Although the scholarly literature stresses the dualism of good and evil as the most significant function of 
:l,t:) in the scrolls, it overlooks the function of :l,t:) as defining the self-understanding of the Community in rela

tion to God (cf. on Gen. 3 pp. 98-112). Whereas :l,t:) and 171 are used to describe the situation in the world, 

:l1t:) is used to define the Community. The "Kampf zwischen Gut und Bose" (F. Notscher, Zur Theo/ogischen 

Terminologie der Qumran-Texte (BBB I 0) [BBB I 0; Bonn: Peter Hanstein Verlag G.MB.H., 1 956], 79,93) 
does not, therefore, seem to be as striking a point of the usage meaning of:l,t:) regarding the Community as NOt

scher seems to believe 
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Community: the definition, the establishment, and the continuation of a relationship between 

God and humans whjch according to I QS can only be achieved in Qumran. :m~ n1Jl7 is 

one of the characteristics of the Community according to II 24. 

IV 3 

I QS IV 3 enumerates a couple of characteristics and aims of the Community. I:J.,~',1l] .:J1~ 

is one ofthem: 

IV 3 "(. .) it is a spirit of humility, long-lasting wrath, great compassion, eternal goodness, understanding, 

intelligence, great wisdom (4) ( .. )-" 

The authors of the scroll distinguish here between two different sorts of aims of the 

Community: the ones that are directed towards the outside world, the others that are 

concerned with the Community itself The aim directed towards the outside world is to 

"enlighten the heart of man". As we have seen, the Community serves as link between the 

rest of Israel and God. The one which is concerned with the Community itself refers to a just 

life in the Community which has a religious aim ("straighten out in front of Him all the paths 

of true justice"). 

JV26 

In lQS IV 26, the distinction between good and evil (l'i) comes into focus again (cf. IQS I 

5): 

"( ... )and has given them as a legacy to the sons of man so that they know good [and eviL(.)." 

The members know this difference. This line again might be based on Gen. 3: 15. The 

post-Fall knowledge is only given to the Qumran Community, which has still a pre-Fall 

status.36 This knowledge makes a perfect life in the Community possible. This perfect life 

-
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means "to do good". 37 To do good in this sense depends on a uniquely Qumranian insight. 

:J,t.J characterises life in the Community and gives the members the aim and purpose of it. 

4.3. lQH 

The range of meanings of :J,t.J and related words in 1 QH is almost exactly parallel with that 

analysed already in 1 QS. In this scroll, :J,t.J again occurs in connection with the idea of 

knowledge (VI (12,)17), with ''.'J"t':J (IV 24; VIII 2638
), and with 1',iT (VII 21)39

. But a 

difference lies in that whenever :J,t.J is used in I QH as an object (V 22;40 XV 30; XVIII 16; 

XIX 6,9,31; XX 21; VII 17; XXIII 23 top t it carries a suffix referring to God,42 and hence is 

used exclusively as an attribute of God. 

But where :J,t.J occurs as a subject in 1 QH (N 24; VI 12; VII 21; VIII 26), it defines the lives 

of the members of the Community, which is also its major meaning in l QS. The fact that it 

36 See above pp. 98-1 12 
37 Note that, Philo describing the Essenes in Quod Omnis Probus Liher sit, lays special emphasis on the 
Essense as "lovers of good" and "hating evil" (cf Vermes/Goodman, E.uenes, 22, 44). 

P. 22: "belief that the Deity is the cause of all good, but of no evil" (Philo, Qod omnis prober fiber sit, 
84) 
3 ~ A cording to Martinez/Tigchelaar, DSS I, 159 = J. Maier, Qumran-Es·sener I, 60: I QH VIII 18; K. G. 
Kuhn, Konkordanz, 79: IQH XVI 18. 
19 According to Martinez/Tigchelaar = J Maier, Qumran-Esseneri, 57: IQH VII 18; K.G. Kuhn, Konkor-
danz, 79: I QH XV 18. 

.J<J 

41 

42 

On 1':m see pp. 216-234 . 

= K.G. Kuhn, Konkordanz, 80: I QH XIII 16; J Maier, Qumran-Essener I, 53: I QS V 16. 
Some of these lines are damaged. 

v 22: 1::1,~:J P' 
VI 17: 1:::1,0 :J,i:J "nl'i" 
XV 30: iT::J:J,tJ :J,i:J 

XVIIT 16: iT::J:l,tJ r,,i:\:1. 

XIX 6 iT::J:J,tJ :J,i:Jl 

XIX 9 iT::J:l,tJ:ll 

XIX 31: iT::J:J,~', "n',n., 
XX 21: ,!:l~" iT::J:J,tJt,l 

XXIII top 14: iT::J:l,tJ [ ... ] ifa:J~. 
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also occurs in 1 QH four times, carefully distinguished from its use as an attribute of God, 

shows that the authors of the scrolls were giving ~1tJ this sense intentionally. 

As a subject ~1tJ in 1 QH represents the quality of deeds of members of the Community that 

satisfy God. It characterises, therefore, the way of living in the Community, hence the 

Community itself. Only life with this quality, this characteristic, and following this 

characteristic allows the members to have a special and unique relationship with God.43 

Thus we read in IV 24: 

"(. .. ) [so that h ]e can walk (l"i1) in all that you love, and loath all that [you] hate, 

[and so he can do (n1t!il7t,1)]44 what is good in your eyes CT:J"li~ ~1~i1)." 

Doing ~1tJ is doing what pleases God (l.,.:J.,l'~). Hence doing good is identical with living a 

life in the Community according to the will of God. 

VII 21 shows this same understanding of ~1~, but puts it negatively: 

"For they walk on a path that is not good, they reject your covena[nt], their soul loathes your[ .. t 5
, 

and they take no pleasure in all (22) you have commanded, but choose what you hate. (..)" 

Evil men conduct a life that is not ~1~, hence it does not lead to God's or their mvn pleasure. 

This line tells negatively what a life that pleases God must include: respecting the Covenant 

43 Becker does not see this function of~1~. He claims that ~1~, like iOri, i1ri""0, and 0"'-lrii refer all 

to "Gottes erbarmendes Handeln am SUnder" (J Becker, Das He if Gottes. Hei/s- und Siindenbegrif.f in den Qum
rantextenund im Neuen Testament [StUNT 3; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1964] 160). ~1~, accord

ing to this, would be exclusively an aspect of the salvation process of the Community which would lie entirely in 
God's hand. We have seen that, according to I QS and I QH, God enables the Community to participate in ~1~, 

but that the Community plays a significant role itself in living a perfect life and consequently in achieving a special 
status in relation to God. 

Furthermore, Becker claims that ~1~ refers to a "sola gratia sub lege" in a Jewish sense (ibid. 162). 

Becker's statement implies that gratia, as the action of God, refers to a divine power, whereas sub lege refers to 
the human, hence imperfect, attempt to live according to he will of God. We have seen on several occasions (and 
this seems to reflect a major aspect of the teachings of 1 QS and 1 QH) that 1 QS and 1 QH emphasise heavily the 
human action, i.e. the perfectionism in the Community, which leads to the new status, and not so much an active 
God leading the Community 
44 Restoration according to Martinez/Tigchelaar, DSS I, !52. 
45 J Maier, Qumran-Essener I, 57 inserts "[Wahrheit]"-
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of God, and fulfilling the Law. ::nt), therefore, is a character of a life according to the will of 

God. 

Although VIH 26 presents textual difficulties, this notion of ~1t) may be seen here also: 

"to serve you (li~1l'',) [ .. ]'16 is good in your eyes. Do not turn your face away from your servant,(. )" 

The word l.,~.,li'~ indicates that this line again is talking about actions of the members of 

the Community that please God. Since ~1t) occurs here in the context of i::lli', and the 

following text speaks about the relationship between God and the psalmist, it may qualify 

here as well the actions of the members of the Community and, hence, represent the aim and 

purpose of a life in the Community according to the will of God.47 

4.4. Conclusion 

1. The authors. of l QS and 1 QH have used ~1tJ in a way reminiscent of some of its 

occurrences in the HB, but also in ways which clearly go beyond the range of meanings for 

:J11:J to be found there. 

2. According to l QS/1 QH, :ntJ is divine in origin, and is communicated to members of the 

Community by God. 

3. Members of the Community know, and are able to do ~11:J. "Doing good" means acting 

according to God's will by living a perfect life in the Community. 

46 KG. Kuhn (lQH XVI 18) leaves a gap, and so does J. Maier (JQH VITT 18) reading: "Dir zu dienen 
[. ] Das Gute in Deinen Augen. (. .. )" 

Martinez/Tigchelaar suggest: "to serve you [and to do what] is good in your eyes( ... )", but mention also 
that the reading is preserved only "minimally" in the manuscript. 
47 Remaining is VI 12, where :::11t~ also is understood as the result of a life that pleases God. 
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4. Such a life necessarily entails obedience to the Law, the Prophets, and the Community 

rules. The "order" for all this is specified in I QS. 

5. :J,t) then defines the Community's aim and purpose (cf. lQS I 1-2). In 1QH, "doing good" 

leads to pleasing God, and so gives life in the Community its supreme meaning, since by 

pleasing God the members become close to Him. 

6. :l,t) in 1 QS and 1 QH is used to define a special quality of the Qumran Community in 

relation to God. Once they have achieved this quality by living perfectly, they are able to 

accommodate the nearness of God. 
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IV. Life in the Community in Relation to God 

In the first part of this study, we have investigated the nature of God and the actions of God 

through which He gives the Community a special status in relation to Himself But especia11y 

investigating the meaning of :n~ we have seen that these actions of God not only influence 

the nature of the Community in relation to Him, but also life in the Community as such. 

Through God, life in the Community receives a special nature and a special purpose, and be

cause of that it requires a special way of conduct in the Community. 

The special nature of this life is that it qualifies for nearness of God. That is to say, the mem

bers of the Community lead a life which in all aspects of it enables them to be near to God. In 

fact, life in the Community is understood as life in Divine presence. In this, the idea of life in 

relation to God is understood in a manner very different from the HB. In the latter, we find 

Israelites described as leading their personal lives which are affected by God especially 

through the creating act, their election, and sometimes their personal call. But these Israelites 

react to God's will; and are often described acting against it. This means that God is still the 

"distant one"; and life in relation to Him is only possible within the general distinction be

tween earth and God's dwelling-place. 1 QSIH, on the other hand, have a different picture of 

life in relation to God in mind. According to their understanding this distinction -the distance 

between God and human beings- has been neutralized in and through the Community. Life 

as such in the Community is possible with God and is lived in His presence. Life in the Com

munity has been taken into a sphere where both the Community and God can dwell. The only 

!dea found in the HB which might be used to explain this is the Temple. Israel would only 

tave the status of the Qumran Community (at least to some degree) if they all lived penna

lently in the Inner Sanctum of the Temple. Even Temple personnel, as described in the HB, 
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do not live in a relationship with God which is as intense as the one of the Community. They 

are still "outsiders" in terms of Divine presence. 

This special nature of life in the Community shapes its special purpose. Although God is the 

one who enables the Community to have a special status in relation to Him, it is the Commu

nity's task to foster, strengthen, and improve this special status by orientating life entirely to

wards what the Community considers to be essential, to improve their status in relation to 

God. In other words, every member has to live exactly according to the HB and according to 

the rules ofthe Community. Only if the members ofthe Yahad conduct such a life, will they 

prove themselves worthy and able to keep and develop their special relationship with God. 

But what is it that the members have to do? What kind of life are they supposed to live ac

cording to 1 QSIJ-I? 

Consequently, our next logical step is to consider those words and phrases which describe the 

Community and the nature of life in the Yahad in relation to God. 

1. 11177:) as the Dwelling Place of the Community 

First among these terms and ideas that describe the Community and life in the Community in 

relation to God is 11l77:l. 1 QS VIII 8f uses J1l77:l to describe the Community: 

11iiT~', C.,rDi1p rDi1p 11177.:! 

What does this phrase mean? What does it tell about the place where the Community is? 

W'hat does it say about the relationship between the Community and God, hence Divine 

)fesence? 
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1.1. HB 

In the HB, j1l10 occurs only 18 times. The phrase j1ii1N" t:l"fViip rDiip j1l10, how-

ever, does not occur. jil10 is used in a distinct way, and one can distinguish three different 

categories. 

a) In analogies, Jerusalem (Jer. 9:10), the towns of Judah (Jer. 10:22), Hazor (Jer. 49:33), and 

Babel (Jer. 51 :37) are mentioned as j1310 ("living places") of jackals. 

Na. 2:12 belongs also to this category, because here jil10 means the living place of lions. In 

Zech. 3:7 Jerusalem is meant. 

b) jil10 is especially in the Psalms used referring to the "living place" of a righteous man in 

JHWH, i.e. under His protection (Ps. 71:3; 90:1 ;91:9). 

c) But according to the most common usage ofj1l17:! in the HB, ptro refers to the "dwelling 

place" of JHWH. 1 This must have been the understanding of the term which the authors of 

1 QS have had in mind, because it is so obvious, so distinct, and so common. 

In this category, this "dwelling place" of JHWH is either understood as being in heaven (Dtn. 

26:15; Jer. 25:30; 2.Chr. 30:27)2
, or in the Temple (l.S. 2:29,32; 2.Chr. 36:1536; Ps. 26:8).3 

In the HB these locations are not strictly separated.4 

M. Metzger analysed this ambivalence in the HB in detail and concluded that "die Frage, wie 

sich die Wohnstatt Jahwes im Himmel zu seiner Wohnstatt im irdischen Heiligtum verhalt, 

wird im Alten Testament in verschiedenen Entwiirfen verschieden beantwortet"5
. He finds 

four different concepts of the problem. First, regarding Bethel, the holy place is "die 

It is interesting that I QS is using a term to refer to the Community which in the HB is definitely linked 
vith the Tetragram (except in 2.Chr. 30 27). 

H.D. Preul3, art. J?.V.O [ThWAT IV, 1984] 1029. 

In Zech 217 and Ps. 68:6, 1137~ means the "dwelling place ofJHWH", but is not further specified. 

H.D. Preul3, art. J'.V.O[ThWAT IV, 1984] 1029. 

M. Metzger, Himmlische und irdische Wohmtdtt Jahwes [UF 2, 1970] 154. 
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Nahtstelle zwischen Himmel und Erde"6
. Second, regarding the Temple of Jerusalem, the 

holy place ("Heiligtum") is the place "an dem der Unterschied zwischen Himmlisch und 

Irdisch aufgehoben [ist]"7 Third, the Deuteronomist develops the idea that heaven and earth 

are separated: "Das Heiligtum ist die SUitte, an der Jahwes Name anwesend ist, wahrend 

Jahwe selbst im Himmel thront oder wohnt."8 And finally, Metzger draws attention to Isa. 

66:1, according to which an earthly sanctuary for God representing God's throne or dwelling 

place is neither necessary nor even possible9 

1.2. DSS 

This fact that there is no coherent concept in the HB as to whether God's dwelling is on earth, 

or in heaven, or to some extent in the Temple, is precisely what the authors of lQS and lQH 

are taking advantage of. As seen in this study already, it is the method of these authors to 

adopt ideas or concepts from the HB which either occur there only a few times, or which 

leave plenty of room for interpretation. Describing the Community as j1l77:! allows different 

interpretations of the nature of the Community. It may be understood as simply a special 

(holy) place on earth, or as temple-like, or even as heavenly. In any case, the authors of 1 QS 

and 1 QH indicate by calling the Community j1l77:! that it exists in the nearness of God and 

might qualify for immanent Divine presence. 

In lQS, j,l77:! occurs only three times (VIII 8; X 1,3)10
. The usage ofthe word in lQS VIII 8 

is unique. Here, lQS develops the meaning ofpl7~ in comparison with the HB. 11 It describes 

ibid. 
ibid. 
ibid 
ibid. 
Agreeing with KG. Kuhn, Konkordanz, 126, but against MartinezJTigchelaar, DSS I, 74, the reading in 

QS Ill 19 has to be rvr.~ and not pvr.~ 

According to KG. Kuhn, Konkordanz, 127, rvr.~ is used three times in lQS (III 19; X 12; XI 7), and 

x times in IQH. Difficulties occur especially in lQS III 19. In X 12, it is used in combination with fD,ip (T'l17:l 
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the Community as "the most holy dwelling of Aaron", thus indicating that the Community 

was understood as a Temple-like Community. The appearance of 1,iilN suggests that too: 

the members of the Community are Temple personnel. PreuB suggests, therefore, that "die 

Gemeinde (!)[has to be understood] als Gottes Tempel/Wohnung". 12 This description ofthe 

nature of the Community is problematic. All VIII 8 suggests, and all other lines in which the 

Community is linked with the Temple indicate, is that according to lQS and lQH qualities of 

the Temple have been transferred onto the Community to qualify the Community to accom-

modate God's presence. But the Community cannot be identitied with the Temple. It is nei-

ther a substitute for the Temple, nor a new Temple. Carrying the qualities of the Temple, the 

Community is understood as a place that can accommodate God's presence. As in the J-IB, it 

is not quite certain what the nature of this presence might be. It definitely involves His per-

manent nearness, but in this case, it might even refer to His immediate presence. 

By contrast, in X 1 p110 is used in a completely different context. According to this line, the 

"dominion of light" (i,N n?rDOO) will have an "appointed place" (,p,n p110). i,N in 

1 QS X 1 might well indicate that a dominion of God is meant, because il'?rDOO occurs in 

rD1ip) (cf KG. Kuhn, Konkordanz, 127. Martinez/Tigchelaar, DSS I, 94 reads 1,3.70) In XI 7, T'l70 is again 

used in combination with 11:r:J: i1:l:l 1"310. These occurrences indicate that the "dwelling place of glory" 

might as well be the "source of glory". The impact of the usage ofT'li'O on our study is little, and a discussion of 

whether T'l77.:l or j1l70 was used is beyond the scope of this study (tor details on see H. Lichtenberger, Studien 

;um Menschenbild in Texten der Qumrangemeinde [StUNT 15; Gottingen: Vandenhoek & Ruprecht, I 980) 
12722) 
I H.D. PreuB, art. 77.Va[ThWAT IV, 1984] 1028. 

H.D. PreuB, art. J7.V'-'[ThWAT IV, 1984) 1028. Also B. Gartner, The Temple and the Community in 

?umran and the New Testament. A Comparative Study in the Temple Symbolism of the Qumran Texts and the 
few Testamelll [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1 965) 25f., 27. 

Weinfeld suggests that trip j1l77.:l refers to the group of"the fifteen" (VIII l) which "represents the 

~ct and as such embodies the ideals of the whole congregation" (M. Weinfeld, The Organizational Pattern and 
1e Penal Code of the Qumran Sect. A Comparison with Guilds and Religious Associations of the 
'ellenistic-Roman Period [NTOA 2; Gottingen, Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1986) 74) 
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1 QS three times (I 18,23; II 19) in combination with ~17.,~:1 referring to the dominion of Be-

lial, and in IV 19 along with the "dominion of injustice". i,N might in this case refer to the 

opposite of these dominions: to a dominion of God, hence a place where God is near. p17~ 

in 1 QS X 1 does not, therefore, seem to refer explicitly to the Temple or heaven, but to a 

sphere where God dwells. 13 

The appearance of i1:J':> 1,17~ in X 3 strengthens this observation: the lights "retire to the 

dwelling place of glory"- Since i1:J::> is a phenomenon that occurs often in the HB and the 

scrolls in descriptions of a heavenly- and/or Temple-like place and is used to describe those 

places where God can dwell, 11110 again refers to a sphere of God's presence. 14 

In IQH, 11170 occurs three times (XIII 13; XX 215
). XUI 13 presents 1,177:l in the general 

meaning of "place" or ''location". The psalmist praises God that He has rescued his soul from 

a "place of lions" (I'"l1"'iN 1117~:1), hence a place where the evil is. But in XX 2, p111:1 is 

used in a way similar to IQS which strengthens its meaning as a place of nearness to God: 

"(2) [ ... ]safely in the ho[ly] place, in rest and at ease, 

(3)( with the eternal spirits] in the tents of glory (i,:J::l) and salvation (iil11rD",). (. .. )" 

13 H. Gro/3, art. i::Jru!J [ThWAT V, 1986] 77 sees behind the usage ofil"rDDr.l only the idea "des 

Herrschens" and der "Verwaltung" (ibid.). 
4 Especially in the Songs of Sabbath Sacrifice i,:J::l is used as attribute of a heavenly sphere. Schwenner 

;uggests that j1l1r.l in the Songs is a "liturgischen terminus technicus" (A.M Schwermer, Gott a/.\· Konig und 

:eine Konigshen·schaft in den Sahbatliedern aus Qumran, in: M. HengeV A.M. Schwenner, Konigsherrschaft 
"Jottes und himmlischer Kult im Judentum, Urchristentum und in der hellenistischen Welt [WUNT 55; 
\ibingen: Mohr, 1991] 83). 
; K.G. Kuhn, Konkordanz, 127 has also Xll 5 (=XX 5) which does not read j1l1r.l (cf 

tfartinez/Tigchelaar, DSS I, 190). The translation of J. Maier, Qumran-Essener I, 103 does not clearly indicate a 
13.7r.l in the Hebrew text either. 
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The usage of pl70 in combination with f01ip indicates the divine quality of the place. 

"Eternity" and "glory" are again characteristics of the place which shows that the author 

speaks of a divine sphere. But the fact that the lines are not well preserved prevents us from 

determining whether this place is identical with the Community. 

The single occurrence of11l'O in 1 QM is significant, because there ( 1 QM XII 1) it is used to 

refer to the place of God's dwelling which might be identical with the Community: 

"For there is a multitude of holy ones in heaven and hosts of angels in your holy place (ii:I'Di1p 11:!JO:JY6 to 

[praise) your [truth].(. .. )" 

This usage, however, is problematic. On the one hand it seems to indicate that 11l'O in 1 QS 

refers to the Community as a heaven-like place. The members of the Community would be, 

in this case, amongst the holy ones and the angels in God's presence. But the following text in 

1 QM suggests strongly that this pl'o as a heavenly sphere is understood as being out of 

reach for the members of the Community. 17 Consequently, the Community is associated with 

a heavenly sphere in some ways. And ·this clearly indicates that the idea of nearness of God in 

the Community was accepted, probably even immanent Divine presence as in heaven. 

1.3. Conclusion 

It is not easy to determine the meaning of pl'o in the DSS, but a certain pattern is apparent. 

rn 1 QS VIII 8, it refers to the heavenly- and/or Temple-like place that is identified with the 

:::ommunity, and in X l it refers to a sphere of God with which the Community is linked; in 

According to JH. Charlesworth, Graphic Concordance, 78 and KG. Kuhn, Konk.ordanz, 127. 

1artinez/Tigchelaar, DSS I, 132 read ii:II'Di1p '?,:JT:J instead. 

1 QM XII 1-5 is a great praise of God and heaven with all its holy ones and angels. It represents the 
raise of someone or something that cannot be reached by a human under any circumstances. 
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1 QH XX 2 it refers to a holy place, and in 1 QM XII to God's dwelling, but whether the Com

munity is identical with these places is not certain. 

These findings suggest strongly that the Community was seen as a place within God's sphere. 

It, therefore, was understood to qualify for Divine presence. We clearly found indications that 

the authors of 1 QS, 1 QH, and 1 QM describe the Community by using 1il70 in a way that 

gives it the qualities of either heaven or the Temple. But it is not possible to detennine pre

cisely the nature of this presence. The usage of 1il70 in the scrolls, however, definitely shows 

that the Ya~ad was not simply understood as "substitute" ofthe Temple, and cannot be called 

"Community without Temple". Although transferring qualities of the Temple onto the Com

munity, the goal of the Community lies beyond the HB's idea of the Temple. As a place in 

God's sphere the Community is definitely understood to qualify for a permanent nearness of 

God. But this nearness goes as far as to inter-link the Community's existence with God's. The 

existence of the Commtmity, as lQS/H, lQSa, and lQM describe it, can only be understood 

within its special relationship with GQd that qualifies it for Divine presence. This gives the 

Yahad its right to exist. Some of the usages of 1il70 even indicate that the Community was 

understood as a place of God's immanent and personal presence. 
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The second word which we will analyse that is used in 1 QS/H and also other scrolls to de

scribe the nahtre of the Community and in particular the lives of its members in relation to 

God is i0l17:1. Meaning generally "standing place", i7:)l70 is used in lQH, lQS, lQSa, and 

1 QM, describing the standing place of members of the Community or even the Community 

itself in relation to God. This usage makes 10117:1 one of the most significant terms describ

ing the Community's relationship with God. 

· In order to detennine the precise meaning of i0l17:1, we will in this chapter not only analyse 

i0l70 in 1 QS/H in comparison with the HB, but also in 1 QSa and 1 QM and its translations 

in the LXX. The understanding of i0l17:l in the Septuagint reveals interesting aspects of the 

word's meaning in the scrolls. 

2.1. HB 

In the Hebrew Bible, i7:1l10 occurs only six times: l.K. 10:5; Ps. 69:3; Isa. 22: 19; l.Chr. 

23:28; 2.Chr. 9:4; 35:15. 1 The senses in which the word i0l70 is used in these six occur-

rences represent most of the meanings in which i0l70 is used also outside of the HB, as we 

shall see presently. 

fhe primary sense of i7:1l70 may be discerned in l.K. 10:5 and 2.Chr. 9:4 (10:110 

l.,n'itl.'O), where the visit of the Queen of Sheba to Solomon is described. i0l17:1 denotes 

Cf W. Gesenius, Handworterbuch, 446 and G. Lisowsky, Konkordanz, 841. 
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here: "the attendance"2 of servants (i.e. "standing behind ready to serve"), and the context in 

which i~l1~ is used is the royal court. 

In Ps. 69:3a i7:)t7~ denotes "standing-ground": 

"1 sink in deep mire, where there is no standing-ground." 

ir.ll17:) here means literally the place where a human being, surrounded by water, can put his 

feet in an attempt not to drown, and fonns part of a metaphor the psalmist is using. Here 

1~117:) is the steadfastness which a righteous man receives from God for his faithfulness. 3 

Three times i~l7~ is used in the sense of "function", "position", or "post" (Isa. 22:19b; 

l.Chr. 23:28; 2.Chr. 35:15)". As we will see later, these are the usages of i~t'~ which are 

the most significant in comparison with the LXX and the DSS. 

In Isa. 22: 19b a human being (Shebna) is pulled down from his position or function in a 

household by God (l0ii1" li7:ll7~0,). i0l70 in this verse is used in a "secular" sense as 

"function" or "post".5 

Significantly, according to l.Chr. 23, David is assigning duties to the Levites and the priests. 

And, since God will have a house in Jerusalem, it is no longer the function of the Levites to 

carry and move the Tent of Meeting, 

"For their place/position/function/duty shall be at the side of the sons of Aaron 

for the service ofthe house of JHWH (. .. )." 

Ringgren renders with "Aufwarten" (H. Ringgren, art. i!.:'..V[ThWAT VI, 1989] 203), Koehler/ Baum

~artner suggest "Aufwartung" (L. Koehler/ W. Baumgartner, Hebraisches und Aramdisches Lexikon zum A/ten 
estament. Liefenmg II [Leiden/ New York/ Kobenhavenl Koln: E.l Brill, 1990] 591 ). 

According to Ringgren: "Platz wo ich stehen kann" (H Ringgren, art. '7!.tt?[ThWAT VI, 1989] 202). 

L. Koehler/ W. Baumgartner, Hebraisches und Aramaisches Lexikon zum A/ten Testament. Liefenmg ll 
~eidenl New York/ Kobenhaven/ Koln: El Brill, 1 990] 581. 

Ringgren has "Stellung" (ibid., 203) 
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i0310 in this case is the "function", "post", or "duty" of the Levites in the (future) Temple in 

Jerusalem during certain services.6 

The remaining verse is 2.Chr. 35:15 where i0370 is part of a description of the celebration 

of the Passover. Within this description of the process of the Passover celebration i0370 is 

used to define the place where the singers are supposed to stand during a certain event in the 

Temple in Jerusalem ( v.15): 

"( .. )the singers, the sons of Asaph, were in their place 

according to the command of David(..)" 

The sense of i0370 here is very close to its basic meaning (i.e. "standing place"). It refers to 

a "post" or "duty"7 of singers in the Temple of Jerusalem during the Passover celebrations. 

The Jews at Qumran appear to have held I .Chr. 23 in high regard. Among the many features of this 
chapter which seem to have influenced the Community, the following should be noted especially. 

(1) According to l.Chr. 22, king David prepares for the building of the temple, but Solomon will build it 
(cf 22:6). Hence, chapter 23 describes the structure of the future temple. As seen already, the Community pre
pares itselffor immediate and permanent Divine presence by claiming that qualities of the Temple, hence author
ised by the Davidic Jewish tradition, have been transferred onto the Community. 

(3)V3: Mentions the significance ofthe age ofthe Levites. Especially according to lQS, the age ofthe 
people is a decisive condition for the membership of the Community and the right to perform certain functions 
within the Community 

(4) V.4: According to this verse we can see that everybody has his function in the Temple and so has 
every member of Qumran (cf lQS II 22; VI 1-8, especially 8-23). 

(6) V.6: Here again the strict organisation pattern of the temple personnel is mentioned, which we find 
frequently in Qumran texts. 

(7) V 13: According to this verse,"( .. ) Aaron was set apart to consecrate the most holy things, he and 
lis sons for ever to make offerings before JHWH, and to ·minister to Him and to pronounce blessing in His name 
or ever." This verse alone mentions three aspects that became crucial in the Community: separation from the rest 
1flsrael, life in the Community as permanent sacrifice ( cf. also 1. Chr. 23:31 ), and blessings in God's name. 

(8) V.30 Mentions praise to God every morning, and thanksgiving to God every evening. The similarity 
vith Qumran texts is twofold: firstly, praise and thanksgiving is essential for the religious life of Israel and in 
?umran. Secondly, according to both texts it is essential to pray and give thanks according to a certain "timeta
le" (cf especially the significance of regular daily prayer in Qumran). 

For this occurrence and for l.Chr. 23:28 Ringgren suggests "Stellung" (H. Ringgren, art. itJlJ 

fhW AT VI, 1989] 202). 
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The significant difference in companson with Isa. 22: 19b is that here again il':!l71:l in the 

sense of "post" or "duty" is situated in the Temple.& 

In the scholarly literature, 'il:llil:l is described in different ways. Apart from those scholars who discuss 

the meaning of 'il:llil:l in the Middles Ages who suggest that it is either a "council of elders" in a Sephardi com

munity or congregation in the West after the expulsion from Spain (D. Sperber, Ma'amad or Mahamad, in: C 
Roth! G. Wigoder ( ed. ), Encyclopaedia .ludaica, vi II [Jerusalem Encyclopaedia Judaica, 1971] 638) or a 
"board of directors of a Spanish-Portuguese congregation" (M. Schlossinger, art. Mahamad, in: I. Singer (ed ), 
Jewish Encyclopaedia. A Descriptive record tif the Histol}'. Religion, Literature, and Customs t?( the Jewish 
peoplefrom the Earliest times to the Present Day, vl8 [New York: Funk & Wagnalls 1901-06) 259; cf also J 
Maier, Geschichte derjildischen Religion. Von der Zeit Alexanders des Crossen his zur A1ifklanmg mit einem 
Ausblick mif das 19./20. Jahrhundert [Berlin/ New York: De Gruyter, 1972) 256), scholars can be divided into 
two groups: a) the ones who discuss 'il:)lil:l in the HB, and b) those who discuss the meaning of 'il:llil:l in the 

Rabbinic literature. 
a) 'il:llil:l in the HB has not drawn a lot of attention in the scholarly literature. E. and H. Eshel and S 

Safrai state regarding 1.Chr 23 28 and 2.Chr. 3515 that n1'il:llil:l "does not function as a technical term in the 

book of Chronicles" (S Safrai, Die WaJ!fahrt im Zeitalter des Zweiten Tempel.\· [Forschungen zum ji.idisch
christlichen Dialog, vl3; Neukirchen-Vluyn Neukirchener, 1981] 266; E. and H. Eshel, 4Q-171 Fragment I and 
Ma'amadot in the War Scroll, in: J. T. Barrera/ L. V Montaner (ed.), The Madrid Qumran Congress. Proceed
ings of the International Congress 011 the Dead Sea Scrolls Madrid 18-21 March, 191, v/.2 [Leiden/ New York/ 
Koln EJ. Brill, 1992) 617). 

b) Far more attention has been paid to the meaning of'il:llil:l in the Rabbinic literature. Unfortunately 

several scholars seem to use their results of the meaning of'il:)lil:l in the Rabbinic literature to explain its mean

ing in the HB Proper comparisons of the meaning of'il:llil:l in the Rabbinic literature with the HB, the LXX, and 

the DSS in order to highlight its precise meaning in all of them have not been undertaken so far. According to the 
scholarly literature, il:)lil:l in Rabbinc literature refers either to a "halt of the funeral escort on returning from 

burial for lamentation or consolation" (M. Jastrow, A Dictionm}' of the Targumim, the Talmud Bahli and 
Yerushalmi, and the Midrashic Literature, vi./ [New York! Berlin/ London: Choreb, 1926) 818), or to a group 
of men who are sent to the Jerusalem Temple as a delegation from the different parts oflsrael to participate in the 
Temple cult on behalf of their local congregations. The definitions of 'il:llil:l in the latter sense differ in the schol

arly literature in mainly three aspects. First, in the constellation of the group: are these men Levites, priests, 
and/or lay men? Second, in the description ofthe duties ofthe group. Finally, in the description of substitute cui
tic actions in the local congregations E. and H. Eshel state, for example, that the "basic meaning of Ma'amadot in 
rabbinic literature refers to the priests, Levites and laymen who must attend in the Temple when the public offer
ing (Tamid) is being sacrificed" (ibid., 617f ). J Levy suggests similarly and describes the 'il:llil:l as "eine Abtei

lung von Priestern, Leviten und lsraeliten, welche an den betreffenden Tagen bestimmte Gebete zu verrichten 
hatten, damit die Opfer wohlgefallig aufgenommen wOrden" (J. Levy, Neuhebraisches und Chaldaisches Worter
buch tiber die Talmudim und Midraschim. Drifter Band [Leipzig F.A. Brockhaus, 1883) 193; also G.F. Moore, . 
Judaism in the First Centuries of the Christian Era. The Age ~{the Tannaim, v/.2 [New York, 1971] 13). L.I 
Ervine even states that the 'il:llil:l as a group of priests and laymen is "a local ceremony held when a religious 

priest (and other lay representatives) officiated in the Temple during an assigned week (L.I. Levine, The Ancient 
Synagogue [New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 2000) 35). Another group of scholars suggests that 
the 'il:llil:l is only a lay delegation of the various local congregations participating in the daily offerings at the 

Temple to a degree possible for laymen (so CE Hayes, art. Ma'amad, in RJ. Zwi Werblowsky/ G. Wigoder 
( ed.), The Oxjbrd Dictionmy of the Jewish Religion [New York/ Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997] 430; 
M. Jastrow, A Dictionmy of the Targumim, the Talmud Babli and Yerushalmi, and the Midrashic Literature, 
vl.1 [New York/ Berlin/ London Choreb, 1926) 818; M. Schlossinger, grt. Mahamad, in: I. Singer ( ed ), Jew·ish 
Encyclopaedia. A Descriptive record (if the Histmy, Religion, Literature, and Customs (if the Jewish people 
from the Earliest times to the Presellf Day, vl8 [New York Funk & Wagnalls 1901-06) 259; S.Safrai, The Tem
ple [1976] 865-907, 873; E. Schtirer, The History tiftheJewish People in the Age ~(Jesus Christ (175 B.C.
A.D. 135, vl.2 [Edinburgh: Clark, 1979) 293). 

Concluding we can say that a detailed analysis of the meaning of'il:llil:l in the Rabbinic literature is 

much needed, but beyond the scope of this study. Especially a comparison of'il:llil:l in the Rabbinic literature 
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2.2. LXX 

2.2.1. Occurrence 

l.K. 10:5/2.Chr. 9:4: 

HB: I.K. l0:5/2.Chr. 9:4 1"nita~ ;~17~ 

LXX: 3.Reg. I 0:5/ Par.Il 9:4 Ka.i t~v cnaat v l.n toupyrov a.utou 

The LXX translates i0l7~ with ~ ataO't~. This suggests a literal translation of the Hebrew. 

Ps. 69:3: 

HB: Ps. 69:3 

LXX: Ps. 68:3 

This is the only occasion where the LXX translates i0l7~ with·~ u1toa-ra.av;. 

Isa. 22:19: 

HB: Isa. 22:19 

LXX: Isa.22:19 

0'£0)c; 0'0'0. 

Again the LXX translates iOl"?.:l with ~ ataatc;. i7.:ll77.:l and ~ ataatc; mean here "post" or 

"function". Both tenns are used in a secular context. 

with the DSS is interesting, because the Rabbinic literature describes Jewish congregations that have to survive 
without the Temple being available to them. The Qumran Community faces the same dilemma, only, of course, 
for very different reasons. But nonetheless, it would be interesting to compare the different solutions to this prob
lem. In both, for example, the reading and observance of the Law became highly important (cf L.I. Levine, The 
Anciellf Synagogue [New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 2000] 35). 
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l.Chr. 23:28: 

HB: 

LXX: 

l.Chr. 23:28 

Par.l23:28 on EO"tllO"loV au-rouq- E1tl XEtpa Aaprov "tOU AH 'tOupyEt v iv 

Ot K£P KUptOU ( ... ) 

In this verse a difficulty occurs. t:liOl'r.:l could be the noun i7:ll'7:l with an attached 

3.pl.m.suffix (meaning "their i7:lt'7:l"), or the part. Hof. with the 3.pl.m. suffix of ir.:lli 

(meaning "they have been put/placed"). In the former case the translation of the HB would 

literally be: "but/for their iOl'r.:l shall be to the hand of the sons of Aaron". In the latter case 

the literal translation would be: "but/for they have been placed to the hand of the sons of 

Aaron". That means that in the first case i7:lt'7:l basically denotes "standing place". The 

phrase implies that there is a "standing place" in the sense of a "function" or a "duty" for the 

Levites (cf. v.26). ln the second case, t:li7:1l77:l as participle, the emphasis lies on the fact that 

somebody does something with or for the Levites, placing them under the authority of the 

sons of Aaron. In this case, t:li7:ll77:l does not mean a "function" or "duty", but describes an 

organisatory action. But this latter option is unlikely, for in this case Oi7:ll77:) would be (as 

we have seen) a participle Hoph. ofi7:ll7, and this fonn is very rare in the HB, occurring only 

in l.K. 22:35_9 The structure ofthe sentence and the occurrence of the form C!i7:lli'7:l suggest 

)trongly that the former option, Oi7:ll70 as noun with suffix, is the better reading. 

rhe LXX translated 0i7:)li'7:l in a very distinct manner with icr-tllaEv a:owi>q-. It does not 

ecognise Oi7:ll70 as noun, nor as participle Hof., but uses 3.sg.m. Aor. Act. ofta-tllf..lt fol-

)Wed by the accusative pl. of a;'l)-r6q-. In this case, the verb must refer to David in v.25 as 

Cf W. Gesenius, Handworterbuch, 599; L. Koehler/ W. Baumgartner, Hebraisches und Aramaisches 
?xikon zum Alien Testament. Lieferung !!I [Leiden/ New York/ Kobenhaven/ Koln: E.J. Brill, 1990] 796. 
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subject (translation: "that he put them to the hand of Aaron"). The LXX uses the Greek verb 

which is the closest in meaning to 11:117. Although the translation of the LXX does not reflect 

the Hebrew, we can observe that the LXX follows the second way of interpreting 011:1171:1 as 

described above, in which case E~'tl)~Ev a.i:l'touc; would refer to a organisatory action in the 

Temple. According to the Greek text, David is placing the Levites under the authority of the 

sons of Aaron. The LXX avoids a Greek term which might refer to a "function" or "duty" of 

somebody at, or in, the Temple. The decisive point seems to be the connection ofi1:1l71:1 with 

the Temple. The 11:1171:1 in this sense implies an institution, the group of Levites, which has a 

function within the Temple service. 

The LXX seems to avoid this understanding of the 11:1171:1. In the LXX, the act of E~'tl)O'EV 

a.u'toi>c; is linked with the Temple, because in v.24 the Levites are described as working in 

the Temple. But the LXX does not recognise an "institution" of Levites at the Temple called 

17:1171:1 (in the HB). Is the LXX trying to avoid mentioning such an institution? 

2.Chr. 35:15: 

HB: 2.Chr. 35:15 

LXX Par.li 35:15 x:a.i oi wa.A. 'tcpooi uiot Aua.<p bti 'tllS u'tauEroc; a.i:>'trov 

The LXX translates here 011:1171:1 with it O''taO'ts a.\mov, and thus translates the Hebrew text 

literally. The singers have a 11:1171:1/~'taat; in the Temple when the Pesah is celebrated. 
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2.2.1.1. Summary 

We can detect the following tendency. As long as the HB uses the word ir.ll77:l in a secular 

sense, i.e. not in connection with the Temple in Jerusalem (l.K. 10:5 II 2.Chr. 9:4; Isa. 

22: 19), the LXX translates with -~ O"'tac:rtc;. Both terms can be explained through their basic 

meaning "standing place". 

When i7:ll77:l is used in connection with the Temple, the LXX translates in one instance, 

2.Chr. 35:15, with c:r'taot<;, in the other, l.Chr. 23:28, with the verb tO''tl"l).U. This may indicate 

that the LXX avoids c:r'tamc; where i0l77:l in the HB is connected with the Temple. The fact 

that the LXX uses cr'tamc; in 2.Chr. 25:15 may then be explained as follows: Either the LXX 

uses ~ c:r'tamc; because the emphasis in this verse lies on the actual "standing place" of the 

singers, not on the establishment of an institution, or the LXX avoids~ otcimc; only when the 

i7:ll70 is linked with the Levites, not with other Temple personnel (see for further details be-

low). Either way the evidence is too little to shed more light on the intention of the authors of 

the LXX. 

2.2.2. Translations 

2.2.2.1. 'H 1m6c:r'tac:ru; 

Although Ps. 68(69):3 is the only occasion where the LXX uses ~ um5cr'tac:rt<; as an equiva-

lent of i7:lt77:l, it is advisable to investigate~ U1tOO''tamc; as it is used in the LXX. 

Y1t6atac:ru; occurs in the LXX 20 times. 10 It stands as the equivalent of 12 different Hebrew 

erms and, according to H. Koster,ll is used in two different ways: either in its "etymologi-

:ally secondary sense" 12
, i.e. its basic sense as "standing", or~ U1tOO''tacrt<; "is the 'underlying 

F. Rehkopf, Septuaginta-Vokabular, 298. 
H. Koster, art. vJTdaraazq (TDNT VIII), 572-589. 
Ibid, 582. 
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reality behind something.' As the 'plan' or 'purpose,' or as 'that which endures,' enclosed in 

God, i>1t6cr'taO't~ is used quite precisely for a variety of Hebrew equivalents." 13 

The occurrence of~ u1t6cr-raat<; in Ps. 68(69):3 belongs, according to H. Koster, to the first 

category. And indeed, the translation of i0l70 with i) tmoa'tamc:; indicates that it was the 

aim of the translator to present a literal rendering ofthe Hebrew term. In Ps. 68(69):3, i0l70 

was understood in its basic sense: as "standing point 11 or "foothold". The Greek \moa'ta<n<; is 

understood in the same way. But, to call u1t6cnamc:; a "slavish rendering of i0l70" 14 leads in 

a wrong direction, and to offer only "Wirklichkeit" and "Standhaftigkeit"15 as denotations of 

im6a-raat<; in the LXX is not enough. 

We can conclude that i7:)l]7:) in Ps. 69:3 was first of all understood in its basic sense. But in 

the context where it occurs, it also involves to some degree a transferred sense. It is the "basis 

of life", or even "life itself', which is lacking if a person is separated from God. The transla-

tion of i0l7D with {moo-ram<; attempts to give the term a more "existential" meaning ( cf. 

the usage of~ {moa'taat<; throughout the LXX). This interpretation of i0l70 in this particu-

lar verse does not change the intention of the text, but simply "philosophises" the meaning of 

a Hebrew word. 16 

ibid., 582. 
Koster offers basically three denotations of unoo"tacnc;: 1. in the sense of "substance" (ibid. 580), cf 

)tn. 11:6, "immovable property" (ibid.), Job 22:20, or "basis of power" (ibid. 581), cf. Ez. 26:11. 2. in the sense 
1f '"reality' behind phenomena" (ibid. 581) as in Ruth l: 12. 3. in the sense of "life-plan" (ibid.) as in Ps. 138:15, 
nd "plan" (ibid.) as in Jer. 23:22; Ez. 19:5; 43:11. 
I Ibid., 581

91
• 

F. Rehkopf, Septuaginta-Vokabular, 298. 
The usage ofthe Greek word in the NT also indicates that the meaning of~ \moomcn<; was developing 

>wards this "existentialistic" sense (cf. W. Bauer, Griechisch-deutsches WiJrterbuch, 1526). 
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2.2.2.2.'H crt.cicrt~ 

'H crtcicrt~ occurs in the LXX 29 times. 17 14 times out of these 29 occurrences ~ crtacrv; 

stands for a word which derives from the root '1017 (i.e. ii017, 10170, il':)lJ ('omed), i0l7 

('amad)). Four times in the LXX~ crtacrt~ is used as equivalent of i0l70: III.K.l 0:5; Para.ll 

9:4; 35:15, Is. 22:19. 

a) H crtacrt<; standing for Hebrew words which do not derive from the stem i0l7 

Occurrence 

Dtn. 28:65 

Judg. 9 6 

Paral.I 28:2 

Parai.II 24:13 

Neh. 96 

Si. 36(33): 12 

Na. 3:11 

Ez. 1:28 

Dan. LXX. 6:7(8) 

Dan. TH. 6:7(8) 

6:15(16) 

I Mac. 7:18 

10:72 

III Mac. 123 

Meaning 

"standing place" for feet 

"boundary place (stone(?))" 

Comment 

Secular 

Secular 

"standing place for the feet of the Lord" Lord's place to stand. 
( ~"foodstool") 

"state" of the house of the Lord 

"standing things" 

State of the Temple. 

God made everything that is "standing on 
it". 

something that is standing somewhere. Secular 

"standing place" in the sense of hiding "Secular", similar toPs. 68(69):3 
place 

beams of light The fact that there is light at a glorious 
place (vision ofEz.). 

"interdict" or 
£0'tTJOIXI.l£V 

"ordinance" (?) cr-tacrt v Context: the interdict of Darius 

"interdict" or "ordinance" (?) cr-tlJcrat 
crtacrn j)am h KlJ 

"interdict" or "ordinance" 

"agreement" or "interdict" 

"standing" in front of somebody 

(?)"standing place" in the Temple 

(jurisdiction) 

Transgression of that which has been set 
which is 11 crtams (jurisdiction). 

Secular 

Secular use (no specific Temple-use). 

Cf E. Hatch/ H. A Redpath, Concordance to the Septuagint, 1286£. 
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b )'H O"'tacrt~ for i,~tr 

L'tacru; occurs in the LXX only once as equivalent for i,Otr, in 2.Chr. 23:13. Here the 

meaning of cr-tacru; is "standing place" of the king. The king has a pillar at the entrance of the 

Temple where he takes his stand in certain ceremonies. Hence, the context in which cr-tO:m~ 

is used is the Temple. 

c )'H cr-t<im; for iOtr ('omed) 

Occurrence 

2.Chr. 30:16 

35:10 

Neh. 8:7 

9:3 

Meaning Comment 

"standing place"/ "post" At the festival of the unleavened bread the priests "took 
their accustomed (1w'ta 'to Kptfl<X atl'tffiv) standing place 
according to the law ofMoses the man of God" (v.l6) at 
the Temple. 

"standing place" "When the service had been prepru·ed for, the priests 
stood in their standing place (position), and the Levites in 
their divisions according to the king~5 command." ( v.l 0) 

"standing places" Gathered together at the Gate of Water (l:l"'r.li1-il71:0, v.l) 

the people C?llsrae/leam the law while remaining at their 
places. 

"standing place" Israelites were assembled with fasting and in sackcloth 
and with dust on their head and on their standing place 
they read from the book of the law of JHWH their God. 
Again at the Gate C?fWater? 

13: II "standing place"/ "post''/ The house ofGod is forsaken, because the Levites had not 
"function" been given their portion; so Nehemiah "gathered them 

[Levites] together and set them into their post/function" in 
the Temple. 

Dan. LXX 8:17 "standing place" The place where Daniel stood after the vision. 

Dan. TH. 8:17 " (identical) " " " (identical) 

10:11 "standing place" (?) Standing place of Daniel(?). 

i)'H cr'tacrt~ for iOtr ('amad) 

~-t<im; occurs in the LXX only once as equivalent for i0l7 ('amad), in Jo. 10:13. Here the 

neaning of O"'tacrt<; is "place'': the sun and the moon stopped at their places. Hence the usage 

; secular. 
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e) Summary 

The significant occurrences of cn:c:Xcn~ for the analysis of iOl:'l':) in the DSS are those where 

a) it stands for Hebrew words that do not derive from il':)l:', and b) where it stands for 'omed. 

These occurrences show that the authors of the LXX use c:1tacns in a manner far more elabo

rated than iOl:'O in the HB. They seem to develop a phenomenon called c:1tac:11~ that is im

portant, especially at the Temple. 

a) Used for a Hebrew word that does not derive from iOl:', c:1tO:cns is used mainly in a secu-

Jar context (cf. Dtn. 28:65; Judg. 9:6; Sir. 36(33):12; I Mac.10:72; Ill Mac. 1 :23), and three 

times in connection with theological ideas, but still in a secular sense ( cf. Neh. 9:6; Na. 3:11; 

Ez. 1 :28). Four times c:1tac:1tS is used in a legal context meaning "that which is set", i.e. "inter

dict", "ordinance", or "agreement" (cf. Dan. LXX 6:7(8) and TH. 6:7(8), 15(16); I Mac. 7:18). 

But c:1tac:11~ is in these cases also used twice with a theological meaning which is significant 

in comparison with the HB and the DSS. 1:tac:1u; in these cases is used as "standing place" of 

JHWH (l.Chr. 28:2) and as "state" of the Temple (2.Chr. 24:23). These usages are signifi

cant, because they indicate that c:1tacrts is used in the context of the Temple, but do not seem 

to represent a usage as terminus technicus for a theological idea. Theologically interesting for 

the same reason is also its occurrence in 2.Chr. 23:13, where it refers to the "standing place" 

(c:1tacn~) of the king at the Temple during a certain ceremony. 

b) Three times c:1tacn~ is used as equivalent of 'omed meaning the "standing place" of Daniel 

where he stood during one ofhis visions (Dan. LXX 8:17; Dan.TH 8:17; 10:11). This usage is 

mique, because c:1tcXc:1tS is used neither in a purely secular context, nor is it linked with the 
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Temple directly. The place where Daniel is transferred to in his vision is the crtacrt<;, neither 

world, nor Temple. 

In 2.Chr. and Neh. the denotation of crtacrt<; is "standing place", sometimes in the sense of 

"function" or "po'st". 

Thus in both 2.Chr. 30:16 and 35:10 the subjects, 1.e. the persons who have a "standing 

place", are the priests, not Levites (!). 18 The place where the priests have this crt<icrt<; is the 

Temple, as in l.Chr. 28:2; 2.Chr. 23:13; and 24:23. Furthermore, the priests have this stand-

ing place at a certain festival or feast (2. Chr. 30: 16 during the feast of unleavened bread, and 

35:10 during sacrifices). And finally, these "standing places" or "posts" of the priests are 

authorised either by divine (30:16) or royal·(35:10) law. I.tacrt<; seems to refer to established 

states of affairs. 

Three further aspects ofcrtacrt<; in 2.Chr. 30:16 and 35:10 are worth mentioning. In 30:16, it 

is said that the priests have their "standing place" Ket.ta to KPLl!et. ai>trov ( t6 Kptj.tet. denoting 

"judgement", "sentence", or "lawsuit"). The BHS reads tJ!:lrDO here, which can mean "judge-

ment", "legal matter", "law", or "custom". This means that the particular function of the 

priests which is described in this verse is definitely an established one, authorised not only 

through the Torah, but also through other rules or custom. 19 As a result, i7:1l7 ('omed) in the 

HB must have been understood in the same sense, as an established function of the priests at 

the particular feast in the Temple, and the same applies to crtcicrtt; in the LXX. 

Which suggests that in case of2.Chr. 35:15 the LXX is using cr-tacns, because it does not refer to the 
,evites, but the singers (see above). 
) Another possible interpretation would be that it is the intention of the author of the Chronicles to re-
stablisb an institution, which had once existed, had gone into abeyance, and which he wished to revive by em
hasising that the cr-t&crts is based on the Law. 
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This idea is also strengthened through the use of the word i0l7 ('omed) in 2. Chr. 30: 16aa: 

O"'TOl7-'?l7 ,i0l7"'l This use of the verb i0l7 and the noun i0l7 ('omed) in combination 

might indicate that the author of the text is talking about an established institution. 

Another indication for this understanding of 1037 ('omed) and i) crtacn~ is the fact that the 

Hebrew and the Greek words are used in the singular, although the subject is always anum

ber of men. The nouns thus appear as collectives, strongly suggestive of an institution of 

some kind. 

In Nehemiah the situation is slightly ditierent. Ltacrv; is used here three times (Neh. 8:7; 9:3; 

13:11). Once (Neh. 13:11), cr-r&crt<; is used as in 2.Chr.: this verse tells us about a group of 

men who could not perform their duty in the Temple. Nehemiah gives them their "duty" or 

"function" back. l:tacrt~ is here again an established "post" or "function", understood as a 

duty in the Temple. But in this case it is not the priests who have the "standing place", i.e. the 

"post" or function", but the Levites. LXX ofNeh. 8:7 and 9:3 take the usage of crtacrt~ even a 

step further. Here, it is neither priests nor Levites who take crtO:crt~, but Israelites. 

The following picture of crt&crt~ in the LXX has crystaBised: Although the LXX does not 

seem to have a settled idea of 10310, it seems to develop an institution called crt&crt~. Peo

ple who can have a crt&crt~ are the priests or the Israelites. The place where it takes place is 

in the former case the Temple, in the latter the Gate of Water. Levites are only mentioned 

once as having a crtacrt~ in the Temple. The occasion where the crt&crv; takes place is a festi

val described in 2.Chr. and Neh. 13:11. It is highly significant, however, that in LXX Neh. 

~:7 and 9:3 the crtcicrt~ is connected with public reading of the Torah, when Israelites gather 

o take their stand, read Torah and learn it. When we come to examine iOt'O in the DSS, the 

nfluence of these particular verses will be apparent. 
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2.3. DSS 

This usage of i7:1l77:l in the HB and the LXX singles out the idea of '17:1117:1 as one that the 

authors of the scrolls can easily use according to their method: it occurs only rarely in the HB 

and its translation in the LXX signifies that the meaning of the term was not settled. The 

authors of the DSS can, therefore, change its meaning easily according to their own teach

ings. And interesting will be whether these changes are similar to the ones in the LXX. 

'17:1117:1 occurs no fewer than 30 times in lQH, lQS, 1QSa, and 1QM.20 The scrolls emphasise 

different aspects ofthe word's meaning. 

2.3.1. lQH 

'17:ll77:1 is used 7 times in 1 QH, but it occurs only once as "standing place before God". 

Three times (X 22; XII 36; XIII 29) '17:1177:1 is directly linked with the life of the psalmist. 

'17:13.77:1 is a metaphor of the steadfastness of the psalmist, and provides the psalmist with a 

great sense of security in his life. Significant is that in all these lines it is God who gives this 

sense of security to the psalmist. The '17:1177:1 is given by God to the righteous and godly 

psalmist. This reflects the meaning of'17:ll77:l as in Ps. 69:3. 

So according to X 22 the '17:ll77:l of the psalmist comes from God; according to XII 36 the 

spirit of the psalmist was established through God, and according to Xlil 29 evil things 

bother the psalmist and cause him difficulty in keeping his '11:1177:1. 

\ccording to XI 21, God ... 

"(21) (. .. )has cleaned a perverse spirit of great sin that it may stand at the standing place 

KG. Kuhn, Konkordanz, 127f; cf also J.H. Charlesworth, Graphic Concordance, 78,142,223,406 
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with (22) the host of the holy ones and that it may enter into the Conmmnity (. .)" 

According to this line, God cleans humans from evil, and thus enables humans to join the 

people of Qumran and enter the Community. The purification through God is the condition 

for humans to join the Community. The i1:)l71:) is the membership of the Community which 

depends entirely on an act ofGod.21 

In I QH VIII 13,22 the textual situation is problematic. The text before and after pi~ i1:)l71:), 

is damaged, and the only information we can realistically acquire here is that there is a 

"standing place of righteousness". 

In 1 QH XIX 13, i1:)l71:) occurs in combination with iT::)'\:J!J', and :1~.,, and refers to a place 

where a human being (!:J"'rll:) nl7',,M)23 is taking his stand (:1~"') at a standing place 

(i1:)l11:):1) before God (iT~"'j!J',): 

21 Ringgren sees here an "eschatological" notion and describes the meaning ofi~3.i'~ as "seinen Platz in 

der eschatologischen Gemeinde einnehmen" (H Ringgren, art. "7'-'.V[ThWAT VI, 1989] 203). 
22 = 1QH XVI 5 (E. Lohse, Qumran Texte; KG. Kuhn, Konkordanz) 
23 Line 13 does not have a subject, but refers back to the C"n~ n3.i'',1n in line 12. The term n11',1n does 

not occur often, neither in the HB nor in the texts of Qumran In both corpora it does not occur in combination 
with C"n~. In 1QH i13.i'',1n occurs twice: XIV 34 and XIX 12. In both cases E.Lohse (E. Lohse, Qumran Texte, 

t3 730 and 15551 ) assumes that this term in combination with C"n~ refers to the sinful and weak human beings in 

general (according to K.G. Kuhn, Konkordanz, 231, i1l7',1n occurs only twice in Qumran texts besides I QH: 

1 QM VII 11, where it is used in a completely different sense, and in frag. 53 I.). 
The occurrence of the term in the HB seems to indicate the same. The term occurs only 8 times in the HB (Ex 
16:20; Dtn. 28:39; Isa. 14:11, 41:14; 66:24; Ps. 22:7; Job 25:6; Jon. 4:7). Three timesthetermis used within de
scriptions offood or plants going bad (Ex. 16:20; Dtn. 28:39; Jon. 4:7). But in poetical texts nv',m is also used 
referring to human beings who are weak and sinful (I sa. 41: 14), who are in difficulty and fall like a worm (Ps. 
22:7), and who are in general understood as being like a worm (Job 25:6). In Isa. 14:11, the worms are even 
mentioned as the covering of a sinful (ungodly) human being in Sheol (i.e. the king of Babylon). The images of 
i1l7',1n emphasise the weakness, sinfulness, and earthliness of the humans. 

Hence Lohse is likely to be correct in declaring that C"n~ n3.7',1n is a paraphrase speaking of human 
beings in 1 QH XIX 13. 
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"that he takes his stand at the standing place before You with the host of eternity 

and with the spirits [of knowledge] ( )"24 

The meaning of i7:1l7?:l in this line depends on the verb :J:!;t.,_ As we will see in detail be-

low,25 :J~., refers to standing in the Community in relation to God. It means that the Commu-

nity exists in God's presence. Hence, :J:!;t., indicates a distinct and unique nearness of God. On 

a more practical level this means that "taking a stand" in the Community involves undertak-

ing one's function within the organisation of the Community and participating in the cultic-

religious life of the Community. Consequently, i?:lt77:1 refers here to a "function", "position", 

or "post" of a single member within the cultic-religious life in the Community in God's 

nearness. 

In 1 QH VIII 21 ,26 the textual situation is difficult, but E. Lohse27 reconstructed a text which 

allows an interpretation ofthe meaning ofi?:lt77:1, although its meaning is problematic: 

"]ir.ll" (13) 

(13) "with m[e standing place of [your] pl[ easure] 

which [you] have ch[osen] for those who love you and keep [your] co[mmand]ments." 

p~i refers in this line to the consequence of life in the Community as permanent sacrifice.28 

i?:ltl?:l is the function of members of the Community who live such a live as sacrifice. It, 

4 In 1 QH XIX 3 a new psalm begins. The psalmist is talking about his own situation and the praise of 
:Tod In XIX 9 he focuses on the "sons of God's pleasure" (iT~:l1::!ti ":l:l}; in line 10 he begins to talk about "hu

nan beings" (f01:l~) in general, and then, in line 12, he mentions the "worm ofthe dead" (C"ni':l m.7'?1n) who is 

aised from the dust (i!:ll"i':l C"ii'T") by God to the "[everlasting] council" ([C'?,l"] 110'?) 
Cf pp. 166-173, especially l72f. 
= lQH XVI 13 (E. Lohse, Qumran Texte; K.G. Kuhn, Konkordanz) 
E. Lohse, Qumran Texte, 169. 
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therefore, defines a very dose and unique relationship between certain human beings and 

God. 

2.3.2. lQS 

i7:1l11:l occurs in lQS only three times (II 22,23; VI 12), but in a most decisive way. In the 

rules of the Community, il':ll11:l means "function" or "position". Twice (II 22,23) il':llir.l re-

fers literally to the ''jimction" or ''position" of a man in the Community (in"). 29 

In U 22, il':ll11:l is explicitly used in this sense: 

"(22) ( .. )that every man oflsrael, should each 

know his standing place in the Community of God (23) for eternal council. (. .. )" 

Beginning at 1.19, the author describes the order in which the people of Israel will enter the 

Community. Within this order, everybody knows his function and position in the Community. 

i7:1l70 means this "function" of every member.30 

!R See on p!t'i in this line p. 61f. 

~9 Ringgren suggests that the meaning ofi'r.!l7r.l in lQS may depend on its use in IQM (H. Ringgren, art. 

i'-'.V[ThWAT VI, 1989) 203). It is more likely that the meaning ofir.ll7r.l in 1 QS, probably even in I QM, de

lends on its adoption and development from l.Chr. 23:28 and 2.Chr. 35:15. 
0 So also B. Gartner, The Temple and the Community ill Qumran and the New Testament. A Compara
ive Study ill the Temple Symbolism of the Qumran Texts and the New Testament [Cambridge: Cambridge Uni
ersity Press, 1965] 8; H. Ringgren, art. i!.:!.V[ThWAT VI, 1989] 203. 

Leaney claims a parallelism between the meaning of ir.ll7r.l in this line and in the Rabbinic literature 

<\.R.C. Leaney, The Rule ~f Qumran and Its Meaning. Introduction, TraiiS!ation and Commentary [London: 
CM Press LTD, 1966) 136), but does not offer a detailed analysis ofir.ll77.:l in those texts. 
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In II 23, the same usage of iOt'O occurs. i0l77:) is the function of a man in the iM". Every 

man has his function according to the "lot", and everybody has to take his function and can-

not act against the lot. 

In VI 12, the author uses iOt'O in a more specific way, to refer to a particular function 

within the organisation pattern of the in.,, but also to the qualifications of the member and 

their consequences. 31 The author is talking about a man "who has not the position of someone 

who questions the council of the Community": 

2.3.3. lQSa 

In lQSa, i1:!t'O is used as in lQS, occurring 4 times (117,22; II 5,15), and meaning "func-

tion" or "position" within the Community. 

According to I 17, every man of the Community is supposed to prepare himself for his i0l70 

to fulfil his duty according to his i1:ll70. In I 22, the author points out that every son of Levi 

shall be at his standing place (iOt'O) which seems to be at a door or a gate. i7::fSJO here 

means simply the location where the sons of Levi are supposed to stand according to their 

duty. 32 In II 5, i1:ll71:1 is used in the sense of a position or function within the Community. 

According to this line, a disabled man cannot have such a function or position "in the midst 

Jfthe assembly/meeting" (iiit'ii 1,n~). Finally in II 15, we are told that when the Messiah 

Leaney sees in this line reason to suggest that the n,i~l'I'J in the Community are parts of the organisa

ion of the Community referring to distinct groups of members (ARC. Leaney, The Rule of Qumran and Its 
1eaning. Introduction, Translation and Commentmy [London: SCM Press LTD, I 966] I 89f. ). Leaney transfers 
ere the meaning that ii'Jl'I'J has according to the most common scholarly opinion in the Rabbinic literature onto 

II'Jl'r.l in I QS, which unfortunately cannot lead to an accurate definition. 

Cf. also LH. Schiffman, The Eschatological Community~~ the Dead Sea Scrolls. A Study of the Rule 
f the Congregation [SBL, Monograph Series 38; Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press, 1989] 28. 
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comes everybody must sit before him in accordance with their "honour" and "position" 

(ir.lU~ ). So even in the event of the revelation of the Messiah, the order according to which 

everybody in the Community has his i1:ll77:l must be maintained. 

2.3.4. lQM 

Remarkably i1:ll71:l occurs in the scrolls with a meaning which cannot be found in the He-

brew Bible, with its basic sense ("standing place"), but in a context particular to this scroll. 

17:1170 is used 16 times in 1QM,33 12 times in a military context meaning the place were sol-

diers or leaders are supposed to stand in or before the battle (II 3; IV 4; V 4; VI 1 ,4; Vlll 

3,6,17; IX 10; XVI 5; XVII 11; XVIII 13).34 ir.ll71:l is the standing place or position ofsol-

diers in the field. 35 

But in 1 QM, i?:IUr.l is also used as it is in the HB or other Qumran scrolls. Twice (XIV 6; 

XVII 9) i7:1l71:l appears in the sense of the steadfastness of a member (~f the Community 

which is given to him by God alone adopting its meaning from Ps. 69:3. Furthermore, it is in-

teresting to note that only 1 QH and 1 QM use ir.lUO in this sense: 1 QS and 1 QSa do not. 

Il3; IV 4; V 4; VI 1,4; VIII 3,6,17; IX 10; Xlll 16; XIV 6,8; XVI5; XVI19,11; XVUI 13. 
4 According to Ringgren, ir.ll7 in lQM means "seinen Platz in der Schlachtlinie einnehmen" and "ir.ll77:l 

'ezeichnet dabei den Platz eines jeden" (H Ringgren, art. i.D.V[ThWAT VI, 1989] 203). 

Cf also Y Yadin, The Scroll of the War ~f the Sons (~fLight against the Sons of Darkness [Oxford: 
)xford University Press, 1962] 146. 

Although the usage ofir.ll7~ here seems to be a rather secular one, it is used referring to a "position" of 

1en in the holy war described in I QM i~l7~, consequently, has sacral connotations in 1 QM referring to "func
ons" of the members that are crucial for the "theological" development of the Community. 
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2.3.5. Summary 

iOt'O in the DSS is used in four different senses: 

1. i0l70 as steadfastness of the psalmist which is given to him by God ( cf especially 

1 QH X 22; XII 36; Xlll 29; 1 QM XIV 6; XVII 9). 

2. iOt'O as membership of the Community which depends on God ( cf 1 QH Xl 21; 

JQM xrv 6; xvn 9). 

3. iOt'O as position or function within the Community ( cf especially 1 QS II 22, 23; 

Vll2; and 1QSai 17, 22; II 5,15; 1QMXU 16). 

4. i0l70 as position in the battle field in the eschatological battle (cf lQM II 3; TV 4; 

V 4; VI 1 ,4; VIII 3,6,17; IX 1 0; XVI 5; XV11 11; XVIII 1 3). 

But no matter in which sense i0l70 is used, it always in these seroUs relates the Community 

to God. In fact, what was a rare term in the HB is now used in determining every aspect of 

the Community and its purpose in the world in relation to God. Without this relationship, 

without i0l70 in relation to God, the Community would not be able to exist. The Commu-

nity, its organisation pattern, and its individuals only make sense in relation to God. 

Within this group the iOt'O gives the individual steadfastness within his relationship with 

God. This steadfastness is given to him by God Himself i0l70 referring to the membership 

of the individual indicates that this individual in the Community must relate to God only. 

,Ol?O meaning a "function" or a "post" within the Community relates the whole organisation 

lattern of the Community to God alone. The functions and positions of the individual mem

>ers in the Community can only be understood within the religious life of the Community. 

1.nd this life is related to God and His presence as 1 QH XIX 13 suggests. And finally, iO:sJO 
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describing the post of warriors in the eschatological battle relates this post entirely to God, 

for it determines God's plans with the Community, and gives the Community a special and 

unique relationship with God. Consequently, i~l77:) changes the nature of the Community by 

giving it a special quality in relation to God. The Community is filled with His nearness 

2.4. Conclusion 

The authors of the scrolls employ again their method of adopting and developing a word that 

occurs in the HB only rarely and that does not show a settled meaning. In the case of i7:)l.77:) 

this method allows the authors of the scrolls to a) develop their own idea of 17:)l.77:), b) to 

adopt a few aspects of the HB-i7:)l.7r.l, and c) to authorise their idea of the i7:)l.7r.l in the Ya

had through the HB. 

This is why i7:)l.7l':l in the seroUs becomes a significant idea that determines the Community's 

relationship with God and, hence, describes the identity of the Yahad. As such it means the 

relation in which members of the Community stand to God: depending on Him, Jiving ac

cording to His will, and living in His nearness. 

This definition of the meaning of il':ll7r.l in the DSS is strengthened through the observation 

ofthe usage of the word, respectively o"taav;, in the HB and the LXX. Generally we can con

clude that the LXX developed the meaning of the HB-ir.ll?l':l into the same direction as 1 QS, 

which may indicate that the meanings of i7:)l7r.l/a'taO'l~ at the time when LXX and DSS 

Nhere composed were in dispute. But the DSS go well beyond the idea of i7:)lil':l/ataat.<; rep

·esented in the LXX, and develop a significant Community-centred idea that defines the rela

ionship between the Community and God. A few observations, when comparing the 
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meaning of 17.:1!70 in the DSS with the HB and the LXX, demonstrate this new understanding 

of the term in the Yahad and its significance: 

1. LXX follows the HB in using O"'tac:ns as an equivalent for i0l70 in a secular sense. Nei-

ther i0l77:1 nor O"'tac:ns are words confined exceptionally to the religious sphere. In the 

Scrolls, however, i7:1l77:1 is never used in a secular sense, but always has religious 

connotations. 

2. 10317.:1 has in the DSS always religious connotations, because it is used there to describe 

the special relationship between the Community and God. For example, the Scrolls go be

yond LXX in developing i7:1l77:1 in the sense of "steadfastness". Only once do LXX under-

stand 17.:1!70 in this sense (Ps. 69:3), whereas at Qumran this is a common meaning for the 

word referring to the special relationship between the individual member of the Community 

and God. The usage of i7:1l70 in 1 QM in connection with the "eschatological" battle, which 

can neither be found in the HB nor in the LXX, indicates this as well. 

3. Both LXX and DSS develop the HB-meaning ofi7:ll77:1 and both do so in the same direc-

tion; i?::lli0/0"'tam<; becomes in both a significant word to describe human beings in relation 

to God. This seems to be a tendency of the time when LXX and DSS where composed. Both 

refer with 10:!.70/0"'taO"tS to a certain established institution, a quality of human beings in re-

lation to God. In both texts, 17:1!70/0"'taO't<; refer to a "function" or "post" of certain men who 

:tre on duty at a place where Divine presence is possible. But they differ in certain ways. The 

)SS disconnect the 17:1l7r.l/O"'taO'tc; from the HB, from Israel, and especially the Jerusalem 

~emple cult. i7:1l70/0''tam<; in the LXX and the DSS refer to ditierent people and different 
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places. 36 The LXX refers to priests, Temple singers, and lay people, so to individuals of the 

people Israel who are privileged in as much as they have a special function where Divine 

presence is possible, hence in relation to God. The DSS refer exceptionally to members of 

the Community; all of whom have this special function in relation to God and can be near to 

God. The LXX mentions the Temple (cf. l.Chr. 23:28; 2.Chr. 35:1 5) or the Gate of Water 

(Neh. 9:3) as the place where special nearness to God is possible by having '17:1117:1/crtacrtc;. 

The DSS mention only the Community itself as the place where '17:1117:1 and hence this spe-

cial nearness to God takes place. 

4. But the DSS also develop the idea of i7:1l77:1/crtacrt<; represented in LXX in a sense. 37 We 

have seen above that the LXX seems to understand the crtacrt<; as a function of priests, Tern-

ple singers, and certain lay people, but not Levites. 38 In any case, in the LXX crtacrtc; is only 

possible for Temple personnel, for people who have a special relationship with God per se. 

But, as we have seen above, a means by which the authors of 1 QS!H try to demonstrate that 

the members of the Community have a special relationship with God is the idea that these 

members are understood as Temple personnel. In this case, crtamc; in the LXX and i7:1l71:) in 

the DSS are very similar phenomena, except that i0l77:1 in the DSS is entirely 

Community-centred. 

36 Another observation strengthens this theory, but it assumes that the authors of the DSS knew the tradi-
tions underlying the LXX. If the Scrolls were familiar with the meaning of~ cr1:acrt<; in LXX 2.Chr. 30:16 and 
3510, they deliberately contradicted LXX when i7:>l77:l/ lj cr1:ams is used referring to priests (see above) But, in 

the HB and LXX these "functions" or "posts" are described and authorised by either custom, or divine or royal 
law. Using the Hebrew word that refers to these "functions" or "posts" in 2.Chr. 30:16 and 35:10, the authors of 
the scrolls transferred the authority that stands behind these phenomena onto the phenomenon that they call 
17:>l77:l. 

On whether or not the authors of the scrolls knew the text ofthe LXX and developed some aspects of 
he meaning of cr1:ams in there on purpose or not, we can only speculate. But it is interesting that the DSS 
.eemed to have adopted especially the following aspect of the meaning ofcr1:acrt<; in the DSS. 
' Whereas the fact that the LXX changes the meaning ofi7:)l77:) may point to a quarrel between Levites, 

1riests, and Temple singers, the establishment of a usage ofi7:)t77:) such as in the DSS indicates that it is used and 

eveloped to distinguish clearly the Qumran Community from Israel, and from the Temple establishment as welL 
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3. :J~., 

The third aspect of the relationship between the Yahad and God which describes the Com-

munity and life in the Community in relation to God is :J~"'~. 

We saw in the chapter on i7:)l77:) how JQH XIX 13 turned out to be crucial for the under-

standing of the Community and life in the Community in relation to God. But in this line, it is 

not only the word j?:)l]7:) that is used to describe this relation, but also :J~.,: 

A man "stands at the standing place before you [God]". What does the verb :J~., tell about 

the understanding of the nature of this standing place and its relation to God in I QS/H? 

3.1. HB 

The meaning of :J~., in the HB is especially interesting in comparison with the DSS because 

in many cases it is used in combination with ideas that become essential in the DSS. AI-

though :J~., in the HB does not constitute a "concept" on its own, the DSS develop some of 

its meanings to refer to a major aspect of the Community in relation to God. 

:J~., occurs 48 times' in the HB in two main denotations: 1. "to stand firm" (cf Dtn. 9:2; Jos. 

1 :5; Job 41 :2),2 and 2. "to take a stand". Regarding the DSS the latter sense is the significant 

one. It occurs in this sense 25 times in the HB and can be categorised into six groups. 

1) :J:!t., is used often in a "secular" context. Human beings take their stand before other lm-

man beings (Moses before the Pharaoh (Ex. 8: 16; 9: 13); Saul among the people (1.S. 10:23); 

According to G. Lisowsky, Konkordanz, 628. 
Cf W. Gesenius, Handworterbuch, 312. 
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Israel before Samuel (IS. 12:7,16); taking a stand before kings is described in Prov. 22:29 

and 2.Chr. 11: 13). Twice :J~., is used for the simple action of "standing" (2.S. 18:13,30). 

2) 7 times :J~., is used in a military context, describing an action of people participating in 

an action of war (l.S. 17:16; 2.S. 23:12; Jer. 46:4; Ps. 2:2; l.Chr. 11:14; 2.Chr. 20:17). 

3) The next category consists of verses in which God or angels take their stand before human 

beings. So in l.S. 3:10, God takes His stand before Samuel, and in Nu. 22:22 the angel of 

JHWH "took his stand in the road" as Balaam's adversary. 

Most significant is Ex. 34:5, where God takes His stand with Moses handing over the tablets 

of stone: 

The significance of this verse results from the fact that a human being is said to closely expe-

rience God. 

4) In this group, :J~., is used grammatically much as in lQH XIX 13. On four occasions in 

the Nebiim, :J~., describes an action of a human or heavenly being taking their stand before 

God: (Jos. 24:1; l.S. 10:19; Zech. 6:5; Job 1:6).4 Grammatically the only difference from 

The translation of this verse is difficult, because the subject in 5af} and 5b is not clear. One could also as
sume that the subject of ::l~"li"i is Moses, in which case Moses would stand with God and proclaim the name of 

JHWH. Both translations are possible. The text itself does not give any hint, except that it might be advisable to 
keep the given subject as long as possible; in which case the verse would run as follows: "n-IWH descended in a 
cloud, and He took His stand with him there, and he proclaimed the name: JHWH'' Hence, JHWH is the subject 
of::l~"- But no matter which translation is to be preferred, the authors ofthis text describe an actual meeting of 

God with a human being. 
~ -According to Jos. 24:1, Joshua gathered the tribes of Israel to Shechem and their elders, "and they 
took their stand before the God": 

C"i1',~n "JD" i::l~"li"i (. . .) ( 1) 

-According to l.S. 10:19, again after Samuel summoned the people to JHWH at Mizpah, the tribes and clans of 
[srael shall take their stand before JHWH: 

C:l":::l"~6i C:l"t:):::lrD" i11i1" "J!:l'? i::l~"lii1 i1lil11 ( .. ) 

According to Zech. 6:5, the four chariots(= the four winds) took their stand before lii~ as servants 

fi~il-~:::l jii~-"11 ::l~"lii17:) (.) (5) 

Finally, in Job 1:6 tells us that "one day the sons of God came to took their stand before JHWH, and Satan also 
arne among them.": 
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lQH XIX 13 is that i0l10 does not occur and instead of the Tetragram (l.S. 10:19; Job. 

1 :6 ), o.,n',N (Jos. 24:1 ), or T,.,~-',u (Zech. 6:5) a suffix attached to .,J!:)'? is used. 

Interesting in comparison with the DSS usage of ::1~., are the subjects of ::1~., in the HB. 

Zech. 6:4 and Job 1:6 describe scenes in which heavenly beings take their stand before God. 

Adopted by the scrolls, this kind of language might suggest that it is the Community that 

stands before God, in a world other than the earth, as angel-like beings. 

Jos. 24: I and l.S. 10:19 describe human beings who take their stand before God. Here it is 

interesting with respect to the DSS-usage of ::1~., that the verb refers to a religious gathering 

at a holy place (Jos. 24:1: Shechem; l.S. 10:19: Mizpah) to receive a message from God. 

Adopted by the scrolls, this idea would give "life in the Community" a special nature inas-

much as it would define this life as a permanent religious gathering before God, hence very 

close to Him. 

5) The next group of occurrences in the HB is equally important for the determination of the 

meaning of ::1~., in the scrolls. On these occasions (Ex. 19:17; Num. 11 :16; Dtn. 31:14; l.S. 

3: 1 0), ::J~., describes an event where Israel as the elected people gathers together at a holy 

place to receive messages from God through a messenger.5 As in Jos. 24:1, the messenger is 

always a person chosen by God. Here, :1~., refers to the institutionalised gathering of Israel 

next to or in front of a holy place. Transferring this idea to the Community would mean that 

the Community is seen as the chosen religious community that gathers pennanently before 

3od. Its leaders who are advanced in knowledge, understanding, etc. interpret the will of God 

o the Community.6 

ln these cases, :l:l!:., is not used to describe the experience of the religious leader, but of the whole 

eople. 
According to Ex. 19: 17, "Moses brought the people out of the camp to meet God. They took their stand 

:the foot of the mountain." Moses (see above Ex. 34:5) had met God on the Mountain. Through this meeting, 
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6) In the final group, represented only by Judg. 20:2, ::J:l~ expresses an action which takes 

place in a political assembly: "The chiefs of all the people, of all the tribes of Israel, took 

their stand in the assembly of the people of God(. .. )" This usage is significant regarding the 

scrolls, because words in the scrolls describing the Community's relation to God are often 

used to describe the organisation pattern of the Community as well. 

3.2. DSS 

According to K.G. Kuhn, ::J::t~ occurs 22 times in the DSS,7 once in IQS, 7 times in IQM, 7 

times in 1 QH, and 7 times in 1 QSa. 

3.2.1. IQS 

::J:l"' occurs only once in 1QS, in XI 16, and only here in the same way as in lQH XIX 13. 

Here, the author points out that God is pleased by the elected men that they take their stand 

before Him for ever and ever: 

(. .. ) il:r', ;r:r.,~:J', (17) :J~"nii" ( .. ) (16) 

the mountain becomes a holy place for the people Israel. The action which is described is not a face to face expe
rience of God for the people oflsrael They have to stay outside, they do not approach the mountain. 
In Num. 11: 16 a similar scene is described: God tells Moses to gather 70 men of the elders of Israel, "bring them 
to the tent of meeting and have them take their place there with you". The 70 elders take their stand in front of 
the tent of meeting without entering it. They are acting according to the messenger Moses. No face to face meet
ing is described. Only Moses can go into the tent and talk to God (Num. 11: 17). 
In Dtn. 3!: 14 the situation is slightly different. Again the holy place where the humans "take their stand" is "the 
tent of meeting" as sanctuary of the Israelites. But we cannot detect the usage of ::1~" describing a substitutional 

1ction for a real face to face experience of God, because the persons who are present enter the tent The striking 
wint here is that these people are elected and chosen persons who have a special religious function in the com
nullity of Israel as messengers between God and His people. According to Dtn. 31:14, Moses and Joshua enter 
he tent. These persons fulfil the function of priests. They are able to take their stand before God. Only here the 
~vent of the meeting is described (Dtn. 31: 14): IHWH appears in the tent in a cloud The experience of God is in 
his case even for Moses and Joshua indirect. 

l.S. 3.10 belongs also to this category, because an event at a holy place is described: Samuel slept in the 
mt of meeting, exactly where the ark of God was, when he was called by God and then took his stand before 
lim. 

K.G. Kuhn, Konkordanz, 92. 
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Looking at .los. 24:1; l.S. 10: 19; Zech. 6:5; Job 1:6, where ::J~., is used almost identically as 

in l QS XI 16, it is quite likely that the authors of l QS adopted at least to some extent the 

meaning of ::J~., as it occurs there. This suggests that ::1~., refers to an action that brings the 

members of the Community as close to God as possible. The only difference is that the nature 

of the "experience of God" as it occurs in the HB texts seems to be different in 1 QS. First, it 

is no longer an isolated event, but an institutionalised and permanent one. ::J~., refers to life 

in the Community as an institutionalised cultic-religious gathering. Second, the nature of Di

vine presence as described in the HB texts might be located in the Community according to 

the scrolls. This means that the meaning of :J~., defines the Community as a place of near

ness to God and allows even the idea that the Community can accommodate direct and im

mediate Divine presence. 

3.2.2. IQM 

In 1 QM, ::J~., is used in two diflerent ways. 4 times it is used in a military sense as descrip

tion of a military action on the battle field: VIII 3, 178
; XVI 5; XVII 11. This usage is adopted 

from the Hebrew Bible. 

The second is more significant for understanding the Divine presence. 3 times ::J~., is used in 

connection with a sanctuary, celebrations, or offerings. According to lQM II 3, the heads of 

the tribes and families of people of Qumran are supposed to take their stand "at the gates of 

the sanctuary" (~ip7:!i1 .,il7rD::J i.,7:1n ::J~.,niii~). One line later, 1 QM II 4 gives the ad-

vice that the chiefs shall "take their stand" for their "appointed times, on new moons and on 

According to KG. Kuhn, Konkordanz, 92. Martinez/Tigchelaar, D!J'S I, 126. 

-
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Sabbaths and on all the days of the year ... And finally, in lQM II 5, we are told that the elders 

shall "take their stand" tor the "burnt offerings" and the "animal sacrifices". 

This usage does not occur in the HB, where ::1~" simply refers to the people of Israel gather-

ing together in front of the tent of meeting or the Mountain. There is no talk about ceremo-

nies, sacrifices, or feasts. But according to 1 QM these seem to be accepted as part of the 

religious life of the Community in relation to God.9 

3.2.3. lQSa 

In lQSa, ::1~" is only used in one particular way: the subject is always a human being, and "to 

take a stand" (:J~"') means simply "to gain" or "to have" a certain position within the Qumran 

Community. 10 Against the background of the usage of :::1~" in the other scrolls in comparison 

with the HB, this can only mean that (according to the teachings of Qumran) the relationship 

between the Community and God affects also the organisation pattern of the Community, 

since :J~" defines actions and functions of the individual members in the Community in rela-

tion to God. As in 1 QS and lQM, ::J~" refers to the institutionalised religious-cultic life in 

the Community that can only take place in relation to God. 

On the understanding of sacrifices in I QS cf especially pp 45-51. 
10 4 times :::l:lt., is literally used with the meaning of having a certain position or function in the Community: 

aking a stand in the holy community (tDiipii (13) nili niiiO.,:::l) (I 12f), taking a stand among "the heads of 

he thousands oflsrael" (I 14); according to I 20 a silly man cannot join the lot to take his stand over the nili 

'l(ifD.,, and according to II 8 disabled men are not allowed to take a stand in "the congregation" (nil7). The 

atter occurrence suggests a priestly sense of:::l:lt". In Ill, :::l:S., is used for "taking a stand" in a trial at the court 

,fthe Community. Here the meaning of the verb is restricted to human activity. In I 12, :l:lt" occurs in a military 

ontext, a usage of the word wltich we have seen already in 1 QM. And finally in 116, ::l:S" is used again in the 

ontext of religious celebrations in the sense of "take a stand" in the services. 
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3.2.4. lQH 

Only the usage of :1~., in l QH does not seem to follow the pattern outlined above. Here, two 

different meanings of the word are revealed one of which seems to contradict its meaning in 

lQS, lQSa, and lQM. 

In IQH XI 21, :1~., occurs in a similar sense to that found in lQS XI 16 and lQH XIX 13 re-

ferring to life in the Community in combination with 'i~l70. We are told that God has 

cleansed the "wrong spirit", 

"so that he [wrong spirit] takes his stand at the standing place with (22) the host of the holy ones(..) ... 

::l~., refers here to becoming part of the Community and consequently of life in the 

Community. 

But on four other occasions in 1 QH ( 1 QH XV 29; XVIII 1 t; XX 28,30), :1~., seems to be un-

derstood differently. It still refers to life in the Community in relation to God, but the authors 

of 1 QH suggest through :1~., that "standing before God" is not possible for a human being. 11 

Interestingly, the action of :1~., is always said to take place "before" an attribute of God, not 

God Himself: according to XV 29 "before the wrath of God" (i11n0{"}M "~J!:lS :l~"ni1'?), 

according to XVIII 11 "before God's glory" (i1~'i,:l:J "~!:l'? :l~"'Mi1'?), according to XX 28 

"before Him who brings him to account" (M"':>,O "::l!:l'? :l~"M" no,), and according to XX 

30 again "before the wrath of God" (i1:;)!:l~ "~::l!:l'? :J~"'n;,'?,). 

)ne reason for this different usage of :::1~., might lie in the genre of 1 QH. Praising the great-

Jess of God, the psalmist might have used :J~., to indicate the insignificance of human 

The subject is either a human being (XV 29; XX 28,30) or the wondrous works of God (humans in
uded) (XVIli 11 ). 
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beings, even those in the Community, in relation to God. A notion like this, as we have seen 

above, does not often occur in 1 QH, and certainly not in 1 QS, where the abilities of the Com-

tmmity as such are held in high regards. But this usage of :l:!t" was probably designed to 

highlight that life in the Community as :J~., is something very special which only the Qum-

ran Community can achieve in relation to God. 

3.2.5. Conclusion 

:J:!t" refers to a permanent and institutionalised cultic-religious gathering before God as life 

in the Community. By using :J:!t" the authors of the scrolls make sure that every member of 

the Community and the entire structure of it stands in this relation to God. The existence of 

the Community only makes sense in this close relationship with God. 

The comparison with the HB especially clarifies the nature of this relationship. The Commu

nity takes over the place of Israel where and when Israel is as close to God as she can be. 

This defines the Community as a place of permanent nearness of God and qualifies it to ac

commodate God's immediate and immanent presence. 

The usage of :J:!t" makes clear that it is the aim of the authors of the scrolls to prove that this 

is the permanent status of the Community. This desire to establish and improve this status is 

what motivates the Community. 
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4. Serving God 

rn this chapter, we will investigate another aspect of the Community and life in the Commu

nity that defines the relationship between the Yahad and God. In 1 QS/H, the authors describe 

occasionally the members of the Community as "serving" God in one way or the other. By 

doing so they describe how actions of the mem hers of the Community - aspects of the com

munal life- relate to God; and they define how life in relation to God in the Yahad functions. 

IQS/H use mainly three verbs to express this idea: Mitv, :lip, and i7:)l7. This chapter will 

analyse the meanings ofthese words in detail. 

4.1. nirv 

In 1 QH XX 23, we read as follows: 

"(22) (. .) [ ... ]in accordance with their understanding (l:b~I'D~) (23) You let them draw near (Cni'DJi1), 

and in accordance ("!:l',) with their power (cn',ror.lr.l) they serve you (il~1nirD") 

in their divisio[ ns (Ci1"J',!:)I:)',) ] from You." 

In both HB and scrolls, people are said to serve God. The questions who is serving, who is 

served, where the service takes place, and how the service is described is clearly relevant de

termining how God is conceived of a being present for those serving. 

The Hebrew word used in lQH XX 23 referring to the act of serving is nirv. This verb is 

significant not only because it denotes "to serve" and describes this particular aspect of the 

relationship between humans and God, but also because it is used in the HB in combination 

with several theological ideas and concepts regarding the issue of the Divine presence. 

Although l1ifl7 is used several times in the HB in a secular sense/ it is mainly understood as 

nirD means serving other people ( cf. Gen. 39:4 ), serving a king ( cf. l. Chr. 27: 1 ), or serving a prophet 
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an action towards God. 2 

nirtJ occurs in the Qumran literature studied here 12 times, 7 times in 1 QM, three times in 

1 QH, once in 1 QSb, and once in CD. 

4.1.1. lQM 

4.1.1.1. tQM n J-3: 

The most decisive passage, in which niro occurs 4 times, is lQM II 1-3: 

"(1) The heads ofthe family are fifty-two. And the heads ofthe priests (C~:lil1~i1 ~ta~i) they shall rank 

after/below the high priest and his vicar, twelve heads, to be servants (C"~nita~) (2) perpetually/daily (i"~~n:J) 

before (~:l!:h) God(',~) And the twenty-six heads of the divisions shall serve (1nita"~) in their divisions 

(Cn1i~lt7~:J). And after/below them the heads of the Levites are to serve (niro',) perpetually/daily (i~~n), to 

the number of twelve, one (3) tor a tribe. And the heads oftheir divisions, each man shall serve (1nita.,) in his 

division. And the heads of the tribes and the fathers of the family (are) after them to stand perpetually/daily 

(i~~n) at the gates of the sanctuary (taip~i1 "~i:sJta:J)." 

With respect to our investigation of the idea of the presence of God five aspects are signifi-

cant which are mentioned in connection with the verb niro. 

a) The first has to do with the ranking of certain persons, especially the priests. In 

] QM II ] -3, the "heads of the family" (1.1 ), the "heads of the priests" (1.1 ), the "high priest" 

(cf I K. 19:21). It is also used as a participle in the sense of"servant" (cf l.K. 10:5; 2.K. 4:43; Ex. 24:13) 
ln a "semi-secular" sense nii'D is used as action of the Levites serving other priests or people, not God 

(Num. 150; 3:6; 8:26; 16:9; 18:2). 
2 nirD occurs in the HB with three different groups of objects. The first group is completely secular, see 

above p.1741. 

nita is used in connection with persons, groups of people, or even things that have a certain function 

within the religious life of IsraeL Mentioned as object of niiO twice is the priest Aaron (Num. 3 :6; 18:2), the 

Levites serve the "congregation" (Nu. 16:9; cf also Ez. 44:1 If), and their "brothers" (Num. 8:26), but also God. 
The latter seems to be the most common object of nita in the HB. Grammatically the authors use either the 

Tetragram (cf Dtn. l0:8; l.S. 2:11, I 8; Joel 1 :9; 2: 17; Ez. 45:4; 2.Chr. 13: IO), or very often a suffix which refers 
to God (cf Dtn. 21:5; Ez. 40:46; 43: 19; 44: 15; Ps. 103:21; 104:4; l.Chr. I 5:2; 23: 13; 2.Chr. 29: II). But nita 

occurs also with C"~i11',~ as object (Isa. 61:6 (1:l.,i1',~ "~nilt7~). 
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(1.1 ), the high priest's "vicar" (1.1 ), the Levites (1.2), "tribes" (1.3), the "heads of the tribes" 

(1.3), the "heads of the family" (1.3), and also "divisions" are mentioned. The text structures 

the people who are living in Qumran.3 The emphasis of this organisation pattern depends on 

the religious purpose of the whole Community. The human action described by nirD is an 

important factor in this life as duty of the members of the Community. Serving God gives life 

in the Community its structure and its purpose. Serving God relates the Community to God in 

the Community, and, as such, nirD is significant for the understanding of the Divine pres-

ence. It shows that life in the Community brings the Community near to God.4 

b) The second aspect which needs to be examined is the figure of the "chief priest" 

who is mentioned in 1.1. The figure of the O.,:JiT,~iT .,rD~i and rD~iiT fT~ir might be 

adopted from the HB. There it occurs as rD~iiT 1iT=> in 2.K. 25:18; 2.Chr. 19:11, as 1ii':ji1 

rD~iiT in Esr. 7:5, as IV~i 1ii':jiT in l.Chr. 27:5; 2.Chr. 24:6. In the HB, this figure of the 

"chief priest" is understood as a person with a leading role in the religious life oflsrael. 

The situation in the texts of Qumran seems to be different. Although the term rtJ~i occurs 

quite often in these texts (in IQS, IQM, 1QSa, and 1QSb 43 times)5
, it can only be found 5 

times in combination with 1iT~, and only in lQM (1QM IJ 1 (twice); XV 4; XVI 13; XVIII 

5t In 1QM XV 4f, the "chie[priest" is described as the person who reads the prayer ofthe 

time of war for all men. In 1 QM XVI 13f, the figure of the "chief priest" encourages the 

The question whether l QM refers here to one or many communities that all belong to Qumran is beyond 
the limit of this study and not decisive at this point 
4 The organisation pattern described in IQM II l-3 may ofler some ideas in comparison with the HB how 
this nearness of God may have been understood. The members of the Community are organised in a manner 
which reminds us of the organisation pattern of the personnel of the tent of meeting or the Temple as it is de
scribed in the HB (cf especially the Pentateuch, but also l.K. 5-8; l.Chr. 21-26: 28-29; 2.Chr. 3-7; (29;) 35; Ez. 
40-48). The usage of liii'D as well indicates that qualities of the Tent or the Temple have been transferred onto 

the Community to qualify it for Divine presence. 
5 According to KG. Kuhn, Konkordanz, l97f. ( cf. also JH. Charlesworth, Graphic Concordance, 482). 
6 In XIX 11, the text is damaged. 
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army through the strength of God. In 1 QM XVUJ 5, the "chief priest" is stilt described in the 

context of the war to fulfil duties that every priest has: he is described as praising the "God of 

Israel" for His wondrous deeds. In this line, the "chief priest" has priestly duties as we know 

them from the HB. 7 

This usage of rDNi in combination with 1i0 demonstrates that the authors of the scrolls un-

derstood the figure differently than did the authors of the HB. According to 1 QM, the priest 

is important in respect of the war and not, as in the HB, in respect of religious service at a 

holy place such as the Temple. In lQM, the priest is the symbol of the faithfulness of God to-

wards the people of Qumran in the eschatological battle. This observation may be significant 

for understanding of the presence of God, because the "chief priest" does not seem to be 

The subjects of nirD mentioned in the HB are throughout men who ani linked with the Temple. nita 
is an action that belongs to the Temple. But it is interesting to see which subjects the scrolls adopted and which 
they did not. This as well indicates a change in the understanding of serving God. The men mentioned in the HB 
as those serving God are the following: 

I. The C.,JiT:I (cf LK. 8: 11; Ez 454; Neh. 10:40; 2.Chr. 5:14; 13 10; 23:6). This term is also widely 

used in Qumran literature, especially in I QS and I QM. It is interesting that the term does not occur in I QH. 
2. The "sons of Zadok" Cp1i~ .,J.:I (Ez. 40:46; 44: IS)). In the Qumran literature the term p1i~ oc

curs very often. p1i:l: .,J:l occurs only in I QS (not in the 4QS mss) where it refers to the members of the Com

munity. The cultic life in the Community, possibly even life in the Community in general, is organised and 
directed by men who are according to the HB most important for the religious life of the Community, hence tor 
the relationship between God and the Community. The fact that the members of the Community are called .,J:l 

p1i~ and are described as serving God suggests that the Community is understood to have a special relationship 

with God. 
3. TheLevites(c.f.Num.I:50;3:6;8:26; 16:9; I8:2;Dtn.l0:8; l8:5,7;Ez.40:46;4319;44:1U5.17; 

l.Chr. 15:2; 16:4; 2.Chr. 23:6; (29:ll)) or the "Ievitical priests" (C.,1C,iT C.,JiT:IiT (Ez. 4319 and 44: 15)). They 

are elected by God (c.f. Dtn. 18:5; l.Chr. l 5:2). Within the people oflsrael these men have the special religious 
function of serving God. C.,,C,;c.,.,,c, occur as well in I QS and l QM as leading religious figu~es, hut are not 

mentioned sen>ing God. 
4.pmc, (Ex 2835), or "Aaron and his sons" (Ex. 28:43; 29:30; 30:19f.;I.Chr. 23:13). This name oc

curs only 11 times in 1 QS and 1 QM. It can not be found in l QH. 8 times it occurs in CD. They are not men
tioned in the scrolls as those serving God. 

5. The "gatekeepers" (C.,il'rDiT mpC,no (1.Chr. 26: 12)). They have a duty to minister in the house 

of God. Whether or not these "divisions of gatekeepers" are priestly figures, or simply temple personnel, is diffi
cult to decide. But the fact that, in the HB, npC,no is used for a division of "priests and Levites" ( 1.Chr. 23 :6; 

24 I; 2.Chr. 5: I1; 8: 14; 23:8; 31 :2.15-I7; Neb. II 36), seems to indicate that these "divisions of the gatekeepers" 
belong to the priestly temple personneL In all those Qumran texts which KG. Kuhn considers in his concordance, 
npC,no occurs only three times (1QM II 10; IQSa II I; CD XV13). In none of these lines npC,no occurs with 

C.,il'rD. il'rD occurs in 1 QM and I QH. In 1 QM it is also used describing the gates of a "sanctuary" (I QM II 

3 ), but no "gatekeepers" are mentioned. In I QH, the term seems to be understood in a rather metaphorical way, 
not describing actually the gates of a building. 
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understood as a symbol of the presence of God at a holy place (i.e. the human being who me-

diates the presence of God to the people), but as the mediator of the help of God in the es-

chatological war. Hence, the place of God's presence is not as much "God being with the 

Community" as the "helping God". Regarding n'irv this may mean that the act of serving 

God may have lost its strong link with a holy place, and may have been understood rather on 

the level of personal relationship between God and the members of the Community. Divine 

presence, therefore, might in this instance refer to God being with the Community. The loca-

tion is not significant anymore. 

c) The third aspect is the "perpetuaUdaily" (i.,On~) service ofpriests '?~ .,J!:)".8 If 

the priests or the "chief priest"_ were indeed understood as a person serving God on a daily ba-

sis maybe following a calendar of service, and if the same figure(s) were understood in the 

same way in the Qumran literature, the "calendar of service" and the structure of the day of 

the members of the Community, i.e. living according to the regulations of the services, would 

be decisive elements of the understanding of life in the Community in relation to the pres-

ence of God. 

In the HB, although i.,On is used often in a secular sense, it is mainly used in exactly the 

sense mentioned above: it qualifies offerings or sacrifices as daily9 The priestly personnel, 

including the "chief priest", is celebrating these daily sacrifices or offerings. 

In the texts of Qumran, i.,On occurs in lQS, lQM, and lQH only 11 times. In JQM, i.,On 

occurs three times in the passage lQM II 1-3, but also in ll 5, where the term is used in the 

context of sacrifices. The author points out that the people sacrificed to "satisfy themselves 

perpetually/daily before Him [God] at the table of glory ... ln XU 14, there is no connection to 

For.,Jtl'?seepp. 192-215. 
9 For daily sacrifices: cf Dtn. 8:11,12,13~ 11:31; 12:11. For burnt offerings: cf Ex. 29:42; Num. 28:6,10) 
I5,3I; 39 I6, I9,22; Ez. 46 15; Esr 3:5; Neh I 0:34; etc .. For food offerings: cf Num. 4: I6; Neh. I 034; etc .. 
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offerings. Here the author says in rejoicing that Zion, Jerusalem, and the cities of Judah shall 

"open perpetually(/daily) your gates that the hosts of the nations may be brought in!". 

In 1 QS, i.,On is not used in connection with offerings which are done by priestly personnel 

at a holy place. i.,On is used there in connection with the "law" (lQS VI 7), the "judgement 

of God" ( 1 QS IX 25), and the praise of God ( 1 QS X 23). The denotation of i.,7.:)n is here 

rather "perpetual" than "daily". If the term kept its connotation with the offerings at a holy 

place, and the usage of the term in 1 QM seems to indicate that it did so, then it is also possi

ble to conclude that the perpetual (daily) study of the law (VI 7), the perpetual watching of 

the judgement of God (IX 25), and the praise of God by telling perpetually the deeds of God 

(X 23) replaced the significance of the daily sacrifices or offerings at the holy place such as 

the Temple. This observation is strengthened through those statements in 1 QS where life in 

the Community is understood as a permanent sacrifice to God on behalf of the rest of Israel. 10 

The usage ofi.,7.:)n in 1 QS shows that especially observance of the Law, awareness of the 

judgement, and praise are significant aspects ofthis life in Community understood and lived 

as sacrifice. For the meaning of nita in 1 QM II 1-3 this might mean that "serving God" is 

also understood as a significant aspect of this life as permanent sacrifice; and this would 

mean that "service" not only brings God and servants together through the faithfulness of the 

servants and the serving act, but orders the servants' (the Community's) nature (the nature of 

the sacrifice) in such a way that God is perceived as present and active on the Community's 

behalf 

In JQH, i.,7.:)n is used three times (XIX 6; XX 4,7). Two of these cases strengthen the theory 

that in the Qumran literature the emphasis lies not so much on a perpetual or daily service at 

10 For details on life in the Community as permanent sacrifice see especially pp. 45-51. 
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a holy place, as on the permanent religious and sacred actions of the Community that consti-

tute life in Qumran. In XIX 6, the psalmist of lQH points out that he will perpetually(/daily) 

praise God's name and tell His glory. i.,7.:ln is again used to qualify the praise reminiscent of 

the daily offering of the Hebrew Bible. In XX 4, the psalmist talks about somebody who 

"bows down" and ''begs" "perpetually(/daily) from time to time" crp" fP7.:l ,.,7.:lli). Again 

the praise is the perpetual(/daily) action which is done by a member of the Community. In 

XX 7, i.,7.:ln is used in an eschatological setting. Because i.,7.:ln is in the Jewish tradition a 

terminus technicus for the sacrifices at the Temple, it refers in 1 QH to the religious-sacral 

life in the Community that seems clearly to have been understood as a permanent sacrifice to 

God. 

Consequently, i.,7.:ln, especially used as an adverb in I QM II 2,11 influences the meaning of 

liitv in I QM II 1-3 inasmuch as it gives the latter the meaning of a significant aspect of the 

religious-sacral life in the Community as a permanent sacrifice to God. It also indicates that 

the place of this sacrifice is no longer the Temple, but the Community itself Hence, the 

Community receives the qualities ofthe sacrifices and of the Temple which brings them both 

closer to God and qualifies for Divine presence. 

d) The fourth significant aspect linked with nita in 1 QM II 1-3 is the word .,:l!:l". 

The "heads of the priests" are called "servants permanently before God". As a detailed 

analysis of the word will demonstrate, .,:3!:)" indicates that the serving act takes place in 

' relation to God. 12 Serving God, therefore, describes not only a human action towards God, 

11 Cf E. and H. Eshel, -IQ471 Fragment 1 and Ma'amadot in the War Scroll, in: J. T. Barrera! L. V. Mon-
taner ( ed. ), The Madrid Qumran Congress. Proceedings of the Intenwtional Congress on the Dead Sea Scrolls 
Madrid 18-21 March. /991, v/.2 [Leiden/New York/ Koln: E.J. Brill, 1992] 615. 
r! According to the HB, the service of God can take place at the following locations: 

I "At a holy place" (toip.::l): cf Ex. 28:43; 29:30; 35:19; 39:41; Ez. 44:27. The "holy place" is either 

the tent of meeting (cf Ex. 28:43; 29:30), or the (future) temple of Ezekiel (cf. Ez. 44:27). Mentioned in connec
tion with the service and understood as being in the "holy place" is the altar (Ex. 28:43), and sin offerings (Ez. 
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but a permanent action of the Community in permanent company with God13 Because this 

serving happens in company with God it brings the Community close to Him and qualifies it 

for His presence. 

f) The fifth aspect which is significant for the understanding of the idea of the pres-

ence of God is the function or position of the persons mentioned in 1 QM H 1-3 which is indi-

cated by the term "division" (rli?:lfl.'?:l). rli?:ltO?:l is used twice in lQM II l-3, and once in 

1QM li 4. The term might be significant for the organisation pattern of the Qumran Commu-

nity and indicate that the Community was understood as a group of priestly personnel fulfill-

ing their duty in the Community. 

44:27) 
2. "The sanctuary" (!Z7'"Tpr.li!): Ez. 44: II: 45:4. In both cases ni!Z7 is used as participle in the sense of 

"ministers", "the ministers of the sanctuary ... 
3. "House of JHWH" (i11il"' n"~:l): cf. l.Chr. 26:12. n"~:J is also used without ii1il"~ in the sense of 

"temple" describing the place of the service: cf Ez. 44: II; 45:5. 
4. "At the gates of the inner court" (iln"~:l1 n"~r.l"~:J!:IiT i:l:nil "'i17rD:l): Ez. 44:17. This phrase is lit

erally not used in the scrolls. i3.71Z7 occurs II times in I QM where it is used mainly in a military sense, but also in 

combination with rD'"Tpr.l (I QM II 3) referring to the "gates of the sanctuary" where the Levites (as in Ez. 4: 17 

the Levitical priests) fulfil their duty. In 1 QH, i3.71Z7 is used in a completely different sense ( cf XI 17; XIV 

24,31). As far as I can see i:ltn does not occur in the Qumran literature, neither does ilr.l"~:J!:I. The "gates ofthe 

inner court" are, therefore, not an element of the idea of a holy place in Qumran. 
"Gates" are also mentioned in 2.Chr. 3 I :2: 

"Hezekiah appointed the divisions ofthe priests and of the Levites, division by division, every
one according to his service, the priests and the Levites, for burnt offerings and offerings of 
well-being, to minister in the gates ofthe camp of the LORD and to give thanks and praise." 

According to this verse the priests are serving God "in the gates of the camp of JHWH" (n,:Jnr.l "~i3.7rD ::J 

il1il"~). In the Qumran literature, mnr.l occurs mainly in 1 QM and CD. In l QM, mn7:l is mostly used in the 

sense of a "military camp" (II 14; VI 10; VII 1,3,7; X 1; XIV 2; XVI 3; XVIII 4; XIX 9.), but often it is not ab
solutely clear whether the "military camp" is identical with a permanent settlement of sons of the light which has 
only peaceful purposes. Only once ii:Jnl':l occurs in connection with God. According to IV 9, "camp of God" 

(',N "~:JMI':l) has to be written on "the standard ... iT:JMI':l is certainly not used for a "holy place", a sanctuary or 

even a temple. The reason why the usage ofii:JMr.l in the scrolls differs from the HB in this manner might be the 

fact that according to the teachings of the Community approaching God is a matter of the relationship between 
God and the members, and not primarily a matter of a certain location. The usage ofii:JMI':l in CD leads to the 

same conclusion, because there it always means simply a camp where people, i.e. the members of Qumran, live. 
The same can be found in IQSa II 15 where i"I:JMI':l refers to the camp(s) of the Community too. 

5. "The tent of meeting" ('"13.717:) '?i"'TN): cf. Num. 8:26. In the scrolls, the term '?mt occurs 

only three times. In 1 QH XII 3 '?i!~ refers to "tents of glory" ('"T,::J:::> "~'?iT~), but the preceding text is damaged, 

in CD III 8, it means simply tent in which people live, as it does in CD VII 15 where it is part of a quotation of 
Am. 5:26f 
13 See pp. 192-215. 
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ln the HB, ni~rD~ denotes "guard", "keeping, storage", "observation", but also refers to the 

fulfilment of cultic duties (cf Num. 1 :53; 3:28,32; Ez. 40:45; Neh. 12:45 etc.). 

The occurrence of ni~rD~ in the texts of Qumran is interesting, because it occurs only 4 

times in 1QM and CD (IQM II 2,3,4; CD IV l). In CD IV 1, ni~ltJ~ occurs in a sense 

which we have found also in the HB: the sons of Zadok have had the duty to guard the sanc

tuary of God (''I'Oip~ ni~ltJ~). The usage ofni~ltJ~ in IQM is different. Here it seems to 

mean "division", a certain element of the people of Qumran in battle. 

This usage of Mi~IV~ indicates that again qualities of the Temple have been transferred onto 

the Community. The organisation pattern of the Community in accordance with the one in 

the Temple, defines the service in the Community. 

h) Conclusion 

Apart from the fact that a service to God brings humans closer to Him in the sense that they 

act according to religious rules and make an effort to approach Him, the usage of nitv in 

l QM II 1-3 shows again that the Community goes far beyond this traditional idea and claims 

that their service brings them closer to God than any other group of people. The meaning of 

niro refers to three different aspects of this special relationship between God and the Com

munity. First, serving God means to trust in the helping God. This represents a notion known 

from the HB, but set into context shows that not only the Community as a whole but also the 

individual member relates uniquely to God. This is especially true in the final battle of light 

against darkness, where niro seems to have a military sense unknown in HB, and where the 

Yahad join with the angels (cf the phrase ',N il~n~) in fighting against the forces of evil 

ranged against God and his sons of light. Secondly, nirtJ in 1 QM II 1-3 refers to an aspect of 

• 
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the religious-sacral life in the Community as permanent sacrifice to God (i.,l':)n). This life 

takes place in permanent company with God (.,J!:l',). Both aspects picture the Community in 

permanent nearness of God, and quaJify it to accommodate His presence. Finally, the authors_ 

of the scrolls transferred qualities of the Temple onto the Community. Service in the Com

munity replaces the service in the Temple, but, as seen above, has now a different, even more 

intense, nature in relation to God, since along with the heavenly beings and their help the Ya

had represents the powers of light in a world of darkness. 

4.1.1.2. 1QMXIH3 

Only once more, in 1 QM XIII 3, nito occurs with God as object: 

"( .. )Blessed be (l1i.:l) the God oflsrael (';l~ii'D" ';~~)in/for the plan of His holiness and the works of 

His truth; and blessed be (!:::J"::>1i.:l1) (3) all those who serve Him (1"nii'D7J) in righteousness (p"i::ll:.:l), 

and who know Him (1"~"i1") in faith (iT:l17J~::l ). " 

In these two lines nito is integrated into a blessing. This blessing creates a special relation

ship between the members of the Community and God, because it is they who are blessed. 

lQM XIII 3 does not elaborate what nito means. But its context, its combination with the 

word pi::lt and o.,nitol':), indicates that serving is an essential aspect of life in the Commu

nity in relation to God alongside or including having special knowledge and insight, and ob

serving the Law, etc. It, therefore, constitutes a special relationship with God which, read on 

the background of 1 QM II l-3, refers to a close relationship with God. 
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4.1.1.3. 1QMXIT14//XIX6 

Two more times MirD occurs in lQM: XU 14 //XIX 6. In both cases the subject are "kings" 

(hostile kings) who are "serving" "Zion", "Jerusalem", and "all cities of Judah" (cf. XII 13). 

MirD refers here rather to the secular act of submission of defeated kings than an cultic or re-

ligious one. 

4.1.2. lQH 

In 1 QH, MirD occurs only three times. 

4.1.2.1. lQH XIII 21 

nirv is part of the praise of God at the beginning of a psalm: 

"(20) Blessed be You14 Lord, for You have not abandoned the fatherless and despised the poor. 

For Your power is [boundless] and Your glory (21) beyond measure, 

and wonderful heroes (~',5:1 "~ii::JJi) are your servants (il~"~n"~Jii'D~). ( .. )." 

In this line the action of "serving" is not described in detail. The subjects of MirD are the 

"wonderful heroes". Does the word combination of~',!) "'i1:JJ1 indicate what MirD means 

in detail? 

In the HB, i1:JJ is used in the secular sense of "hero" meaning a "professional soldier" (cf 

l.S. 2:4; Isa. 3:2; Jer. 5:16; Ez. 39:20; etc.), or a "hero" in its literal or figurative sense (cf. 

Gen. 6:4). i1:JJ also denotes ''ruler" (cf. Gen. 10:8; l.Chr. 1:10). Interesting regarding the 

meaning of i1:JJ in the scrolls is its usage referring to the "warriors of God" or the "angels" 

(cf Joel. 4:11), and for the "guards ofthe gates" ofthe Temple (cf. l.Chr. 9:26). 

14 Text is difficult. iln~ 1ii:1 represents a correction ofil~ii~ ("I give you thanks"). The former ver-

sion may have to be preferred. 
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In the scrolls, the meaning of i,:JJ is difficult to explain. It occurs 24 times in 1 QM and 

lQH. In lQM, it refers mainly to a "war hero" (cf. X 6). Once, this hero is even mentioned as 

being in the Community (XII 9). Often i,:tJ refers to war heroes of the enemy (cf XI 13; 

XII 8; XIV 8,11; XIX 10). But twice the author attaches attributes to il:IJ which describe 

the hero as an angel-like, or even godly person: in XII 10, the i,:J:1 is the "man of glory" 

(i,:J:;) I:D"~), in XV 14 the heroes are "godly" (0"',~ .,i,:J:1). 

In 1 QH, the meaning of i,:l:1 is very difficult to define, because it often occurs within para

phrases (cf. XIII 7; XIV 11 ). Sometimes it occurs referring to an enemy, or negative hero (cf. 

X 25; XVIII 24,34). Once, in XI 35f.,15 the usage ofi,::J:1 coincides with a meaning found in 

the HB referring to heavenly beings. 

Concluding, one might state that in 1 QH XIII 21 it is unlikely that i,::J:1 denotes "warrior" in 

a secular sense, for 1 QH does not favour this denotation and it does not make sense in the 

context. i,::J:1 meaning an enemy of the Community does not seem to be appropriate either, 

because that would imply that the enemies of the Community are serving God in a manner 

which certainly is the privilege of the members of the Community. Hence, if i,:J:l does not 

have a denotation in 1 QH XIII 21 that does not occur elsewhere in the DSS, it refers most 

likely to "heroes" in the sense of a heavenly beings. In this case the denotation would be the 

adaptation of a usage of the term in the HB which does not occur there very often, a charac

teristic of the scrolls which we have observed on several occasions. 

Consequently, the members of the Community as servants of God are in 1QH XIII 21 pic

tured as heavenly heroes. This suggests that in this particular instance the idea of serving God 

15 "(...) (35) the war ofthe heroes (36) of heaven roams over the earth(.)" 
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has been transferred not only from its traditional place the Temple, but also from the Com

munity, into to a sphere that is per definitionem close to God: heaven. Once the scroll claims 

that the Community service of God takes place in heaven (no matter whether or not the 

author of 1 QH thinks literally of a "service" using nitD in a metaphor), it reveals clearly that 

nitD too serves to demonstrate that the Community holds a special status in the nearness of 

God. In fact, the status referred to in this line is so close to God that the original purpose of 

service by priestly personnel, i.e. the mediation between Israelites and God, is not possible 

anymore. This line seems to suggest a nature and status of the Community that has lost its 

"link" with the world in order to engage in a sphere along with God, in His immediate 

presence. 

4.1.2.2. lQH VII 27 

Also in 1 QH VII 27, the actual action of serving is not qualified: 

"(26) ( ... )and I know that You have elected them of all, (27) and they will serve You for ever.( .. ) ... 

The subject of nitv is not clear. It might be the "righteous" mentioned in VII 15 (?). The ac-

tion is certainly directed towards God. The denotation of nitD can only be given in the very 

basic sense of"serving". 

4.1.2.3. lQH XX 23 

The text of 1 QH XX 23 is the following: 

"( .. ) [ ... ]in accordance with their understanding (C',:li'D:l) You let them draw near (Crii'D~i1), 

and in accordance ("~th) to their power (cn',I'Dr.lr.l) they serve you (i1:l1nirD") 

in their divisio[ ns (Ci1"~~',!:lo',) ] from You." 

-
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ln this line too, nirD refers to a service to God. Although the text is damaged so that the line 

does not have a subject, it is most likely that the members of the Community are here meant 

to serve God. The word o~:>ro~ indicates as much, because it is only the members of the 

Community according to the scrolls that have the special understanding. 16 

1 QH XX 23 mentions a place where this service is located: the members of the Community 

serve cn.,;h~o?. Although the meaning ofi1.,)',!:)7:) is difticult to determine, because it oc-

curs in the HB and the scrolls only a very few times, 17 its usage as the location of the service 

indicates that Mitt' is a matter of the Community. As seen above, it depends on the organisa-

tion pattern of the Community. n1rv is part of the structured life in the Community in rela-

tion to God. It only can be done in the Community and it only makes sense in relation to God. 

Another aspect of nirD in lQH XX 23 is that it happens "in accordance with their power". 

n?tv?:l?:l denotes "power" in the sense of having the superior strength over another party. 18 

Since n?rooo is used in the Qumran literature always in connection with an "eschatological" 

concept of good and evil and light and darkness, it probably has this meaning here as well. 

Hence it cannot refer to the organisation pattern of the Community, 19 but to the idea that 

!(; Cf p. 77. 
17 i1:b!:)l:l occurs in the HB only once, but in a significant chapter for the understanding of the theology of 

Qumran: 2 Chr. 35:12. In the Qumran literature, it occurs only twice denoting "division": 1 QH XX 23 and 1 QS 
IV 17. 
18 In the HB, i1',rDI'.:ll'.:l is not common: it means "power", but also "reign"/ "dominion"- Twice it is also 

used in connection with God (Ps. 103:22; 145: 13) In the Qumran literature the term undergoes a significant 
change. In 1 QS, I QM, and 1 QH i1',rDI'.:ll'.:l occurs 27 times. In general, i1',rDI'.:ll:l always means "power". It is ei

ther the power ofthe evil or the good. So in JQS it is the "power ofBelial" (cf I 18,23; II 19), the power ofthe 
"angels ofthe darkness" (III 21,22). On the other hand it is the power ofthe "dukes of light" and the power of 
i~?ht (X I). It is also used for man's power (III 17), and God's power (III 23). In I QM the usage is the same. 
,~rDI'.:ll'.:l is either the power of evil forces (I 6, 15; XIV 9,1 0; XVII 5, 7; XVIII I, 11 ), or the power or force of the 

ight (X 12; XIII I 0). In 1 QH, the usage of i1',1'DI'.:ll'.:l is slightly different: it is the power of the darkness, once the 

>ower of the psalmist (XV 23 ), and once the power of God (V II), but also the power of spirits (IX II, 17; XX 9 
?)). 
' As E. Lohse, Qumrantexte, 159 53 suggests. 
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whoever is serving God can do so only within the boundaries of the development of the 

Community. 

4.2. :lip 

Investigating the meaning of the word nita in the HB and the scrolls, we have discovered 

that Mito sets life in a particular relation to God. Serving God according to the scrolls is a 

significant aspect of life in the Community in relation to God. It gives the Community a spe-

cia! status before God that allows its members to accommodate Divine presence. ln the HB, 

however, there are two verbs that are occasionally used in connection with niTD and that 

seem to describe the service in more detail Their usage in the scrolls is very interesting as re-

gards the Divine presence. 

The first of these verbs is :lip. Its standard meaning is to "draw near". It is used in the HB 

often in combination with niTD (cf. Ez. 40:46; 43:19; 44:15; 45:4). In these cases the person 

who is serving God "comes nearer" to God to serve Him. Approaching God through :lip is 

the condition for serving God. :lip seems to be a terminus technicus for the approach ofhu-

man beings towards God in His sanctuary. 

Most significant is the change of the usage of :lip we can detect in the Qumran literature. 

:lip occurs 18 times in 1 QS, 1 QM, and 1 QH. 

The usage of :lip in l QS is quite extraordinary. Here, :lip is used 6 times (VI 16, 19,22; 

1/II 21; VITI 18f.; IX 15) in the sense of becoming a member olthe Community! 20 To "draw 

In lQS VI 16 :lip occurs literally with the object il'i" M::!tl1'-,, in VI 19 with il'i"iT 110'-,, and in VI 

:2 with in"',. In VII2l, VIII l8f., and IX 15 :lip has the same meaning, but is used differently VII 21 has 
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near" is no longer the approach of a human towards God in His sanctuary as an element of 

worship at the Temple. ::lip in JQS is the formal process of "becorning a member of the 

Qumran Community". :lip refers to the admission process of a new member of the Com- · 

munity. 21 This means that what was "drawing near" to God in order to serve Him in the HB, 

is now simply the membership of the Community. This suggests strongly that the members of 

the Community understood themselves as temple personnel, but in a new sense. Becoming a 

member of the Community and living in the Community according to all the Laws and rules, 

therefore, replaces the cultic events at the Temple. It is life in the Community, according to 

the usage of ::lip in the scrolls, that means approaching God in the sense of approaching 

Him at His dwelling place in Jerusalem. This is what life in the Community is about: to draw 

near to God. Living in the Community establishes, therefore, a special relationship between 

God and the Community. Since entering the Community is identical with drawing near to 

Him, the Community is the place ofHis nearness and presence. 

But this also means that one cannot claim that the Community understands itself in any sim-

plistic manner as the Temple or the sanctuary. As the investigation of the usage of Mit' and 

other aspects of life in the Community have shown, the question of the location, of holy place 

such as Temple or sanctuary, is no longer the centre of attention. It is the relationship be-

tween God and the Community in which the nearness of God is to be found, and which de-

pends on the way of life and the conduct of the members. The Temple has not been 

"transferred" to the Community; rather, certain qualities of the Temple now permit the Com-

munity to host the Divine presence. 

1:n::~n:~ :Jn::!J1 1iT:JiP" ON\ VIII 18f has iT:::l':J ( 19) 1iT:!ip1, and IX 15 has 1"!:l::! 11::1::1 I'O"N1 

1:!ip" 
1 So :lip is not only "probably" used "in the technical sense of admission to the Brothership ofthe Sect" 

M. Mansoor, Thanksgiving Hymns, I 81 8) as Mansoor carefully states, but it is used in exactly this sense describ
ng the admission process of the Community. 
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:lip also occurs in 1QM (110; VIII 7; IX 4; X 2; XV16,13; XVII 11). In this text, :lip is 

naturally used in a military sense and in general denotes some form of participation in the 

"eschatological" battle of the sons of light against the sons of darkness.22 

In lQH, :lip occurs only once, in lQH VI 14.23 In line 13, the psalmist points out that God 

draws him nearer to His knowledge. :lip in line 14 refers to line 13: 

(. .. ) ":!i1p (14) "!:l~, (..) (13) 

In this line, :lip refers to a human action towards God, but not in a cultic-religious sense as 

in the HB or 1 QS. "Drawing near" to His knowledge means here to enter the special relation-

ship between the Community and God. :lip means here to achieve special insights that God 

gives to the Community and to become consequently part of this relationship. 

4.3. iOU 

The other verb which is used to describe the priestly action of serving God in more detail is 

103.7.24 In the HB, ir.llJ is used in two lines, Dtn. 18:7 and 2.Chr. 29:1 1, in combination with 

.,::J::>?.25 There, it means "to stand respectfully before someone"26
. According to both verses, 

the priests are standing before God to serve Him.27 

21 So for example in I 10 :lip is used in the sense of"to participate" in the battle, in VIII 7; X 2; XVI 6; 

and XVII 11 it seems to mean "to advance" as a military action, and in XVI 13 one might even detect the sense 
of "to fight". 
23 K. G. Kuhn, Konkordanz, 195 mentions two lines (XIV 14(VI 14) and XVI 19(VIII 19) ), but the text in 
the latter, XVI 19, is badly damaged. Only the two consonants ( ]ip occur (so also in J.H. Charlesworth, 

Graphic Concordance, 480). This is not evidence enough to postulate .:J as the final consonant. Even K.G. Kuhn 

mggests that [ ]ip might derive from Kip. 
~4 Cf on i~li~ pp. 142-165. 

Dtn. 18:7 has il1iT" "J!:l'? Cit' C"i~liiT; 2.Chr. 29: II has ,.,J!:l'? i~:sJ'? with the 3. sg. m. suffix re

erring to God. 
6 Cf. W. Gesenius, Handworterbuch, 598. 

Interesting regarding the comparison with the scrolls is that in the HB i~:sJ occurs in connection with 
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In 1 QH it is understood in the sense of "living according to the plan and will of God". Espe-

cially the occurrence of ii:ll7 in 1 QH XII 21 offers this meaning: 

(21) "( .. ) And those who according to your soul are standing before you for ever 

and walking on paths of your heart will stand firmly for ever(. )"28 

Hence, the same notions that were encountered regarding :lip in comparison with the HB 

can be stated here. In the HB, the "standing before God" is the manner in which a human be-

ing can approach God to serve (nirt7) Him. The location where this "standing before God" 

and the service takes place is a holy place, for example the temple. In the scrolls, on the other 

hand, the "standing before God" refers to life in the Community in relation to God. The idea 

of ii:ll7 as well brings, therefore, the Community closer to God and indicates that this special 

relationship is definition, purpose, and aim of the Community. 

several phenomena which are significant for the theological ideas of 1 QH: for example with .ti.,i:J (2 K 23:3 ), 

\vith "doorpost" (Ez. 46 2), \'lith i11il., i,O:J (Jer. 23: 18), many times \'lith il,il., .,.:J!!:)';I (Dtn. 41 0; 1 0:8; I.K. 

17: 1; etc.). ir.ll? even occurs in combination with in., (I sa 50:8) in the sense·of assembling for a lawsuit. 
28 The remaining occurrences ofir.ll? do not contradict this interpretation. According to K.G. Kuhn, 

Konkordanz, 166 the verb ir.ll? occurs 14 times in 1QH. The usage of the term is quite clear and can be catego

rised. Most frequently the author uses i7:ll7 in the sense of "standing fimlly". The author thanks God that he is 

"standing firnlly" and can, therefore, resist evil (X 8,25,29; XVII 12; X 6). The strength for this firm standing 
comes from God (through God's "mercy" X 25; XVIII 6). See also XV 19 and 31, where the author states that 
God "put" (ir.ll?) the psalmist (XV 19) or His sons (XV 31) either into the covenant (XV 19), or before Him 

(XV 31). 
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Investigating what life in the Community in relation to God is about, an analysis of the 

meaning of "J!:h in 1 QS/H is absolutely essential. The reason for this is that the Hebrew 

word "J!:l', is generally used to define - geographically or temporally - the relationship 

between two objects. Used in 1 QS/H it often refers to the relationship between the 

Commtmity and God; the Comtmmity it described to do things "J!:h God. This means that 

"J!:h not only refers to an aspect of the Community or life in the Community which relates 

to God, but it actually describes this relationship. This is why it is so important to investigate 

its meaning. How do 1QS/H understand this relationship? What "geographical" or "temporal" 

notions play a role in this relationship? And what consequences..does the meaning of "j!:)" 

have for the understanding of Divine presence? 

5.1. 1 QS 

The usage of "J!:l', in lQS is especially significant, because the rules of the Community 

describe life in the Community in relation to God. Used in this scroll, "J!:l', tells how this 

relation was understood precisely and how the presence of God was understood. This usage 

of "~J!:)', differs considerably from its use in the HB. 1 

The usage of "J!:l', in 1 QS can be subdivided into three categories: 

Against Simian-Yofre who claims that "for the most part its [":l!:l',] meanings and usages correspond to 

the spectrum found in the OT" (H Simian-Y ofre, art. t:J'J!: [TOOT XI] 615) 
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1. Defining the relationship between members and God as a life in company with God in 

the Community. 

2. Describing certain aspects of the organisation pattern (hierarchy) of the Community. 

3. "J!:h in its simplest sense. 

The meaning of "J::J" defining the relationship between members and God as a life in 

company with God in the Community occurs throughout 1 QS and is the crucial meaning of 

"':3th in I QS. This meaning is based on, but carefully developed from, the usage of "J::J" in 

the HB. Significant for the understanding of "J!:l" in I QS is that it is used throughout the 

Priestly legislation of the Pentateuch to speak of the "position" of acts of worship and of 

worshippers in respect of God? Almost all rituals take place i11i1" "'J::J". 3 Furthermore, they 

are either acceptable (or not acceptable) i11i1" "'J::J" .4 The authors of I QS use this meaning 

of "'J::J", but modifY some significant aspects of this HB usage. By using "J!:l" they 

demonstrate that the Community has a exceptional status in relation to God. They link the 

Community with the place where God dwells (the Temple), they connect the Community 

with worship and cultic acts, and they associate life in the Community with sacrifices. But 

the nature of all these associations, arising because of the usage of "J!:l" in the liB, has been 

changed considerably in lQS (and lQH). Sacrifices are no more those offered in the Temple, 

but life in the Community itself is understood as permanent sacrifice to God. Worship is no 

more the Temple service in which Israel participates, but life in the Community as permanent 

worship to God. Finally, the dwelling place of God is no longer the Temple, but the 

Cf forexampleEx. 16:33;25:30;27:21;29:11;Lev.1:11;4:18; 16:l3;Num. 17:22. 
Cf the raising of the elevation-offering in the hands of the priests (Ex. 29:24,26; Lev. 730; 8:27,29; 

9:21; 10 15; 14:12,24; 23:20; Num. 6:20; 8:11,21), the offering ofthe sacrificial gifts (Lev. 3 1,7,12; 6:7; 9:2; 
10:1, 19; 12:7; Num. 3 :4; 6: 16; 16: 17; 17:3; 26:61), the slaughtering of the sacrificial animal (Ex. 29:11; Lev. 
1:5,11; 4:4,15,24; 6:18}, etc. 

4 Cf on 11~1 pp. 31-59. 
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Community seeks to qualify for His presence. All these changes are initiated to give the 

Community a status in relation to God that allows it to accommodate Divine presence as 

never before. 

A detailed analysis of .,J!:)';l m I QS (and 1 QH) will show which HB associations were 

retained in the scrolls and how they were developed. It also will show how life in the 

Community in relation to God was understood, and how the Community qualifies for His 

presence. 

5.1.1. Defining the Relationship between Members of the Community and God as a Life in 

Company with God 

The following texts all incorporate the major meanings of .,J!:)';l, while emphasising different 

aspects of it. 

1QS I 2 

1 QS I 2, the first and probably most significant occurrence of .,Jth in 1 QS, reads: 

( .. .) 1"':lD~ irD"'i11 ::mm mrol1~ (...) 

"(...) in order to do what is good c:n~i!) and just (irD"'i!1) before Him (1"'Jtl~) ( .. )" 

Because this line is part of the "programme" of the Community, .,J!:l', plays a crucial role 

regarding the understanding of the nature of the Community in relation to God. To 

understand the meaning of .,J::h in 1 QS I 2, we will have to compare the phrase n1fl:.?li'? 

,.,J!:l'? ifa"'ii1 :11t.Jii with the HB where it occurs with minor changes only three times: Dtn. 

i: 18; 12:28; 2.Chr. 31:20. In two cases, the phrase is used in passages which are central to the 
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Jewish religion: in Dtn. 6:18 and 12:28 it occurs in connection with the Shema, a passage of 

the HB which was certainly familiar to most Jews!5 And 2.Chr. 31:20 turns out to be crucial 

for the understanding of nature and purpose of the Community. In all three cases the wording 

of the phrase is so similar that it seems to be likely that the authors of I QS I 2 used them as 

Vorlage for their theological purpose. In addition, in the HB the phrase is used in 

combination with themes that were to become central in lQS. 

Dtn. 6:18 

In Dtn. 6:18, in the chapter immediately following the repetition of the Ten Commandments 

(chapter 5) and some time before the Law for Israel is proclaimed (especially chapters 

12-26), the phrase occurs first: 

1QS I 2: 

The structure of these phrases are almost identical. iitli!7 refers in both cases to human 

actions or behaviour: in Dtn. 6:18 Israel's, and in lQS I 2 the Commw1ity's. 

Generally, :m~ describes in both the HB and 1 QS life in relation to God. But in the HB it 

refers to existence in dependence on the supreme God; in the scrolls it means life in the 

It is surprising how little attention has been paid to the meaning of the phrase in Dtn. 6: 18; 12:28 in the 
commentaries on the OT (for example D. L. Christensen, Deuteronomy 1-11 [World Biblical Commentary 6a; 
Dallas: Word Books, 1991] does not comment on either of the verses; G.v. Rad, Das.fiinfte BuchMose. Deu
teronomium. Obersetzt und erkldrt von Gerhard von Rad [GOttingen: Vandenhoek & Ruprecht, 1964] and W. G. 
Plaut (ed.), tii?n The Torah. A Modern Commentary [New York: Union of American Hebrew Congregations, 

1981) do not comment on Dtn. 12:28). 
Those scholars who comment on the phrase at all consider it either to refer to the observance of the Law 

(J.H. Tigay, The JPS Torah Commentary. Deuteronomy 1:1'"7~"7. The Traditional Hebrew Text with the JPS 

Translation [Philadelphia! Jerusalem: The Jewish Publication Society, 5756/l996] 82), or generally to a "good 
behaviour" before God (cf. G.v. Rad, Deuteronomium, on 6: 18). 
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Community with God6 It is most likely that the meanings of :m:) in Dtn. 6:1 8 and 1 QS I 2 

differ in the same manner: in Dtn. 6:18 describing the status of people in relation to God 

according to their ethical, moral, or social behaviour between humans in the expectation of a 

positive response from God; in 1 QS I 2 detining the nature of life in the Community in direct 

\ 

relation to God referring to a close relationship between the Community and God. 7 

Two notions of :::111::) in Dtn. 6:18 indicate why the phrase was so attractive for the authors of 

1 QS to adopt. 

a) The phrase is related to the observance of the Law (cf Dtn. 6:17: 11iOlt'n i10lt' 

t:r:::>.,n'?N i11i1"' n1~o-nN). In the HB, this relation occurs only here, which makes it very 

likely that the authors of lQS adopted this phrase, since they emphasise throughout their 

texts obedience to the Law. But here again the authors of 1 QS developed the meaning of the 

HB-material they use. In Dtn. 6:18, the observance of the Law and doing good and what is 

just are mentioned as equal actions.8 In the scrolls, by contrast, the major aspect of "doing 

good" is fulfilling the will of God and consequently observing Law, Prophets, and the rules of 

the Community very carefully. In the Community the observance of the Law, therefore, 

results in :::111::). This as well indicates that :J1tJ in lQS refers to a status of the Community 

that allows them to be close to God per se rather than a means by which this status can be 

achieved (as Dtn. 6:18 suggests). 

b) :J1tJ in Dtn. 6:18 is linked with the idea of the promised land. Most likely the authors of 

1 QS interpreted this verse according to their own ideas. Accordingly, receiving the promised 

land is a consequence of the observance of the Law alongside "doing good and what is just".9 

Cf pp. 121-130. 
See especially pp. 126-128. 
BHS reads, at the beginning ofDtn. 6:18 which shows that "doing good and what is just in the eyes of 

JHWH" is most likely equal to the observance of the Law in 6: 17. 
9 Wright suggests about the meaning of the phrase in the OT that "there is no thought here oflsrae] earn-
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In their own texts they even develop this idea, as shown in this study,10 claiming that life in 

the Community is a permanent sacrifice to God on behalf of the rest of Israel. Only this 

sacrifice will then, in the end, restore the quality of the land as the promised one, but on a 

different level, for the Community itself might have been understood in a sense as "this land". 

The meaning of ita" in Dtn. 6:18 and 1 QS I 2 is very similar, apart from the fact that 1 QS 

restricted ii'D" to the Community. In the HB, ita" is used in many ways based on its literal 

meaning "straight" 11
. Interesting regarding its meaning in IQS and 1QH is that itli\ used 

figuratively, often refers to "human conduct" (cf Prov. 21:8) characterising it as "just" or 

"upright". 12 ito., can, as an attribute of human beings, describe "an entire manner of life"13 

So far this is the meaning of irl7., in lQS and 1QH as well. In these scrolls, it occurs four 

times (1 QS I 2; III 1; IV 22; I QH X 10) referring to htunan conduct. In 1 QS lJJ 1 and IV 22, 

the members of the Community are called !:l"ito., ("upright ones") 14
, in 1QH X 10 they are 

called lii .,ito" ("those on just/upright path"). ita", therefore, characterises every aspect 

of their life. This is most likely what ito., means in lQS I 2 as well: doing what is just means 

conducting a life according to the wi11 of God, especially paying attention to the fulfilment of 

the Law. But the difference between the HB usage and the one in 1 QS and 1 QH is that in the 

former, as Alonso-Schokel suggests, ita., "comes to denote the type of ethical concerned 

ing possession of the land by 'doing what is right and good'; rather, the land-gift was entirely grounded in the an
cestral promise ( 18b ), and given 'so that it may go well with you'" (C.J.H. Wright, New International 
Commentary. Deuteronomy [Peabody, Massachusetts: Hendrickson, 1996] on Dtn. 12:28). 
1
'
1 Cf pp. 45-46. 

11 H. Ringgren/ W. Mayer/ L. Alonso-Schokel, art. i~' [TDOT VI] 465. 
12 Ibid. 466. 
u Ibid. 468. 
14 The "upright ones" are also mentioned in the HB (cf. Ps. 11 :7; 32:11; 33: I; 64: 10; 107:42; 112:4; Prov. 
27,21; 14:11; 15:8). 
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individual"15
, whereas in the latter itv., characterises the perfect behaviour that serves as 

means by which the Community seeks to get closer to God. The ethical aspect of irv., is 

transferred into the background in favour of its significance as a characteristic of human 

conduct resulting in the special status before God. 

The only grammatical difference between the phrase in Dtn. 6:18 and IQS I 2 is .,:l~S. There 

are two reasons why the authors of lQS might have replaced .,:l.,lJ:l by .,:l~S. First, in the 

HB, this word occurs as a technical term in combination with the Tetragram. As shown 

above, 'l;)!:)', is used to speak of the majority of cultic acts in respect of God. These take 

place i11iT., .,:l!:)~. Hence, the authors might have wanted to avoid a term that is according to 

the Jewish tradition linked so closely with a) the Tetragram, and b) with the worship ofiT1i1., 

in Jerusalem and the Temple. 

Secondly, its meaning might not have been compatible with the ideas of the authors of the 

scroll for two reasons: a) .,Y'lJ:l was regarded as an anthropomorphism which needs to be 

eliminated. 16 b) iT 1M., .,:l.,lJ:J means "in the eyes of JHWH". It indicates that Israel doing 

good and what is just (in the HB sense) do so under the observation of God. n Acting under 

the observation of God implies distance between God and the acting human in two ways: 

God is the authority and God is at a place other than the humans. This is what the authors of 

1 QS I 2 did not want to express with their phrase. Choosing .,:l~S, they imply that the actions 

("doing good and what is just" in the Qumranian sense) happen right in front of God, hence 

II Ibid. 469. 
16 Cf Targum Onkelos on Dtn. 6: 18. 
17 Alonso-Schokel's translation of.,.:l.,l7:J ("'what pleases God,' 'what God (dis)approves'" (H. Ringgren/ 

W. Mayer/ L. Alonso-Schokel, art. iiZ'"[TDOT VI] 470)), therefore, represents already a good deal of inter

pretation and misses this point. 
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with God or in company with Him. Doing good and what is just means living m the 

Community according to the will of God in the company of God. 

This allows the idea of a pem1anent and immediate presence of God in the Community. It 

refers to a completely religious life that is infiltrated by God. 

Dtn. 12:28 

In Dtn. 12:28 occurs almost the same phrase as in Dtn. 6:18 and 1 QS I 2: 

lQS I 2: 

The differences between this phrase in Dtn. 12:28 and I QS I 2 are almost identical with the 

ones between Dtn. 6:18 and 1 QS I 2, except that in one respect Dtn. 12:28 is closer to 1 QS I 

2 than to Dtn. 6:18. 

The context of the phrase in Dtn. 12:28 is also Israel's obedience to the Law. Dtn. 12:28 

begins with the command to Israel "to observe and to listen to all these words": 

The obedience ofthe commandments of God is here understood as the conditio sine qua non 

for t:l~1lrili' 1''in~ 1"~:J:J',1 1', :JO"" 1170',, i.e. the well-being of Israel. "Doing 

what is good and right" also is understood as a condition for this well-being, which seems to 

indicate that "doing what is good and just" means the obedience of the commandments of 

God and vice-versa. This notion of the phrase "to do what is good and just before God" does 

not occur as clearly in Dtn. 6:18 as it does here in Dtn. 12:28. This means that we find in Dtn. 

18 The Pentateuchi textus Hebraeo-Samaritanus reads here .::J,~iT, ..,I'D.,iT, following Dtn. 6. 18. The dif-

ference does not change the sense, but might indicate that the phrase which we are analysing is a common phrase 
(almost a liturgical phrase) which authors of the time intended to preserve. This again strengthens the theory that 
the HB-phrase is the Vorlage of the phrase as it occurs in lQS I 2. The theory that the basic sense of the phrase 
has been preserved but developed in I QS according to the theological ideas of the Community, is, therefore, even 
more likely. 
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12:28 a notion of the phrase that becomes according to the scrolls a major aspect of life in the 

Community: the obedience of the Law and the Rules. Dtn. 12:28 provides an idea that IQS 

can exploit. This makes it very likely that a) Dtn. 12:28 served most likely as Vorlage for 

IQS I 2; b) that "doing what is good and just" in IQS I 2 refers primarily to the obedience of 

the Law and the Rules of the Community as major task of l~fe in the Community; and c) that, 

because "doing what is good and just" means the obedience of the Law and the Rules, and 

because this obedience refers to life in the Community as such, ,.,:J!:l'?, most likely, refers 

here to this life in obedience in company with God. 19 

2.Chr. 31:20 

The most significant HB-verse for our interpretation of lQS 12 is 2.Chr. 31:20: 

"Hezekiah did this throughout all Judah; he did the good and the right and the faithful (thing) before JHWH his 

God." 

According to this verse, it is part of Hezekiah's character that he "does what is good and what 

is right and what is faithful before God" in Israel. In this verse occurs almost the same phrase 

as in 1 QS I 2 and Dtn. 6: 18; 12:28: 

2.Chr. 31 :20: 

IQS I 2: 

19 The authors of JQS, using the phrase in this verse as Vorlage, were most likely also aware ofthe notion 
of" centralization" which is connected with this verse. According to Plaut, Dtn. 12: 1-13: I is about the "central 
sanctuary", whereby "all other sites and altars were to be dismantled and destroyed" (W. G. Plaut (ed.), ,-ri1n. 
'lhe Torah. A Modern Commentaty [New York: Union of American Hebrew Congregations, 1981] 1419). Ac
cording to the authors of 1 QS this would mean that this "central sanctuary" is the Community where alone "doing 
what is good and just before God" is possible. This notion again would add to the quality of the Community that 
allows them to accommodate the Divine presence. 
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The grammatical differences between the two phrases are mmor. 2.Chr. 31 :20 has an 

additional n~~i1\ and instead of the suffix attached to "'J!:)', which refers in lQS I 2 to God, 

2.Chr. 31:20 reads 1"'i1",~ i11i1"'. The similarities between 2.Chr. 31:20 and lQS I 2 are 

much greater than those between Dtn. 6:18/12:28 and 1 QS I 2, which suggests that it is 2.Chr. 

31:20 that served as Vorlage for IQS I 2, and that Dtn. 6:18/12:28 have been interpreted in 

the light of this Vorlage. 

Decisive for our understanding of "~J!:)", in the phrase "doing what is good and just before 

God" in 1QS I 2 is the context ofthe phrase in 2.Chr. 31:20. We will see that what Ez. 29-32 

tells about the character and deeds of Hezekiah represents in 1 QS/H significant aspects of the 

nature, the way of living, and the function of the members of the Community. The question 

whether the descriptions of Hezekiah in 2.Chr. 29-32 were simply used by the authors of 

1 QSIH because they were convenient for their teachings which they developed 

independently, or whether the authors of lQS/H deduced their ideas from the HB material, 

must remain unanswered, because further research is needed. But, the fact that the 

description of Hezekiah in 2.Chr. 29-32 can almost be used to describe the members of the 

Community and its purpose cannot be denied. In this sense 2.Chr. 31:20 is the Vorlage of 

1 QS I 2. Even though we cannot answer the question above here, knowing what 2.Chr. 29-32 

says about Hezekiah will tell us to quite some extent what the phrase "doing what is good and 

just before God", and hence "~J!:)",, means in lQS I 2. 

2.Chr. 29-31 mentions the following aspects of Hezekiah's character, functions, and tasks 

which are all significant regarding the meaning of 1 QS I 2: 
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a) Hezekiah is directly linked with David. 2.Chr. 29:2b transfers the qualities of David onto 

Hezekiah. According to this Hezekiah is chosen by JHWH, and it links him with the planning 

ofthe Temple. 

b) Hezekiah is a king obedient to JHWH, which is why he can act according to the will of 

God doing what is good and just. He also does so for the Israelites so that their relationship 

with JHWH improves. 

c) Hezekiah accomplishes certain tasks. According to 2.Chr. 29:2, the main (religious) tasks 

of his reign, being a king of JHWH and acting accordingly, are to cleanse the Temple, restore 

the Temple worship (chapter 29), to restore the Great Passover (chapter 30), and to 

(re )organise and provide the subsistence for the priests and Levites (chapter 31 ). 

As we have seen already, most of these notions of the life and character of Hezekiah are 

aspects which are significant for life in the Community according to 1 QSIH. The similarities 

between the description of Hezekiah in 2.Chr. 29-32 and the description of the Qumran 

Community in 1 QS and I QH are obvious. Being God's chosen ones is a major claim of the 

Community. Being actively involved in the planning of the (new) Temple is also a major 

concern in these two scrolls. Being obedient to God, hence fulfilling the will of God, turns 

out to be the major task of life in the Community (see above and below). And the scrolls also 

claim, as we will see, that leading this life, fulfilling the will of God, also happens on behalf 

of the rest of Israel. Although the Community is primarily concerned with its own 

relationship with God, it opens a new (and the only) path for Israel towards a renewed and 

improved relationship with God for those who accept to and join the Covenant. Finally, the 

Community has adopted literally the tasks of Hezekiah's reign, although the way it seeks to 

accomplish them differs. It is the Community's aim to clean the Temple, not by changing the 

old Temple, by replacing the Jerusalem Temple, or even by building a new Temple. 
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According to 1 QS/H the Community seems to be interested only in providing a new place for 

Divine presence which is not identical with a Temple. The motivation for this in Qumran is 

the Community's desire to get closer to God, not the renewal of the Temple in Jerusalem for 

Israel. In order to provide the new place for Divine presence, the Community also adopts the 

task of restoring the Temple worship and reorganizing the Temple personnel. Liturgical life 

in the Community becomes central in Qumran, and the reorganisation of the priestly 

hierarchy becomes an important aspect in especially 1 QS. 

According to 2.Chr. 29-31, all these characteristics and tasks of Hezekiah make it possible 

that he "does what is good, just, and faithful before God". Having a special status in relation 

to God which he received from God (election as king) is also a condition for "doing what is 

good, just, and faithful", choosing the right tasks to renew and to improve his and Israel's 

relationship with God. According to 1 QS/H the Community does precisely this. The fact that 

they claim to be the chosen ones, and the aspects 1 QS mentions as tasks of life in the 

Community, have precisely this aim: to improve the relationship with God. But, in contrast to 

the HB, l QS only speaks about the relationship between the Community and God. 

Consequently the Community is described as doing what the HB tells about Hezekiah in his 

attempt to get closer to God. The Qumran group attempt to provide a place that qualifies for 

His presence and lead their lives according to what they claim is the will of God; hence they 

also restore the Temple service and the Temple personnel.20 But the motivation behind this 

appears to be quite egocentric throughout 1 QS!H. Primarily, they want to put themselves in 

special relationship with God. Only secondarily do they offer themselves, already having this 

special relationship, as the "bridge" between the rest of Israel and God, for those who agree 

with their ideas and join the Community. 

l(l Hence the Community does not sin1ply replace the Temple or serve as its substitute, but transfers cer-
tain qualities of the Temple onto itself to qualifY for Divine presence. 
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This means that "doing what is good and just" in I QS I 2 means to be and to live like 

Hezekiah according to 2.Chr. 31:20, including all the aspects mentioned above. "Doing what 

is good and just ':7~1;, God', therefore, must mean having a special status before God that 

one has received as a gift from God. Further, "doing what is good and just" involves 

improving this status through further actions in agreement with God's will - actions which 

please God and have as their aim the improvement of the Community's relations with God. 

":J!:l~ thus not only refers to human actions that can be called "good" or "just" by God (and 

consequently by human beings measuring them with moral and ethical principals)/' but 

qualifies being and acting/living of chosen people who are trying to improve the relationship 

between themselves and God in the attempt to get closer to Him. As such "":J!:l~ God" 

defines in 1 QS I 2 life in relation to God as the attempt to get closer to Him by being chosen 

and by fulfilling especially the Law of the Temple cult. ln this sense ":J!:l', can here also be 

translated with "in company with". Because of their special status of the Community and 

their way of life they are and do "in company" with God. And because of their attempt to 

even improve this status they qualify to live "in closer company" with God than any other 

person. This is how the Community prepares and achieves a status that allows them to 

"accommodate" Divine presence. 

21 It is interesting to note that the Rabbis, like the authors of 1 QS, seem to have seen the need for interpre
tation of this verse. Only, the Rabbis attempted to explain what the phrase means in the HB context, whereas the 
authors of 1 QS again used an ambiguity of a verse in the HB to authorise and to develop their own ideas. The 
latter used the phrase to emphasise the significance of the Community tor the rest of Israel and to demonstrate 
their special status in relation to God. The former explain the phrase by defining :m~ and irD., and developing 

"an important ethical principle from the verse, holding that it was not sufficient to do the 'right' or legal thing, but 
that one needed to go beyond and do also what was 'good' or moral" (W. G. Plaut (ed.}, tii7n lhe Torah. A 
Modem Commentary [New York 1981] 1368). Hence, the Rabbis, like 1 QS, suggested a meaning of the phrase 
beyond the observance of the Law, but the Rabbis refer to an ethical dimension, whereas 1 QS adds the dimension 
which it always adds to material taken from the HB: their .\pecial relationship with God. It is this desire to im
prove the relationship with God that defines in 1 QS "doing what is good and just". 
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Summary 

According to these comparisons, "'J!:h in 1 QS I 2 means "before" God in the sense of "in 

company with". It refers to a special status that qualifies the Community to be close to God 

and to accommodate the Divine presence. And it is used in connection with people who have 

been chosen by God and who fulfil His will in order to improve their relationship with Him, 

respectively to get closer to Him or to qualify for His presence. The way in which the whole 

phrase "doing what is good and just before Him" was developed from the HB also attaches 

certain notions to the meaning of "'J~'? in IQS 1 2. According to IQS a life, i.e. the nature 

and deeds of human beings, ""'J~'? God" means doing all those deeds that bring them closer 

to God, i.e. that please God and produce a quality that allows them to be near to God. The 

most significant means of achieving this is listening to the revelations of God and doing His 

will/Law. 2.Chr. 29-32 as Vorlage of 1 QS I 2 specifies this even further. In the light of this 

Vorlage, such a life for closer proximity to God involves especially the fulfilment of Temple 

rules, i.e. Temple worship and Temple hierarchy (of course according to the Qumranian 

interpretation ofthem). Living in the Community like this leads to and is "doing what is good 

and just before God". 

IQS I 8 

"'J~'? occurs here in the following phrase: 

"in order to be unified in the council of God and walk before Him perfectly" 

The analysis of the verb 1'?n shows22 that "'J!:l'? in this line means before God in the sense 

of living in the Community according to the will of God in the company with God.23 IQS I 8, 

22 See on l~iT in lQS I 8 p. 217-228. 
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therefore, represents the same usage of .,:J!:Jt, as I 2, but emphasises the notion that it is the 

whole life of every individual member that happens .,:J::J? God. 24 

lQS I 16 

Here .,:J!:lt, represents again the same meaning as in I QS I 2, but focuses on the notion of the 

covenant: 

This is the only line in 1 QS where n.,i:l occurs in combination with .,:J::J?. It Is the 

Community which is the covenant, and since the covenant is befiJre God, the ones who are 

part of it are living a life before Him. Hence, .,:J::J? refers here, as in I 8, to a life in company 

with God with all its implications (such as truthfulness, righteousness, observations of the 

laws,27 doing good, etc.) in separation from Israel. n.,i.:l, however, gives this relationship an 

23 "J!:l', occurs also in the HB in combination with 1',i1, but in a different sense. For example in l.S. 12:2 

the king is said to "walk before Israel" (I:I:J"J!:l', 1',i1n7:l 1',7:li1), hence "to lead them". 
24 The idea of"living before God" is also known in the HB But here the verbs used are not 1',i1 as in I 8, 

or :1~" as in XI 16f., and the meaning of the phrase is different from IQS. One striking verse in the HB is Gen 

17:18: 1"J!:l';! i1"n" ',~l77:ll'D" 1',. Here living before God means to live as a human on earth accepted by 

God, and not, as in l QS to live in company with God. Only 1 QS gives "living "J!:l', God" such a specific and 

strong meaning A similar phrase to Gen. 17:18 occurs in Hos. 6:2 1J7:lP" "I'D"',l'Di1 1:11":1 1:1"7:!"7:! 1J"n" 

1"J!:l', i1"n:J1. Israel and Judah will"live before God" after their judgement. Using the same verb as Gen. 17:18 

(i1"n), the meaning ofthis phrase is closer to IQS I 8, XI 16f., because it not only refers to a life in acceptance 

of God, but also to a new status oflsrael and Judah after the judgement which makes life "before" God possible. 
The authors of I QS might well have had this verse in mind when they developed their idea about life before God, 
especially because Hos. 6 mentions several aspects that became central in IQS (such as knowledge of God (v. 
3,6), love instead of sacrifices (v.6), covenant (v.7), and the defilement oflsrael (v.JO)). ln this case the Commu
nity would have a status such as the one after judgement which would represent another aspect according to 
which they qualify for God's nearness. But the similarities do not seem to be sufficient to claim that I QS used 
Hos. 6:2 directly as Vorlage. 
25 According to KG. Kuhn, Konkordanz, 178, a~ has been erased before "J!:l',. JH. Charlesworth, 

Graphic Concordance, 3 70 suggests the same. 
26 "And all those who enter in the rule of the Community shall establish a covenant before God in order to 
carry out ( 17) all that He commanded and in order not to stray from following Him out of any fear, dread, or 
testing (18) during the dominion of BeliaL ( ... )"(MIT) 
27 This line also makes clear that life in the Community in company with God means to observe the Law 
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official fonn. It is what existed in the HB between Israel and their God, and it 1s now 

according to the teachings of 1 QS restricted to the Community.28 

1 QS liT 11 

According to III 11, not life as such, but the "atonement" of members of the Community 

happens .,:J!:)', God: 

This atonement takes place hejbre God, hence it happens towards God and on the basis of 

His will. 

The verb i13iniph. ("to please" tr.?0 indicates that here, as in lQS VIII 4ff.,10 and IX 4,5/1 

life in the Community is understood as a pem1anent sacrifice to God that pleases God. Only 

this sacrifice can "please" God, the Community, and the rest of fsrael. This quality as a 

pennanent sacrifice gives the Community a special status before God. 32 And this status is 

and the rules of the Community. The observance of the Law is the major task oflife in the Community. 
"

8 Although n.,i.::J occurs in I QS twice in construct combinations with',~ (V 8; X I 0) and three times 

carrying a suffix referring to God ( V 18, 19,22), it occurs only in I 16f in combination with .,:J!:)I;._ 

A detailed analysis ofthe meaning ofr1.,i.::J in 1QS and 1QH is beyond the scope of this study, espe

cially since the covenant theme "sounds throughout the whole document [I QS]" (G. Forkman, The Limits of the 
Religious Community. Expulsion from the Religious Community within the Qmnran Sect, within Rabbinic Juda
ism, and within Primitive Christianity (Lund: CWK Gleerup, 1972] 71 ). But it appears that this as well repre
sents a development of the concept found in the HB, especially because the link between ":J!:ll;. and n.,i.::J in the 

HB is ambiguous. Occasionally, covenants are made il,ii., .,:J!:ll;., but sometimes also with JHWH Himself(cf. H. 

Sirnian-Yofre, art. C''J£!(TDOT XI) 610). Forkman sees "a concept of continuity" (ibid. 72) between the ideas 

in the HB and the scrolls and describes only differences according to which in the HB the whole nation enters the 
covenant, whereas according to the scrolls the individual "after careful consideration" can decide to enter or not 
(ibid 72). He does not see the changed role of the covenant idea, according to which it serves in the scrolls as yet 
another aspect that defines the special status of the Community in relation to God which Israel as a whole cannot 
have. 
29 

"( . . ) Then he will be pleasing (niph.) in acceptable atonement before God( ... ) ... 
Jr• In the HB, iT~i it is often used referring to sacrifices which please God. 
31 Cf pp. 48-51. 
32 As we have seen above, the adoption of the phrase "doing what is good and just before God" from 2.C. 
31:20 indicates the same sense of":J!:)I;.: referring to the status and function of the Community as a permanent 

sacrifice to God on behalfofthe rest of Israel (cf above). 
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described'?~ "~J!:)'?. "'J!:)" refers here again to a close relationship between the Community 

and God. 

lQS V 20 

In V 20, we find a usage of "~J!:h that is surprising for 1 QS and represents probably a relic of 

the HB understanding of the word. Here, "~Jth is used to refer to human existence before 

God in general: 

"(l9) ( . .) And all those who reject his word he shall cause to vanish from the earth and all their deeds of 

uncleanness (20) before him( ... )." 

This seems to represent the basic idea of "~J!:)'? in the HB according to which every human 

exists in relation to the Creator and God Almighty. In this sense, every human action happens 

before God. But "~J!:)', in this general sense occurs only here and in 1 QS XI 21. 

lQS Xl 17 

In this line, "~Jtl'? is used as in IQS I 2, but its combination with the verb .:J~., (hit.) adds a 

further notion to its meaning: 

"Blessed be you my God, who opens to knowledge (16) the heart of your servant. Establish (piT) injustice all 

His deeds, and as it is your pleasure (iTn.,~i) to act for the chosen ones of humanity (Ci~ .,..,.,n:J',), raise up 

the son ofyour handmaid to stand (:J~.,niT) betore you (iT':).,:l!:l',) for ever." 

The elected men, 1.e. the members of the Community, have an everlasting special 

relationship with God according to which they live in company with God in their 

Community. This usage of "~J!:)', indicates as well that God was most likely understood as 

being immanently present in the Community. 
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The meanmg of :J~., (hit.) in the DSS referring to life in the Community as an 

institutionalised cultic-religious gathering in relation to God strengthens this interpretation of 

.,~~~. 33 As such, life in the Community according to lQS XI 17 would be understood as 

happening in company with God. 

IQS XI 21 

.,~tl? in this line is used to set humans and God into relation and is, as in lQS V 20, used in a 

broader sense than in I QS I 2: 

"( ... )As what shall one born of a woman be considered before you" 

Being still part ofthe blessing (cf. XI 16), it is used to say that man is nothing in comparison 

with God. 

5.1.2. Describing Aspects of the Organisation Pattern of the Community . 

.,~~? is used I 0 times in 1 QS to describe certain aspects of the organisation pattern of the 

Community. The fact that .,~~? occurs quite often in this sense depends to a great extent on 

the nature of 1 QS describing the Community (as rule of the Community). But it also shows 

that lQS is dealing with a deeply religious Community that is mostly concerned about its 

relation to God. Hence, there are two sides of 'l,j~~ in this category: .,~~~ describes the 

relation between two people or groups within the Community, and at the same time transfers 

theological significance onto the organisation pattern of the Community. 

33 Cf. the chapter on :l~., (pp. l66-173) where I investigate how :J~.,r,n is used in the HB referring to an 

action before God or before a sacred place (Jos. 24: I; I. S. I 0 19). This might indicate that in I QS XI 16f the 
Community itself is understood as this sacred place (on :l~"' in IQS XI 16f see pp. 169f). 

This gives the verb ::J~"'niT the notion of "presenting oneself to God", strengthening the idea according 

to which life in the Community before God is understood as a permanent sacrifice. The fact that XI 17 occurs in a 
blessing ( 1 QS XI 15-22) confirms this observation. 
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By using .,.:J!:I~ to describe the relations of members or groups in the Community, the authors 

indicate that the whole structure of the Community is the condition for and part of the special 

status of the Community in relation to God. By using .,.:J!:l~ in this manner, the organisation 

pattern of the Community receives a significant theological function which is to provide the 

framework for a perfect life in the Community in company with God At the same time, the 

organisation pattern as it is described in 1 QS gives the Community the necessary quality to 

accommodate the nearness of God per se. By using .,.:J!:I~ in this sense, the authors of lQS 

create another area by means of which the nearness of God in the Community is possible. 

There are two different senses of .,.:J!:I~ in this category. The first one is concerned with the 

"ranking" ofthe members of the Community. In four cases (V 23; VI 4,11, and 26) .,:J!:I~ is 

used to describe certain details about the ranking; one member is said to be "before" the 

other34 

The second usage of .,:J!:I', in this category occurs five times (Vl 1(2x), 10,15; Vll 23). Here 

it refers to an action which is undertaken before certain people of the Community or even 

certain institutions in the Community. This usage of .,:J!:)', is reminiscent of the context of a 

summon to appear "before" a court. This is its special meaning here, the court being "the 

many" (VI 1 ,15,23), or "witnesses" (VI l) and "the brothers" (VI 10).35 
. . 

V 23: "and they shall be recorded one before another, according to one's insight and one's deeds,( ... )-" 
VJ 4: "everybody shall sit according to his rank before him [priest]". 
VI 11: "(10) (. . .)And neither should he speak before one whose rank is listed (11) before his own. (.)" 
Vl 26 "(. . .) defYing the authority of his fellow who is enrolled before him," 

35 Worth n1entioning is VII 23 where "being before the many" is understood as being identical with "being 
a member of the Community". 

The only remaining occurrence of.,:Jtl" is in IV 2, where it is used as part of a phrase which roughly 

means "to show": "(..) to enlighten the heart of man, straighten out before him all paths of true justice (.. ). " 
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5.1.3 . .,:!!:)',in its Simplest Sense. 

The last category simply contains occurrences (only three) where .,:I!;J', occurs m a 

geographical sense (somebody standing "in front" of somebody or something) or m a 

temporal sense (something happens "before" something else)?r, 

5.2. lQH 

In lQH, .,:!!:)', is used to describe the relationship between humans and God too. It is used 

only in the sense of before God. 37 The sense "in company with" that is so decisive in 1 QS 

does not occur directly. There are only a few occurrences that might relate to it. The usage of 

.,:!!:)',in 1 QH is closer to the usage of the word in the HB than the one in lQS. The usages of 

.,:l!::h in fQS and I QH do not contradict one another, however, but emphasise different 

notions. 

The biggest difference between the 1 QS and the I QH usage of .,:!!:)', is that in the former 

scroll it is used to relate to the Community with God; this depends on the genre of 1 QS, .,:!!:)', 

defining the relationship between the Community and God as "life of the Community in 

company with God". In the latter scroll, .,:l!:h defines the relationship of the helpless and 

powerless individual and the helping and powerful God; this again depends on the genre of 

1 QH (hymns uttered to God), but shows also that this relationship between the individual and 

God is the issue in this scroll. 

Generally, the occurrences of.,:l!:l', in lQH can be subdivided into three categories:38 

36 

37 

38 

Occurrences here are: II 12; VIJ 12; (IX 22;) and carrying the temporal sense: III 15. 
Except in three cases where 'l.:J!:)', is used within the plant-imagery in XV 23; XVI 25; XVIII 32. 

Excluding its usage within the plant-imagery (see above). Three lines are damaged to a degree that a 
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1. Everything stands in relation to God. 

2. Man stands in relation to affliction. 

3. The Community stands in relation to God. 

"'.)!:)', in 1 QH is used rather to state that man and the Community stands in relation to evil 

and God than to describe what the nature ofthis relation precisely is. Unlike lQS, lQH does 

not define the relationship between the Community and God. 

5.2 .1. Everything Stands in Relation to God 

"~J::h in 1 QH is used to state that everything and everybody stands in relation to God, i.e. 

before God. Nothing exists without this relation to God. This notion of the meaning of "~J!:h 

can especially be seen in IX 24: 

"(23) ( ... )Everything (24) has been engraved (p,pn) before you (iT~.,:J!:l',) 

with the stylus of remembrance(. )"39 

IV 14 uses "~J!:lt, in the same manner stating that the descendants of those "who serve you 

[God] loyally" are before God. 

But in 1 QH, "'J!::h is not simply used to refer to the fact that nothing exists on earth without 

relation to God, but also to the nature of this relation: dependency of the helpless and sinful 

human on the almighty God. This notion is lacking in lQS entirely. "'J!:)', is used in this 

sense especially in XVIII 11 : 

"(10) ( ... )And who (11) among all your wonderful great creatures will have the strength 

to stand (:::!~"~niT',) before you?" 

comment on the meaning of.,:J!:)', is not possible: VII 28 (MartinezJTigchelaar) = vn 25 (J Maier)= XV 25 

(K.G Kuhn); VrH 22,23 (MartinezJ Tigchelaar) = VIH 14,15 (J. Maier)= XVI 14,15 (K.G. Kuhn). 
'" The usage orppn in Prov. 8:29 ("when He marked out the pillars of the earth") suggests this meanjng 

of .,:J!:l', as well: the world can only exist before God. 

--- --
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Also in XV 30, the helplessness of humans is indicated through ":J!:)',_ Here it is 

"forgiveness" (i1n.,',ot0 that is needed before God that reflects human helplessness and 

dependence. 

Another means by which the authors of lQH expresses this relationship between humans and 

God by using ":J!:)', is by relating humans to the "anger" (XV 29) or the "wrath" (XX 18,30) 

of God. Humans are powerless standint1 before God's anger or wrath. They depend entirely 

on Him. 

This dependence is also clear in those lines where ":J!:)'? is used to relate the sinful humans to 

God the judge (final judgement). Especially in XX 28, ":J!:)', is used in this manner: 

"(..)How will he stand (:l~'~n'~) before ('~~tl") the one who reproves him (1:1 n'~:J17:))?" 

The same usage of"':J!:)'? seems to apply in XV 28.42 

5.2.2. Man stands in Relations to Affliction 

Theologically one of the reasons why humans are standing before God helplessly, as seen 

under 1., is because they stand in relation to evil as well. To fight "afflictions", humans need 

the help of God. This again shows the helplessness of humans and their dependence on God. 

According to l QH, humans exist only before the almighty God and depend on Him. The 

Hebrew '-":Ord used for "affliction" is always l1:1:J (IX 32; X 7; XU 36; XVll 12). God helps, 

according to these lines, the humans against (":J!:)',) this "affliction". ":J!:)',, therefore, is here 

4(• iln.,"o occurs only in Ps. 130:4 (cf. also Sir. 5:5). The whole Psalm is about the helpless human who 

depends entirely on God. In 1 QH, iTn.,"O is used often: XIII 2; XIV 9; XV 18,30,35; XVII 13,34; XVIII 21; 

XIX 9,31, but only once in JQS: II 15. 
'
11 In XV 29 and XX 30, the verb used is :l~'~nii (cf p. 172) XX 18 is damaged, but reveals the same us-

age of'~Jtl',. 
42 "Who is like you, '~J1i~, among the gods? Who is like your truth? Who is just before you when he goes 

to court?( .. )" 
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used in the sense of "against" referring to the humans relation to "afflictions" and the helping 

God. 

5.2.3. The Community Stands in Relation to God 

.,.:J~t, in this category refers not only to the individual before God, but to the Community 

before God. Some interesting aspects of this relationship are revealed in the relevant 

occurrences. But what does not occur here is the meaning of .,.:J~t, of "in company with 

[God]" . .,.:J~t, does not refer to life in the Community in company with God, as it does in 

I QS, but to the unique and special relationship of the Community with God in which the 

word does not lose its I QH-meaning describing the weak human and the almighty God. 

In this category, .,.:Jth is always used in combination with either i7:ll7 or i7:ll'70.4
J But the 

contexts of the lines where .,.:J::h occurs like this differ in a way that makes an analysis of 

each occurrences necessary. 

In XII21, the meaning of.,.:J!:h must be seen against the background of the usage of.,.:J~t, in 

I QH. Hence, .,.:J::h refers here primarily to the good relationship with God: 

"( .. ) Those in your rD!:lJ stand (i~l1) before you forever and those walking on the path of your heart 

(22) will be established permanently.(...)" 

But the notion of eternity and "walldng on the path of your heart" indicate that the 

Community is meant to stand before the almighty God. 

XV 31 is very interesting, because it defines "standing before Him" as the aim of life in the 

Community: 

"( ... )to make them stand (r:li"~l7ii',) before you (ii~"j!:l',) for ever and ever( .. )" 

See pp. 156-159 on ir.ll7~, and pp. 190f on ir.ll7. 
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Forgiveness (1.30, see above) and purification are the conditions for ii~.,J~', iOl'. But this 

occurrence also refers to a special relationship only between the Community and God, not to 

an immanent presence of God. 

XII 36 is of importance, because it gives the Community a function: 

"and my spirit (.,n1i1) kept firm (iTp.,iniT) in the standing place (i~l'~) against (.,::ID?) affliction (l':\::1) (. )" 

According to this line, being a member of the Community seems to be understood to help 

against ("J~',) affliction by itself Hence, the Community, or aspects of it, take over the role 

of the helping God. The Community becomes the stronghold against afflictions and, 

therefore, inherits a close relationship with God. 

According to XIX 13, the Community stands in a special relationship with God: 

"( .) and to stand at a place (i~l'~:t ::J~.,ni!?1) before you (iT:l.,:l!:l?) 

with the perpetual host and the spirits ( .)" 

Although "J~', is not used to refer to a life "in company with" God, this occurrence shows 

that the Community is closer to God than the rest of Israel and that it is the location of His 

nearness. 

The remaining line is XV 14 where "J~'? occurs in a phrase that it very similar to the one in 

IQS I 8: 

"( 14) (.. ) and with your truth to straighten my steps and the paths of justice, 

to walk before you (l.,:l!:l? l?iTniT?) on the frontier ( 15) ofl[ife] ( ... )" 

"J~'? in this line, given its usage throughout 1 QH certainly refers to a special relationship 

between the members of the Community and God. But because this is the only occasion 

where "J!:l'? is used as in 1 QS, it might well be that here this relationship includes a life in 

company with God. His immanent presence, however, is not mentioned. 
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After examining the meaning of a word that is in 1 QS/H used to describe directly how certain 

actions of the Community or life in the Yahad in general related to God (i.e. "j!:lS), we will 

now tum to a verb that is used in these scrolls to refer to life in the Community in particular. 

The authors of 1 QSIH use the verb 1Sn to refer to the particular way of conduct which the 

Community's status in relation to God requires. The usage of 1Sn shows that this life in the 

Yahad requires a special behaviour and state of mind to focus on fostering and improving the 

Community's special relationship with God. lSii will also show that every individual mem

ber of the Community has to engage (perfectly) in this way of life. 

The following chapter will analyse the meaning of 1Sn in 1 QS/H in detail and outline how 

the word describes life in the Community in relation to God. 

6.1. lQS 

1Sn occurs in 1 QS no fewer than 42 times. The significance of this verb with respect to the 

Divine presence lies in the fact that the authors of 1 QS describe life in the Community by us

ing it very frequently; and its meaning in 1 QS might show in what relation life in the Com

munity stands to God. This relationship then might indicate how Divine presence itself is 

understood in 1 QS. The importance of this verb, in fact, can be seen best at its occurrence in 

1 QS I 8, where the purpose of life in the Community in relation to God is lined out. Here it is 

not only used to describe actions of the Community, but also to refer to an action carried out 
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"':!!::)', God. In this line, l'?i1 occurs in the following phrase as indicating the purpose of the 

Community: 

"to be unified in the counsel of God and to walk before Him perfectly" 

Because this occurrence of 1',i1 is so significant in this line, this study will focus first on it, 

comparing the wording with the HB. We shall then investigate the remaining occurrences of 

6. 1. 1. 1 QS I 8 

The meaning of lC,ii in the phrase 0"'7.:)n 1"':1!::)', 1C,iinii'?1 in 1 QS I 8 can only be under-

stood in comparison with and on the basis of the meaning of 1C,n in the HB because in the 

HB we can find clearly similar phrases that served as Vorlage. 

Generally, lC,ii in the HB is used frequently. 1 The most common denotations in the qal, the 

piel, and the hithpael are "to walk"2
, "to stroll" or "to live"3

, "to go away"", but also "to let 

go"5 in the hiphil. In his detailed analysis of the meaning of lC,ir in the HB, Helfmeyer dis-

tinguishes between a "secular" and a "theological" use of the verb.6 The latter is the signifi-

cant one for the use of l'?ii in 1 QS I 8, esp~cially because, according to Helfmeyer, one of 

Cf. G. Lisowsky,Konkordanz, 412-424. 
W. Gesenius, HandwiJrierbuch, 180. 
Ibid., 181. 
Ibid., 181. 
Ibid, 182. 
F.J. Helfmeyer, art. 7~1i[TDOT III, 1974] 388-403. 

Because Helfineyer defines the meaning of 1',i1 in the HB within a model oft he literary development of 

the HB which does not apply for the interpretation of the HB material from the perspective of the authors of I QS 
and I QH, we need to analyse the relevant occurrences of1',i1 from a different perspective. 
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its major theological uses is in the sense of "walking before God"/ and also "to live". 8 

In 1 QS I 8, we find the following phrase: 

waw copula - particle ', - inf. cstr. hithp. of l',ii + "'J!:)', with a suff. of 3. sg. m. ( + 

adjective/adverb t:l"'On). 

The verb in the infinitive refers to the members of the Community, the suffix which is at-

tached to .,J!:)', refers to God. In the HB, similar phrases occur seven times: Gen. 17: 1; 24:40; 

48:15; 2.K. 20:3; Ps. 56:14; 116:9; and Isa. 38:3. Each time with l',ii in the hithpael, hut not 

always in the infinitive. The subject is always a human being. Each time .,J!:)';J follows 

l',nnii. And in five cases (Gen. 17:1; 24:40; 48:15; 2.K. 20:3; Isa. 38:3), "~J!:)i;J carries a suf-

tix. This suffix refers always to God (four times to ii1ii"~, once to t:l.,ii',~ (Gen. 48:15)). In 

the remaining two cases .,J!:)', does not carry a suffix, but refers directly to t:l.,ii',~ (Ps. 

56: 14) or to ii1ii., (Ps. 116:9) as object. 

There are also three more occurrences of l',ii in the HB where it occurs in almost the same 

phrase as in 1 QS I 8, i.e. l',ii followed by "lJ!:I', which carries a suffix referring either to 

ii1ii., (to l.K. 3:6; 9:4//2.Chr. 7:17) or to the 11i~ (2.S. 6:4), except that l',ii occurs here 

not in the hithpael, but the qal.9 

Ibid., 392f 
Ibid, 393. 
l.K. 3:6: 3. pers. sg. m. qat perf (l"':l:::l', 1',iT irD~;::)). 
l.K. 9:4: 2. pers. sg. m. qat imp. (":l:::l', 1',n-c~ iTn~1). 
2.S. 6:4: part. masc. sg. abs. qal q11~ii ":l:::l', 1',iT ,.,n~). 
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It is the differences between the phrases in the HB and I QS I 8 that will determine the mean-

ing of the phrase in I QS I 8. 

Analysing the phrases the first observation that comes into focus is the fact that the subject in 

the phrases in the HB is always a human being who has a special relationship with God. It is 

either the chosen Abram, the father of the people of God (Gen. 17:1; 24:40; 48:15 (Abram 

and Isaac)), king David, the king who has been chosen by God to lead His people ( 1. K. 3 :6; 

9:4//2.Chr. 7: 17), the King-prophet Hezekiah (2.K. 20:3; Isa. 38:3), the psalmist praying to 

God (Ps. 56:1 4; 116:9), or Ahio who walks before the Ark (2.S. 6:4 ). Hence, the ones who are 

"walking before God" are always distinct leaders (politically and religiously) of the chosen 

people of God. 

The second observation is linked with the first. Since the subjects of the phrases are always 

men with a special relationship with God, one of the purposes of this phrase in the HB seems 

to be to express a very immediate, strong, and direct relationship between those chosen men 

and God. In all these cases, the action of "walking before God" seems to be understood as an 

action which is located very closely to God. 

Analysing the Vorlagen of 1 QS I 8, Gen. 17:1 in particular has a special function, because its 

structure is almost identical10 with the structure of the phrase in 1 QS I 8, and it seems that it 

is this verse in particular that the authors of I QS I 8 modify: 11 

"When Abram was ninety-nine years old, JHWH appeared to Abram, and said to him, 'I am God Almighty; 

walk before me, and be blameless."' 

l(o The only difference is that Gen. 17: l reads ii.,ii1 preceding the adjective O.,~n whereas l QS I 8 uses 

t'J"~n as an adverb. 
11 Again I will interpret the HE-material, Gen. 17: l, from the perspective of the authors of 1 QS, because 
this is the only way to understand the modifications made by the scroll and, hence, the meaning of l QS I 8. 

For a detailed analysis and scholarly literature on Gen. 17 see especially G 1. Wenham, Genesis 16-50 
[World Biblical Commentary 2; Dallas, Texas: Word Books Publisher, 1994] 14-32; C. Westemmnn, Genesh; 
2.Teilband, Genesis 12-36 [Biblischer Kommentar Altes Testament l/2; Neukirchen: Neukirchener Verlag, 1981] 
303-328, literature on pp.30l-303. 
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Here, the "walking before .THWH" is not only based on a special relationship with God, but 

on the appearance of God Himself to Abram (t:Ji~~-"~ i11i1., ~1"~1). Abraham "sees" 

JHWH, he stands "opposite" Him and experiences Hjm. This might mean that a revelation of 

God is the condition of "walking before Him". According to 1 QS "walking before God" also 

depends on actions of God that qualify the Community to live a life before God. These ac-

tions are the predestination and the election by God. God always wanted the Community to 

have this special relationship with Him and has chosen it for this purpose. The adoption of 

the phrase "walking before God" from Gen. 17: l gives the authors of 1 QS I 8 the opportunity 

to emphasise that life in the Commuruty happens in a special and unique relationship with 

God which God Himself established. 

This leads to another significant aspect of "walking before God" that the authors of 1 QS 

adopted from Gen. 17:1. In Gen. 17: l, "walking before God" does not simply refer to one sin-

gle action of Abram, but to his entire l~fe. According to Gen. 17: I, "God directs Abram to 

live life before rum, a life in which every step is taken looking to God and every day of which 

is accompanied by him" 12
. "Walking before God" refers in Gen. 17:1 and in IQS I 8 to the en-

tire lives of chosen people who stand in a special relationship with God doing His will. 

The reason why "walking before God" refers to the entire lives of the chosen ones lies in the 

nature of the agreement between the two parties, God and Abram/Community. This nature is 

described in Gen. I7: 1 and I QS I 8 in the following ways. 

Gen. 17: I introduces as agreement between God and Abram the covenant of circumcision, 

i1"10 n"~i:l. 13 This covenant, according to the HB, defines a very special, very intimate, and 

very direct relationship between God and Abram. "Walking before God" is understood as the 

12 G.l Wenham, Genesis 16-50 [World Biblical Commentary 2; Dallas, Texas Word Books Publisher, 
1994] 20. 
13 Cf G. Vermes, An Introduction to the Complete Dead Sea Scrolls [London: SCM Press, 1999] 146. 
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consequence of this agreement. Standing in this direct relationship with God means to live 

according to the will of God, which is why this relationship, the covenant, affects every as-

pect of life of those who participate in it. 

At Qumran, "the concept of covenant is an important one in several of the documents found 

at Qumran" 14
. The iM" was very much concerned with "circumcision" as a state of life. 15 

The usage of the phrase "walking before God" indicates that the authors of 1 QS claim that 

this covenant, once manifested between God and the Community, is now the new agreement 

between God and the Community. 16 The idea ofthe covenant has been adopted by the authors 

of the scrolls. But, following their usual method of using HB-material, the understanding of 

the concept of the covenant has been changed to an extent that it no longer seems to be ap-

propriate to state that "the covenant mentioned in these works [DSS] is considered the same 

agreement as the one made and renewed in the Hebrew scriptures" 17
. Yes, the idea of an 

agreement between God and human beings called "covenant" is still the same. But in the 

scrolls the nature of this agreement is understood somewhat differently. The covenant leads 

to different consequences for the nature of the human beings involved than in the HB. 

The first difference is that the scrolls, especially lQS, consider only the covenant between 

God and the Community "to be the sole valid form of eternal alliance between God and Is-

rael" 18
. In fact, the way in which especially lQS and 1 QH emphasise the special relationship 

between the Community and God, the special nature of the Community in relation to God, 

14 J.C. VanderKam, art. Covenant, in: LH. Schiffman/ J.C. VanderKam (ed.), Encyclopedia of the Dead 
Sea Scrolls [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000] 152 
15 A detailed analysis ofthe idea ofthe covenant in 1QS and IQH is beyond the scope ofthis study. I will 
only comment on relevant aspects of the idea. 
16 J.C. VanderKam, art. Covenant, in: LH. Schiffinan/ J.C. VanderKam (ed ), t__,ncyclopedia lifthe Dead 
Sea Scrolls [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000] 153. 
17 Ibid., 152. 

Cf also S. Talmon, The Community lif the Renewed Covenaflf: Between Judaism and Christianity, in: 
E. Ulrich/ J. VanderKam (ed.), The Notre Dame Symposion in the Dead Sea Scrolls [Christianity and Judaism in 
Antiquity 10; Notre Dame: University ofNotre Dame Press, 1994] 13. 
18 Cf G Vermes, An Introduction to the Complete Dead Sea Scrolls [London: SCM Press, 1999] 147. 
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and the role of the Community as the "bridge" between the rest of Israel and God, indicates 

strongly that the authors of these scrolls did not have a continuation or renewal of the cove-

nant between God and Israel in mind. But they understand this covenant as an entirely new 

phenomenon that is mentioned in the HB only once: in Gen. 17:1. This new covenant focuses 

entirely on the relationship between God and the Community. This separates the Community 

etfectively from the rest of Israel. And it affects the nature of the Community: this covenant 

allows the Community to fulfil perfectly all requirements that the agreement, as described in 

Gen. 17, demands. This fulfilment changes the nature of the Community in a way that en-

abies it to "accommodate" Divine presence in its midst. 

The second difference lies in the description of the nature of the relationship between God 

and human beings in the covenant. In Gen. 17:1, God is still pictured as the divine personality 

which stands way above the human being. The idea of "walking before God", as it occurs in 

the HB, means a complete dependence on and distinction .from the divinity who is in nature 

and location separated from the human beings. 19 This idea changes radically in I QS. The 

authors of 1 QS use the concept of covenant to show that the Community it able, through pre-

destination and its perfect life according to the will of God,20 to achieve a status that allows 

them to be much closer to God than any other human being, including Abram, before. In fact, 

in the scrolls, it is specifically the purpose of the concept of covenant to demonstrate that the 

Community has the qualities necessary to be near to God. According to the scrolls, the cove-

nant is not only an agreement, but actually changes the nature of the Community so that it 

can be close to God. Living in the covenant means for the Community to be able to live in 

God's nearness. 

19 Looking only at the phrase's use in the HB, Helfineyer emphasises only the latter aspect of the verb's 
meaning in Gen. 17:1 (F.J. Helfineyer, art. 7~/7(TDOT III, 1974) 392). 

''
1 Note that n.,i:l is used in the scrolls also explicitly referring to a group of people, who do the will of 

God, cf for example 1 QS V 11,18 ( cf E. Kutsch, art. Bund [TRE VII; Berlin, New York: Walter de Gruyter, 
1981) 404). 
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The comparison between Gen. 17:1 and 1 QS I 8 offers two factors that demonstrate this also. 

1.) As seen above, the usage oft:J.,~n most likely indicates that Abram was understood, from 

the perspective of the interpreting authors of 1 QS, to have the quality that t:J.,~n stands for: 

the quality of sacrificial animals to be sacrificed to God. 21 God commands Abram to be 

t:J.,~n,22 and it is only this quality that allows Abram to engage into such a close relationship 

with God. 23 The authors of 1 QS, on the other hand, adopt this idea and claim that the Com-

munity fulfils this divine commandment perfectly and permanently by living a perfect live 

according to the will of God. This allows them to have a status in relation to God already, 

particularly in the sacral/Temple/sacrificial sphere. Consequently, "walking before God and 

being perfect" refers to this special relationship with God. [t means, in 1 QS I 8, living a life 

according to the will of God by having a status that means to be much closer to God than any 

other human being. "Walking before God and being perfect" means to have a special nature 

that allows the nearness ofDivine presence?4 

2.) The second factor that may indicate that we find a different understanding of "covenant" 

in 1 QS than in the liB is the usage of .,:I!:)~. My analysis of .,:I!:)~ in the HB and the scrolls 

21 See for C.,r.ln pp. 51-58. 

<< Wenham calls this "an extreme demand" (G.J. Wenham, Genesis 16-50 [World Biblical Commentary 2; 
Dallas, Texas: Word Books Publisher, 1994] 20 ), which suggests correctly that being C.,r.ln does not simply re

fer to a profane code of social behaviour as Westermann suggests (see below). 
23 Westermann suggests that C"r.ln "konnte mit Luther: " ... und sei fromm" i.ibersetzt werden oder mit 

Neueren: "unstraflich", aber beide Obersetzungen geben das Hebraische Wort nicht genau wieder, das weder 
einen moralischen noch religiosen Klang hat, sondern bewusst profan ist" (C Westermann, Genesis, 2. Teilhand, 
Genesis 12-36 [Biblischer Kommentar Altes Testament I/2; Neukirchen Neukirchener Verlag, 1981] 312). Even 
though Westermann does not interpret Gen. 17: I from the perspective of the scrolls, it seems to be hardly possi
ble that the word could have been understood without its religious connotation, i.e. sacrifices, in Gen. 17: I. But 
the idea that people, who are "walking before God" being C.,r.ln, gives them a different quality that allows them 

to accommodate the nearness of God, is certainly a very fine example ofQumranian usage and interpretation of 
HB-material. 
'
4 Other usages ofi:l"r.ln in the HB lead into the same direction. Used as an attribute of human beings, it 

occurs seven times in the sense of"innocent" (Gen. 6:9; 17: I; Ez. 28: 15; Ps. 37:18, Prov. 2:21; 115; 28: lO) and 
also in the sense of "faithful" (Dtn. 18: 13; Ps. 18:24). These denotations refer to the blamelessness of a C.,r.ln 

person, a characteristic that in some (HB-)sense qualifies also to be close to God. 
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has shown that the HB prefers to read "~"t':l ("in the eyes of') God meaning "under the ob-

servation" of God and defining God as the authority above the humans.25 Even for humans in 

the covenant with God, God is the distant and unapproachable one. It is only in Gen. 1 7:1 

where the authors of the HB chose "~:::>', and not ".:J"t':l. This indicates that only here, be-

tween Abram and God, we find a special relationship. And this is precisely what the authors 

of 1 QS use. They claim a status for the Community in relation to God that in the HB is men-

tioned only in this single verse. Gen. 17:1 indicates a special covenant between one person 

and God. lQS develops this into a concept and claims it for the entire Community. 

In the HB, there are a few more phrases, in I .K. 3:6; 9:4; 2.K. 20:3,26 that are almost identical 

with the one in Gen.l7: l, but these add a few aspects to the meaning of 1',ii that are also 

significant for study of 1 QS I 8. 

l.K. 3:6 reads as follows: 

According to this, elements of "walking before God" are also "truth/faithfulness", "righteous-

ness", and "uprightness of the heart". These must be the nature and the deeds of a man who 

can enter the special relationship with God which is described through the phrase "walking 

before God". 

1. K. 9:3 enumerates more elements which also constitute, or at least are linked with, a l:l"On 

man: 

25 See on ":l!:l~ in 1 QS I 8 especially pp. 205f. 
26 From his perspective Helfmeyer sees a close connection in meaning between the phrase in Gen. 17: I and 
l.K. 3:6 and 9:4 too (FJ. Helfmeyer, art. 7~1i[TDOT III, 1974] 393). 
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"Uprightness" is here as well mentioned as an element of "walking before God", as well as 

the notion of observing the Law. 

2.K. 20:3 emphasises again other elements which are part of "walking before God": 

"Faithfulness" appears here, along with a pointed reference to "doing good in God's sight". 27 

This means that doing good is part of a life (1Si1) with God. 

All these additional elements mentioned in connection with the phrase in the Books of Kings 

describe the action of "walking before God" in more detail. The interesting aspect at this 

point is that most of them play a significant role in the theology unfolded in 1 QS. Hence, it is 

not only the grammatical identity or similarity that shows the dependence of 1 QS I 8 on its 

Vorlagen in the HB, but also the fact that precisely those aspects of 1Sn found in Gen. 17:1 

and the book of Kings are used in the scrolls and developed into fundamental notions of the 

teachings in the scrolls?8 

This usage of 1Sn in 1 QS once more shows the method of the authors of 1 QS and 1 QH, as 

they adopted words or pharses from the HB with significant theological modifications.29 This 

method is motivated by the attempt to emphasise and to prove that the Community has a 

special relationship with God?° Consequently, the phrase "walking before God" does not 

27 See on :l,~ in combination with .,_,.,l':l especially p. 121 15. On ::n~ in the HB pp. 119-121. 
28 The fact that the authors of 1 QS use these verses 11-orn 1./2. Kings might also indicate that they see the 
Community as a group located in the royal court or entourage. The adoption of certain usages of'l-'!:l", (see 

above) indicates the same because, apart from its usage in Priestly legislation referring to acts of worship, .,_,!:)', 
is also a term in royal vocabulary (cf Gen. 41 :46; 43: 15; Ex. 9: 10; IS 16:22; l.K I 0:8; 2.Chr 29: 11; etc.). In 
Persian times one makes respects, etc. "before" the king (cf Aramaic Ezra/ Daniel, tot~',!:) Oip) 
29 l',il is only used three times in 1 QS in its most common HB-rneaning: "to walk" in a physical sense. 

The other occurrences reflect the special understanding of the word in 1 QS. 
3
(' Hence, one cannot claim that "der sprachliche Befund [regarding the "path-theology" in the scrolls of 

which l',il is a central part] unterscheidet sich sonach nur unwesentlich vom alttestarnentlichen, die leichte Be-
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mean precisely the same in 1 QS as it does in the HB. In comparison with its Vorlagen in the 

HB, "walking before God" means in I QS I 8 the following. 

(1.) While in the HB the subjects of the phrase are distinct religious leaders who have a spe-

cial relationship with God, in lQS J 8 the subjects are now all members of the Community, 

indicating that the Community as a whole is understood as being essential for the relationship 

between man (especially Israel) and God, and that it inherits a special relationship with God. 

(2.) In the HB, these leaders are chosen by God ( cf Abram and David). General1y this privi-

lege becomes transferred onto the Community in 1 QS; but according to 1 QS, election is only 

a condition for the Community to improve its relationship with God; in contrast to the Vorla-

gen in the HB, I QS emphasises the initiative of the members of the Community, rather than 

the initiative of God. 31 (3.) "Walking before God" in the HB is meant to be an action very 

close to God implying a strong, direct, and immediate personal relationship with God which 

still distinguishes man "geographically" and by nature from the Divinity. I QS, on the other 

hand, claims that the Community as a whole already has this status of a direct and immediate 

relationship with God. This relationship is thought to be of a permanent nature, whereas the 

Vorlagen refer rather to isolated encounters between God and human beings. (4.) In IQS, the 

difference between the sphere of God and life in the Community has been neglected. 1 QS 

suggests on occasions that the Community participates in the heavenly world, and is capable 

of ordering its relationship to God in a way not envisaged by the HB. 

Some of these points become clearer when we return to a consideration of Gen. 17:1, which 

holds a special place for this investigation. 32 

deutungsentwicklung verlauft ganz auf der im Alten Testament gezogenen Linie" (F. Notscher, Gotte.m·ege und 
Menschenwege in der Bibelund in Qumran [BBB 15; Bonn Peter Hanstein Verlag G M.B.H., 1958] 74). F. 
Notscher does not see the manner in which the authors of especially I QS, but also I QH, use the HB-material. 
Essential modifications are usually motivated by the claim that the Community has a special relationship with God 
that leads to nearness with Him 
11 Hence, Notscher states correctly that lt,iT in the HB is used to describe the relationship between God 

and Israel, whereby it is God who turns towards Israel by lt,iT (cf Ex. 13:21; 33 14; Hab. 3:6}, not Israel Jiving 

towards Him, as l QS and l QH use it (F. Ntitscher, Gotteswege und Menschenwege, 3 2-34). 
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Gen. 17:1 defines "walking before God" not as an isolated action under the observation of 

God, but as life in covenant before God. I QS I 8 adopts this notion and develops it to one of 

the most striking aspects of the teachings and understanding of the Community. Because the 

whole Community has this covenant with God, I QS subsumes under this idea all other as-

pects that are significant for the religious life in the Community. Living in the covenant with 

God means to observe the Law and the rules of the Community/3 to love the truth, to be 

· faithful, righteous, and upright, and to do good. All these aspects of being 0"7.:)!'1 are already 

mentioned in the Vor/agen of 1QS I 8, as seen above. In fact, the opening of JQS, and the 

legislation which follows, allows the divine command which was given to Abram to be put 

into effect. It is clear from 1 QS I 1-1 0 that the ,n., comes into existence precisely so that 

people may "walk before God and be perfect"! But it is, according to the self-understanding 

of the Community, only the Community that can achieve this and that can engage in this 

close relationship with God. 

In Gen. 17: I, a condition of the command to live this life before God is a revelation of God 

Himself 1 QS seems to claim that only the Community has revelations, and has the means to 

interpretthem perfectly. These means are given to them by God (revelations) through special 

insight. 

Gen. 17:1 defines the special nature of the person who "walks before God". This person has 

to be 0"7.:)!'1. 1 QS develops this notion also, and claims that the whole Community has this 

nature permanently which qualifies its members to accommodate Divine presence. 

32 F. Notscher (F. Notscher, ibid, 80) sees that 1 QS I 8 is linked with Gen. 17: I, but does not explore mat-
ters further. He also tails to see the impact of the words l:l"~On and "':l!::lt, on the meaning of l',ii (see below for 

details) 
33 Cf especially 1 QS VIII 20,21; IX 12. 
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Gen. 17:1 is probably the only occasion where .,J!:l', is used in the HB to describe life in a 

special and close relationship with God. But lQS develops the sense of"J!:)S further, using it 

in the sense of "in company with", indicating that the relationship between Community and 

God is even more intense than the one described in Gen. 17:1. 

1Sn in IQS I 8, therefore, means to live a privileged life in the Community with all its im-

plications in company with God having a special status that qualifies for the permanent pres-

ence of God's. 

6.1.2. The Remaining Occurrences oflSii in lQS 

The specific 1 QS usage and meaning of 1Sn can be seen best in its basic sense in 1 QS VIII 

13, where it means "to walk in the desert", i.e. to live in the desert. In 1QS, 1Sn refers to life 

in the Community, separated from the rest oflsrael. Going to Qumran and living in the Com-

munity replaces those occasions, such as are described in Gen. 17:1, where God approaches 

human beings directly. Life in the Community means being in company with God per se, and 

this accounts for the fact that the path of God is no longer linked with theophanies, as F. 

Notscher suggests. 34 

1',iT describes two different notions of life in the Commtmity:35 

34 F. Notscher, ibid, 76. 
3

' Although 1':m has only one meaning in IQS, the usage ofthese notions is not entirely consistent. In 

fact, there seems to be a break in the usage between VII and VIII. The usage of1~iT in I-VII seems to empha

sise the aspect of separation between the Community and the outside world, its usage in VIII is more concerned 
about the social aspects oflife within the Community. The break is not absolute. Usage ofi-VII can be found in 
Vlll-XI and vice-versa, but the differences are enough reason to question whether the two parts have been writ
ten by the same author. This strengthens Metso's findings who suggests, taking into account the 4QS material, 
that the "scribal sign at the end of column IQS VII suggests a major break in the text here" (S. Metso, The Tex
tual Development ~!the Qumran Community Rule [Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah XXI, Leidenl 
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6.1.2. 1. 1t,n referring to the Way of Living in the Commtmity in Contrast to the Outside 

World 

1t,n in this sense defines (politically and religiously) life in the religious Community of 

Qumran and separates the Commtmity from the outside world. In this sense, 1t,n occurs 

seven times (I 6; II 14,26; V 4; VII 19,24; IX 9) in a word combination such as "walking in 

stubbornness of one's heart" (*~t, n1i"it'~ lt,il). Whenever this word combination oc-

curs, it is used to demonstrate what the members of the Community are not like. According 

to lQS "walking in stubbornness of one's heart" is a characteristic of the world members of 

the Community are separated from. 1t,n refers here to the tmfaithful, or even evil, way of 

life outside the Community. 

The same distinction is been made in lQS through the idea of walking on a good or evil 

path. Walking on the good path stands for a life in the Community with all its implications 

and in a special relation to God, walking on the evil one represents life outside the Commu-

nity disconnected from God. This usage of 1t,n occurs in III 20 referring to the "paths of 

light" (1:lt,nn" i1N ":lii~) as life in the Community;36 in Ill 21; IV 11,12 referring to the 

"paths of darkness" (ltV1n "~ii t,,:,~ n:,t,t, (IV 11)); and further in V lOf. speaking 

about the "paths of wickedness" (i1l7tViiT 111~) as life outside the Community?7 

New York/ Koln 1997) J 08) and that the "differences in style and vocabulary between 1 QS VII and the begin
ning of 1 QS VIII indicate that sections JQS V-VII and VIII-IX did not originally belong together" (Ibid. 143) 
But an analysis of the literary development of the Community Rule material is neither the aim ofthis study, nor 
within its limits (cf pp. 235-241; for literature see Metso, ibid., 159-164, esp. 1094_5, 1106). 

36 Leaney renders l"i1 here with to "conduct themselves [Community]" (ARC. Leaney, The Rule of 
Qumran and its Meaning. Introduction, Translation and Commentary [London: SCM Press LTD, 1966) 149). 
37 Similar, using the light-darkness imagery ("those who walk in darkness"), but not the concept of the dif-
ferent paths to distinguish the Community from the outside world, is XI 10 
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As seen above, 1 QS refers to life in the Community also by combining l',n with 0"7:)n (III 

9f / 8 VIII 18,2 L; and IX 9) meaning to "live" Cl',n) in the Community according to the will 

of God, whereby the members have a quality that gives them a special status in relation to 

God (Cl"On). 39 According to IX 9f, this way of life leads to a status of holiness of the mem-

bers of the Community. 40 "Walking on God's paths" qualifies the Community to accommo-

date permanent Divine presence and to live in "perfection" in the permanent nearness of 

6.1.2.2. 1',n referring to Internal Matters of Life in the Community 

Whenever 1',n is used in this sense, it often refers to the same aspects as in I. (political and 

religious aspects of life in the Community), but it does so from a social perspective. 1',iT re-

fers here to social behaviour in the Community according to the theological ideas of the 

Community. This shows that life in the Community, and the organisation pattern ofthe Com-

munity, can only be understood on the background of the idea oflife in the Community in re-

lation to God. This idea is the central concept that motivates and drives the Community. 

38 l',n in III 9falso not only refers to the "moralische Gebiet" of the "Wegtheologie" (F. Notscher, Got-

teswege und Me11Schenwege, 72), but to a life before God. The obedience of the Law is, as F. Notscher points 
out correctly (ibid., 77), part of',~ '~::lii ',i::l:l C"~r.lrl n::>',n',; but the aim oflife in the Community is to 

gain nearness to God (against F. Notscher, 77). 
39 Cf. pp. 51-58. 
-1') lX 9f: "Men of holiness who walk in perfection". 

For a detailed analysis of Holiness in the DSS see: J.A Naude, Holiness in the Dead Sea Scrolls, in: 
P. W. Flint/ J.C. VanderKam, The Dead Sea Scrolls qfter Fifty Years. A Comprehensive Assessment, vo/.2 [Lei
den, Boston, Koln: Brill, 1999] 171-199; and also H.K. Harrington, Holiness and Law in the Dead Sea Scrolls 
[DSD 8/2, 2001] 124-135; P.R. Davies, Jhe Torah at Qumran, in: A.J. Avery-peck/ J. Neusner/ B.D. Chilton, 
Judaism in Late Antiquity. Part Five. The Judaism of Qumran: A 5~vstematic Reading ~f the Dead Sea Scrolls. 
Volume 2: World VieJ.l', Comparing Judaisms [Handbook of Oriental Studies vi. 57; Leiden/ Boston/ Koln: Brill, 
2001] 36-41. 
41 A "satzungsgemiil3e sittlich-religiose Lebensfuhrung" (F. Notscher, Gotte.n11ege und Me11Scheml'ege, 80) 
is, therefore, only one side of the coin. F Notscher does not discuss the different status that l:l"~r.li'l indicates, and 

hence the significance ofl',n, i.e. life in the Community, regarding a special relationship with God and His 

nearness. 
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"Walking before God" therefore, means to live in company with Him acting acccording to the 

rules of the Community. 

Three times, 1Sn in I QS means the social behaviour of the members in the Community 

with all its re1igious implications. "Walking" in this sense means living together with other 

members of the Community in accordance to the rules ofthe Community to he close to God. 

It refers to that sort ofbehaviour (life) which the teachings of IQS require. This we find in 

VIH 2, where amongst "truth", "justice", "judgement", and "compassionate love", "humility to 

walk with another" (ON rt.7"N M::;)S l7::J~n1)42 is mentioned as aim of the "Community coun-

sel" to teach the members of the Community. The same idea occurs in VIII 4,43 and very 

clearly in IX 19, which talks about members who "walk perfectly with one another" in the 

Community. In VI 2, we are told that this social behaviour is significant for the members, no 

matter which function they have in the Community.44 1Sn refers here to the place where a 

member is supposed to be and to live according to the organisation pattern of the Commu-

nity. In IX 6, "walking in perfection" refers to the everyday life of every member in the Com-

munity. Finally, 1Sn as a way of living influences also the "divisions" (IV 15) as part of the 

Community's organisation pattern. 

Three times in lQS, the rules ofthe Community, rather than the Law or the prophets(!), are 

mentioned as the basis of 1',n in the sense of social behaviour. VIII 20 as an introduction to 

certain Laws makes this clear: "These are the laws/regulations by which the men of the pre-

feet holiness walk amongst each other." In VIIT 21, it is stated that the members of the Com-

munity "walk on a perfect path as He commanded ... And finally, IX 12 as an introduction to 

42 The translation is based on Michah 6:8, and is usually taken to mean "walking humbly". 
"( ... )and to walk with everyone in the measure of the truth and the regulation of time. ( )" 
"(1) (..)in this way (2) they shall walk in all their places of residence( .. )." 
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rules or regulations for the "instructor" (C,.,:;:,ro~'? c.,p1nn ii'?N) refers also to this mean-

6.2. 1QH 

Remarkably, l'?ii has the same meaning in 1 QH as it has in 1 QS despite the fact that some 

notions of the word's meaning are different as a result of the poetic genre of the scroll. l'?ii 

refers to life in the Community fulti11ing the will of God. 

There are four occurrences (XII 21,24; XIV 6f.; XV 14) where l'?ii clearly shows this mean-

ing. In three of these cases, l'?ii occurs in combination with n:;:,:J'? lii:J: walking in the 

path of God's heart.45 Especially, the sense of the phrase in XII 21 and 24 show that life in the 

Community in relation to God ( cf. "established permanently" (XII 21 )) and to the "council of 

the holy ones" (XII 24) is meant. In XV 14, l'?ii refers also to life in the Community in com-

pany with (l.,J~'?) God.46 But the notion "in company with God" is not as prominent in 1 QH 

as it is in 1 QS. Nevertheless, the usage of l'?ii in 1 QS so far indicates that the Community 

has a unique relationship with God. 

In XV 14 and in XI 20, l'?ii referring to life in the Community is linked with justice and 

righteousness, demonstrating again that the obedience to the Law/the rules is one of the most 

significant aspects of life in the Community in relation to God.47 

45 Xll 21: "(. . .)those who walk on the paths ofyour heart (22) will be established permanently.(..)" 
XII 24: "( .. )Those who walk on the path of your heart have listened to me, they have assigned them

selves for you (25) in the council ofthe holy ones.( .. )" 
XJV 6f "( ... )[ ... ]to walk (7) on the path of your heart without injustice ( ... )" 
This phrase does not occur in the HB. 

46 F. Notscher does not see the significance of the combination oflt,il and "~!:h, nor the Qumranian 

meaning of .,~!:It,; and interprets both from the HB perspective. Hence he relates lt,il only to good actions and 

behaviour, but not to a life in company with God: "Der feste sichere Schritt bedeutet hier [ 1 QH XV 14] also die 
religiose, moralische Festigkeit, Zuverliissigkeit und Vorbildlichkeit, die auch durch die Bosheit der anderen sich 
nicht beirren laBt." (F. Notscher, Gotte.m•ege 1md Menschemrege, 73 and 83). 
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Life in the Community fulfilling the will of God is also referred to negatively through 1i;,n. 

In XIII 25, 1i;,n means "to defect" to the "sons of destruction", in VII 21 it refers to the life 

of the wicked in contrast to life in the Community.48 

6.3. Conclusion 

The usage and meaning of 1',n in 1 QS and 1 QH in comparison with the HB shows that 

1',n is understood in a very particular way in the two scrolls describing l~fe in the Commu-

nity in relation to God.49 As such, 1',n holds essential information about the understanding 

of the Divine presence in 1 QS and 1 QH. 

Describing life in the Community, 1',n describes the lives of distinct and chosen, religiously 

significant people: the Community. 1',n is life in the Community according to the theologi-

cal concept that the scrolls provide. This means, first of all, that life in the Community is al-

ways and entirely related to God. Without this relationship it does not make sense. But 1',n, 

especially in 1 QH, also indicates what this life is about. It involves especially obedience to 

the rules of the Community, as well as to the Law. God is present in the Community also 

through these rules and Laws that determine lives in company with Him. 

But because 1i;,n as life in the Community can only make sense within the relation to God 

that the teachings of the Community define themselves, it serves to express the separate 

47 XV 14 mentions the "paths ofjustice" (i1p'1~ M,::!.,n:J"='). and XI 20 is playing with the word i"rD"l':l 

the psalmist is walking on a "plain". But i"I'Z1"7:l also means "justice" and "righteousness" (cf I sa. 114; Mal. 2 6; 

Ps. 45:7). 
48 What remains are figurative usages of 1',i1 that are based on the major sense of 1"='ii in 1 QS and I QH, 

but do not reveal new aspects: see XI 19; XII 33; XVI 34. 
VII 18 is damaged. 

49 It is, therefore, not sufficient to reduce the meaning of1"='iT to "absolut religios-sittlichem Handeln" (F 

Notscher, Gotteswege und Menschenwege, 79). 
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nature of the Community from the outside world. 1C,n only describes the nature of life in 

the Community; for it is only there that Divine presence is possible. 

1C,n refers to life in the Community, a Community in a special relationship with God, build-

ing and holding a strong, direct and immediate relationship with God that goes beyond the 

kind of relationship between God and Israel known from the HB. This relationship is penna-

nent, and produces and maintains a distinctive and unique Community permitting its mem-

bers to experience Divine presence. Given this state of affairs, the strict separation between 

God's sphere and human's sphere, as demarcated in the HB, is obscured in these scrolls. Both 

1 QS and 1 QH claim that the Community in some manner participates in the sphere of God, 

and that its members are well aware of the fact. 

"1',n in company with God", especially in IQS I 8, indicates that the Community has a spe-

cial status as the chosen ones. It functions as a link between the rest oflsrael and God; and its 

nature as a permanent sacrifice to God qualifies it to live in permanent company with Him. 

This implies not only the nearness of God, but an immanent presence of God in the 

Community. 50 

sc• H. Stegemann states that "die Union der Essener weder ein Zweckverband der in der Diaspora weilen-
den Teile Israels war noch eine Vereinigung fur irgendwelche besonderen Zwecke im Rahmen Israels, sondern 
der ZusammenschluJ3 Gesamtisraels im Heiligen Land." (H. Stegemann, Die Essener, Qumran, Johannes der 
Tiiufer und Jesus. Ein Sachbuch [Freiburg/Basei/Wien: Herder, 9 1993) 231 ). Stegemann assumes that Qumran is 
part of a Essene movement that had groups spread all over Israel. To deal with this controversial subject is be
yond the scope of this study. But H. Stegemann's idea of the function of the Essenes regarding Israel has to be re
vised according to the findings above. There is a "Zweck" of the Qumran Community moving to the desert, and 
that is to get and to be close to God, and consequently a) to prepare the ground for His presence through a per
fect life in company with Him, and b) to function as the "bridge" between the unfaithful Israel and God. Hence, 
the Community is not living such a life in the desert as the "ZusammenschluJ3 Gesamtisraels im Heiligen Land", 
but as the bridge between God and the rest ofisrael, by being the only place on earth where a close relationship 
with God is possible. 
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V. The 4QS Fragments 

As well as the 1 QS material, the fragments of the Community Rule found in cave 4 otTer 

relevant material for this study. But there are reasons why this study focused primarily on 

1 QS. First, 1 QS is the only "complete" version of the Community Rule. A thorough analysis 

of words and phrases that link to the question of the Divine presence only makes sense in this 

extended form of the Community Rule. The 4QS material, on the other hand, is fragmentary 

and cannot provide the information that 1 QS can. Consequently, my study is an analysis of 

the Divine presence in this particular scroll 1 QS. 

Secondly, Metso in her detailed analysis of the 1 QS, 4QS, and 5QS material came to the 

conclusion that "on the basis of the reconstructed manuscripts, it is clear that no standard 

collection of the texts ever existed" 1 and "that it is clear that there never existed a single, 

legitimate and up-to-date version of the Community Rule"2 This means that lQS has to be 

taken as a version of the Community Rule in its own right, no matter whether it represents 

the "original" or a later version. Investigating this particular scroll draws, therefore, a picture 

of the idea of the Divine presence as this particular scroll understands it, (and at a particular 

time in the history of the Community?Y 

But to present a full picture of the Divine presence as it is understood in I QS, I will now 

analyse the 4QS material to find out if there are differences regarding the Divine presence, 

and whether or not these influence what has been said about I QS. I will analyse all fragments 

of cave 4 containing material of the Community rule. Their precise relationship, hence the 

question of their age and dependencies, has to remain in the background, because this 

S. Metso, The Textual Development of the Qumran Community Rule [Studies on the Texts of the 
Desert of Judah XXI, Leidenl New York/ Koln 1997] 151 
2 Metso, Qumran Community Rule, 154. 

It is, therefore, not the aim of my study to develop yet another theory about the textual development of 
the Community Rule. For literature on the history of the text and its different versions see: S Metso, Qumran 
Community Rule, 5-11, 157-164. 
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analysis will show that words and phrases used to express aspects of the Divine presence in 

4QS are used and understood almost exactly as in 1 QS; the differences between 1 QS and the 

4QS material regarding the idea of the Divine presence are minor, which is why these 

findings will not contribute much to a theory of the relationship between the Community 

Rule material.4 

In comparison with 1 QS we find the following matters relating to the Divine presence in 

4QS255-264: 

4Q255 (4QpapS") 

Although 4QSa does not have direct parallels with 1QS,5 "doing what is good and just in His 

presence" in 4Q255 frag.l 2f. is used and understood as in 1 QS I 2. 4Q255 frag.2 5 has "to 

walk with perfection on all the paths of God", carrying the same meaning as in lQS III 9.f. 

Relevant items mentioned here are used with the same meaning as in 1 QS. They are: 

C.,~ .,~!JC.,: 4Q256 II 2 = IQS 116) 

l7i., (et deriv.): 4Q256 IX 12 = JQS V 19; 4Q256 XVIII I= IQS IX 18; 4Q256 XX 5 = 1QS X 16. 

lC.,i1 4Q256 IX 4 = IQS V 4; 4Q256 2 = 1 QS IX 19. 

i1C.,:l: 4Q256 XVIII 3 = 1QS IX 19. 

For a detailed list ofliterature on this problem see Metso, Qumran Communi~y Rule, l57ff.; also A 
Lange I H. Lichtenberger, Art. Qumran [TRE XXVIII, 1997] 55ff.; J. Maier, Purity at Qumran: Cultic and 
Domestic, in: A.J. Avery-peck/ J. Neusnerl B.D. Chilton, Judaism in Late Antiquity. Part Five. The Judaism of 
Qumran: A Systematic Reading of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Volume 1: l77eory of Israel [Handbook of Oriental 
Studies vL56; Leiden! Boston! Koln: Brill, 2001] 91f. 
' Metso, Qumran Communi~y Rule, 106 
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The only relevant difference occurs in 4Q256 2, where 4Q256 omits ,J,~i', which is found 

in IQS V 2: "( ... )and keep themselves steadfast in all he commanded according to His will 

( ... )".
6 Although "according to His wiW and "in all that He has commanded" are both added 

in IQS V 9-10,7 and although the same happens in 4Q258 I 1 offering the same passage, 

these findings do not suggest a meaning of 1,~i other than what I determined for I QS 

above. In any case, the reason for the differences between lQS V 1,9-10 and this 4QS 

material does not seem to lie in the meaning of the word p~i, but in the content of the 

entire passage. The differences thus do not provide sufficient material to claim that p~i was 

understood differently in the different fragments. 

4Q257 (4QpapSc) 

In col.III and IV aspects discussed in lQS are mentioned with the same meaning: 

l'i., (et deriv) 4Q257 Ill 1 = lQS Ill 1; 4Q257 III 3 = 1QS III 2; 4Q257 V 3 = 1 QS IV 6. 

1';lil: 4Q257 V 4 = IQS IV 6. 

It is interesting to note that a significant sentence that occurs in lQS IV 3f. mentioning 

The evidence is again not sufficient to decide whether 4Q257 objects to these aspects which 

describe gifts from God and means by which humans can improve their status within their 

relationship with God. 

6 Metso suggests that "according to His will" has been inserted after "in all that He has commanded" in 
the later IQS, "due to their close connection elsewhere in the Rule" (Metso, Qumran Community Rule, 78). 
7 Metso, Qumran Community Rule, 78,80. 
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This is the longest 4QS document. It covers two passges that appeared to be very important 

for the study on the Divine presence because they contain many of the relevant terms (4Q258 

VI 1-5 = lQS VIII 6-11 and 4Q258 VII 4-9 = lQS lX 3-9). Although there are tiny 

differences between 4Q258 and the I QS material, all relevant words or phrase are used in the 

same way. They are: 

1',il: 4Q258 I 4 = IQS V 4 (cf. 4Q 256); 4Q258 VI 7 = lQS VIII 13; 4Q258 VIII = lQS VIII24~; 

4Q258 VII 7 = I QS IX 6; 4Q258 VII 8 = 1 QS IX 8; 4Q258 VIII 3 = 1 QS IX 19 

l7i., (et deriv.): 4Q258 I 10 = IQS V 19 (cf. 4Q 256); 4Q258 III I = IQS VI 9; 4Q258 VI3 = lQS VIII 

9; 4Q258 VIII 2 = IQS IX 17; 4Q258 VIII3 = 1QS IX 18; 4Q258 IX 8 = IQS X 9; 4Q258 X 5 = IQS X 

16; 4Q258IX 13 = IQS X 12 

.,J!:lC,: 4Q258ll2 = 1QS V 23; 4Q258 116 = IQS VI I; (4Q258 II 8 = IQS Vl4;) 4Q258 VIII 7 = IQS 

IX22 

C,;:JI'D: 4Q258 Il2 = l QS V 23; 4Q258 II 4 = I QS V 24; 4Q258 VIII I = l QS IX 15 

pl77:) 4Q258 VI 2 = l QS VIII 8; 4Q258 VI 6 = l QS Vlll 13 

0.,7:)n: 4Q258 VI 3 = lQS VIII 9; (4Q258 VIS= IQS VIII 10;) 4Q258 VII 3 = IQS IX 2; 4Q258 VI16 

=lQSIXS 

p~i 4Q258 VI4 = IQS VIII 10; 4Q258 VII 5 = lQS IX 4; (4Q258 VIII 8 = IQS IX 23;) 4Q258 VIII 

8 = lQS IX 24 

il',:l: ( 4Q258 VI 7 = 1 QS VIII 15;) 4Q258 VI 8 = 1 QS VIIll6; 4Q258 VIII 4 = I QS IX 19 

:litJ: 4Q258 IX 12 = IQS X 12; 4Q258 X 7 = lQS X 18 

Interesting to note here is that the names used for God in 4Q258 lX 12f. are identical with 

those used in I QS X 12. 

8 Metso mentions here a difference in syntax (Metso, Qumran Community Rule,87) which does not seem 
to influence the meaning of 1C,il. 
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There are few differences, to be noted here. Regarding the words and phrases we are 

investigating in this study, it seems to be the case that the 4Q fragments tend to omit some of 

them rather than represent them in their text. This can be seen in 4Q258 I 1, where ,:J,~i', 

( 1 QS V 1) is omitted (cf. above); in 4Q258 II 4, where "and the perfection of his path" is left 

out; and in 4Q258 n 8 where "~J!::h ( 1 QS VI 1) does not occur. The paucity of evidence again 

prevents us from evaluating the findings. But does the author of 4Q258 try to avoid "~J!:l', in 

combination with human beings? 

4Q259 (4QSe) I 4Q319 ( 4QOtot) 
. . 

This document again differs from 1 QS, but without altering the meanings of the words and 

phrases that we are concerned with. These are: 

":l!:l~: 4Q259 II 6 = I QS VII 23 

1~i1: 4Q259 II 6f. = IQS VII 24; 4Q259 II 12 = 1QS VIII4; 4Q259 II 4 = IQS VUI 13; (4Q259 II 7 = 

IQS IX 12;) 4Q259 HI 18 = IQS IX 199 

I:J"I:lM: 4Q259 II 10 = JQS VIlli; 4Q259 II 17f = IQS VIII 9; (4Q259 Ill 1 = IQS VIII 10;) 

iT',:l: 4Q259 II IQS VIII I; 4Q259 II 8 = 1QS IX 13; 4Q259 III18 1QS IX 19 

l,~i: 4Q259 II 15 = 1QS VIII 4; 4Q259 II 8 = JQS IX 13; 4Q259 II 11 = 1QS IX 15 

171., (et deriv) 4Q259 II 17 = 1QS VIII 8; 4Q259 III 15 = 1QS IX 17; 4Q259 III17 = IQS IX 18 

rDii: 4Q259 II 2 = I QS VIII 12 

~::::ltZ:7: 4Q259 III 13 = 1 QS IX 15 

According to Metso, 4Q259 III 17-18 offers a variant of I QS IX 18-19 that "may indicate a change in 
organization of the community" (Metso, Qumran Community Rule, 73). But this change does not seems to give 
l~i1 O.,l:lM, which occurs as an aspect of the teachings of the wise leader in this passage, a different meaning 

from that in 1 QS. 
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Three observations are worth mentioning here: 10 a) In 4Q259 II 17, the j,l70 of 1 QS VIII 8 

has been replaced by nl70. b) 4Q259 Ill omits the passages on the "study of the Law" ( 1 QS 

VIII 15-19) and the passage on the regulations for behaviour in the Community ( 1 QS VHI 

20-IX 11). 11 c) Cols. V, VII, and X contain material that does not feature in 1QS. 

Interestingly, in none of these cols. do aspects which we are investigating occur. Cols. VIII 

and IX are damaged to an extent that makes comments impossible. 

Relevant terms found here have again the same meaning as in lQS. They are: 

j1~i: 4Q260 I I = 1 QS IX 23 

11l1r.l: 4Q260 II 2 = l QS X 3 

:no: 4Q260 IV 5 = JQS X 18 

It is interesting to note here that 4Q260 IV 3 does not have l1i"~ as 1 QS X 16 has. 

The three short fragments are nearly identical with the 1 QS material and mention the relevant 

tenns that are understood in the same way as in 1 QS: 

'lJ~t,: 4Q261 frag.l 3 = l QS V 23 

t,::lrD: 4Q26l frag I 3 = IQS V 23 

311., ( et deriv) 4Q261 frag:2 3 = 1 QS VI 25 

lt,i1: (4Q261 frag.S 6 = lQS VII 12) 

w Especially regarding the claim that (according to Metso) 4Q259 "preserved a more original version of 
the Community Rule" (Metso, Qumran Community Rule, 74) than lQS. 
II Metso suggests that "the whole passage of IQS vrn 15-IX 11 is a secondary insertion" (Metso, 
Qumran Community Rule, 72). But this does not provide sufficient evidence for any claim that 4Q259 avoids 
aspects signjficant for the Divine presence which are mentioned in thjs passage 
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4Q262 (4QSh) A and B 

These are small fragments which do not contain relevant material. 

4Q263 (4QSi) 

Cf. under 4Q258 H. 

4Q264 (4QSj) 

This document contains a copy of 1QS XI 14-22 where we found several significant words 

regarding the Divine presence. 4Q264 has them all and does not change their meaning. They 

are: 

:no: 4Q264 1 = IQS XI 14 

l.i'i"' (et deriv.) 4Q264 3 = IQS XI 16; 4Q264 5 = 1QS XI 18; 4Q264 6 = 1QS XI 6 

"'~£)', 4Q264 4 = 1 QS XI 17; 4Q264 9 = I QS XI 21 

t:l"'On: 4Q264 5 = 1 QS XI 17 

11::!:1: 4Q264 5 = 1 QS XI 17 

'?:>ro (v): 4Q264 6 = l QS XI 18 

Concluding, we may say that the usages and meaning of terms related to the Divine presence 

in 4QS do not alter or substantially affect what has been said about them in this study of 1 QS. 

Where they occur in 4QS, they seem to be understood in the same way as in I QS. The 

differences between the I Q and 4Q materials that have been examined are minor; and the 

length of the fragments makes it impossible to make general statements about the 4Q 

fragments and their attitudes to the presence of God in the Community. 
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VI. The 4QH Fragments 

4Q427 (4QH") 

Items in 4Q427 which are used as in the relevant I QH lines are the following: 

lii" (et deriv.): 4Q427 frag.l 3 = 1QH XIX 20; 4Q427 frag.3 I 2 = IQH VII 5; 4Q427 frag.3 14 = 1QH 

VII 7; 4Q427 frag 3 I 5 = 1QH VII 8; 4Q427 frag.2+3 II 11 = IQH XX 10; 4Q427 frag.2+3 II 12 = 1QH 

XX 11; 4Q427 frag.2+3 Il 13 = lQH XX 13; 4Q427 frag.7 I+ frag.9 20 = IQH XXVI top 15 (text re

strored); 4Q427 frag.7 II 13 = IQH XXVI bottom 7; 4Q427 frag.7 II 14 = JQH XXVI bottom 7 (text 

restored) 

1~iT: 4Q427 frag.6 1 (text restored)= IQH XXI bottom 2 (text restored) 

iT~:I: 4Q427 frag.7 I+ frag 9 19 = IQH XXVI top 15 

~:;:)rD: 4Q427 frag.7 1114 = IQH XXVI bottom 8 

There are, however, a few occasions where relevant words are used in 4Q427, but not in 

1 QH. The reason for these differences is, throughout, that the text in question is missing in 

1 QH. Nevertheless, 4Q427 displays in these cases the same understanding of the relevant 

terms as known from 1 QH: 

:m.:> is used in 4Q427 frag.7 I+ frag.9 23 which IQH XXVI top does not have. It is used as 

an attribute of God which influences human hfe. In 4Q427 frag.7 II which is missing in lQH 

XXVI bottom 6 ::J1t:l has the same meaning. 

4Q427 frag. 7 II offers a line which does not occur in I QH XXVI bottom, although it occurs 

in 4Q431 frag.l 2. Here, r'll.7i is used in the following way: "( ... ) l.7.,!:)1i1 nl?i ~1?::J 
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Finally, 1,~1 in 4Q427 frag.7 II 19 does not occur in 1 QH XXVI bottom, because in the lat

ter the text ends before this line. 1,~1 is used here as an attribute of God showing a meaning 

within the scope found in 1 QH. 

4Q428 (4QHb) 

Relevant words mentioned here are used with the same meaning as in lQH. They are: 

":>rD: 4Q428 frag.8 I 1 = 1QH IX 25 

iTl7i ":>rD: 4Q428 frag.8 I 5 = 1 QH IX 28 

One difference, however, occurs in 4Q428 frag. 7 8 where we find Ml7i. The equivalent line 

in 1 QH would be 1 QH XVI 1 where only illegible traces, untranslatable readings, and a la

cuna can be found. Ml7i is used in 4Q428 frag. 7 8 in a sense in which it occurs also in 1 QH: 

it is the knowledge ofthe psalmist which he claims to have received from God. 

4Q429 ( 4QHc) 

4Q429 oilers only on relevant term. 1',n occurs in 4Q427 frag.2 I 9 (= lQH XIV 20) refer

ring to the members of the Community "walking on your [God's] holy path" in contrast to the 

people outside the Community. l',;r displays a meaning here that we have seen also in 

lQH. 

4Q430 (4QHd) 

In 4Q430 only one relevant item occurs which is used as in lQH: 

nl7i: 4Q430 frag.l 6 = 1 QH xn 18 
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4Q431 (4QH") 

See r1l7i in 4Q427 frag.7 II 4 above. 

4Q432 (4QHr) 

4Q432 does not contain relevant material. 

Cone I uding we can say that words that proved to be relevant for the investigation of the idea 

of Divine Presence in I QH are used in the 4QH fragments with the same meaning as in 1 QH. 

In other words, terms related to the Divine Presence used in the 4QH fragments do not alter 

what has been said about them in I QH. 
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Vll. Final Conclusion 

1 QS and 1 QH redefine the idea of the Divine presence as it occurs in the HB. Divine pres

ence becomes the major aspect of the relationship between God and humankind according to 

these scrolls. It is what the Community, and life in the Community, is essentially about. It is 

what motivates and defines this Community and its members. Divine presence, a special rela

tionship with God, gives the Community its right to exist. To be close to God, closer than any 

other human can be, is the Yahad's desire and its status. Divine presence in the sense of God's 

nearness is a permanent characteristic of the Community. Divine presence as God's actual 

"being there" is a possibility in the Community and, to some degree, already a fact. 

The above investigations have shown that aspects that describe in the HB the relationship be

tween Israel and God, have been used and developed in 1 QS/H to picture the special status 

that the Community claims to have and desires in relation to God. p~i, ~::)rD, knowledge, 

and ~,I:J are divine phenomena that, given to the Community, change its nature in a way that 

enables it to be closer to Him and to accommodate His presence. j,:\ti, ~::)rD, knowledge, 

and ~,I:J are phenomena that tie the Community together with God in a manner that Judaism 

has not seen before. These phenomena are the principles on which the special relationship 

between the Community and God rests and which make this special relationship possible in 

the first place. j1l70, i0l70, ~~.,, the idea of serving God, .,J!:)~, and l~i1, on the other 

hand, are not primarily w1derstood as principles which make the special relationship between 

God and the Community possible, but their understanding in 1 QS/H illustrates in which way 

life in the Community reflects and enables the special status of the Yahad in relation to God. 

Thus, the way in which j,l70, i0l70, ~~.,, the idea of serving God, "'J!:h, and 1~i1 are 
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used in the two scrolls is in two ways significant: first, it demonstrates that the Community 

claims to have a very special status in relation to God already, and secondly, it shows that the 

members of the Community claim to have the ability to actively maintain and to improve this 

special relationship with God through their lives, their behaviour, and their actions in the Ya

had. It is the claim of the Community that, based on their election by God, and consequently 

due to God's gifts to them (the principles), it has the power to change its own nature in a way 

that allows it to be closer to God than any other being. In this, the idea of the Community's 

power to change its nature and significance in relation to God, goes well beyond the abilities 

of Israel and its members as described in the HB. But, according to 1 QS!H, this under

standing oflife in the Community, this change of nature in relation to God, makes immediate 

Divine presence in the Community's midst possible. Thus, being a member of the Qumran 

Community means living in the permanent nearness of God accommodating Divine presence. 

1 QS and 1 QH seem in many ways to be designed to demonstrate this to the outside world as 

well as to the members of the Community themselves. 

This new and special status in relation to God defines the Community's function in the world. 

As the only Community that can have this status, they see themselves isolated from the rest 

of the world because of their special quality in relation to God. The Community's status has a 

divine quality that separates it clearly from the rest of the world, and brings it at the same 

time closer to God. But its members also claim to have a special function for Israel as a 

whole. The nature of the Community itself and life in the Community replaces those means 

by which Israel, according to the HB, was approached by God and was permitted to approach 

God. The Community and life in the Community is the link between God and Israel. And be

cause the Community sees itself as the means of approach to God, it possesses the very qual

ity that these Biblical ordained means themselves have. 
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The (self-)identity of the Community is defined, therefore, through all theological ideas and 

components mentioned in lQS/H. They all, even those we did not discuss in separate chap

ters (such as Law, covenant, holiness, purity, future expectations) describe the Community in 

its relation to God. And because these ideas and components define the Community's rela

tionship with God, i.e. the way in which God approaches the Community and vice-versa, the 

(self-)identity of the Yahad can only be understood through and be based on the idea of Di

vine presence. Divine presence gives the Community, according to its own teachings, its right 

to exist; and Divine presence describes its nature within the universe. Other theological ideas 

elaborated in 1 QS/H represent means by which the authors of the scro11s attempt to demon

strate that the Community already has this special relationship with God. 

The fact that Divine presence - the Community's relationship with God - provides the identity 

of the Community also indicates that this relationship is understood in a manner different 

from that found in the HB. In 1 QS/H, it is neither understood philosophically, nor geographi

cally, and not even historically. As much as the identity of Israel depends on its history with 

God as described in the HB, the identity of the Community depends solely on its special rela

tionship with Him, hence on unique Divine presence. This shows that the Community has 

disconnected itself from Israel not only geographically, but also through the way in which re

lationship with and dependency on God was perceived. The historical component of this rela

tionship has been replaced by a claim and desire to stand in a special relationship with God. 

The Yahad is not about Israel's or the Community's history with God, but only about God's 

presence with the Yahad now and in future. The relationship between God and the Commu

nity is about a "being-together" of the Divine and the Yahad, not Divine leadership and hu

man dependency. This becomes especially clear in the fact that the success and development 

of this relationship depends to a great extent (i.e. after God has given the Comtmmity His 
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gifts) on the actions of the Community, and not as much as in the HB on God Himself. Ac

cording to 1 QS/H, the question of the relationship between God and the Community is an ex

istential one in its proper sense: it is being with God, being where God is, being with whom 

God is, and even being how God is. In this form of "co-existence" with God, the Community 

has disconnected itself from the outside world and entered, according to 1 QS/H, a world of 

Divine presence which has not been seen by any Israelite before. 

Concluding, we can say that Divine presence is understood in 1 QSIH in a new and unique 

way. It defines the Community and shows its special relationship with God. The Yahad is an 

institution that is in line with God's thinking. The Community is the place of the permanent 

nearness of God. And it is the only place, in a sense, between heaven and earth that qualifies 

for the permanent presence of both humans and God. It probably qualifies even for the actual 

Divine presence of God amongst the human beings in that place. 

But the idea ofthe nearness of God and His presence in lQS and IQH also demonstrates that 

the idea of being close to God can drive an entire religious Community to its limits in the at

tempt not only to "repair" what Israel has done wrong regarding its relationship with God, but 

to go beyond this and to claim a special relationship between themselves and God that brings 

them closer together than any other Jews before. Because this status is to be gained through 

perfectionism, this idea affects every single aspect of life in the Community. And this also 

shows why the Community has this notion of "sectarian fanaticism": its members go beyond 

what Judaism at the time stands for, and they do so without compromise. 
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